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APART

m TRALUMA
HH “Seven Days Awake’B LP/CD $7.00/$9.50

CAULFIELD RECORDS

GRADE
“Separate the

Magnets”
CD $10.00

SECOND NATURE

ENDEAVOR
“Constructive

Semantics”

LP/CD $8.00/$ 10.00

TRUSTKILL RECORDS

SHOUTBUS
“Ain’t That America”
LP/CD $7.00/$9.50

ART MONK CONSTRUCTION

BELTAINE

“Crowning the

Caged Kid”

CD $9.50

ATOMIC ACTION

DISTRIBUTED BY LUMBERJACK DISTRIBI

|TOLEDO OH. 43697

E-MAiLynfe
ie ordering system at www.lumberjCK

pberjack-online.com
-nline.comVisit oi

JOSHUA
s/t

7”/CDep
$3.50/$5.00

DOGHOUSE RECORDS

ALL NATURAL LEMON
IklME FLAVORS
“Ipning Into Small”

GERN BIANDSTEN
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All material in Punk Planet is printed with

permission from the author. All opinions

expressed are souly those of the author, and

not those of Punk Planet.

disclaimer

Addresses

Punk Planet

PO Box 464
Chicago, IL 60690
ads, submissions & letters

Review material accidently sent to this address

IS NOT FORWARDED to the reviews address. That

means that it will not get reviewed until it arrives,

on your dime, at the reviews address. There are

only two addresses, get ‘em straight.

Punk Planet Reviews

PO Box 6014
East Lansing, Ml 48826
send your reviews here

Telephone Shit

773-465-3365
questions, ad reservations,
submission queries, whatever

773-465-3367
a fax machine for your faxing needs

Electronica

punkplanet@punkplanet.com
letters & submissions via e-mail

www.punkplanet.com
web page

Ad Rates
for an attractive calendar of all the ad due

dates for 1998, send a stamp!

1/6 page (2.5 x 5) *$25

1/3 page long (2.5 x 10) • • • *$50

1/3 page square (5x5) • • • *$60

1/2 page (7.5 x 5) $80

Full page (7.5 x 10) $200
call for pricing'availabiltiy on inside

front & back covers.

All ads are due
March 1
for PP25 May/June 1998

Ads not reserved will get in, but you have no say

as to what issue. Any ads received after deadline

may run in the following issue. Those are the risks

... Are you the gambling type?

the risks



Track One/Intro

Crimes and Misdemeanors

Welcome to Punk Planet, international product ID number 74470 93297. That’s right kids, PP’s

got a barcode. Missed it there in the lower right-hand corner of the cover? Well it’s there, it’s

scannable, it’s ready to go; and boy, do I feel weird about it.

After almost four years of doing Punk Planet and resisting request after request by distributor

after distributor to get a barcode, I finally gave in. The reasoning behind it is twofold. First, it was

a fight that I just didn’t feel like fighting anymore, and secondly, I was finally given a reason that I

couldn’t shrug off.

Let’s cover first things first, shall we? I’m tired of the barcode argument. The simple reasoning of

“They’re not punk,” or “They're a mark given by the outside world,” or “They’re the sign of the

devil,” just doesn’t do much for me anymore. There was a time when l was shouting those same

arguments (okay, maybe not the devil one), but that time—for me—has passed. I’ve realized

that my energy can be spent on much more productive—and relevant—things than whether or

not there’s a barcode on the cover of PR

But that’s only part of the story, I still needed a good reason why NOT to have one, as simply

deciding that it wasn’t a fight worth fighting is certainly not going to have me on the phone to

the barcode people my next free moment. The reason why we finally ended up with a barcode

was one that surprised me:

Not having one was too much work.

Not for me, but for the warehouse workers at Desert Moon Periodicals, one of our larger distribu-

tors. When they were just taking a few hundred copies of PR they would slap a barcode sticker

on the cover. Sure, it was ugly to have a sticker stuck on an attractive cover, but it enabled us to

not have a barcode (Ironically, back then my major argument against barcodes was that they

were ugly... How I then justified having someone else slap a sticker on the cover is a mystery to

me.). But now Desert Moon doesn’t take a few hundred, they take a few thousand, and they

have to get a couple of their warehouse workers to spend almost an entire day affixing stickers

to the zine. I don’t know about you, but that’s not the way I’d like to spend my day and it’s cer-

tainly not the way I’d want someone else to spend there day—especially when for a hundred

bucks, I can do something about it.

So there you have it.

For those of you that are religiously against barcodes, feel free to voice your opinion. I’d thought I’d

heard all the arguments for and against, but Desert Moon’s surprised me; maybe yours can too.

And for those Desert Moon warehouse workers still working the adhesive out of their cuticles, have a

nice day off.
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The Heidies: Exit Ten-CD

"...yep, this platter of woodshop-saw melodicore buzzes the earwaves and stings

my hearing perception like a pack of hostile hornets on the rampage. After

countless listens, my ears are still salivating like the rabid slobbering dog I most

certainly am. Well, you get the picture...now get the disc, damn it!!" -

Flipside #109

"This music sounds like a long lost punk rock opus from the Cleveland to

Louisville punk rock axis circa 1981 . A speedy, no nonsense unit kicking

out short no nonsense punk rock tunes."- Heartattack #16

"This sucks" - Rockford Sucks #1

The Kossabone Spazboy/Injoy Gymicrae/Bossk
Gymicrae-CDep Red- 7” 7” 7”

Execution ofKarma

Puffball

7”

InsurlneesCan (eciRds
P0 bOx 145

nOrthVille, Ml 48167
www.lnsurAnceSCam.CoM
hello@tnsurAncesCam.CoM

Distres net in tench!!

Order

Now!

CD $10ppd
T $3.50 ppd
CDep $7 ppd

T-shirts and Stickers

White with black ISR logo

long sleeve $15 ppd
Short sleeve $12 ppd
SUckers $1ppd
Send SASE for full catalog!

Add $1 for orders to Canada
Add $2 for orders to Europe

Send cash, checks

or money orders

made payable to

ISR

Order a
Heidies CD
and get an
ISR T-shirt

for $8
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Torque Records

PO Box 229

Arlington, VA
22210 USA

21 songs recorded live to sixteen tracks on

one inch tape. Produced by Geoff Turner

at WGNS Studios, WDC. CD S10.00 ppd

USA $12.00 World . Send SASE for Catalog

This Cassette Is Free

The Dummyup sampler ta|>e

has a couple songs a piece

from BARON AUTOMATIC,

NOTHING COOL and THE

DREAD. All you have to pay

is a buck, which covers

postage. Pretty good deal,

eh*P Sure, we've done it before, but hey? we here

at Dummyup Inc. are pretty much a one trick

|>ony. C'mon, you know you like the free stuff.

This CD Is Not
Free, that is. Baron

Automatic's debut CD,

Wayfunner, costs

$£.00 ppd, and is

filled with 14 songs of

the catchiest, goofiest

pop punk you ever laid I

ears on. They've been compared to F.Y.P,

Green Day and Seven Seconds. You'll like it.

We Still Have
Some of the Nothing

Cool / Lfllfngtons split

LP. It's got six new,

unreleased studio

songs from each band

and a great, full color

cover by Chris Shary.

It's only $7.00ppd. You missed out on the

white vinyl, but we still have plenty black.

ComingSoon!

Crease Soundtrack Compilation - Lots of

bands like BORIS THE SPRINKLER, J-

CHURCH, PARASITES, LARRY BRRRDS,

THE

CONNIE DUNGS, BLANKS 77, THE NO-

BODYS and a bunch more cover the entire

soundtrack to Grease!

The Dread Discography - Virtually every-

thing recorded by these bay area veterans on

We've got a bunch more stuff, so you should

send us a stamp for a sticker, bookmark and

catalog of nifty releases from bands like

Nothing Cool, The Dread, The Lllllngtons,

Beatnik Termites and more. Make all checks

and' money orders to J. Bellah. If you live

somewhere other than North America, you

should send more money.

Dutnmyu|> Inc. PO Box 642694 SP, CA

94164 E-mall;Chickenlsgoodfood® sllp.net



Joe's favorite

Dynamite Boy CD
"Hell is Other People"

*catchy power-pop-punk among
this genre's elite; an enjoyable
listen, indeed" -punk planet

At the Drive-In CDEP
"El Gran Orgo"

6 new songs. New line-up.
Emo-melodic punk at it's best.

Shyster CD
"Say Uncle" „

"all fuckin ' right, fast pop-punk with
intense and not so sweet vocals,
the way it should be" -MRR

NRA CD
"Access Amsterdam"

"melodic punk with catchy choruses,
progressive melodies, and an overall

energic feel. Recommended" -MRR

seven-incher's by
Horace Pinker

Doc Hopper
Lynyrd's Innards

...But Alive
NRA

Shyster
At The Drive-In

overseas add $2 bucks

cash or money order only

Cletus 7 Chigliaks 7

.1 coming soon: BOraCB I

el paso, tx 79913 Three Years Down

Tired of waiting?
No need to wait any longer,

you can get our new releases now.

sparkmarker
cd

|
products & accessories

(repress) Pun^ nnetal? post-hardcore the

I way it was meant to be - nice

and crunchy with lots of angst

LP\beautifuzz • self-titled

hip-hop meets space-rock, lots

of 303s, 808s, turntables, guitars

and... the body rap

three penny opera
r

1
2GTEG25H2G4503344

|

ex-shotmaker/30smp

heavier and faster, balls

to the walls rocknroll

CD
|
franklin • building in a & e

emo and dub are 3 letter words,

recorded with scientist

7

LP/CD

usa-f Canada 4- world

Rj-4-4-__.-LJ.-L.
$8

j
$11 ? $12

* canucks pay in loons,

every one else in

american dollars

* cheaper from blindspot,

bottlenekk, choke,

ebullition, lumberjack,

very, x-mist

Check our website for

more info on tour dates

and upcoming releases

wwv Vsonfc
” box 80067' Ottawa. ON, CANADA. K1S 5N6 • 613-23-SOUND

sound spectrasonic@iname.com • www.cyberus.ca/-scallen
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The Heel Is On The Wheel!

PWMB

Stuntman
"The American Fadeout" MAG017 CD
Ex-Treepeople from Boise Idaho lay

down noisy guitar pop. Produced by

Bruce Calder (Nada Suit Green River,

Alcohol Funnycar).

The Nils
"Green Fields In Daylight" MAG012 CD
29 tracks, lull color booklet doceroenting

this legendary punk/post-punk band. Includes

live tracks, a radio session and all studio

recordings before 1987. Essential

!

Fearless Freep
"No Less Sordid" MAG019 CD
1 8 songs of lo-fi pop in the vein

of Barlow, Mascis, and Guided by

Voices. Includes a cover ofThe Nils

"Fountains".

Sackville
" These Last Songs" MAG018 CD
Debut full length following the

critically acclaimed CDep. File under

Rex, Red Red Meat, and Scud

Mountain Boys. Lo-fi country

in an urban setting!

New Sweet Breath
"Go Away B/W When It's All Said" MAG010 7"45

Lo-fi pop punk with heavy doses of early Lemonheads,

and Superchunk. So good, it will leave you slack jawed

Melees
"Animals B/W Wash Yer Face" MAG014 7"45

2 exclusive tracks that may be the Meices

final release. Contains 2 quick blasts of punk

mayhem, that includes a cover of Antiseen's
"
Animals".

Also Available: Sackville CDep, Resin Scraper CD, and 7"45s by
Irving Klaw Trio, Tricky Woo, Hardshipost, Ken Chambers + more!

Coming Soon: V/A "Tribute To The Nils (w/ Down By Law + 13 I

more!). New Sweet Breath CD, Haywood CD, Juno 7" 4- more! I

Prices are $10 US/$12 Can, add $1 post ea. and 7"s are $3 US/$4 Can,
add $1 post per initial, and .50 thereafter. Sackville CDep MA.G009 are
$8 US/$10 Can, add $1 post ea. Write for a FREE Catalog!

MAG WHEEL RECORDS P.O. BOX 11S, STN. R, MONTREAL, QUEBEC. HZS 3KS
1 id i L'J LlgH L. (514) 495-8832 E MAIL: MAGWHEEL@HOTMAIL.COM

REALLY FUCKIN CHEAP
COMPILATION

17 BANOS. S3.”!
featuring:

NOFX’GoodRiddance’SnMrungOut’

GooberPatrol'Hi'Standard'Screeching

Weasel • Lajwagon • Bracket * Swingin’

Utters*NoUseForAName*Dickies*

Screw31*Propagandhi*Tilt*88FingersLouie*

Fat MeFirstAndTheGimmeGimmes

FAT WRECK CHORDS P.O. BOX 193690 SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94119



CHECK THIS OUT!

Buford debut 7" $3 us/$s world

"wall of guitar noise, restores my faith in

pop stuff a band to watch for" MRR
"my new favorite band, incredible, a swift

kick in the ass" PUNK PLANET
"amazing, powerful, fantastic"

SUBURBAN HOME
"hook and melody like there's no

tomorrow, solid!" SPANK
I "impressive, avoids any trends, don't miss

this" BIG BANO
"blows me away, just what you need to

chase away those rainy day blues"

HEARTATTACK
"excellent, fans of this stuff will love it"

RATIONAL INQUIRER
"a pop gem, good stuff!" F.O.E.

"full of power and hooks, never lets up,

you'll be wanting to play them over and
over" REAL OVERDOSE

"great band, top notch, really gets the
heart racing" SUSPECT DEVICE

"smart pop, you'll love it!" MAD MONKS
"ferocious and pretty" CENSOR THIS

Also available:
Sleepasaurus/Buford split 7" $3/5
Loose Change/Buford split 7" $3/5

Conquistadors "land of the lost" 7" $3/5
Bollweevils/Sleepasaurus split 7" $3/5
Down by Law "yellow rat bastard" $4/6

Crief/Corrupted split 7" $4/6
Rhythm Collision 'jack" 7" $4/6

Montgomery Bums/Simpletons 7" $3/5
Travis Cut "no good w/ words 7" $4/6
Man is the Bastard " guns" 7" $4/6
Assuck "state to state" 7" $4/6

Disrupt "smash divisions" 7" $4/6
Naked Aggression "right now" 7" $4/6
All prices are ppd. Stamp = mail-order list

Make all funds payable to: LUIS ESTEFANIA

R E C O R P S
P. O. BOX 1646 REDONDO BEACH CA90278-0746 USA
PH#(3t 0)379- 5807 FAX<310)376-0083

Distribution by Rhetoric. 1000 Flowers, etc.

I Stores and other distributors please get in touch
OUT SOON: Loose Change CD and more!

out in march

fields lay fallow
six song 2x 7” of ex-spirit assembly and car vs. driver

mm
if*'..?!

also:

hal al shedad / inkwell

split 7"

car vs. driver
T\ Deja Grateful lp, Out of a Silent Sky lp

scout / freemasonry
split lp

scout
7 and split 7

" with Cromwell

Lunchbox Records

P.O. Box 55361
Atlanta Ga 30308

7"=$3 2x7"= $6 12"= $6
payable to Stephen Wishart

. . ,
gs05scw@panther.gsu.edu

(also dist. by Ebullition, Very, Lumbeijack, No Idea, etc...)

Carbomb "Total Eclipse" CD (young heartattack) $7
1 0Owattclock "Capricorn vs. Cancer" 1 2" EP

Shedad "Running & Falling" 7"
I Debut LP/CD

Action Patrol "Up & Running 7"
I Carbomb 7"s

L

LP$7 I CD$9 I EP$6 I 7"$3 I ppd. US, world add $.

NO CHECKS. MONEY ORDERS TO MARK OWENS.

PO BOX 94238
DURHAM, NC 27708

J

I



Dear Punk Planet and Jeff Ott,

In response to a letter in the last issue, I

want to make it clear that no one at the Press

rapes people or has been raped. Obviously,

people in this scene would not live with, work

with or cover for a rapist. Jeff Ott, on his cru-

sade, has made e-mail accusations over a year

now and more recently attacks in his magazine

that have been investigated and found not to •

be the case. Lies and rumors repeated over and

over again are still just that. The reason for his

latest attacks is that one of our Roomates is 1

9

(not 14, as he erroneously states) and male. So

Jeff automatically assumes he is being sexually

assaulted. Yet he insists this isn’t homophobic.

Why doesn’t he simply ask the people working

or living here? Or better yet, why doesn’t he

ask the person directly? The last person I was

with was 22 and it was meaningful, mutual

and most of all, none of Jeff’s fucking busi-

ness. If he wants to call this rape or child

molesting then he is the one in need of help.

Jeff is attacking other people here locally and

has even taken a stance against Food Not

Bombs for being a breeding ground for sex

and drugs. His advocating violence against the

Press and people who live here is even more

ridiculous and reckless. Jeff Ott has admitted

to raping two women, we can only guess that

his lashing out here is out of guilt for his past.

He should remember how his friends have

been tolerant with him and hopeful that he is

trying to change. But to throw around the

word “rape” to avenge a personal crusade is so

disrespectful to those you have raped, it makes

me question if you really have changed. I have

had problems with the past with a relationship

and two close friends who I have hurt. I am

very sorry and have made a lot of changes over

the past year to make sure this doesn’t happen

again. But it is not rape and they aren’t saying

it is. So, if you have a problem with me then

deal with me directly, feu continue to manip-

ulate and misuse the words of other even after

they tell you to stop. Some of the “kids” you

talk for have a “fuck Jeff Ott” on their LP lyric

sheet. Doesn’t that tell you something?

Jeff, you need to stop putting my friends

and people who live and work here in danger.

If you or anyone else has a problem with me

or gay people, then don’t use us. We have been

vandalized 5 times in the last year in large part

because of you and to ask people to attack

those working or living here is a McCarthy-

like tactic, just as Tim Yohannan conferred in

his column. If anyone wants to find out more

about Jeff’s rumors or the situation he has cre-

ated, then check with any of the 25 people or

so working or living here. Check with

Maximum RocknRoll or read the response from

the staff and membership of Gilman. Or better

yet, ask me.

Jux

Punks With Presses

Punk Planet,

This is in response to the article entitled

“Tears of a Clown” in Punk Planet #20.

I’m no fan of McDonald’s. I am not

attempting to champion their causes, whatever

they may be. I am interested, however, in voic-

ing an opposing opinion, or maybe a “so

what?” opinion to some of the points made in

Patrick Burkart’s article.

The fact that the two punks from London

published literature slagging McDonald’s isn’t

noteworthy to me. What I find extremely

admirable is that they stood up and fought.

That is unusual.

The article states that the the two com-

piled a thorough case against McDonald’s to

prove that:

•a diet containing McDonald’s food can

lead to ill health.

SO WHAT? You can say the same thing

about any mom and pop fish and chips joint,

pub, or banger place anywhere in London or

the world. So what’s the point? Are they pick-

ing on McDonald’s simply because they are big

and corporate and therefore inherently evil? Or

was Mickey-D’s just targeted because they are

an easy target? Why not Taco Bell, Burger

King, etc? Well, I know the answer: those other

companies are just as evil, but they had to start

somewhere, right?

I know it’s a debate fallacy to claim that



because others do “it,” that doesn’t make it

alright. I’m not saying that it is alright, I’m just

stating that to say these things about

McDonald’s is to a: restate the obvious (why do

you think it’s called “junk food.”) and b: the

exclusion of the other “culprits,” simply

because they are smaller, is glaringly erroneous.

What about the not-a-chain mom and pop

greasy spoons all around western civilization?

They serve food that’s more than likely worse

for your health...

•McDonald’s pitches it’s bad food to kids.

SO WHAT? If no one bought it, they’d

stop. Obviously a lot of people enjoy the food,

and want their kids to eat it. Parents have con-

trol of their kids, and therefore they choose to

let their kids eat it. Besides, whatever happened

to freedom of choice. I bet these same punks

protest the “pitch to the kids” would be/are

completely against the PMRC, who are also

trying to protect “kids” from what they see as

harmful matter aimed at kids... See the connec-

tion? Gotta give it up one way or the other. I’d

rather have the freedom to say no, than the

decision made for me...

•McDonald’s is responsible for outbreaks

of food poisoning.

Yeah, and so is every other restaurant in the

world with lame, uncaring employees, no mat-

ter how large or small. It comes down to people

caring or not caring, and I refute the argument

that people who work for McDonald’s are

somehow systematically different than people

who work for other smaller restaurants.

•McDonald’s pays shit for wages and is

anti-union.

Anti-union? Every fucking employer in the

world is anti-union. There would be no unions

if it weren’t for people organizing themselves

and forming/joining them. If the majority of

employees wanted to be union, they would

be—that’s a fact. Obviously, most employees

today, not just at McDonald’s but in all indus-

tries, are anti-union. Union membership is

down in all walks of work. I am anti-union

because I’d rather have control of my “benefits”

than have someone else control what’s coming

to me, and because I believe in myself enough

to the point that I’m not going to fuck up so

much that I need my job protected by a union.

If I was the subject of unfair labor practice and

felt the issue was important enough at the

time, I’d do what these two punks did, and

fight the system. I’ve worked two union jobs in

two different industries, and I’ve experienced

more lazy-ass people who knew they were pro-

tected by the union during those years than

any other job I’ve ever held.

As for shit pay: look, if you don’t want the

job, find a better one. I know in England the

dole makes the pay from most jobs look bad,

but that’s touching on another subject.

Accepting a job is accepting a contract: you

know what you’re signing up for when you take

the job. If you don’t like it, don’t take the work,

find another, higher paying jobs. There are

always people looking to get whatever they can.

As a sidebar, did you every notice that

immigrants to this country from almost every

other country cherish the fact that they can get

a job paying $6 or $7 an hour? It tells me

something about working conditions in most

other countries. We aren’t doing so bad...

•McDonald’s uses beef grown on destroyed

rain forest.

I think this is a valid point, and although

there are some discrepancies and doubts about

the rainforest issues, I’m not going to argue this

one. I’ve been to South America on assign-

ment, and I’m no great believer in the typical

rainforest arguments... >.

•McDonald’s dumped as trash what it pro-

moted as recycling

I’m still not quite sure I understand this

one... The answer to this one in the suit was so

ridiculous it sounds like a joke. McDonald’s IS

FUCKED...

In the employees section, the article quoted

people who worked for McDonald’s. With the

exception of Keith Baker’s story, every employ-

ee quoted proved to me their own stupidity.

Here we go, one by one:

Adrian Brett: if the girl who fell and burnt

her arm couldn’t tell by herself that her arm

was bad enough for her to go to the hospital,

why would anyone else? Where is her decision

to look at her arm, feel the pain, and say “I

need to go to the bloody hospital, now!”? And

Adrian talks about serving expired shake mix

and old lettuce. Why the fuck did he do that?

He worked there for five years, knowing that

what he often did what he considered wrong.

Sounds like Adrian’s the fuck up here.

C. Harrison: Gee, you were told to “hus-

tle.” Oh, no! Imagine that! It’s horrible that an

employee should want you to work hard, isn’t it.

C. says: “In my experience, nowhere else do

people work as quickly, or it is expected of you

as part and parcel of the job. ...nowhere else are

you expected to work at that level for such long

periods of time.” IS THIS A FUCKING

JOKE? Try working construction, trying work-

ing as a photo assistant, trying working in your

own restaurant, try working at a paper mill, or a

clothing manufacturer, or a farm. I mean, really,

that it is so silly... I can’t respond seriously.

Elin Odlolien: You’re complaining about

something you agreed to. Until you change the

rules, you need to follow the rules. Ifyou don’t

like it, do something about it. You ALWAYS

have the choice to leave. You only then need to

face the consequences...

Peter Sutcliffe: Peter bumped into a door

and cut his thumb. That happens. It didn’t stop

bleeding, so eventually he left work for the day.

Is this unusual? This is bad work environment?

If it was so bad before he left, why did he stay

at work?

Sarah Inglis: Sarah and her co-workers were

not strong enough believers in their wishes and

convictions to stand up for what they believed

in. Has they been, they might have earned my

respect, they might have earned a union, or

they might have lost their jobs, which they

claim were shitty anyhow. What did they have

to lose? Their arguments are so strong one way,

but they go the other...

Karen worked in a flooded environment,

after stated that she “woke up and realized”

what danger she was in after 20 minutes.

Sounds like in that instance she needed to get a

clue, anyway, and like she made the bad deci-

sion, not McDonald’s, because after she “woke

up” she changed her actions and didn’t men-

tion any repercussions...

David A. Dudley Boyden: I’m not sure

about working conditions in England, but I

Punk
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doubt that an employee can be fired for “talk-

ing” about unionizing. Don’t they need just

cause to fire someone? If not, it seems like the

labor laws need changing, not McDonald’s...

There are a number of other points that

the writer, Patrick, makes out to be horrible

things that I just don’t get the point of:

What’s wrong with using “stealthy tactics to

build a restaurant near Dachau death camp

and quash public outcry?” There are numer-

ous businesses near that camp, and

McDonald’s wasn’t the first. Why the men-

tion? There’s no point made.

There’s no arguing that McDonald’s is a

huge company, and that as a corporation, prof-

its are more important than anything else. But

as one of the world’s largest employers, they

also offer hundreds of thousands of people

jobs, they offer health care benefits to employ-

ees (in non-socialist countries) and make a lot

of people very happy. Their arguments in the

case are ridiculous; however, noting the (loom-

ing and important) rainforest issue and the

trash/recycling issue, they are still more socially

responsible than any number of companies

who are a bit smaller but who are ignored, for

whatever reasons.

Just because they are evil and wrong does-

n’t mean they deserve unjust and inaccurate

criticisms. There’re enough true issues to argue -

against McDoanld’s...

Mike Rivers

mikerivers@wrong.com

Dear Punk Planet,

#21 was my first encounter with PP. My

opinions (wanted or not) are as follows:

First, I would like to say that several of the

columns were (interestingly enough) relevant to

other people’s lives. I was especially excited by

the females who wrote real stories that apply to

their lives and the struggles of being female.

From the pressures of how a girl should look

and the horror of rape and its inflictions on the

victims, t9 the ever-present condesending

behavior of males towards females. The last one

really caught my attention because every girl I

know complains about the same things, only to

be ridiculed and ignored by the guys. But, we

are not man haters, we still love you, but we

can only tell ourselves it’s not your fault and

that thousands of years of patriarchy are to

blame, for so long until it becomes too late to

forgive again. Guys need 2 thins to be able to

really accept women and to escape the resent-

ment of girls they care about. 1) the willingness

to refrain from getting defensive about a com-

plaint from a female by admitting to yourself

that she could have a point, and to be a big

enough man to recognize the stigmas that have

been ingrained into your head by every man

you ever knew and how oppressive those atti-

tudes have been for your mothers and sisters

and all females all over the world. 2) the deter-

mination for thousands of years to seek out

truth regardless of what is easier to believe even

if you might be one of the guilty party yourself,

and make an honest change in your head &
heart to be fair to and equally respectful of

both genders.

Most girls I know treat their guy friends

with respect, friendship, and even often times

take care of them Financially with oodles of

tolerance for their own degradation from those

very guys. This includes me, and with all the

bad experiences I’ve had with men in general

and my male friends, I continue to be as toler-

ant as a self respecting female possibly could

me. So why is it so hard for us girls to get the

same kind of unconditional love, quality

respect, and admiration from the guys without

having sex or continue to have sex with them?

Don’t get me wrong, boyfriends are usually the

worst kind of sexist, but most of the time they

love you (if you’re fucking them) enough to

want you around, even if they have no respect

for you as an individual. If you’re pretty and

are at least willing in the sack, that’s good

enough, but if you aren’t “theirs” only or any-

more, you are usually no more respected than

a treacherous slut. Why? Because the guys in

the punk culture generally believe that their

political views are so righteous that they are in

major denial about their behavior. Most guys

act like all girls who have complaints about

sexism are riot grrrl nags with a grudge and

nothing better to do with their lives, so they

ignore us as well as their faults on the subject

of sexism. They don’t say that men are more

important, smarter & better able, they just act

on it without stopping to think “what could I

be doing that is unfair?”

Anyway, I could write a book on the sub-

ject, but I really wanted to show my personal

appreciation for Norm’s column. I have a very

close friend like Chris was to Norm. Even

though there was nothing sexual between us, I

was truly in love with her. I did not loose her

to death, I only lost the closeness we had before

when she began taking lovers. I still love her

and always will. I don’t want to assume Norm

is straight and had only platonic feelings for

Chrsi, but since he did not state otherwise, I

will continue to compare my feelings with his.

My point about this is that you can be in love

without sexual desire and that’s why non-

monogamous sexual relationships built on love

& friendship instead of boners and possessive

insecurities last for lifetimes. It’s so much more

rewarding to have friends for life with or with-

out sex rather than the high school “love ‘em,

leave ‘em, hate 'em” relationships I’ve seen so

many people go through. I believe Norm was

in love with Chris and it took teal love for him

to express this to all of us. So, I want to thank

Norm for illustration a glimpse of my point

from a purely male perspective. If a man can

truly love another man without the desire for

sex, and a woman can love a man or a woman

without the desire (or necessity) for sex, why is

it so much more rare for a man to love a beau-

tiful girl and to really be close to her without

having to have sex. This is based on my person-

al experiences and those whom I have observed

in the lives of my friends. But most girls agree

with me because they’ve been through the same

bullshit over and over in their lives. THINK

ABOUT IT! Don’t get me wrong, I love

women too and I could also write a book on

how competitive and manipulative they can be,

but I won’t write a book about either because I

write articles on them both all the time.

I also write about the sex industry, so I

have to say how shocked and pleased I was

about the article “Dancing on the Barganing

Table.” I wrote an article back in August about

the sex industry that will be printed in the next

Disturbing the Peace zine (free with 3 stamps; 9

Fenwick Rd. Whippney, NJ 07981).

As a woman in the sex industry, I see a rev-

olution in the eyes of women today that’s

already begun and has gone far but has a long

way to go still. It’s refreshing to see that there

are sorpe people, particularly in punk culture,

that don’t dismiss the sex industry as a dishon-

orable profession lost to a world of exploitative

men. Instead, I and other people, see it as an

opportunity to empower ourselves, make a

decent living, and provide a safe, satisfying, no-



strings sexual outlet for others. Not to say the

sex industry isn’t exploitative because like any

job with bosses &: peons, it is. Men & women

bosses in the industry are usually equally

exploitative towards the workers. This is

because the workers are considered disposable,

mindless, cheap and of lower class by the boss-

es. This is pretty much how a lot of people feel

about sex workers. They don’t understand how

much some men really need and appreciate

what we do for them and the satisfaction work-

ers get from what they do when people show

their appreciation.

Women in the sex industry get little or no

respect from some of the patrons because the

bosses give them little or no respect. This is

why I encourage women to start co-opping

businesses or to work independently. We don’t

need disrespectful bosses pimping us out. The

more power the workers (namely women)

have over the industry and all the money it

creates, the more influence women will have

on the economy and the impressionable

minds of curious young men and the attitude

they will have towards women when they are

fully mature.

Sex and sexuality are nothing to be

ashamed of, it is the idea that one can profit

from a woman’s sexuality, at the cost of her

basic human rights and personal dignity for the

amusement of demanding, yet cheap, men that

is so disgusting to me. It is true that pornogra-

phy reflects on the attitudes of men towards

women, working or not, and that’s why we

should not ignore it and wish it away but

instead, realize that it needs some major

improvements and do something to work

towards a change for the better.

By the way, I noticed more than one posi-

tive mention of Oppressed Logic in this zine.

Come on people! Have you ever read their

poor excuse for lyrics? Besides, they sound ter-

rible! One of the guys in OL told my friend,

who’s in the band Terminal Disgust, that

“There is no room for girls in punk rock,”

after a band with a female member played.

Calling this guy a fag would only be an insult

to our gay brothers, but what the hell is he

thinking? I don’t think any of them are really

thinking at all.

Anyway, if you want to ask any questions

or tell me to go to hell, write to:

Dr. Ruthless

c/o CMD PO Box 3594

Austin, TX 78764

Punk Planet
,

Let Me Answer
That For You...

Alas, it is time for me to unleash my

mighty phallic pen of empowerment and

enlighten the misguided masses. But being a

chauvinistic male pig, all I say does nothing

more than oppress the fairer sex. Any criticism

leveled at them, no matter how legitimate, is

labeled as oppressive and wrong.

With that said and done, here it comes.

First off, Ms. Ryan, I insist of disagreeing with

your sweeping generalizations about the male

sex [columns/Leah Ryan//Y?2 1 ] . But accord-

ing to you, by disagreeing, I am only perpetu-

ating the very “Male Answer Syndrome” I’m

attempting to debunk. And what a doozy this

syndrome is. I’ve noticed parallels in this con-

cept with that of misguided Baptists.

Example: A Baptist maintains that by dis-

agreeing with him/her on the validity of Jesus

that I’m headed for Hell. You maintain that

by disagreeing with you, or challenging your

claim, I am an oppressor. Hello! This abso-

lutist syndrome you’ve created leaves tons of

room for criticism and dissention, doesn’t it? I

agree with you that it’s fucked up for someone

to hassle you on information you have first-

hand knowledge of, but I draw the line at a

stereotypical “Male Answer Syndrome.” If

that occurred to me, I’d give my “oppressor”

an enthusiastic “Fuck you, buddy” or just

brush their comments off and let them wallow

in their own ignorance. Be content knowing

that they’re complete morons.

I’ve said all I have to say. Will I be passed

off as another victim of Male Anwer Syndrom?

Ben Rogerson

Hickory, NC

Another
Perspective on

M.A.S.

Dear PP,

I’m writing in response to a column by

Leah Ryan in issue #21. Her diagnosis of “Male

Answer Syndrome” seemed extreme at first, but

as I worked it through my subconscious, I real-

ized that I should, at least, give it some thought

(by the way, I am male). So, as I sat at a local

diner with two female friends of mine, I began

catching myself as I spoke of subjects which I

had no knowledge about and yet was speaking

so freely of. Here’s an example:

Girl #1:1 gotta get home in order to clean

my room.

Girl #2: Okay, let’s leave a little early.

Me: You’re room’s plenty clean.

It would seem as though I’m jokingly post-

poning our departure, but I said this in all seri-

ousness. Now I look back and see how patheti-

cally stupid this is. I’m not trying to wallow in

self-pity, but instead am attempting to thank

you for your column and the fact that I’m

appreciating the ingrained superiority that I, as

a male, seem to feel without even noticing.

This is akin to being white, doors are opened

for you without your help. Doors that are not

open to people of a different skin color or eco-

nomic status.

Thanks again for making me think,

Alex Polotsky

Dear Punk Planet,

In all of my years being involved with the

punk/underground music scene I have con-

stantly been aware of the vast support of free-

dom of speech and first amendment acknowl-

edged rights; observing our individual rights to

decide our own spiritual believes, to be able to

express ourselves verbally or literally as we see

fit, and to have a governing body that is not

tied or directly linked to any ecclesiastical orga-

nization or religious institution.

As many have seen over the years of our

short lives, these promises of constitutional

autonomy are mere holograms of liberty, as

political dictators and religiously fueled special

interest groups headed by fascists like Tipper

Gore, have more or less decided for us what we

should or shouldn’t be permitted access to.

Whether this has been access to things like

“booty rap,” the allegedly suicide inspiring

Judas Priest and Ozzy Osborne albums, “gangs-

ta” rap, “dangerous books such as Paladin

Press’s “Hitman,” or any of the other myriad’s

of underground publications that have had tabs

kept on them by federal agencies, it has still



been acknowledged by those in the punk rock

community that this type of prohibition is

wrong. Not necessarily because we believe in

singing about how many girls we “fuck” or

how many “suckas we capped cus they was

steppin’ to us,” but because we recognize that if

someone wants to express themselves that way,

then they should, as autonomous human

beings, be permitted to do so with no interfer-

ence or legislation from the governing bodies.

To this degree I must applaud the under-

ground scene all and give everyone the prover-

bial “pat on the back. “ Believe it or not we

have been quite successful at keeping their idea

banning at bay (while not yet actually being

able to stop them altogether). However,

infringement on personal autonomy does not

end with prohibiting or limiting what we can

say. It also is encompassed by limiting or pro-

hibiting what we may own or what we may do.

Now obviously this does not include just run-

ning around town raping and killing people,

because by the very nature of these actions you

are stripping the freedoms and liberties away

from those whom you are committing actions

against. No, what I am speaking of is far more

sinister, and has, for reasons unknown, not

been opposed to any extent by members of the

punk rock community. This bit of insidious

legislation is commonly referred to as “Gun

Control,” ironically enough is supported and

condoned by the vast majority of so called

“anti-authoritarians.
“

The reason for this evades me. If banning

or legislating the ownership of firearms actually

could make this a more just and peaceful world

then perhaps I could see the logic behind it.

However, gun control legislation such as the

Nation Firearms Act, the Gun Control Act of

1 968 and the so called “Crime Bill” (or

“Brady” Bill) of 1994 have no impact whatso-

ever on federal or local “law” enforcement

agencies. In fact while these acts have caused

“civilians” to be prohibited from the ownership

of select fire (full automatic) firearms, ammuni-

tion magazines with capacities over ten rounds,

flash suppressors, threaded barrels, collapsible

and folding stocks, barrel length of rifles under

16 inches, bayonet lugs and the like, the “law”

enforcement community has been granted less

and less restricted access to these things. -

Perhaps you are unaware of this but since

the 1930 s we lowly civilians have been barred

of the right to own a small piece of metal with

a spring that would enable our semiautomatic

rifles to fire fully automatically, while at the

same time there are now more than 400 local

police forces who are equips with military sur-

plus full auto M-l 6 s. We are not talking about

S.W.A.T. teams and all of their fancy toys.

These are the beat cops rolling around in their

cruisers with assault rifles in their trunks. At

this time there are more than 1,000 other

police forces trying to get approval for similar

firearms (which they probably will get within

the next year?

Perhaps gun control doesn’t frighten you.

Perhaps you ignorantly view gun owners as

backwoods dipshits out looking for “grub,”

(which some undoubtedly are). However, in

regards to all gun owners, you couldn’t be fur-

ther from the truth. I’m not going to give you

a history lesson but you must realize that the

first thing every modern dictatorship has done

before instituting their reign of terror was grad-

ually and completely restrict the civilian popu-

lace from owning and possessing firearms, (i.e.

Adolf Hitler and Nazi Germany). Why?

Because weapons are multipliers of strength.

The corporate government has nothing to fear

of several thousand unarmed revolutionaries

who could be easily squashed by the state and

their superior armament. However knowing

that the masses possess these multipliers of

strength and will not give in when the govern-

ment tells them that they can no longer be

trusted with the responsibility of owning a

piece of metal with a trigger, a hammer, a

bunch of springs and pins in it, could definite-

ly keep autonomy in the hands of the masses

for a little bit longer.

If the state did decide to instill 100% totali-

tarian dictatorship (which they are well on their

way) then how would they go about doing so?

How could they possibly bully a well organized

mass of people who simply want to live free

autonomous live, who were armed to the teeth?

The answer is they couldn’t. Police are slaves to

the corporate interest but they don’t want to die

just to take guns away from people who aren’t

bothering anyone in the first place.

Take, for example, a situation that I and

two close friends of mine were confronted with

a month or two ago. We were moving back

from the west coast to Ohio when our van,

(filled with all of our firearms), overheated in

the middle of the night on an Indiana inter-

state. We decided to let it cool down and take a

look at the engine in a minute. Not long after,

we saw lights flashing behind us. Sure enough,

it’s officer John Lawman, coming to see what is

going on. Quickly we unloaded the guns that

we were carrying and removed them from our

holsters. The driver of our van went to tell the

officer that there was no problem, we just

needed to let the sonofabitch cool down and

we would be on our way. Well, this wasn’t quite

acceptable to Officer Lawman. He decided that

he needed to check our identification and the

driver needed to be patted down and wait in

the cruiser. Upon the officers “Terry Frisk” he

discovered a full handgun magazine and a con-

~ cealed carry holster still attached to my friend’s

belt. Time to call for back up...

Six cops were there now. My girlfriend was

flipping out in side the van. I told her to be

cool and everything would work out. As far as

the cops knew, all of our guns were being car-

ried legally. We had several rifles, a shotgun and

a few thousand rounds of ammunition in the

van, in addition to several handguns.

Well, long story short, we knew the cops

had probable cause to search the van so we

consented to a search to get all of this bullshit

over with (not that I am recommending this,

you should normally never consent to any

search). The officers couldn’t believe all of the

weapons that we had. Aside from that, they

were astonished by the other survival gear that

we had; bullet proof vests, gasmasks, night

vision, several; dozen loaded magazines.

“Why do you have all of this? Are you in

some sort a militia?” They asked.

“No, we have this because this is what we

are into. Because we want to and because we

can,” we replied. We continued to “chat” with

the obviously nervous and intimidated officers.

We never spoke down to them and we never

“got smart” with them. We just spoke as if this

were a routine aspect of travel, like paying a toll

and we would soon be on our way. Well, they

ran a check on all of the guns... “ 1080” the

dispatch said, they all came up legal. So the

cops let us go, but it was obvious that they

were intimidated.

Why were they intimidated? Because we

had power over them. We had the capacity to

end their lives if they decided to oppress us.

Because if they decided to shoot us we had the

capacity to protect our bodies from their bul-

lets. Because they once again were given the

role as our servants rather than us assuming the

role as their subjects who they “keep in line.
“

I am not even beginning to suggest that

owning firearms will solve all of the world’s



problems but it is obvious that the govern-

ments of the world do not want their subjects

to have possession of things that will make the

government subject to their approval. They

want the guns, they want the magazine capaci-

ty, they want the select fire capability, they

want the power. And if we continue, as I did

for so many years, to believe that supporting

their totalitarian organizations goals, like those

of “Sarah Bradys Handgun Control” The

United Nations (who have publicly stated that

it is their goal to disarm the civilian populous

of the world by the year 2000), the Parliament

of the U.K., Canada and Australia (who have

in recent years invoked an outright ban on

civilian ownership of firearms while simultane-

ously beefing up the armament of the “authori-

ties,” then we shall be to blame on the next

“Krystal Nacht.
“

Please think about what I have said and

feel free to write or argue with me if you dis-

agree, or correspond if you agree. We have a lot

of work to do if we are to ever achieve a free

and just world and now is the time to start. I

do hope that you realize that this has not been

a letter about guns, it has been a letter about

autonomy and what will work best to insure

our freedom and limit the power of the corpo-

rate governing bodies in the future. Thanks.

Abel

P.O. Box 18092

Forest Park, OH 45218

Punk Planet,

After reading so many “fuck you” letters in

MRR and Punk Planet of late, I would like to

change the pace a bit.

I own a small record shop in Orlando,

Florida that puts on live shows from time to

time. I have not been doing as many lately

because an all-ages venue opened up and I

don’t want to take away from their ability to

pay rent. They have a decent space, but their

landlord wants a grand a month.

The purpose of this letter, however, is to

give props to a band called Operation

Cliffclavin. Some months ago, they were sched-

uled to play at my record shop. Unfortunately

prior to their set, someone stood on my sink

(all the bands sign the bathroom) and knocked

it out of the wall, resulting in a flooded store.

Fortunately, I only have ugly astro turf for car-

pet, so nothing got ruined.

As it turned out, the person that stood on

the sink was traveling with Operation

Cliffclavin. I am sure that night I was less than

friendly because I had a busted pipe flooding

the store and we could not get the water turned

off. One of the opening bands, Blackhead, was

able to relocate the show to one of their houses,

so the show went on.

The reason I am writing is because

Operation Cliffclavin, even though they were

on tour, did not ask for a dime in payment that

night. I am glad they did not because the

plumbing bill to fix the damages exactly

equaled the money from the door ($175).

Nobody made money that night, but by not

taking any money, Operation Cliffclavin lost

money. In some regards, it was the only decent

thing for them to do since they were indirecdy

responsible for the damage but, in other senses,

they were on the road and needed money also.

I also wanted to thank all the folks who

helped get the mess cleaned up (Toby

w/Blackhead, Lloyd now w/Suburbia, Shane,

Eamon w/Flatbroke Productions, Lexi, both

Susans, Becky, Jen, Patrick (the store photogra-

pher) and all of the other folks who stayed

behind to mop water and make sure the store

got put back together.

Granted, doing shows, I’ve had my share of

asshole bands but for the most part, things

have run fairly smoothly. I would have to say

that the best shows (meaning nicest musicians)

were The Gain (who made me supper), Yum

Yum Tree (who played hard to a small crowd),

Hot Water Music (for being all-around nice

guys), Mustard Plug (who didn’t laugh at the

size of my store), The Heartdrops (even though

the night they played sucked ass, they played

hard to a room full of tension and a small

crowd), and 3 Ball Combo (for only getting

$45 and being happy about it).

I’m probably going to start doing local

shows again (and national acts can still play at

Suburbia) because if nobody does it, then

nobody does it.

Jeff Hogan

DIY Records

1709 N. Mills Ave

Orlando, FL 32803

http://www.worldramp.net/

"Snag/music.html

To the generally fine Punk Planet

Who the hell is book reviewer Annalee

Newitz, and where does she get off waxing

scholarly all over Jim Goad’s Redneck Manifesto

[PP20] , then calling Lisa Carver of Rollerderby a

slut [PP2\\> Simplistically, she accepts a man

singing the praises of the undereducated white

“lower” class, but when Ms. Carver does it, she

is called a whore. Fuck you very much Ms.

Newitz. Your very academic argument is that

the writing in Rollerderby is substandard. If this

is the case, then we must’ve gotten alternate ver-

sions of your gold standard, the abomination

that is Pagan Kennedy’s Zine. Kennedy’s book is

an unsettling piece of crap in which an aspiring

yuppie reprints her Xerox time frolic, which was

nothing but rainy day fun while she attempted

to get stories printed in the New Yorker, then

repudiates the zines as the work of an alternate

personality. Was it Pagan 2? Enough minutae.

Ms. Kennedy eeked out about six issues of

Pagans Head or whatever before she outgrew the

format she was always ashamed of, zines being

beneath her as a serious writer, where Ms.

Carver has put out at least twenty issues of

Rollerderby while never making an excuse for

herself. When Ms. Newitz writes about Goad,

she sympathizes (“This is a book for anyone

who ever listened in angry silence to jokes about

trailer trash because they gew up in a trailer.”)

but when she addresses Carver, the same pro-

trailer stance is labelled “pretentious.” Ms.

Newitz, no one could ever be more pretentious

than Pagan Kennedy except maybe you by asso-

ciation. Though Goad’s writing may be techni-

cally good and thought provoking in a rabid

sort of way, his material (as in Answer Me!) is no

less repellent than anything in Lisa Carver’s

work. You belong in academia, double-standard

bearer. Rollerderby has a joie de vivre; Pagan

Kennedy’s Living is more like living DEATH.

Sincerely,

Wendy Darst

Minneapolis, MN

Got somethin’ on yer mind?

WRITE PUNK PLANET A LETTER!!

Punk Planet Letters

PO Box 464
Chicago IL 60690
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Ve been meaning to thank you for quite some time

but haven't really known how to do so. What you've

done for Kim is something very special and some-

thing I wasn't able to do. I realized long ago for Kim to be

happy we'd have to let go of each other so we did, but until

you came along the happiness had alluded us. You've made

her happy
,
and healthy and I can honestly tell you that it's

the first time since I've known her that that's been the con-

sistent way of things.

It’s 7 a.m. Eastern Standard Time and all the East

Coast cares about is hot water. Sleepy-eyed robots make

their way to kitchens and bathrooms in search of hot water;

our kingdoms for a few minutes of hot water. Coffee and a

shower will provide us the fuel necessary to take another bul-

let in the head, another Monday morning in a never ending

cycle of Monday through Friday, nine to five. The morning

there is no hot water is the morning the whole world calls in

sick. Somebody find a way to eliminate hot water between

the hours of 6 and 9 a.m. and see what kind of chaos the

world throws itself into.

My alarm goes off just like everybody else’s. I hit the

snooze button, just like everybody else. I roll over and look

at George curled up at my feet with a a truly disgusting

Adidas for a pillow. He’s snoring and twitching and chas-

ing something in his sleep. My favorite is when he jolts

himself awake from a dream and runs through the house

barking, looking for whatever it was he was in his sleep. I

lay in the dark following his course around the house by

the sound of his feet and giggle to myself awaiting his

inevitable, unsuccessful return to bed. He climbs back

into bed, snorts in defeat and curls up in a little ball and

goes back to sleep.

This morning is particularly good because the alarm

didn’t seem to wake him up. He’s making these muffled lit-

tle whimper/bark sounds and his legs are making full-on run-

ning motions, kicking me in the side. I watch for a few min-

utes trying to contain my laughter so as not to disturb the

spectacle that is my sleeping dog.

This morning is particularly good because I’m not going

to work today. This morning is particularly good because I

don’t have a job anymore. 7:10 a.m. and I’ve drifted back to sleep just in

time for the snooze to run out and the alarm to come back on. This time it

wakes George up. He looks up at me, I down at him and we turn the alarm

off. We sleep till noon.

I love Kim more than anybody on earth and I've worried about her

every single day for the past three years, until recently. Until you came into

her life. I don't worry anymore because I know you're taking care of her.

When you look over at me and tell me that she's the best, I almost cry every

time. I'm so happy for you both, I can't even tell you.

I’m standing in my living room wearing only plaid boxer shorts and

black velvet creepers with white tube socks pulled up to just below the

knee. I’m out of breath as I just finished dancing around like a crazy per-

son to the ever pleasing sounds of The Lifetime. This morning it could be

said I’m Boston’s Best Dancer—or at least it’s best dressed. Sure, why

not. I’m elated and scared and excited and don’t know if I’m doing the

right thing or if I’m making the biggest mistake of my life. Am I a fucking

idiot or am I making the right decision? I'm moving to Chicago in three

weeks and opening a design studio with Jason and Dan, leaving behind

most of my friends, the city I’ve lived in for six years (longer than I’ve lived

anywhere in my life), the first real job I’ve had, and everything comfortable

I know in the world. Leaving it all behind to fly into the welcoming Chicago

winter to attempt to eek out a living doing what I love. It’s everybody’s

dream, right? It’s what we should all at least try to do if we think we can

pull it off, right? I’m young, you only live once, go for it, just do it, right?

Christ I’m scared.

Eleven months I worked at a real job and I was only late once. And

I stayed late most days. And I hardly ever took a lunch break. And I did-

n’t complain much. And I never once called in sick. My mother was so

proud of me that I had health insurance and my father was happy that

there was a very real possibility of upward mobility and that I was learn-

ing very marketable skills and if you work hard son, people notice, and

they reward you. Everybody is looking for good, reliable people son. Good

reliable people get the promotions and the raises. Son. But I never once

took any of it seriously or let it seriously impede what I was really doing

with my life.

I got up every morning and went to the bagel place in front of the bus

stop and got one blueberry scone and one 20 oz. Diet Coke in a bottle for

$2.24. I didn’t even have to tell them. what I wanted anymore, when they

saw me come in they would get me my fix, same everyday. I’d go out to the

bus stop and wait with the same exact people every single day for the same

325 Express bus into Haymarket Square. We’d all stand around in the early

morning heat, or trying to not get rained on, or shivering from the cold, or

whatever behavior the weather required of us; we never ever spoke to each

other. Almost an entire year I stood there at that bus stop and nobody said

a word to anybody else except fof the occasional disgruntled mumblings

and nods when the bus was running late. Now I’m gone and those same

people are still waiting, not talking to each other at that bus stop for eter-

nity until they all die of old age.

Everyday for all eleven months at 11:15 I would walk across the street



to Peter’s Deli and get rice and a salad and a 20 oz. Diet Coke for $5.25.

They knew what to make when I walked in the door as well, so I never had

to ask. At 3:00, I’d go two blocks down to the newsstand for another 20

oz. Diet Coke for $1.00.

I have five sets of the same outfit which I would wear every day of

the week. One black and white button up shirt, one pair of black tapered

dickies, everyday. When I got hired, I opted to turn myself into a robot

right away instead of pretending to not notice the inevitable slide into

autonomazation, the inevitable slide where you get comfortable with the

amount of money you’re making and the “independence” it affords you

so the first thing you do is start thinking of things to spend money on,

things that you never seemed to need when you couldn’t afford them, like

cars and fancy vacations and so forth. The first thing you start doing is

giving up this “independence” in the name of acquiring material goods

that you never even wanted before. Then perhaps you find yourself living

in a really nice apartment, belonging to a gym, making car and insurance

payments as well as paying back school loans and so forth and so on and

before you know it, you have no choice but to keep working because

you’ve got so much stuff you’ve gotta keep making payments on. So I quit

my job. I got tired of using up my hard earned vacation days (one week

per 6 months) to finish up layouts for Punk Planet. I got tired of working

12 hour days on the weekend designing records, doing interviews, tran-

scribing interviews, uploading megabyte after megabyte to Sinker so we

could make it to the printer on time to meet Mordam’s deadlines. I got

tired of showing up at work Monday morning feeling like, “Thank god the

weekends over so I can finally catch my breath and only work 9 hour days

all week.” I’d rather starve trying to find a better way than give so much

of my time and energy to companies and people that only notice when

you fuck up and get rich off of you when you do things right. I'd rather

eat Ramen Noodles everyday for the rest of my life than give another

week away in pursuit of some elusive comfort level or economic stability

that doesn’t exist.

Seeingyou two women together gives me hope. Life is generally a pret-

ty lonely endeavor, but seeing the way you two look at each other, and the

way you move around each other, helps me look forward to the possibility of

having that for myself someday. And it makes me resolved to not settle for

anything less. I know what it is to love someone, but seeing what you two

have makes me realize there is something very special that I have yet to

experience.

I'm not very good at being comfortable. I don’t know how to enjoy it.

Being comfortable, to me, is a short step away from becoming complacent

and I’m not ready to be complacent. At this point in my life, I’m much bet-

ter at scraping and scratching and wondering if this is any way to live than

I am at the prospect of settling into something overly secure and pedestri-

an. I think I’m more afraid of stability than I am of instability. I’m better

equipped to get up everyday and panic than I am to get up and calmly go

about my business. So right now, right when things are getting comfortable,

I’ve quit in order to move to Chicago and open a business. Am I doing the

right thing? Please hire us, I’m scared.

Ifyou hadn't come into Kim's life I almost certainly wouldn't be mov-

ing to Chicago to do what I'm going to try and do. I don't think I would have

been able to stand the idea of leaving her alone here, but knowing that she

has you, I know that she'll be fine. So you've changed my life as well.

Please always take care of Kim. You're absolutely correct when you

tell me she's the best. She loves you so much.

• • •

Playlist: Bauhaus, Devo, Joy Division, The Cramps, His Hero Is Gone,

Young Pioneers, Lifetime, Modest Mouse, DJ Shadow, Fugazi, Soulside,

Regulator Watts, the sound of Sinker yapping away, telling me what to do.

• • •

My new address is : Josh Hooten RO. Box 1559 Chicago, Illinois

60690. If I owe you something and have forgotten I’m very sorry.

Commodity Rest In Peace.

k, as a TV-addicted staunch feminist, I will gladly admit that

the past twenty or so years have brought enormous change,

most of it positive, to the way women are portrayed in that

little box that dominates so many American evenings. What started as an

expansion of women’s roles beyond that of wife/mother has blossomed into

the rise of career women on television and the enormous popularity of

female main characters. Women have not just taken strong places in dra-

mas and ensemble casts, they’ve also become central comedic figures. But

there's something kinda sad about too many of the new funny girls. The

new breed of office-based television comedy features women in high-pow-

ered fictional positions who become weak, insecure fluffballs at the ring of

an inter-office phone. Take two of TV-land’s newest professional babes: Ally

McBeal of the eponymous pile of crap from Fox, and Veronica “Ronnie”

Chase, heroine and butt of jokes (literally) on Veronica's Closet, an addition

to NBC’s Thursday night lineup.

Ally’s a Harvard-educated lawyer. She spends all her time worrying

about the fact that she’s still in love with her childhood sweetheart (now

married to someone else), afraid that clients won’t listen to her, and wish-

ing her breasts were bigger. Well, ok, she only spends most of her time that

way, because she also needs to bully her assistant, bite her lower lip fetch-

ingly, and tie jaunty little scarves around her delicate neck.

Ronnie runs a lingerie company and writes books about romance,

and, like Ally, she also bullies her assistant and hates herself. Her inse-

curities, though, are a little more focused—on the size of her ass. She’s

also completely helpless personally: Her father drives her around and

her colleagues organize her life. These women are so all about insecu-
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rity that it leaves little room in their heads—and their shows—for any-

thing else.

Now, I want to be fair: Work anxiety, body anxiety, and, well, anxiety

anxiety are part of women’s lives. It’s realistic, and I suppose I should be

at least marginally glad for some realistic TV. But nowhere else are char-

acters so completely constituted by their perceptions of their own short-

comings than Ally McBeal and Veronica’s Closet. (Although Ally and

Ronnie are certainly not alone in self-hatred—they're just this season’s

most obvious and prominent examples of the insecure working woman.

Let’s see, there's News Radio’s Lisa, constantly worried that she’s neither

smart nor perfect enough; Caroline (Caroline in the City), that wacky car-

toonist who manages to be whiny and insufferably perky all at once; and

Susan (Suddenly Susan), who in spite of standing up to her boss on occa-

sion, seems to feel that her function in life is to make everyone in the

whole wide world like her.

Drama has long found ways to realistically portray competent profes-

sional women: From the birth of contemporary ensemble drama, Hill Street

Blues, to ER, its form of the moment, plenty of televised women have their

shit together without constant self-slagging. Hell, even Melrose Place has

self-confident women with brains in their heads. (The problem there is that

they always turn out to be backstabbing, conniving, psycho freaks, but

that’s a whole ’nother column...) But there’s clearly something way too

effective—way too funny—about an insecure women for sitcom writers to

resist. And I wanna know what’s so damn amusing about a woman who

can’t get through an episode without whining and/or crying that makes a

nation of couch potatoes laugh their heads off every time? I don’t think it’s

any coincidence that the higher up a woman in comedy gets, jobwise, the

more insecure she becomes.

Do men need these characters to soothe their fears of real pro-

fessional women? Do women relate more to them because we feel the

same way sometimes? Are we all so used to seeing women used for

sheer entertainment—from the artistic to the sexual—that it just seems

natural that they’re used in comedy as well? Put me down for “all of

the above.”

The comedic certainty of an insecure woman comes from a con-

vergence of contemporary cultural forces: Gains of the feminist and civil

rights movements have opened workplace doors for upwardly mobile,

middle-class, mostly white women, and upwardly mobile, mostly middle-

class men and women of color, making universal equality seem more

like a given and ushering in the phenomenon of the pissed-off white guy.

Conservative pundits and ill-informed young women who trumpet “post-

feminism" accuse those of us who still call sexism when we see it of

treasuring “victim” status. Certain beliefs about women—we’re superfi-

cial, we’re obsessed with our own emotions, we’ll be weak no matter

how far feminism gets us—seem to persist in spite of tremendous evi-

dence to the contrary. Add it all up and you get a boob-tube world where

powerful women must be their own worst enemies just to get a laugh.

Ha fuckin’ ha.

• • •

Get my zine, Bitch : 3128 16th Street, Box 201, SF CA 94103,

ljervis@sirius.com; $4 single ish, $12 4-issue sub

pice Girls vs. Hanson: which of these fine groups has made

a greater contribution to modern culture? More importantly,

I pose the question of why both groups are so universally

reviled by “the punks?”

To tell the truth, I’m not thoroughly familiar with the work of either

group. To be specific, I’ve heard one Hanson song on the radio and I’ve

seen half of the Spice Girls movie (the projector broke mid-way through,

prompting one acerbic adult who had escorted several of the screaming five

year-olds who made up the bulk of the audience to mutter, “Apparently

even machines have their limits”).

I quite enjoyed the movie, which may indicate that I have the mind of

a five year-old or (I would prefer to think) that I am emerging as a post-mod-

ernist heir to the French intellectual tradition (all right, all right, don’t all

shout “Oxymoron!” at once).

What initially interested me about the Spice Girls and Hanson,

though, was the level of sheer, unabashed hatred that both groups seem

capable of arousing. Not just among the punks; you need only to mention

either name to elicit grimaces, snarls, and torrents of vituperation from

music fans of all stripes.

“They can’t sing!” “They don’t write their own songs!” “They look

like girls!” (the latter aimed primarily at Hanson, I presume); even the

Sex Pistols in their prime never succeeded in annoying people on such

a grand scale.

Yet while the Sex Pistols, who’d be hard pressed nowadays to upset

my grandmother, are universally accepted as being among the founding

fathers of punk, I don’t see anyone (well, except perhaps for some of the

more advanced lunatics on alt.punk) making the case for the Spice Girls

being the most punk thing around in 1998.

Perhaps a better comparison, though, would be with the Ramones,

many people’s choice as the most important punk band of all time. Now

the Ramones, it’s true, never annoyed or disturbed people on the level of

either the Sex Pistols or the Spice Girls. Even in their prime in the 1970s,

I can't remember anyone but a few grumpy hippies getting exercised about

the Ramones; most people simply ignored them, or dismissed them as

snot-nosed suburban brats with bad skin and worse haircuts.

Today, of course, everybody loves the Ramones (one of their songs

even serves as the cuddly-wud’dly soundtrack for a British Telecom

advert), and no one seriously questions their punk cred. The Spice Girls,

on the other hand, despite having so much in common with the

Ramones, seem to have absolutely zero credibility with anyone, punk or

otherwise. Why is this so?



Both groups, after all, started out with a completely manufactured

image, both groups have silly haircuts, the members of both groups have

silly first names and all share the same last name. And the music: well,

both groups feature catchy, bouncy singalongtype melodies with absolute-

ly idiotic lyrics that no one above the age of 12 could take seriously.

So once again I ask: wherein lies the crucial difference? Sure, it’s true

that the two groups play different styles of music, but that's to be expected;

it's hard to imagine that today’s young people would want to simply copy the

musical styles that were popular over 20 years ago, isn’t it (the immense suc-

cess of Lookout Records and its many imitators nothwithstanding)?

Well, I’m hopelessly confused on this issue. Perhaps one of our more

enlightened readers can explain to me why the Ramones are good and the

Spice Girls bad (or vice versa). Personally, I like them both, and the fact that

it's always possible to instantly clear a room of unpleasant punks merely by

slapping on a Spice Girls disc is an extra added attraction.

Which brings me to another group I like a lot, and which has also suc-

ceeded in upsetting an inordinate number of punks lately: Chumbawamba.

Now Chumbawamba’s alleged crime is twofold: not only have they signed

to the dread major label EMI and had a massive hit record, but (and I think

this is what annoys the punks the most) it is also really, really good record.

When I saw Chumbawamba in San Francisco a few months back, it

was a special treat to see nearly the entire staff, past and present, of

Maximum Rock n Roll there. Some of them were simply enjoying them-

selves, but others, especially the more militantly political ones, were look-

ing decidedly sheepish. It was, after all, a full-fledged Major Label Concert,

featuring a band who had officially been declared sellouts by the entire

punk community.

It became a running joke: one MRR staffer after another would sidle

up to me and explain in hushed tones that while they didn’t approve of what

Chumbawamba were doing, and while they thought the music was crap,

they still supported their politics.

Being in an exceptionally good mood that night, I listened politely, but

inside I was having a good chortle. I’ve been listening to Chumbawamba for

ten years or so, and while their music has continued to get better and bet-

ter, their politics started out as, and have continued to be, a load of com-

pletely irredeemable bollocks.

If you could run all the most preposterous anarcho-punk tracts of the

past two decades through a shredder, make a papier mache collage out of

same, and then set it to a wildly infectious dance beat, you’d have the

essence of Chumbawamba. Again, it’s a lot like the Ramones (or Spice

Girls): you can dance and sing along to it all night and never pay the slight-

est attention to how silly the lyrics are.

Before Chumbawamba, there was the Gang of Four, another blinding-

ly brilliant dance group who punctuated their rhythms with distinctly dodgy

politics. While Chumbawamba were (are?) anarchists, the Gang were gar-

den variety Marxist-Leninists, which made for a good deal of unintentional

humor in their lyrics, even the clever ones (of which there were quite a few).

The Gang of Four, if I’m not mistaken, had a tune called “The Politics

of Dancing,” a notion which has been percolating in my mind ever since. In

the late 70s, when Spike Anarkie’s spiritual antecedents introduced the cir-

cle dance (you know, where the boys strut around in a counter-clockwise

direction while attempting a faithful replication of the social rituals of Cro-

Magnon man), I used to mull over the concept of the pit being a metaphor

for life (another point in my favor should I ever apply for admission to the

Academy of Dyspeptic Flatulent French Philosophers).

Taking one's chances in a slam pit full of ill-mannered and badly-

dressed goobers, was, I reasoned, a highly concentrated representation of

life in the mean streets of decaying Western civilization. Some of the seed-

ier parts of New York and San Francisco, the districts where my incessant

pursuit of pleasure frequently led me, did indeed resemble the chaotic, flail-

ing energy of a slam pit, but my metaphor fell apart when I remembered

that the vast majority of human undertakings happen in less contentious

surroundings; the ability to elbow the fat skinhead in the stomach without

him knowing who did it, for example, is next to useless except under very

specific circumstances.

But once I had emerged from the primeval ooze of the pit, I realized

that my search for a Big Concept had just not been big enough. It was not

the punk rock slam pit per se that mirrored larger human existence, but

dancing in general, dancing of all kinds. Watch the hundreds of thousands

of human ants... er... commuters, pirouetting and spinning their way

through ram-jammed subway stations and only occasionally banging full-on

into each other, and you’ll see a social ritual every bit as elaborate as the

minuet. Watch the way that people at a party wrap their personas around

each other, incline their heads studiously to show attention to those they

love and toss their noses or forelocks skywards to demonstrate disdain for

all others.

And then, turning it around, get out onto the dance floor at a club or

rave or country and western convention and see how quickly all manifesta-

tions of your ego, your insecurities, your vanities, your lusts and your bare-

ly suppressed hatreds, become magnified, become the focal point of your

existence. That asshole over there, the one in the hokey Calvin Klein top

and reeking of Paco who keeps twitching his butt while making eyes at your

date: wouldn’t you rather do a tactical nuclear strike on him than on all the

assorted Nazis and commies and religious zealots of the world?

Don’t you, conversely, feel on top of it all when you realize that your

deft moves are stopping traffic and causing people to regard you as a

superior being? (Although if you are as insecure as me, this feeling will

quickly change to “They’re probably looking at me because they think I’m

an idiot.”)

Notice how certain people invariably colonize much larger portions of

the dance floor than they could possibly need to execute their pathetic lit-

tle twitchings; notice how others will blunder bull-like into your path no mat-

ter how far away you try to move. Watch a couple of Militant Dykes reclaim

the entire center of the dance floor as Womyn’s Space, where any atten-

tion to rhythm or style or intrusion of male-type persons is regarded as a

vicious assault by the patriarchy.

See affirmative action at work, when the black guy stands there sort

of swaying and nodding his head in a vague imitation of some Soul Train

rerun and you just know he's thinking, “Damn, I’m good, I’m so good, I

don’t even need to try to dance. Because I’m black, I am dancing,” and

meanwhile the white gay guys, who have to work twice as hard because

they’ve supposedly got no soul on grounds of being both white and gay, are
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tearing up the floor.

But with all the aforementioned annoyances, dancing can be a great

leveler, a great release, and most of all, great fun, which must be, I sup-

pose, why so many punks start snarling at anything which has the word

“dance” associated with it. It’s not that punks are completely against fun

(well, there is the more po-faced faction over at MRR, and the emo-types

who think life is not so much to be lived as to be suffered), but punks do

have their own sort of fun, things like breaking bottles and spray painting

graffiti and dying their hair colors that are sure to upset their mothers.

And punks do dance after a fashion; the emo kids have their palsied

quiver, the hardcore kids have their kungfu breakdance moves, and the

pop-punk kids can sometimes even do the Macarena but, for the most

part, punks are best at standing on the sidelines and glowering.

Which is a pity, but I think I understand why: punk has always, and

especially in recent years, defined itself not so much in terms of who it

includes, but who it excludes. Just think back to the cries of anguish we

heard a couple years ago when the “wrong” sort of kids started singing

along to Green Day or No FX. Accusations of “mall punks” and “new school

posers" flew fast and furious. Kids wanted their punk rock to be only for

them, not for the jocks on the football team or the rich girls who could

afford to buy all the brand new punk gear at Hot Topic.

Punks hate dancing (and popular music) for being democratic and

inclusive, whereas punks prefer to be elitist and exclusive. Anyone (well,

it helps to have two legs, but I’ve several times seen people in wheel-

chairs out on the dance floor) can get up and get down to the Spice Girls

or Madonna or techno or even that catchy pop-punk ditty. You could be

flunking out of school, kicked out of your house, even have a horrible

case of zits on your ass, and you can still walk out onto the dance floor

and be a star.

I spent my New Year’s in Reykjavik, Iceland and saw a most excellent

demonstration of this. After all the fireworks had gone off, people starting

pouring into the clubs, and we went along as well. At first they sat about drink-

ing and chatting and posing, but as it got to be about 1 or 2 am (in Iceland,

bars and clubs don’t even open ’till after midnight on New Year’s), the DJ

started pumping up the volume enough to get some people out on the floor.

Then he threw on “Barbie Girl” by Aqua, the song that I had been

hearing 12 times a day in England, and which Sam told me was on the

verge of becoming the new Icelandic National Anthem. You know the tune;

you might hate it, but you know it. When the cheesy guy goes “Let’s go

party, let’s go party!” all hell broke loose. People were dancing on chairs,

on tables, on top of the bar, hanging out of the windows, dangling from

chandeliers.

And so it went ’till 8 or 10 the next morning (one great advantage of

Iceland in winter is that it doesn’t get light until almost noon, so you can

drink and carouse the night away several times all in one night). The club

was no longer a collection of people, some in suits, some in jeans, some

in full drag, but a single living organism of massive colloidal energy. There

was no way you could be in that room and not be dancing; all the strength

in the world wouldn’t have enabled you to stand still. If you for some bizarre

reason didn’t want to dance, the crowd would dance for you, and take you

along for the ride.

The music was cheesy in the extreme; even in my excited and

excitable state I found myself thinking at times, “I can’t believe I’m danc-

ing to this song!” But nobody really cared; this was not the place to display

one’s musical sophistication or elevated taste, this was the place to get off

one’s face and dance.

Almost every kind of person was there: businessmen and strippers

and techno kids and drag queens, even one fellow in a puss print caveman

outfit and a full mohawk. But no punks, surprise, surprise. I think they must

have been sitting out in the alley sharing a forty-ouncer and spitting a lot.

I suppose by now you might be looking for the moral in all this, and

the fact is that there isn’t one, except that dancing is good and grumpy

pusses who don’t like dancing are bad. But I can’t leave you without telling

you the story of the flea collars.

As I mentioned, winter nights are long in Iceland, 18 hours or more,

which in my estimation is a good length for nights to be. Not only do life’s

most interesting episodes tend to take place, or at least get started, at

night, but extended periods of darkness just have so many things to rec-

ommend them.

For instance, I’m the sort of person who likes to lie in bed as long as

possible in the morning. Unfortunately, I also am the sort of person who

usually wakes up early. As a result, all too often I find myself lying in bed,

unable to get back to sleep and too lazy to get up. It can cause me to feel

quite guilty: “Think," I tell myself, “of all the things you could be accom-

plishing if you weren’t wasting away this beautiful morning in bed.”

Not so in Iceland. There, I could wake up at 10 o’clock after a nice

eight or twelve hours sleep, and say, hmm, it’s still dark out! No reason to

bother getting up yet, then! Sometimes, with only a little extra effort, I

could sleep right through the few hours of daylight and not get up till it was

getting dark again.

Of course once it’s already getting dark, there’s no sense in starting

any kind of project. Might as well just gravitate on down to the cafe or the

bar and get the evening’s events underway. And since everybody naturally

looks better at night, particularly if they have the nice pale sort of skin

acquired from never seeing the sun (in eleven days in Iceland, I and the sun

spent a grand total of ten minutes in each other’s company, and that on

the way to the airport the day I left), there’s no need to fuss as much over

one’s appearance or makeup (if so inclined; I’m pretty sparing with the

makeup myself).

The gist of all this, obviously, is that I spent a great deal of time in bed
‘

while in Iceland, a considerable part of it in a half-awake, half-asleep state

that encouraged the most vivid sort of dreams and philosophical musings.

On one of the rare occasions that I just couldn’t get to sleep at all, I started

reflecting on the notion of misunderstandings, particularly those of the

romantic variety.

I doubt there’s anyone among us who hasn’t had the awful experience

of falling madly in love with someone, only to be rewarded with those dread

words: “I’d rather just be friends.” On one of those wonderful John Hughes

movies about the 80s, the rejected lover reacts to that verdict with “Oh no,

the F-word!”)

Then I started thinking just how vicious, in a passive-aggressive way,

it is to tell someone that you want to be "friends.” I mean, it’s effective,



sure, and on the surface, more humane than saying, “You must be smok-

ing crack if you think that I would ever in a million years consider having

sex with you.”

But it puts the unlucky lover in a most wretched position. There’s no

way, not if you want to convey at least the impression of being a civilized

and mature human being, of saying, “No, I do not want to be friends, I want

to ravish your body and be*your lover in every way until the end of time!”

I mean friends are good, right? You have to agree to be friends, even

if you both know that “friends” really means you will a) not get to sleep

together; b) exchange a little uncomfortable small talk if you’re unlucky

enough to run into each other again, provided that you don’t become c)

mortal enemies.

All of this led me to think about the depths of misunderstanding that

make up the greatest portion of all human communication. Suppose, for

example, you're at a loud party, and some wealthy gentleman seems to

take a fancy to you and is chatting you up.

The next thing you know, he’s saying (or so you think): “You seem like

a really deserving young (wo)man. I’d really like to help you get a good start

in life, and in order to do that, I’m going to give you a million free dollars.”

You can barely believe your ears, but you’re not going to ask him to

repeat it for fear he might change his mind, so you just think, “Cool,” and

give him your address.

Bright and early the next morning (this is obviously not taking place in

Iceland), you’re awakened by a pounding on your door. When you answer it,

some blue collar truck driving guy is standing there, and, you can’t help notic-

ing, your whole normally quiet street is filled with a long line of semi trucks.

“I’m here to deliver your million flea collars,” he tells you, and you,

being a little too polite or intimidated to point out that flea collars are not

exactly what you were expecting, can only gesture helplessly and dumbly.

A million flea collars, eh? Well, what would you do? I mean it’s not as

though a million flea collars are worthless. Hell, at retail, they might be

worth even more than a million dollars. But then the complications set in.

Where on earth are you going to put them? Even if you had finally got-

ten around to cleaning out your garage, there’s no way more than a few thou-

sand are going to fit in there. Most of us live in small apartments or rooms

anyway, and certainly our roommates or parents are not going to be enthusi-

astic about sharing quarters with any significant number of flea collars.

And even if somehow you could find a place to put them, then what?

Forgetting totally that this whole problem was only an idiotic fantasy, I

worked myself into a frenzy trying to figure out how I would deal with it. I

pictured myself trundling round to the various supermarkets and pet supply

stores trying to peddle discount flea collars. I imagined merchants slam-

ming doors in my face and saying, “No! No more flea collars! The whole

county is awash in flea collars!” At least, I thankfully recalled, this fantasy

was not taking place in Iceland, where there are not even any fleas.

Just when I was beginning to settle down and remind myself that it

was all imaginary, that there were really no flea collars to worry about and

that if I would just go back to sleep, everything would be all right in the

morning (okay, the afternoon), a new problem presented itself. I discovered

that all the flea collars had an expiration date, namely February 28, 1998.

And we were already in the first week of January!

And if you think peddling a million flea collars to indifferent merchants

would be a nightmare for those of us not well connected to the world of

mass marketing, what about disposing of a million useless flea collars?

You’d have to open your own toxic waste dump, and what on earth would

the neighbors say then?

Needless to say, it was hours and hours before I could get back to

sleep. I finally had to wake Sam up and share my dilemma with him, figur-

ing that if I were going to be tossing and turning all night, he should too.

Being far more balanced than I am, of course, he simply said, “You’re

insane” and went back to sleep.

I finally did too, but I swear, never again will I be able to think of dol-

lars, collars, or people who want to be “just friends” without recalling that

dreadful night. And this story does have a moral: before you give anyone your

heart (or your address), make damn sure you know what they’re saying.

mm cai

Sum Httubctors

s I completed hour three of Ian MacKaye’s epic film biography

of Al Jourgensen, My Ass Is On Fire, I began to retch. Not your

everyday slow, shallow retch, but the kind of deep, burping

heave that comes from only two known sources: breast feeding and nar-

cotics—I'll get to that a bit later.

But, of course, I digress.

Shown in 12 parts on A&E without commercial interruption, My Ass Is

On Fire is the moving story of one man coming to terms with his talent for

making money through MIDI editing. Our tale begins with the slow, loping

rhythms of Curtis Mayfields “Move On Up,” slowly fading into a shot of Al,

walking down the street heel-toe (like John Travolta in Saturday Night Fever)

in his With Sympathy era garb—looking like a particularly despondent mem-

ber of Depeche Mode, hair moused very tall, black eyeliner smeared across

his cheek. He looks so sad, so moping, that...

Okay, you’re wondering why I’m ranting about something that silly, like

some kind of odd, proto-industrial loon. I’ll tell you the problem up front—

I shattered my arm at the elbow last week, and I’m on heavy doses of nar-

cotic pain killers right now. I am woozy, disoriented, and nauseous. I am

unable to use my left arm, and will be unable to use my left arm for three

more months. Typing this column with my one good arm is very difficult. Oh,

and I’m in excruciating amounts of pain 24 hours a day, unless I’m knocked

out with narcotics. Which I am, pretty much all the time now.

I've never appreciated modern pain killers until I’d had my arm

snapped backwards at the elbow (the “wrong way”) and broken into so

many pieces that they initially thought that I might lose the use of my arm.

I didn’t do it skateboarding, or snowboarding, or anything so glamorous. I
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slipped and fell, tried to catch myself, and then felt more pain than I

thought possible. I’d fallen, and I couldn’t get up; I’d cracked the radius

head at the elbow, and wrecked all the ligaments in my wrist. My doctor

tells me that it is among the most painful injuries you can have.

I’ve now had several hours of microsurgery, in which they put my arm

back together with tiny screws, and I have taken huge doses of morphine

(in the hospital) and vicoden and darvocet (here at home). I am taking the

stuff every four hours.

Ow.

Pain killers are interesting. I can feel myself becoming addicted to

them, even as I need them to control the pain, which is otherwise unbear-

able. I can’t sleep on my own, I can’t sit up very well without it. I would be

writhing on the floor instead of pecking out this column at my computer

were it not for the narcotizing effects of my friend, Mr. Darvocet. I am out

of work, and getting sick of Nickelodeon. And A&E, which is where the Al

Jourgensen hallucination came up.

Ow.

I guess that I’m not too into the “glamorous” effects of the stuff right

now—the pain is making that pretty much an after thought. Right now, I

just want THE USE OF MY FUCKING ARM AGAIN.

*

*
*

Not that I’m bitter.

Narcotics rightfully get a bad rap, though I’ve never been more thank-

ful for them than right now. I can well understand how someone could lose

themselves in this stuff. It’s like a warm body wash; a peaceful feeling. Of

course, the pain and nausea that comes when I don’t take my next dose

on time reminds me of what the stuff really is. I’m looking forward to not

taking it anymore.

So is my wife, and so is my dog, both of whom are getting just as

sick of the Darren-is-helpless-thing as I am. Hey, at least it gets me out of

my chores.

Anyway, I’ll keep this one short, as I can’t type (or think) all that well

right now: 1997 was a good year. I got married, I formed a new band, got

a dog, and received no threats (in calendar tear 1997 at least) from

angry vegans.

Life is good sometimes. Even with only one arm.

kerosene@aol.com

/ \ nimism is non-prescriptive in essence. Animism arisesfrom a percep-

! * \ tual skill or an awareness. Animists can perceive the intelligence,

feeLings, thoughts, responses, love, harmony, in all ofnature at a level

not usual for the rest of the taker population. It's as if all the senses have been

cranked up a notch, and everything we used to perceive one way we now perceive

differently altogether. Another dimension is addedfor which we just do not have

the language.

From this awareness develops an attitude to life. The attitude seems to be

virtually inevitable once the awareness has occurred. The attitude can be

expressed in the words “a perception ofthe divinity ofall life” but these words are

entirely inadequate to express what is felt by the anvnist. These words are inter-

preted by those who have not had the experience, wrongly, as a “belief” in the

divinity ofall life. There is no belief, only awareness.

From this awareness and this attitude can come a multitude ofways ofliv-

ing, each ofus as individuals manifesting in different ways our love andgratitude

for the great privilege ofbeing alive.

Butfarfrom life getting easier, it gets oh so much harder. It is also extreme-

ly painful to live as an animist in this world and we are doing the best we can

under great duress. The awareness requires a kind ofaltered state in which the

senses are incredibly open. When we have them open we not only get tofeel all the

delight andjoy and love in the natural world, we get to feel all its pain too.... If

we leave these senses open inadvertently, or have trouble adjusting them as many

budding animists do, when we return to an arena which operates on friction and

tension, we are likefrightened deer—every noise is too loud, all aggression is too

fierce.

It's hard to discuss this with normalpeople because it threatens them. How

is itpossible, they say, thatyou can perceive something I cant? They become afraid

ofus because, in their competitive world, they think we may have an advantage.

So they ridicule us and do everything in theirpower to stop us expressing what is

happening to us. In so doing they stop usfrom getting the help and supportfrom

one another we so desperately need on this quest.

— Christine Kent

ishmael-list@vanzetti.monitor.net, Dec. 20, 1997

Contorted faces and a twisted fear of swaggering security. We had to

get out. So we did. I looked at a tree outside. The leaves spoke nothing. “I

wouldn’t be surprised if they put fake leaves on the trees. And on the

ground.” They were real. I had to double check to be sure. Crossing the

street with anticipation. We had a destination to make and the hustle of all

to get there was making us anxious. Cold too. The setting provided no

warmth. Comfort. A soothing comfort. Soothing had to be the right word.

For me anyway. It may have been entirely different for each of us. They

laughed at the water spitting out of the rock, flowing all down its sides, see-

ing their own versions I’m sure.

I wandered. I remembered Ebony and how he wandered. Up the trail,

off the sides and back—to make sure we were still with him and he was

leading us just fine. Until one day he took off. For three days, he was gone.

Outside our neighborhood, desert stretched for miles. Sagebrush, rattlers,

dirt-bike trails. I’m sure he owned them all when he escaped. His territory

spanned a hundred miles or more, I’m sure of it. I lack his gumption and

instinct; I’m absent. I wander because I’m lost and because I look for

things, never knowing what.

The stones had plenty to say. Dead trees and the lights that so per-

fectly illuminated them. Atoms moved that night, baby. And I got to see it

all. It was all glowing, moving and comforting—soothing, right. THIS is what



he meant, I began to see. THIS. Here. How this works with this, and that

with that. It’s connected, one no better than the other. In fact, such judg-

ments only exist in our constructs. ’See how they coexist, cruelly at times

(as we see it), but it’s a mutual relationship. Leaves become the birthright

for other organisms and so on. Stones—emblems. Spirits—stories if you

will—live in the stones, not the way the text on them explicitly states (for-

ever a human preservation tool, an attempt to separate ourselves from the

rules of the continuum, laughably as it ends up). The life in them is telling

just as much as anything WE might do and certainly no more or less impor-

tant. Up in the hills, fresh out of high school, I saw for the first time how

the digging Indians told part of their story. Mortar holes in huge stones now

held water from rain or snow. For birds, algae, further evaporation, whatev-

er might be needed. It works that way.

Okay, I thought. I THOUGHT I understood. Cognitively, it's easy to see.

It must be FELT. That’s the key. It’s foreign to me, but at the same time I

can see it as possibly tangible.

Water plays a reoccurring theme. The river, when we finally moved on,

was on fire. It was a short glimpse, left as a reminder of a need for further

understanding. We had human tragedies to pass through in order to make

it back intact.

We then smoked in celebration and calmness. Later when I stood, the

pain swept through my body conveniently harboring itself in my stomach. I

attempted to move with the energy as I had. It wouldn’t hold. I needed my

ass kicked and it was something I had to face alone. I don’t know how

many times my grounded sense kept me there, but a long plod of a bass

line and the drum beats helped. Music, of course, always the mediator. The

green/blue/white lines in my comforter said, “Hello, we’re still here, go do

your thing and we’ll be here when you’re done.” And I said, “Kind regards

Mr. Comforter. You’ve been good to me.”

And then the beatings began. Demons in my stomach had a nice lit-

tle chat with me. I saw the poison I put into myself flowing darkly through

veins. It jumped out, took shape and gave me what I deserved. Fish swam

faster and faster criss-crossing in linear patterns. The silver of their scales

sped up with the tempo, blood hit the screen and soon it was a mess of

blood red and bright silver speckles. An inevitable crash. Tonight we gave

you a gift, and tonight we’re also giving you what you need.

Life flashed.

• • •

Dateline: Little Red Schoolhouse Austin Texas—By this time, my par-

ents were divorced. I saw myself there playing in the gravel. I spent a lot of

time with the small rock base of the tiny playground. We wouldn’t let our

kids out like that: no supervision, no way. Our kids get The Promise Ring

and our tough, fair-minded love. If the parents don’t pick them up — and

they all do — we’re supposed to call the police. Why was it different for me

and my brothers? We waited hours for my dad, playing in the gravel, and

he just couldn’t get it together. My older brother had developed his long-

lasting behavioral problems by then. He got busted throwing a mound of

clay through a Schoolhouse window. The neighborhood my mom moved to

didn’t help either. As one of two white families, we were terrorized; the

house robbed twice; our possessions stolen and too many bullies. I had

only one neighborhood friend, a black kid my age—the only one who would

be my friend. All my other friends were from the Schoolhouse, lily-white

most of them. Incapable of showing how, my mom simply didn’t have the

defense mechanisms a young boy needed in the face of what that neigh-

borhood offered. I couldn’t defend myself against racism when I didn’t know

what it was. I didn’t know how to respond to violence. When the new fam-

ily moved in across the street, after my friend Kevin moved away, the new

kid told me he didn’t want to see my white ass around there ever again,

dig? “What’s that mean?” was my only reply. I honestly didn’t KNOW. Mom

said she didn’t want us growing up that way. We were developing Texas

accents and wearing cowboy boots. Dad had his biker neighbors,

Budweiser, bandannas and Hamburger Helper. And he let us stay up and

watch S.W.A.T. episode^ and Deliverance.

Mom finally uprooted us. She took us to Nevada.

“Fuck you, you fucking lesbian!" It was one of numerous episodes.

Growing up with a lesbian mom in a small town did wonders for us three

boys. On top of financial and simple logistical hardship, my mom did the

best she could. Absolutely the best. But three boys, one mom and no

after-school supervision almost made a deadly combination. My older

brother was out of control: kicking holes through walls; punching out his

window; trashing his room in fits of rage; exploding homemade bombs

out the school bus window, in our tree fort and once, on the kitchen

stove—a recipe for destruction that almost permanently destroyed the

kitchen. When he wasn’t lighting a fuse, his own was ready to explode.

My back slammed against the edge of the wall. I was launched from

down the hall as he shoved me. I held the pain in my back, cowered in

fear and then watched as he applied the same abuse to my mom. This

behavior landed him in juvenile hall three times. Though laws have

changed and parents can’t do this anymore, my mom had to call the

police on him each time. The RO. would come harass him at home, us

then bearing witness to further bullying intimidation. This period marked

my lasting withdrawal. Of course, my dad hardly played a role by this

time— it was years in between seeing him.

• • •

More came to me, but it was these recurrences that drained me.

Afterward, I could do nothing except lay down and try to explain myself to

those who would listen. It was tough— I was humbled and I knew I had so

much more to do.

I revisited the bright lights the next weekend. I kept open the possibil-

ity of seeing some of it again. Instead, we broke into the half-destroyed casi-

no, took a Xanax and tracked the mud back into my bed. I hadn't moved

from the cycle.

And so today I learn. I am experiencing this for a reason. I have to tell

myself that. Lessons in forbearance and all the rest.

A healer put it this way:

It will be difficult, there WILL be questions, there WILL be problems,

but you are on your way. Hold onto that connection you felt. THAT is your

center. Keep it. You have been walking in blackness for a long, long time,

but you HAVE TO KEEP WALKING. If you’re not moving, you will lose it. Keep

moving. Keep moving. You are working out of it. You cannot stop.

Hearing this, and knowing what more I face, my reaction was simple:

I cried.



tracking and radio stuff. A lot of the publicity John did. I did it from hotel

rooms on tour. Every morning I was on the phone for three hours. I start-

ed hiring people because I realized I wds losing my voice from talking on

the phone so much. I also had gotten to the limit of my knowledgebility

of what I knew. I needed people who were more specialized and could

focus on certain tasks.

S: And how fast did you get going? How many records did you put out

in the first year?

a
recently had the pleasure of interviewing Amy Ray, a woman who

owns a cool independent record label called Daemon Records.

She is also in the Indigo Girls. I think finding out more about

Daemon is important and informative because even though they don’t

put out that many records that you might think of as “punk,” their

motives and methods are very punk if you ask me. The tape recorder was-

n’t working at first and the tape ran out at the end so it’s not all here

—

my apologies.
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[We talked about what type of guitars we like—Martin mostly—and

then talk turned to the history of the Indigo Girls and when Daemon

started, when the tape started working]

AR: We were indie for awhile.

S: How long had you been a band before you started Daemon?

AR: For about 6 years, yeah, well, 7 years.

S: And how much longer after that did you have your major label deal

and all that?

AR: Daemon didn’t start until the year we signed the deal. When Emily and

I were independent, we didn’t have anybody working for us. We did all of

our own booking and all of our own promotion. Everything, I mean every-

thing. The only thing we had was a distributor, and we didn’t have that till

we put out the full length record in 1987. I really wanted to stay active in

that [independent] world because I really love it.

'

S: But that record that you put out—that wasn’t on the Daemon

label?

AR: No, it was on... I can’t remember what we called the label. Indigo

or something. It was just like we made up names for everything we put

out and we never really set on one label. I just looked around and there

were so many of my friends that didn’t have the resources to put albums

out or get distribution or anything. There were a lot of people I wanted

to hear on record, so I just started plugging away and giving people

money and putting their records out. At first, it was like I had one per-

son helping me out, John, and he was kind of managing the first band,

Ellen James Society, while helping me. I did pretty much all the retail

AR: The first year I put out I think two. The first year two, the next year a

couple. I think it was ‘93 Ijout out three records that were pretty big for me

that year, one of them was James Hall, one was Lay Quiet Awhile which was

Danielle [Howie] 's first band, and one was a record by Holly Vincent, that

old punk icon who called her band The Oblivious. And those records all did

pretty well. People toured behind them and James got signed to Geffen and

things started rolling and I guess I felt like it was a little too big maybe—

too much activity. So I decided to put out a record by the group called The

New Mongrels which really was a friend of mine who writes songs. He’s an

actor who put together all his friends and we made a band together—it’s

like me and Emily and Michelle Malone. All these people who were in the

Atlanta community and Seattle community who he knew got together and

made this record and it came out. And we put out Jesus Christ Superstar

after that as a benefit record. A reproduction of the rock opera with all

Georgia Musicians. There’s been a lot of other releases too. I’d license

records sometimes.

S: Right, like the Danielle record that says Mill Records on it.

AR: Right, I’d license it for two years or something and then they could have

it back. Just to get it out there for people. That’s kind of been my problem,

trying to figure out what is the purpose—do I want to build up a catalog or

do I just want to be a stepping stone all the time.

S: Right, Have you decided that?

AR: I want to build up a catalog AND be a stepping stone. With each per-

son it’s different—like with the Rockateens for instance, this is their sec-

ond record. I want to keep their records on Daemon unless they get signed

and really want to put them on the next label they are with, but I'd like to

keep them. But someone like Lift, this other band, I licensed their record

and you know if they get a deal then great and if they don’t then maybe

we’ll do another record together. I really just stepped in because they need-

ed someone to get this record out. So it’s not that I don’t want the band

on the label. Different people have different needs I think. The main prob-

lem I’ve had is distribution.

S: Who is your distributor?

AR: Koch—and I love them. But when I started, it was Rough Trade.

When Rough Trade went bankrupt, it killed me. I lost a lot of money. It



killed them too. I didn’t feel negatively towards them. I liked them and

then I was with this label called Sky and they were distributed by

Relativity. I went through their distribution deal for a while kind of to get

my feet up.

S: Was that back when it was Relativity or was that RED?

AR: That was before it turned into RED. It turned into RED and I went with

them and Sony finished kind of buying them out and I felt like I was such

a small fish in a big pond. I just didn’t want to be with them any longer. It

just got too corporate for me. They did a pretty good job, but they didn’t do

near as well as Koch does for me. Koch is great.

S: Was Koch already doing a lot of stuff other than classical by that

time?

AR: Yeah, I signed with Koch I guess 2-3 years ago. My timeline is really

bizarre tonight—must be all the... I don’t know what it is. Anyway, I signed

with Koch and when I signed with them they were doing like Razor and Tie

and all these other sort of cool labels and they started to release their own

records. That is one of the things that really drew me to them. Are you dis-

tributed by them?

S: No.

AR: There is some punky label that is distributed by them and I can’t think

of who it is... it’s a Chicago label or something. Right around the time I was

going with them, Ani Difranco kind of decided to go with them and when I

heard that she was doing that also, I felt even better about my decision.

We sort of talk about business and I felt like she’s open minded most of

the time. They’ve been great. We don’t sell a lot of records because we are

really small. We are much smaller than people think we are, but we also

don’t buy into a lot of the stuff that sells a lot of records. We are kind of

like a guerrilla warfare label.

S: Do you feel that way about the Indigo Girls too? Or do you sort of

do business differently?

AR: It’s a different thing. Me and Emily try to sort of have the same ethic

and we try to get our label to have the same ethic, and we try to have the

Indigo experience be as grassroots as possible, and Epic is great about it.

We’ve been on the label for so long and we are friends with everybody and

they helped us push our political agenda, they helped us with all our ben-

efit stuff. It’s been an open forum—communication has really been good.
*

We feel like we have the best of both worlds, because Epic has also helped

Daemon—my publicist at Epic, Lisa Marcowich, has helped me with

Daemon a lot because she’s really into the independent scene and just

believes in music, so we are always discussing fanzines and grass roots

things and how we can use like the Internet or how bands should tour. All

the dialog I’ve had with all the people from the company has really helped

me. But Emily and I look at bands like Fugazi, you know, and we hold them

up in an esteem of the idea of their ticket prices, their idea of all-ages

shows... all those things. Those are important in our own existence. I mean

we look at ticket prices and we just slash them across the board. They are

not $5 shows, but we feel like those are the things that are important to

us. We are going to do a high school tour in the fall. Really from the time

we started, the bands who we look to for inspiration as far as how to do

your career were all punk bands. In Atlanta the do-it-yourself scene was the

punk scene. It’s the same sentiment to me—folk, punk, whatever.

S: I think it’s like that in a lot of places. How many of the bands and

artists that are on Daemon are from the Atlanta area? What per-

centage?

AR: Most of them—I’d say 75% of them.

S: Do you think that is coincidence or is that intentional regionalism?

AR: Well it's intentional now because at one point I started working with

bands that were out of town like out of the South West for instance, and

the fact that they were out of the South West was hard for me—the com-

munication was hard. You couldn’t sit down and have meetings. It was

harder to feel close and I made some concerted effort at some point some

years ago—3 years ago—and I said I wanted to spend a couple of years

and I want to do all South East artists because I felt like I need to get my

feet on the ground and focus better. Because our label has been through

a lot of times where I wasn’t focusing or I felt like I wasn’t focusing and

didn’t really have a clear vision. Now I do. Now it’s like a really tight focus

and we meet with the artist before the record gets underway. We talk

about where they are going to play, what radio stations they want to try

and get played on and how they want to be marketed basically. Some

bands will say, “We want to focus on these 15 cities and we are going to

play those over and over again and we want to try and get press and radio

play in these cities and we’ll go by the record stores and visit and we’ll go

by the radio stations,” and that’s the kind of information that if we know,

we just focus on that. And that’s where we focus the record. Then other

than that we’ll direct a record into Seattle or Portland—major markets,

other places. But it’s really up to the band, and it kind of teaches the band

a little bit of business stuff without it being tainted and it makes you feel

like you are in on your own experience. It’s more of a co-op sort of thing.

So, it works well for us and it makes the people working for Daemon feel

like everybody is involved.

S: You don’t do any multiple record deals—it’s just one-offs?

AR: Yeah, I don’t want anybody to feel tied here or anything. I mean that

would be a nightmare for me.

S: How many benefit records have you done?

AR: Two. Jesus Christ Superstar, which was the gun violence control educa-

tion and gun control lobbying efforts, and this record I put out last year called
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Honor, which raises money for a campaign Emily and I helped start called

To Honor the Earth that funds Indian activism on the environmental level.

S: That record must have been pretty successful.

AR: It’s done pretty good, it’s not great. It hasn’t done as well as JC

Superstar, but we are still plugging away and trying to find new avenues for

it_we just got European distribution. But it’s funny you know—compilation

records are hard to sell because if you don’t sell it in the first couple of

months, the record store will push it in some weird category and no one

can ever find it. That’s placement type stuff. We’ve gone through a lot of

avenues of the community and we’ve gone through mailorder catalogs and

we sell them at Indigo Girls shows.

downtown, at a slight incline, was fairly dry, but down the home stretch the

drops started to spit into my face. Fifteen minutes later I was rolling home,

through tidepools of oily water that kicked up into my soaking wet jeans.

By this point, I was so soaked through that I was past caring that my

clothes were wet and I could barely see through the raindrops balanced

on my eyelashes.

Back to my leaky house, with the mail and a bottle of ibuprofen. I put

on my flannel pajamas, played some solitaire, listened to some good old

National Public Radio and thought about how I can’t write anymore. I can’t

write in the wintertime. I can’t write when I have this goddamned soul-

killing time-wasting job. I thought about how much I hate having to live

with roommates, especiajly the roommates I live with. There are a couple

things in my life right now that I despise: my job and where I live.

Everything else is great.

*
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S: You don’t sell the whole Daemon catalog?

AR: No, I thought about it though. Our merchandiser doesn’t mind and I

thought about having a Daemon kiosk.

S: Do you feel like you keep your identity of the Indigo Girls separate

from that as the owner of Daemon Records—do they intermingle or

do you use it as leverage to get more attention?

AR: I definitely use it as leverage sometimes. Urn, not in an exploitative

way

—

l don’t make calls going, “I’m from the Indigo Girls so will you do this

for Daemon.” But more like the Daemon acts go on the road with us as

opening bands. We can sell CD’s at the shows. I can...

[And unfortunately that’s where the tape ends. Our talk went on for

quite a while more without us knowing that it wasn’t working but this

is a pretty good introduction to the motives of someone who is

putting out records for the right reasons—cuz they need to exist, not

for the money.]

JANE
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nly six more weeks of winter. The sky outside is the color of

inverse emptiness. I stayed home from work because of the

pain in my belly and my back. Because I just can’t bear it

anymore, nbt today, not in this weather, not the way my brain is working

this winter. I hoped I could stay home and feel miserable, but I had to

leave the house. I hadn’t been to the post office in three days. Riding

The break room in my office has the strangest odor. I don’t know

what it is or where it comes from. It’s like some kind of industrial-strength

disinfectant, but there is something so sweet about it. It kind of makes

my teeth hurt. At one end of the windowless room is a box of candy bars

and salty snacks. You are supposed to pay on the “honor system,” drop-

ping your sixty cents into the little slot in the back of the box. I wish they

didn’t do that. It makes it way too easy to get free candy that way, and

then I just end up eating a lot more candy than I normally would. In the

middle of the room is the grungy break-room sink. On'.thp shelf over the

sink is a filthy mug, inscribed with the legend: “The International

Foundation of Scientologists.” If I still worked with punks, I guess this

would be a funny ironic joke. But no, here it isn’t a funny joke— I work for

Scientologists.

I share an office with my boss on the fifth floor. We have a great view,

and I spend a lot of time looking out of the windows. From there, I can see

the Marin Hills, cloaked in a sea of fog, and further off, the San Rafael

Bridge and a Richmond refinery. The bay changes colors to reflect the mood

of the sky; grey, blue, green, sometimes all three at once.

I try to do my best at my job, but I find it all very uninspiring. I train new

employees who have recently been hired to work in the company. This is the

same position I held at my last company last summer. There, I was paid

three dollars more per hour, but I still can’t figure out where I would rather

be. My new company is cheap; like I said, it is run by Scientologists. I some-

times train people who have been hired to make more money than I do

—

working in a copy store, no less. It is depressing. I wasn’t meant to live this

way at this age, in a job that is going nowhere, doing something I see as

meaningless and useless, twenty-five years old and living with too many stu-

pid, lazy, loser roommates.

I must do something. But I am stuck and lost.

• • •

I shouldn’t have to sleep with earplugs in my ears, but I do. I gave up

on asking my speed-ingesting roommate to please be quiet after I have

gone to bed. He refuses to do this. And I have to get up early, whilst he has

to stay up all night just on the other side of my door, pacing up and down

on wood floors with his big, loud boots, playing the Velvet Underground’s



first LP over and over. So I keep my set of earplugs next to my bed, and

push them into my head as I turn off the light. It’s ridiculous, but there is

nothing I can do, and I just can’t afford to move out. I want to scream at

him. But I know it won’t change anything, he will just be louder and more

annoying. Plus, he is bigger than me. I woke up last night at 4 am because

he was leaving the house and slamming the door. I lay there in bed, pulling

out the earplugs and wishing I had ten thousand dollars—then everything

would be okay.

My other roommates do things like leave dishes in the sink for weeks,

forget to pay the power bill until the shut-off notice appears, leave lights on

all night throughout the house, listen to terrible 80s metal, and spend all

their time either stoned or drunk. Maybe this is no big deal; maybe I should

just be able to live with these morons. But I doubt it. In my perfect fantasy

world, I have my own flat, where I live all by myself, or at the most with one

other rad person, and we agree to respect each other. But I can’t do this.

I make just enough money to get by every month.

• • •

On New Year’s Eve, I began the evening by going to Max’s with

Shannon and Brendan for fries and milkshakes. I had never been to this

particular diner before, but Brendan and his roommates had mentioned it

numerous times. Basically, the food there is huge and there are only about

four or five vegetarian items on the menu—they take pride in their corned

beef. The onion rings Brendan ordered were like puffy golden clouds; like

greasy, deep-fried donuts. Huge. The coffee milkshake was thick and love-

ly and tall. We were in food heaven. On the tray with the check they gave

us some Bazooka bubble gum. Of course, we had to read all the corny

jokes to each other.

It actually took us about twenty or twenty-five minutes to find parking

in the Lower Haight. We drove in circles for what seemed like much longer

than the time it actually took, and then of course by some miracle found a

space around the comer from Josefa’s charming pad. It being ten o’clock,

the drinking had already commenced inside, and several people were

lounging in the front room listening to the stereo and looking at the tropi-

cal fish tank.

Many of my friends are immersed in the world of online computer

geekdom (and thus make way more money than I do), so talk soon

turned to Pentium chips and SCSI cards and the chat server we all hang

out together on. I am probably the most technologically ignorant in the

group, so I could not really keep up with all the geeking out. I sipped

champagne and skimmed through the most recent issue of Playboy that

was conveniently available next to the divan (“Turn-offs: fake people.”

How ironic!)

At 11:30 we turned on the huge television to watch South Park, which

I, not being a cable subscriber, had never seen before. Apart from, of

course, “The Spirit of Christmas,” which I saw in QuickTime on a PowerMac

last summer. I would almost get cable just to be able to see this show, but

then again I have been told that all the episodes have been pirated and can

be downloaded from the web (sorry, no URL).

Midnight came and went and the party got much livelier at that point.

I got the feeling that the idea of the New Year wouldn’t really imbed itself

into my mind for a few more days. A bunch of us sat out on the front stoop,

saluting every passer-by with a loud and drunk “HAPPY NEW YEAR!” I

stopped at one glass of champagne, but that’s only cos I knew I would be

getting some action later with my also sober friend—wanted to be wide

awake for that.

Josefa emerged onto the porch wearing the fake fur breeches she had

worn for Halloween when she had dressed up, quite convincingly, as a faun.

Everyone was getting drunk and soon would be dosing as well. Robyn was

especially jolly and had messed up her beautifully applied eye-makeup. It

was only one o'clock, but Brendan and I decided to split. We said good-bye

to our pals and headed down to Market to hail a taxi. The streets were

packed with people, all of them wanted cabs. We had yet more luck when

we were able to hook one within five minutes.

A couple weeks later, Brendan and I were at Max’s, having breakfast.

They make this great cornflake french toast, served with real maple syrup.

This prompted Brendan to tell me a story about growing up in Canada and

making maple syrup with his dad. He told me how the tree makes the

sweetest sap, how the spigot is drilled into the bottom of the tree when the

sap flows up through the roots at the end of winter, and how the sap is

heated for a couple of days until it is syrup. It was just a little story about

syrup, but I thought about it later on the train back to the East Bay, and it

just made me like him more. Like I said, apart from my job and my house-

mates, everything else is just super.

• • •

I just wanted to thank everyone sincerely who has written to me in the

past few months and apologize for not getting back to everyone promptly.

But I have read and appreciated your correspondence and encouragement.

It means a lot to me. PO Box 989, Berkeley, CA. 94701. Jane@hating.com.

Cheers.

W:
hen I was a kid, I recall being fond of a book called The

City Mouse and The Country Mouse or something. The

plot was fairly simple: two mice are cousins. Sure, that

happens all the time. One lives in the country and the other lives in the city.

They each mistrust the others’ world, and when they visit each other, some

of their fears are realized. In the country, the city mouse nearly gets eaten

by a cat. In the city, the country mouse almost gets mugged or hit by a taxi

or something— I don’t remember the details. They both end up saying some-

thing like, “Whew! It’s a nice place to visit, but I wouldn’t want to live there.”

The question which plagued my brother and I was, “What are you, a
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Country Mouse or a City Mouse?” Like a lot of siblings, my brother and I

had a tendency to polarize, to contrast each other. When he said he was a

City Mouse, with no hesitation, my natural response should have been to

shout “Country Mouse!” at the top of my lungs. I didn’t, though, and I had

to think about it. This was the beginning; I didn’t know that I would find

myself, 20 years later, in an heated argument about whether it was possi-

ble to be both a dog person and a cat person (I said yes, it’s rare, but pos-

sible), or ten years later in another heated argument about whether it’s

possible to assume you’re straight for most of your life and then suddenly

realize at 40 or 50 that you’re bisexual (I said that this hasn’t happened to

me.... yet. But who knows?).

I realized as a little kid that there was no way I could choose between

being a country mouse or a city mouse. I still feel that way. I guess I’m a

cat person, if I have no pick one, but I’d rather not— I love dogs, too. I’m

still annoyed that people put so much pressure on each other to define

themselves in such reductive terms.

I grew up in a small city (or was it a big town?) in the middle of

nowhere, New York state. It was a college town, and therefore full of city

people. It was big enough to have several different neighborhoods with sep-

arate names and personalities, and a bar for every sub-culture (bars for var-

ious tradesmen, a bar for parolees, a bar for outpatients, student bars, town-

ie loser bars, gay bars, crusty old alcoholic bars which sometimes became

punk rock bars out of convenience). It was small enough that the walls could

close in on you pretty fast.

Both my parents are from New York City. They both used to bring us to

the city to visit their respective kin. My father brought us to see his mom in

Chelsea. Both of them were pretty miserable people, although I didn’t know

that then. All I knew was that she was scary and her dark little one-room

apartment was scary and her neighborhood was scary and her elevator was

scary and her building was scary and the city seemed dark and scary at those

times. My mother used to bring us and it seemed like a different city alto-

gether. We did fun things and visited less scary relatives and friends. One

Christmas she brought us to see all the windows on 5th Avenue, and we

became somewhat catatonic; overwhelmed by all the people. She was gen-

uinely disappointed in us. I remember her calling us “country bumpkins.”

Well, I was on 5th Avenue at Christmas time two years ago and it was fuckin’

scary; busloads of tourists were drunk and standing around on the sidewalk

and I could hardly move at all.

I didn’t really fall in love with New York until I had the chance to

spend a lot of time alone walking the streets and getting to know it on

my own terms. For years I have been annoyed and insulted by the idea

that there’s “nothing happening” outside major cities. I still maintain that

I have seen some truly stellar music, theatre, literature, zines, etc., come

out of small towns. I don’t have a problem believing that people are

happy and satisfied living in rural areas. I imagine I’ll be considering

small-town life again for myself someday. But here’s what scares me:

despite my many positive experiences with New York, despite the fact

that I’ve been traveling alone since I was about ten—I’ve hitchhiked all

over the country; I spent several months in Europe when I was 20, speak-

ing no languages and having no friggin’ idea where I was most of the

time— I still had to exorcise all the media propaganda that had been

pounded into me about New York and cities in general for most of my

small-town rural life.

I was completely infected by the idea that New York is a dangerous

place full of scary violent people. Yes, race is a factor here; watch one of

those hour-long cop shows, look at all the terrifying Black and Puerto Rican

criminals, duh. If you live in a place where everyone is white, it’s easy to

fall prey to this bullshit. And since we’re on the subject, do these people

ever question the fact that everyone is white where they live? Probably not

an accident.

Anyway, back to New York. These violent New York people will shoot

you as soon as look at you, not to mention all the apathetic bystanders who

will walk by and watch as you bleed to death. The city is one big con artist

who will rob you blind of whatever money the pickpockets don’t get first.

You'll be run over by a taxi driven by a junkie from Iran and rescued by a

crackhead ambulance driver who was wounded in 'Nam and be taken to

the hospital which is owned and operated by the mob and the ER will be

full of armed assassins. Yeah, better stay home and watch it on TV. But if

you do venture out to actually experience it for yourself, make sure you

wear your backpack on your front (this sends the message: “I am a tourist.

Mug me. Laugh at me. Do with me what you will.”) Also, be sure to expect

a fight everywhere you go. You’re bound to get one that way, and then you

can go home and tell your friends that everything they’ve heard about New

York is true.

Speaking of mythology, after living in NY for a while, I decided to pur-

sue my MFA in the Midwest. Boy oh boy, I sure got some interesting

responses from New Yorkers about that. All states that begin with a vowel

are a blur. People who live in states that begin with a vowel are toothless

ingrates with low I.Q.s and a big ugly scar from when Leroy got drunk and

ran ‘em down with the John Deere. Yee Haw. I go to school in Iowa. A lot

of people ask me how the potatoes are. The potatoes are about average—

it’s Idaho that’s famous for its potatoes. People ask how I get along with

all those Mormons. That would be Utah. Some people say, “Iowa... I’ve

been through there.” I used to say that too. I don’t really remember it,

though. I get it mixed up with Indiana. I admit it. But here’s the thing: now

that I have lived in Iowa, for better or for worse, I’ll never be able to make

another misinformed generalization about it again. I now have good friends

who were born and raised in Iowa. It may not be my favorite place in the

world, and I confess that I’ve made my share of jokes about it, but it’s not

faceless anymore.

When I think about the rural stereotype: double-wide trailer full of

kids with different fathers and a dead El Camino full of chickens... hey!

That sounds like rural New York state as much as it does Iowa or any of

those other vowel states. In Iowa, I’m constantly being put in a position

to defend New York. People make all kinds of assumptions about it. In

turn, I find myself defending Iowa to ignorant (and arrogant) North

Eastern people from time to time. Both places are unfairly maligned. I

think all these people are watching too much TV and need to get out of

the house more.



As usual, I feel pretty inadequate as a Planeteer because I have not

seen a punk band in months. I can hardly blame Iowa for that. I did go to

Sal’s Emporium, a record store in Iowa City (no, I don’t think they do have

any actual records. It’s a euphemism that us old-timers use, okay?) and I

saw a couple of bands. My friend Nik, one of the aforementioned cool Iowa

people, brought me there. I have a good feeling about this store because

it sprang up after the manager and all the employees from my former

favorite record store got fired or laid off or something. It was some sleazy

thing— I don’t know the details, but I assume they got fucked over big time

by the boss because that’s what usually happens. Anyway, the guy who I

always used to see there opened his own store. The night I went, it was

long enough ago that it was warm enough to sit outside. Hobinob was the

first band; I really wasn’t into them. Those of you who read my column know

that I hardly ever say things like that, but it can’t be helped. I actually

thought they were really pretentious and full of weird attitude that infected

the music (see? There are pretentious people in the Midwest). The other

band was Thee Duma, who I loved. Their sound is really dark, made me

think of old Iggy and Joy Division. Check them out if you're in Iowa City, and

also go to Sal’s Emporium, which is on South Dubuque Street, I don’t have

the address, but it is a few blocks south of the Holiday Inn (No, I’m not

making this up).

Another record store encounter: I was innocently racking up more

debt in another CD store when I met a guy named David Zollo who is in a

band called High and Lonesome and he gave me a copy of a compilation

CD called Doublewide. It’s put out by Trailer Records, a local Iowa City label,

which I believe David is also (at least partly) responsible for. In any case,

he and his band are well-represented on the CD. No kids, it is NOT punk.

However, it deserves our attention because it’s locally produced; even most

of the recording and mixing is local—we like this. We also like it that Greg

Brown, who started out in Iowa City but is all kinds of famous now, is on

the record but there’s no obnoxious “Featuring Greg Brown!” shit going on.

High and Lonesome does my favorite stuff on the album. It reminds me,

very pleasantly, of the Stones from their Exile on Main Street era. I can’t

remember if David hinted at this in our one, brief conversation or whether

I came to this on my own. As you may have noticed, grad school does

something to my brain and everything is a blur. In any event, after all this

ranting and raving about reductive categorization, I’m afraid to try to label

this. I think it’s safe to say that if the “country” thing gives you the willies,

you’re safe here. There is but one song on the album that I would put into

that box. Check it out.

• • •

Violation Fez #6, The Religion Issue, is still available ($1 or trade:

Violation Fez c/o Leah Ryan, PO Box 2228, Times Square Station, New

York, NY 10108.

I’m also accepting submissions for #7, the School Issue. No

drama! It has to be funny! This includes POETRY! That’s right, if your

poetry isn't funny, I don’t want it anywhere near me. Fiction, memoirs,

cartoons are- all good, so long as they’re short and funny. Cat jokes are

always appreciated.
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\ on’t pay any attention to the crazy girl shouting rape at our

IJ m band on stage. She just wants to ruin our set and kill the fun

for everybody. She’s insane. Her words mean nothing.

Somebody get a straitjacket and take her away. Mind the claws which can

do no harm to my tuff ‘n’ buff exterior. I work out three hours a day for this

bod, just so you know. Pick a fight with me and I will squash the life out of

you, so stop trying to wreck the show. The kids paid $10 to see us strut our

stuff. They’re ready to show off their “windmill” and “pizza-man” dance

moves which they practiced in front of the mirror. Power, violence, testos-

terone. I am so fucking great.

“Don't unzip your pretty skin (I'MSUCHA FUCKERMAN).

"

—The Fakes

I don’t know what her problem is. I feel completely comfortable in a

scene where the boys dominate little ol’ me ten to one. Just so long as they

recognize that I am the cutest, prettiest and dumbest girl at shows. Safe

space—what’s that? Is that like when I’m doing two guys at once? Oh

yeah, I love that. Fuck those other bitches. I can’t be bothered to waste my

time befriending other girls. Better not try to steal my man though. I’ll beat

you to the ground and make you feel like the worthless piece of shit that

you are.

I just couldn’t give two beans about all the bullshit people have been

talking about. Who cares? It doesn’t concern me—the center of the uni-

verse—nor does it threaten my reputation maintained by the fact that I

have no spine. Fuck, who gives a fuck? Just go along your merry way and

be happy. Or pretend to be. I’ll be your friend only when you have absolute-

ly nothing to say. Otherwise, get lost.

IT’S NOT MY PLACE. IT’S NOT MY CONCERN. IT’S NOT MY PROBLEM.

“I didn't say that thing, I don't remember it, I didn't see a thing,

I don't know whatyou mean.
"

—Sleater-Kinney

Well, y’know, I did take one Women’s Studies course in college—mind

you, I never actually said a word for fear of being slaughtered—and I feel

like I can rilly relate to your pain because I know that you are a complex

and sensitive individual who has needs. And hey, I have needs too. Zip! And

now, if you’ll just get down on your knees...
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Duhhh, you’re not going to run and tell everyone about this, are

you? Because I know I’m innocent, and yet I seemingly have nasty junk

(spunk) to hide. Well, how about that Jack.

“Starbellied boy differentfrom the rest, you re so differentfrom the rest,

proveyou re differentfrom the rest, you re nofucking differentfrom the rest.
"

—Bikini Kill

Whatever you bitches have planned for us, we’re prepared for you.

We are punkasfuck straightwhiteboys and we will defend our own. Our

band is the shit and we can take you on—preferably in the backseat of

Daddy’s car.

This is the master plan. I move around from city to city so that I

always have a fresh batch of chicks to lay. When they recognize me for

the true scum that I am or, alternately, when they discover the variety of

diseases that I’ve given them, I skip town. When I’m not coming up with

new ways of raising my band to obscene heights of godliness, I'm thinkin’

about pussy. Snatches, cunts, peach cups, what have you. Chances are,

you wanna do me ‘cos I was in XXX well-known hardcore band and the

kids love me. Just call me Lady Love Dickster and take your place in line.

I'll get around to you eventually. WHUZZAT?! Oh geeez, you know what?

YOU’RE THE FIRST GIRL WHO HAS EVER SAID NO TO ME.

“Ifyou support the bands, buy the records/shirts/zines, whatever, and the

rapist isn't accountable, then you support the rapist. And this alone

discredits the efforts ofthe survivor to deal with the issues. RAPE IS

SERIOUS, and I see so many punk/hardcore/sXe/whatever people treat

this issue like it is non-existent in this scene or like it's not a big deal,

and this idea needs to change.
"

—Basil, Confronting Rapists In the “Scene" pamphlet

Sorry to hear (not really) that you had a bit of an, er... altercation

with him, but we all have our faults. Deep down he’s got a good heart.

Gosh, look at all of the emotional turmoil he’s been going through ever

since you started spreading those rumours. So just knock it off, okay?!

He’s really bummed, you know.

“I don't know how to fly, you left me paralyzed.

"

—Heavens To Betsy

Yeah, throw your girlfriend to the ground and show her what it

feels like to be raped. That’s a real surefire way of teaching her not to

^ walk around at night without a male companion. I’m not even a big guy

or anything. I’m just a loser. Watch me roar.

“To state how a woman should run her life in order to avoidphysical attack

puts the responsibility on her and creates the situation where ifshe is attacked,

she is to blame. It's ironic also because much ofthe advice is based on misguid-

ed(?) ideas—why is it that women are afraid to walk the streets alone when in

fact most rapes happen in the home with some guy everyone thinks is nice?"

—Megan Dickens, Pear Shaped zine

Didn’t she have a crush on him? Well then she shouldn’t have led

him on in the first place. She shouldn’t have talked to him, she should-

n’t have smiled at him, she shouldn’t have acknowledged his pres-

ence. She should just stay at home and wear a barrel at all times in

order to avoid any further miscommunications. She’s such a tease.

What do you expect? Give the dog a bone and he’s a-gonna bite. It’s

only natural dearie.

“I can bake a pie and look you up and down, I could throw yer heart

right outta this town.
"

—Bratmobile

Well, because you dbcused him of sexual assault, of course he’s

going to get defensive and clam up. Try to lessen your hostility towards

him and maybe he’ll apologize for his pork chop being in the wrong

place at the wrong time. I suggest giving him a doggie biscuit and a pat

on the back for tolerating your irrational behaviour for so long.

It’s all just a matter of interpretation really. Because YOUR inter-

pretation of this alleged schlong-action invading your space could very

well be completely different from HIS point of view. But because he is

the new boy about town, -because we don’t know anything about him,

because he is the epitome of Good Guy Syndrome—a serious illness

which manifests itself in the minds of mo’ morons than you can shake

a stick at—because of all these things and more, we are inclined to

believe his story over yours. Case closed. See ya later sucker.

“Girl love when your boyfriend's not around.
"

—Excuse 17

Rock the boat and you’ll see how many friends you lose.

• • •

While Patti was off having a grand ol’ time in cranberry ‘n’ vodka

land, funny-looking little gnomes took the liberty of writing this pesky

column for her. Feel free to respond to said dwarfy critters via e-mail

at: bq761@freenet.toronto.on.ca OR via snail mail at: Patti Kim, Box

68568, 360A Bloor St. W, Toronto ON, M5S 1X1 Canada.

“Come with me, we will build a housetree, we will see,

we will tear down these streets.
"

—Tattle Tale
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Bluetip

Braid

Damnation A.D.

Demon Speed

Drift
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Great Unraveling

Hal al Shedad
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Madison

Morning Again
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Quixote
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Sarge
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Thoughts of Ionesco
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Transmegetti
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There will be workshops on independant press/publishing, radical education, wimmin’s health, “blood
sisters”, guitar/amp repair, and various discussion groups. This is a gathering to celebrate diy music,

ethics, and ideas, so spread the word. A portion of the proceeds will go to the following organizations: Big
Mountain/Sovereign Dine’ Nation Defense Fund, MAPP (Midwest Aids Prevention Project), and The

Children’s Cancer Fund.

Fri - $8 Sat - $9 Sun - $8 $20 for all three days pre-registered.

Pre-register for all three days - send money to :

Audra Cauchon, 92 W. Ferry,Apt#2 1 , Detroit, MI 48202

(make checks and money orders payable to Audra Cauchon)

For more info entail - mich_fest@hotmail.com

Fest Voice Mail Info: (3 1 3) 83 1 -2663

Web Page - http://www.umich.edu/~jskinner/fest/index.html

Due to the nature ot punk rock, lineup is subject to change without notice. All these bands are confirmed and will be playing. Please check the web page or

voicemail for up to the minute info on exact lineup, lodging, etc. Sincere gratitude to Punk Planet.
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“THERE’S YOU...”
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STINK
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gems. Seattle’s best kept secret

with their second full length album
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of distorted guitar melodic full-

throttle punk,

amen hb. os co. ss.oo

HOT WATER MUSIC
ALACHUA

The emu kings from Gainesville,

florida, with 2 great songs not to

be found on their currentDoghouse

full length. Currently one of the

best live bands around. Ifyou like

Avail or fuelyou will love this. Die-

cut cover compliments,

allien Hb. 18 7": $3.50
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Just Out From VERSO
Thefirst book to explore thefull range ofzine culture

NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND
Zines and the Politics of Alternative Culture

STEPHEN DUNCOMBE
‘At long last, somebody’s got it right. Duncombe does the

essential work of cultural analysis that neither the national

weeklies with their demographic fantasies, nor the czars of cul-

tural studies with their determination to locate dissent in day-

time television, can ever bring themselves to perform.’

—Tom Frank, The Baffler

Available from good bookstores everywhere or, in case of difficulty,

call 1 800 233 4830 to order direct.

1 85984 158 9 $19.00 Paperback 288 pages

v
VERSO

180 Varick Street New York NY 10014 www.best.com/~verso
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“Flatus is punk rock, end of story.
This band keeps getting better and better.

The opening track, bandwagon, is a true

anthem. Don’t play the trendy game, get into

ftatUS nOW!”—MUDDLE FANZINE

CD's are $10. postage-paid.

Outside the USA add $2. postage.
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T

his past December, you couldn’t

escape it. Like egg nog and phony

holiday cheer, “Tubthumping”

seemed to be everywhere. The

song was so ubiquitous that it even

seemed to be giving old “Jingle Bells” a

run for its money. Of course, there was a

logic to the best drinking song of the

decade being a hit during the boozy

countdown to New Years eve, but now its

the middle of January and there seems to

be no relief in sight: Chumbawamba’s

album Tubthumper is number three on

the Billboard charts and the single is still

getting more airplay than the untimely

demise of a decadent royal. All of which

belies the predictions of the critics who

divined that “Tubthumping” was a mere

novelty, whose appeal would diminish as

the populace sobered up and got back to

the tasks of keeping body and soul togeth-

er for yet another year. So yes, it really

does seem that the masses have taken the

tune to heart, but what most of the radio

friendly herd don’t realize while they are

toe tapping their way through its

anthemic Clash-like choruses is that

Chumbawamba is a band of anarchists

and “Tubthumping” is merely the latest

episode in their subversive career.



This is the first time in history that

archists have made it to the top of the charts

portant to analyze their successes and failures.

Planet



Starting out as a fairly orthodox punks in 1982, after its mem-

bers found themselves residing in the same squat in Leeds,

Chumbawamba have always put their anarchist ideology in the fore-

front of their work. The first single was tided “Revolution” and even

earlier they gained punk street credibility when one of their members

doused Joe Strummer with red paint in an effort to cure him of his

rock star ways. In 1986, the heady militants continued to harry the

pretensions of entertainment industry with their first LP, Pictures Of

Starving Children Sell Records, which was nothing less then a devas-

tating critique of “Live Aid.” In the ensuing years the band contin-

ued to stay their seditious course with albums about electoral poli-

tics {Never Mind The Ballots), radical history {English Rebel Songs)

,

censorship {Shhh) and the anarchist movement {Portraits Of

Anarchists). They have also been involved in every important English

social movement of the last decade and a half and lent their talents

to a host of radical causes. But that was all before Chumbawamba

signed with a major label, sold in excess of two million CDs in the

U.S. alone, and became multi-millionaires...

To hear the band tell it, however, success won’t spoil

Chumbawamba and selling out is the farthest thing from their

minds. In the following interview with Boff, conducted over the

phone in December, Chumbawamba’s guitarist goes to great

lengths to explain that far from a capitulation, the bands entry

into the mainstream is a stab to the very heart of the system. He

points out that when Chumbawamba signed with E.M.I. in

Europe and Universal in the States, they had been dropped by

their indie label, One Little Indian, which had already rejected the

completed Tubthumper for, ironically enough, not being suffi-

ciently commercial. Boff goes on to challenge punk purists with

the suggestion that the indie versus major dispute is a non-issue

because no matter what size the label is, they all exist within a cap-

italist economic system and thus have to dance to its dictates. And

he continues by claiming, quite correctly, that if radicals aren’t

going to confine their efforts to addressing the already converted,

they will learn how live with the “contradictions” of working

within a system they despise.

The interview raises a host of other issues worth questioning.

Boff’s contention, for instance, that Chumbawamba’s manipulation

of pop is “punk” is seriously open to question. Though it is true that

at its inception, punk did comprise any number of stylistic approach-

es (he is mistaken when he excludes the U.S. experience in this

regard), they all defined themselves by standing outside of the arena

rock and pop mainstream of the day—a position which can’t be

claimed by Chumbawamba. I believe that if one accepts Boff’s defin-

ition of punk as including anything which is innovative or has some

radical content, the term will become increasingly meaningless and of

no descriptive value to anyone outside of major label publicists eager

to shill their product on this years current crop of pseudo-hipsters.

Another troubling aspect of the interview is Boff’s critique of

lifestyle politics. Though I would agree that dogmatic political cor-

rectness is inevitably isolating, that doesn’t make me want to whol-

ly embrace the lifestyle of the poor and the powerless either. Or in

other words, I don’t reject football because its “macho” or eating at

Macdonald’s because it exploits cattle, but rather because watching

a bunch of louts trample each other is boring and eating overly-

processed fat gives me the shits. In his rush to bond with the mass-

es, Boff seems to have forgotten that a really radical lifestyle isn’t

grim and self limiting but instead offers its practitioners greater

freedom, pleasure and self awareness.

Similar problems bedevil the hit single as well. It may be good

pop, but it is poor politics. I don’t believe for a second that getting

wasted is act of liberation and listening to Boff’s description of the

drunken Irishmen whose revelry in the face of adversity inspired

“Tubthumping,” I had to wonder whether the poor soul conclud-

ed the night’s entertainment by going home and beating the wife

and the kids. In the final analysis, Chumbawamba’s hit is only sub-

versive if you happen to be straightedge. But even if it was a shin-

ing example of ideological rigor, Boff seems to underestimate the

negative effects of using it to advertise an automobile or the likes

of Home Alone Three. And since meaning is determined by context

as much as anything else, “Tubthumping” is now as much a paean

to gas guzzlers and the infantile fantasies of Hollywood as it is a

tribute to the indominitable nature of the human spirit.

None of these points, however, undermine Chumbawamba’s

claim that their anarchist credentials are still intact. They rather

point to the general problem of using mass culture to further revo-

lutionary goals. Let’s face it: This is the first time in history that

committed anarchists have made it to the top of the charts and it is

important to analyze their successes and failures. Does screaming

“Free Mumia” at the end of their set on The Late Show hasten his

freedom? And what effect does the band’s relendess discussion of

anarchism on radio talk shows really have? Clearly only time will tell

but in the meantime we owe Chpmbawamba a debt of gratitude that

these kind of questions can be asked at all. We can only hope that

they don’t turn out to be one-hit-wonders and end the discourse

before it really gets interesting.



Did Chumbawamba start out as a political

project or a band?

A band—definitely. We were all in bands before

Chumbawamba. So when we met it was like,

“Since we are all living in this house, let’s have a

band.” It started small and we got people in as we

went along.

Did you all come out of a punk background?

Yeah. Everybody was more or less completely

effected by that.

By '82, in the States, the first wave of punk

was really over and in any event punk here

never had the political edge it had in the U.K.

How would you assess the cultural effect over

the past decade and half? Is it a project

which has succeeded or failed?

In Britain, there was your classic, “Oh I feel like

I am different from everybody else and is there a

kind of music which represents that?”But there

was also another definite element—here were

some bands that were suddenly talking about

the government and about what was going on

with the police. Some of the first punk gigs I

ever went to were Rock Against Racism benefits

and anti-Nazi things. That Was a kind of combi-

nation of pop music and politics that I had

never dreamed of before. This was in ’77 and

’78, when I first started going to concerts and

seeing these bands. I started to understand that

this was something more than the music I had

heard before. It was fantastic! A lot of it was to

do with Thatcher’s Britain—it was a reaction

against this Victorian austere attitude that the

government was bringing in. Later, it was

strange for us looking at what was happening in

America in the eighties when punk became big

again. And later on with Nirvana, it was like a

generation of people that were getting into punk

ideas without actually really grasping the culture

that they came from.

Do most of you come from a working class

background?

Yeah, but not exclusively. I would say that’s where

most of our roots are.

In a lot of ways, that makes you distinct from

a lot of allegedly leftist punk rock bands,

who come from very affluent backgrounds

and then ultimately return to those affluent

backgrounds.

I would say that’s true. In England it was

strange—you had people from public schools

who were desperate to hide their roots because

punk was supposed to be working class. But it

wasn’t really, it was about rebellion and I don’t

think you need to particularly come from a cer-

tain class background to rebel. It’s just that punk

suited the working class more because it was

about not having power and fighting against peo-

ple who did have power.

But you broke from the strictures and struc-

tures of punk early on.

decided we weren’t punk anymore. That’s such a

bizarre concept—to judge punkness on the basis

of style. It has nothing to do with style as far as

I can see!

What does it have to do with?

It has to do with attitude and the way you live.

And if you are talking about music, it has to do

with what you do with the music, how challeng-

ing you make the music and how challenging the

ideas are.

Could you be more specific about that? In

Chumbawamba how did you go about doing

those things?

We tried to. Unlike a lot of American

punk,which was quite stylized—even the stuff I

quite liked had a similar sound to it—in Britain,

a lot of the original punk which fired us up was

really diverse and challenging. From The Fall to

Wire, ATV, The Slits, The Raincoats, they were

not all playing 4/4, male rock music. That was

really important to us, that all these people were

a part of punk. Like Patrick Fitzgerald who

played solo acoustic—he would just take his

acoustic guitar out and sing these fantastic songs

about punk. He was great because he didn’t have

to use the same structures that everybody else

seemed to be using and we always liked that. In

the early nineties, Maximum Rock N Roll

stopped reviewing our records because they

As anarchists, we are totally aware that to shut

off other influences is so blinkered. We have to

accept that we live in a world where there are a

lot of people who have completely different cul-

tural backgrounds. We first realized this after

we made two albums and then we decided to

make an acapella folk album, English Rebel

Songs. At the time, that was really important to

us because we were saying that everybody seems

to be getting into the idea that this is what rad-

ical music should sound like—as in guitars,

shouting loud anti-lyrics—and we thought,

“No, let’s completely change the whole situa-

tion musically, but still acknowledge that this is

a really radical record and in that sense, still a

punk record.”
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H r.
e have to assume that people realize that

we agonized about that decision—just the

name conjures up this big capitalist mono-

lith—and how hypocritical it seems, but we accept

contradictions in a lot of things we do.

You use the term “anarchist” to describe

Chumbawamba. “Anarchist” can mean many

things to many different people. I am remind-

ed of the fact that one of the Spice Girls

recently described herself as an “anarchist.”

Could you state Chumbawamba's definition

of anarchism a little more fully?

It works on two levels: On a personal level, it’s

about working collectively, sharing everything

and being responsible. Its about being socially

aware enough to work in a group and all enjoy it

without anyone telling us what to do. But sec-

ondly, on a more broad level, anarchism is basi-

cally a political system based on the idea that peo-

ple can work in small groups without anyone

telling them what to do. Ifyou have ten thousand

people walking on the street, those people don’t

bump into each other without anyone telling

them which side of the street to walk on. It is just

what people do and we feel that people can actu-

ally organize their lives like that—without the

cops and Bill Clinton telling you whether you

should or shouldn’t smoke marijuana or wear

your hair a certain way.

We have accepted that and say “Lets do some-

thing with that,” to demonstrate that there are

other ways of doing things. It’s a catch twenty-

two situation, but that’s how we are.

Do you see the possibility of a revolution in

your lifetime?

No, not really. But having said that, I don’t

think that’s actually something we think about

or talk about. Basically something has to change

and it’s not about changing capitalism a little bit

because that doesn’t work—there has to be

something else. And whether that actually

means there is going to be an actual day when

everything is in a state of revolution, I don’t

actually know. I do know that I have to do

something; what anarchists want to do is keep

changing with the world but keep an ongoing

revolutionary movement going.

I understand that you practice a form of social-

ism within the band itself. That not only mem-

bers of the band, but people who work for the

band all earn the same amount of money.

But since the release of the new record, your

financial situation has changed tremendously...

Completely. Obviously that is going to change

the way we have always dealt with money. What

we have always done before is tried really hard to

keep this equality and there hasn’t been any

money left over. Everybody gets the same, there is

no hierarchy and that’s simple. But what happens

when we get thousands and thousands and thou-

sands of pounds for playing one concert? If that

happens, then we all have to sit down and decide

that everybody gets this much (and it will always

be the same) and then we have this left over.

What do we do with it? Do we devote it to this

project or give it to these people? But we really

don’t know because the money hasn’t come in yet.

When your dealing with the economies of

scarcity—and punk rock is certainly that—it

might be said that it's easy to be socialists

because 10% of nothing is still nothing. Now,

that you’re looking at several million dollars....

I would think so.

But you are also socialists.

We acknowledge that we live and work in a capi-

talist system. When we first decided to record

some songs in a basement and sell them, we were

accepting that this thing that we do—this band

—

was part of a buy-and-sell consumer economy.

B:When we are on tour there are not just eight

people in the band, there are fifteen or sixteen peo-

ple and everyone gets paid the same. After expens-

es, it’s all broken down so that everybody gets the

same. We don’t lose money now, so it’s not an issue,

but we like to think that if we did, the crew would

all say “Okay, we will accept the loss as well.”

So the band is aware that now you have to be

especially rigorous so as not to change and

fall prey to all the ...

There are totally obvious things you could do ifyou

suddenly get loads of money. It’s something we talk

about. One example is that people call and offer to



give us ridiculous amounts of money to use part of

a song for an advert. So then we sit down and talk

about it and one of the solutions is to say we’ll do

that. Obviously we could also say “No, we wont

have an advert with our music on it,” but when we

are offered $40,000. for thirty seconds of music

everyday for four weeks, then what we do is give

that money to an anti-fascist organization, social

center or community group. Look, we are not stu-

pid here. Ifwe get this amount ofmoney and we are

not doing any work for it—here, you have it. That’s

what we have decided on a couple things so far and

that’s the only real money we have actually seen.

The advertisements were for what kind of

products?

An advertisement for Renault in Italy used part of

the “Tubthumping” single. It was for a car. That’s

not something, I would think Chumbawamba

would do, but then for us to turn down that type

of money when people in Italian anarchist centers

and social community centers are so short of

money and getting economically hammered by

the state... Ifwe can turn around and say to them,

“this shitty advert is going to be on your television

for whatever amount of time but we are going to

give you $40,000,” They say “Yeah, do it!”

Do you still live together?

No we don’t. Alex still lives in that house with

people but its not the band.

So that was a concession to privatism...

Yeah, but it was more of a concession to the fact

that you shouldn’t expect yourself to live in the

same situation with eight people forever. At some

point those eight people are going to form differ-

ent relationships with people outside the band

—

people they might want to live with and share a

house with. We lived together for five or six years.

Now we are on tour so much that we constantly

live together all the time! I think the fact that we

have lived together before means that we have

learned how to give a certain amount of space and

respect so that we get on with each other.

So you still like each other?

Totally, yeah. Its not like this big testosterone bat-

tle is going on, which is what happens when you

get four blokes in a rock band travelling around

the world.

Are you surprised at how well Tubthumper

has done?

Absolutely!

How about the irony of your indie label—One

Little Indian—rejecting the record because it

wasn’t commercial enough?

They tried to find ways of stalling things so that

they could come up with something they could

be sure would be this really big successful thing.

Which is obviously ironic considering what hap-

pened—but for us that wasn’t an issue at all.

What we wanted was to make a record that we

liked, and this is it. This is how it’s going to be. It

wasn’t up for discussion that we should make

something that would sell better.

People are obviously critical of the decision

to sign with EMI, could you talk about that a

little bit?

We have to assume that people realize that we

agonized about that decision—just the name con-

jures up this big capitalist monolith—and how

hypocritical it seems, but we accept contradic-

tions in a lot of things we do. The worst thing we

could have done was not gotten involved with

that and still be stuck in the limbo we were in

before. For five years, we wanted to come to

America. The last time we did that, we lost 5,000

pounds which set us back for quite some time. It

was obvious that One little Indian weren’t going

to help us and Universal wanted to put the record

out in America just the way we recorded it and

have us tour America. If we hadn’t signed that

piece of paper with Universal, we wouldn’t be

having this conversation with you. Our whole

thing is about communication.

It seems like you are pursuing a strategy which

Lenin once described as letting “The capital-

ists sell us the rope we hang them with.”

^We know what we are doing. It is not as if we are

naive. We understand the relationship between

band and label. We are trying to use them to sell

whatever message we have and the music we

make and they use that to make a profit. That’s

fine and we accept that. If they are good at get-

ting our records widely distributed we acknowl-

edge their role. If I thought we could do that on

our own record label and have complete control,

we would, but we can’t. It would be interesting to

ask us that question in a year when we put some-

thing out that doesn’t sell or is extremely awk-

ward and looks like it wouldn’t sell—then it

would be interesting to see what the record com-

pany thinks of us then.

Was it difficult to get a contract that guaran-

teed you the artistic freedom you obviously

need?

It was EMI in Germany that we signed with and

it wasn’t because of the money, it was because

they were so enthusiastic about us. What they

were so enthusiastic about was the fact that we

were already settled as an ongoing established

thing—that we made our records, designed our

own sleeves and put together the press releases.

We didn’t need a nanny to come and dress us. We

didn’t need anybody to come in and style us and

come up with angles to sell the band. They saw it

as a complete thing that was already packaged.

They thought that it was great that it was already

shrink wrapped and ready for them. All we need-

ed to do in the contract was retain this collective

thing that we’ve got and they were like “fine.” But

it’s still a contract with a capitalist company.

Yeah, and if you don’t sell records, all bets

are off.

Exactly. I remember we had a meeting when all

this first came up and we were all saying, “It’s just

going to last for a year and then we are going to
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get kicked off the label, because we are not going

to sell that many records. But if we can just get

this lump of money to tour America and put out

another record, that would be great.”

How much did Tubthumper cost to make?

Twelve to fifteen thousand pounds. Which is a lot

by our standards...

... But that’s nothing by major label stan-

dards. Twenty thousand bucks is usually what

the catering bill runs!

One of the big things about us is that we always

produce our own records. The amount of money

you pay to a producer for two tracks is often

more than the cost of one of our entire albums!

One of the things One little Indian really want-

ed us to do was get an outside producer for

Tubthumper. Again, we were really skeptical

about that because we have always liked the way

we do things. EMI said “Why change it? It’s

absolutely great the way it is.” Which was obvi-

ously what we thought, but it was interesting

hearing someone else say that who normally

spends millions of pounds on recording.

It seems that in both the U.S. and England,

indie labels have become more conservative...

In Britain, the independent underground has

been virtually wiped out by the fact that main-

stream culture has... It’s funny for me to say this

because it’s obviously what’s happened with us,

but mainstream culture has obviously adapted

itself to use underground culture. All the bands

which used to be seen as indie bands are now win-

ning all the awards at all the big music industry

wank-a-thons.

Among the millions of people who have

bought the CD, there must have been quite

a few who were pretty surprised. The sam-

ples and song structures all make this—by

mainstream standards—an extremely com-

plicated record.

We write a song and then think, “what do we do

with the middle eighth, we’ll put a brass band in

it rather than just put in a key change.” I think for

us, that is quite normal but then I listen to other

people’s records and I’m sort of shocked how

straightforward everything is. I think we have this

basic pop sound, but within that we desperately

play around with that all the time. Yeah, so I do

think that people who do just know the single

will listen to some of the other things and go,

“Ohhh... that’s weird.” And that’s great!

You seem to take a subversive approach to

pop. You use those pop cliches as a way of

drawing people in...

Yeah, it’s a love hate relationship. We use those

cliches because we actually love them because

they are so effective. They are like saying this is

the trick—this is the way you entice people into

a song. When we first started writing songs, we

thought that choruses were tools of the capitalist

imperialists. And then we quickly learned that if

you stick a chorus in that’s got a sing-a-long slo-

gan to it, people like it. They can hear it at a con-

cert and by the second chorus, they are singing

along. Not like these long diatribes that we used

to do—that just used to baffle people. So on the

one hand we love doing those choruses because

we love playing them and then on the other we

think, “This is a bit unfair, this is a way of drag-

ging people in.”

I understand that all the songs on

Tubthumper are about Leeds. The next single

off the CD is going to be “Amnesia,” how is

that about Leeds?

It’s a reaction to Tony Blair getting in. And what

happened in Leeds is that one part of Leeds stood

a candidate for the Labour Party, which is Tony

Blair’s governing party and they are traditionally

socialist, traditionally left but now they are mid-

dle ground...

The Labour Party is the equivalent of the

Democrats here.

Yeah. So one part of the Leeds Labour Party stood

a woman candidate and the official Labour Party

in London disapproved of this candidate because

they said she was “too militant” and they tried to

de-select her. It became a big local scandal and

basically they won. They forced her to back down

but part of their forcing her to back down was a

smear campaign about how she was a lesbian who

once said she supported smoking marijuana. And

they got her off and got some nice Labour bloke

who just towed the party line and he got elected.

The idea of “Amnesia” is that it’s amazing how

many times people will walk through the same

door and bump their heads without thinking at

some point, “ Every time I do this, every time I

have faith in this party, they let me down. At

some point I have to duck and not bump my

head on the door.”

What was the evolution of “Tubthumping.”

How did that song come to exist.

It was a big discussion about what we should

write about and one of the things we wanted to

do was write about something positive that’s

happening, so we decided to write about the

pub. The idea of the Irish guy walking up the

street is something that actually happened. We

thought, “That’s great, this bloke has a shit life

but he is having a really good time, shagging out

to the world.” So we wanted to stick that in a

song. Harry had a drum loop from another song

and we just put some chords to it. At some point

the chords changed and we went to minor

chords, which is where Lou sings,“Pissing the

night away” and that came right at the end of

writing it. Suddenly we felt it was too much the

same and we needed to put some minor chords

to that bit.

The other song that I was curious about was

“The Good Ship Lifestyle.”

That’s a funny song actually, because in the States

it seems that people don’t use the word lifestyle as

we do, so there is a lot of misinterpretations of it.

In political circles you get these people who are



eople get sucked into this

idea that what they are doing

is right and basically develope

these non-changing, Puritan ideas

about how to change the world.
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very pure, very holier-than-thou, and a lot of

that comes from... It’s almost as if there is a reli-

gious ferver to a lot of politics. People get sucked

into this idea that what they are doing is right

and basically develop these non-changing,

Puritan ideas about how to change the world.

They end up completely isolated and can’t relate

to ordinary people anymore. They don’t go to the

football game because sports is a masculine blah

blah blah...They don’t go to the pub because

alcohol is a not part of a correct diet. They don’t

drink coffee in the morning because coffee is an

exploitative cash crop. It gets to the point where

these people have no connection to real life at all.

Another problem with that approach is that

nobody can live like that over the long term.

You’re right. It gets to the point where people

say, “I can’t handle this whole thing,” and

chuck the whole lot in rather than thinking,

“I’ll do what I feel comfortable with.” For

instance, if I feel comfortable going to the foot-

ball game, then I would like to think that since

I’m in a pop group that if I write a song and

hear it at the game, I don’t go, “Shit! All these

big guys that don’t understand the song are

singing it.” I think, “This is great because this

a part of culture I feel comfortable with and we

are getting a foot in the door here and trying

this.” But.a lot of people would say, “You’ve

sold out. All you do is get your songs song at

football games, so what?”

Do you see yourselves as a political project

that is a band or as a band that also has a

political message? Are the two equally

important or is one more important than

the other?

I think they are equally important but most impor-

tant is that we are a group of people who enjoy

what we do together. I’d be lying if I said it was “the

music” or “the politics,” we do it because we enjoy

it. If we didn’t enjoy it, we wouldn’t do it—even if

that meant letting down a lot of people politically.

How do you come to an agreement if there is

a disagreement about some aspect of band

business or a song? Do you vote?

No, we don’t vote. If there is a really big disagree-

ment about something which sometimes happens

but not often ...

Give me an example of a really big disagree-

ment.

The last one we had was about whether we should

play an EMI conference in London. It wasn’t for

ordinary people, it was a gathering of hundreds of

EMI people from all over the world. They try to

present it as a concert, but we were aware that this

whole thing was a marketing tool. It’s like saying,

“Hey all you people who deal with EMI market-

ing, here is some new product and if you like it,

you can go back to your country and decide if

you want to sell it or not.” Some of us really did-

n’t want to do that and some of us did, because if

we are going to commit ourselves to really selling

this album in Japan, Hong Kong, New Zealand

or whatever, then it’s good to play for these peo-

ple who would never see us otherwise. We had big

disagreements about it. We just talked and talked

and discussed it and argued and enough people

had to compromise or back down that we went

and did one song. We weren’t really happy with it,

but at least we got through it without half the

band being extremely aggrieved about it. If you

can compromise instead of voting, I think that is

so much more sensible because you don’t have

half the people totally aggrieved, who then will

turn around and say, “I told you so,” which is

what happens in a voting democracy....

Do you feel that success will ruin the band or

is this just the beginning of a new phase?

It is the beginning of something different. It won’t

change the way we work together as people and that

is the most important thing. It won’t change the

way we feel politically. It won’t change our commit-

ment to having some context to what we do rather

than just think it’s only about music. ®

Portions ofthis interview appeared in Guitar World mag-

azine. I would like thank my editors therefor allowing me

to include them here. I would also be interested in any

intelligent comments on this piece and can be reached at

Jruss20775@aol. com
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Well that’s good news. The Van Pelt—and even going back to

Native Nod—was a band that doesn’t neatly fit into any prefabri-

cated genre. To what do you attribute your unique style or

approach? I’m sure going back through history we could find

precedents, but in the context of what you’re doing right now, 1

think what you’ve done is pretty original.

As far as Native Nod goes, I had no input music-wise, I just sang. So start-

ing with lyrics, I think it’s a combination of a lot of things. I think the

lyrics that I write demand to be presented that way. I don’t think they

would really work sung. I... I’m really glad that a lot of people think it’s a

unique thing, but I’ve never found it to be so so unique. Growing up in the

New York area, most of the bands from around here have similar styles,

throughout history. If you start with The Velvet Underground and

Television, and then you have rap, which all started here, and it all has kind

of the same approach, and I don’t know why that is—
I
guess you could

hypothesize about that forever. I don’t know if I sing like I do because I

grew up with these bands, or because I grew up here, or a combination of

both. I guess I’m doing something different from them but...

Maybe there’s something in the water. [Laughs] 1 don’t think most

people in the circles you travel in today would think of the bands

you’ve mentioned—at least not the mass of people.

Who do you think they would think ofi

Honestly, 1 don’t really know. 1 can’t claim to have the historic

musical perspective or record collection to reference anything 1

think shares your approach. But then again, 1 don’t think it’s nec-

essarily that clear cut. 1 don’t listen to what you do and say, “Oh
|

yeah, he’s obviously a huge fan of this or that.” 1 don’t think it’s
^
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1 don’t want to be just a musician,

s:

1 WANT TO BE A LOT MORE THAN THAT.
4

Since this might be the first that people have heard the news,

why did The Van Pelt break up?

Oh shit. [Laughs]

You don’t have to talk about it if you don’t want to—or can’t.

I can talk around it I suppose. [Laughs]

You don’t have to hurt anyone’s feelings or anything like that.

Yeah. I feel that everybody has to make compromises to get what they

want out of certain things and I had made a lot with The Van Pelt. I got

most of what I wanted out of it. In recent times, I felt like we got a cer-

tain amount of respect and I felt like we wrote a bunch of good songs

and I got to see Europe and the States. There is a lot of stuff I got and

most of my initial goals were achieved, but after that... it wasn’t like we

were all getting along great or anything. The only thing left to shoot for

was money really and I didn’t want to keep compromising just for that,

so we parted ways. Toko and I are going our own way. I don’t know

• what the other guys are going to do.

You mentioned the other day that you were already booking

shows under a new name.

•

Yeah. We don’t have a drummer or anything, but I’m sure we’ll find some-

one to fill in. I figure that’s the way to do it—just jump right in or else I’ll

be talking about doing a new band forever.
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anywhere near that derivative. I just mean in the modern day

“scene,” for lack of a better term, your stuff doesn’t fit neatly

into any of the prefab misnomers like “pop punk” or “emo” or

whatever. Following this line, loosely, I’m curious about a lyric of

yours from “His Saxophone Is My Guitar” which is, “I was born the

day after soul, and forty years late for the sound of my amplifier.”

Then later in the same song, “My music’s been done, my songs

have been sung. I’m a second too late, I should have been

faster.” What does that mean?

I meant that to mean a lot of things. I’m kind of lamenting about how I

feel like I’ve missed the boat on a lot of things. I feel like I’m doing what I

want to do. The music I’m doing isn’t really studied, it’s really purely from

my heart; but what I feel comes out a lot of times is stuff that’s been done

and appreciated in another time or another age.

One of my favorite debates is about whether or not everything

has been done. It’s hard for me to grant that it has all been done,

but it’s harder for me to come up with something original.

Well, if I really felt deep down that everything had been done, I wouldn’t

ever record and release material. I would still probably play in a band for

interesting things going on than if you’re interests lie in a million different

places. I think of it like the more influences you have, the more interest-

ing it’s going to be. Also, I feel like every influence you’ve juxtaposed with

another influence there’s a gap where there’s novelty. So if you have only

one influence, there’s a smaller gap. If you have 20 influences there’s a lot

more gaps and something really organic may come out of it.

Someone mentioned to me that there was some interview you had

done where you didn’t come out 100% against major labels so you

had some trouble with some kids booking your shows in Europe.

Yeah, these Dubliner kids said they only did DIY shows. And whatever, I

suppose were not DIY. What I made the mistake of saying—God forgive

me—was that the theory of a big corporation, even an international corpo-

ration, is not something I hate. It’s not something I shy away from or am
scared of. I think, de ffcto, most of them suck and speaking specifically of

major labels, I think all of them suck. But I just think it’s the situation that

sucks, not the nature of that size company that sucks.

Yeah, it’s more the actual manifestation of it than just the con-

cept of it.

Yeah, exactly. So I made the mistake of saying something like that and the

Dubliners didn’t want to do our show. It was a hole that we really needed

to fill, so I had to fax them all these other interviews I had done to prove to

them that I was DIY. That’s another thing about compromising, it’s a con-

stant battle with me trying to figure out what is helpful and what is just

excessive. I was going back and forth to Kinkos photocopying them stuff

wondering if it was all just excessive. Ultimately, I guess it was because we

got to Dublin and there were a ton of people there but the fools that set up

the show didn’t organize it properly, so we played two songs and the sound

man came up to us and said, “O.K;, you’ve got one more song left.” I

thought that was just fucking ridiculous! Ireland was a big thing for me.

I’m mostly of Irish ancestry and I wanted to finally see the homeland and

all I took from being there was leaving on the ferry to go back to England

trying to imagine what my great grandfather thought when he was leaving

on the ferry going to America and thinking that he must have just been

like “God, I’m so fucking glad I’m leaving this place,” when I was expect-

ing to be imagining how sad it all must have been to give it all up.

the fun of it and the live shows or whatever, but I wouldn’t release any-

thing. So by releasing things, I suppose I’m suggesting there’s something

new on this, so look for it. Even if I don’t go into it necessarily knowing

what will come out, there’s always an element of novelty that will hopefully

shine through—if I’m being honest. In fact I think there are tons of bands

out today that are great bands but just shouldn’t ever record and release

stuff— I feel like they should just play because they’re not doing anything

new. Why buy their records?

Why document something that already exists? There’s some-
thing a friend of mine pointed out to me once when I was won-

dering about the stuff that I produce and whether or not it was
worth it—had it all been done before—and he pointed out to me
that maybe it had all been done, but it hadn’t all been done by

me, so that left it as valid, fertile ground to cover—so long as

you bring your own outlook to things.

And I think it has to do with how varied your outlooks are. I think there

will always be an element of novelty to it. But if your influences are com- Wow, I can understand DIY kids wanting to remain pure or what-

ing from one point then there’s going to be a lot less novelty, a lot less ever, but...
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But judge me by my actions you know? Look at my history! There are a

million bands that talk all this shit but look how far it gets them. I don’t

really see the point of it. I’m doing it, that’s the point, I’m not just talk-

ing about it.

As you well know it’s much easier to remain pure and point fin-

• gers and so forth when you’re not being tempted by anything and

you don’t really have any choices to make that could dirty your

record in any way. It’s so easy to talk about how it’s wrong to

f
make money off of any of this when you’re doing fine financially

or you’ve got parents picking up your tab. It’s a lot easier to carry

the DIY flag when all you’re doing is booking shows or photocopy-

ing zines, but I imagine it’s different when you’re going on tour

and still having to pay your rent.

And it was just silly, especially in the way that I presented it like IF this

great major label came along, would we sign? It’s just like speculating ifyou

were stranded on a desert island would you eat your pinky or your thumb

first? [Laughs] Its fucking ridiculous! It was so out there. Ultimately, the

way I justified faxing all these things to Dublin was by admitting that they

are kids and they’re going through something. Hopefully. Our other choice

important it is to you that people understand what you’re trying

to communicate.

As far as writing the lyrics goes, I always want them to be clear, but I

realize that when you set them with the backdrop being rock, it’s easy

to overlook them. I kind of see it as a weasel’s way out for me— I want

to be a writer and this is the easiest way to get published. I understand

that 99% of the people aren’t paying attention to what I’m saying and I

don’t really blame them for that—most of the time I’m not paying

attention to what people are saying in music either, I’m paying atten-

tion to the music itself. But I also think it would be cool for people to

first be taken by the music and then hopefully someday down the road

the people will be like, “Wait... there’s something else going on here.” I

love it when that happens, when I’ve been listening to a record forever

and then I finally realize-what the person is talking about—it opens up

a whole new realm. So it’s also a way of extending the shelf life of a Van

Pelt record.

You just mentioned that you want to be a writer. Outside of music,

which you’ve been making for a long time, do you have any other

creative outlets?

usic I'm doing isn’t really studied, it’s really purely from my heart; but

feel comes out a lot of times is stuff that’s been done and appreciated

in another time or another age.”

was to get a booking agent and play the club circuit exclusively, but then

you’re just playing to yuppies every night who are assholes and will forever

be assholes. They’re already past the point of change, most of them. So we

opted for The Van Pelt to play with these stupid kids rather than the con-

tent yuppies.

Which is too bad because that fervor to do things yourself is

always going to be something I have the utmost respect for, but

without fail will always be a movement that lets me down.

It’s totally true. Another thing it does, it forces you to do whatever

you’re doing for music’s sake. It forces you to say “fuck it,” and just do

everything for yourself, because these people are going to love all the

shitty bands anyhow.

I would say yes, but I’ve been doing music almost exclusively in 1997. We
really, really gave it a go—we toured for five months of the year. That’s

been the all-encompassing thing. It’s been exactly one year since I graduat-

ed from school with an elementary education degree, so at some point I

want to teach or be an educational theorist. I like doing a lot of things. I

am writing today. I’d say for every lyric I’ve written, I have something else

that I don’t really plan on putting to music. That was another one of the

reasons that we broke up— I was finally content in my role as a musician.

Since a lot ofmy goals had been realized, I realized I wasn’t just a musi-

cian—that I could do this, that I did it, but I could do anything really. If

music is my only interest and yet I have to make so many compromises to

do it, then fuck it. I don’t want to be just a musician, I want to be a lot

more than that. ®

I was told that people in Europe are very interested in your

lyrics, and it seems to me that Europeons, in general, are much
more content-based than the people in the United States. I’m

curious how much importance you place on the lyrics, and how
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What were your first releases?

The first release was compilation 7 inch featuring

No Alternative, Tool, Flipper and The VKTMS.

Those are really seminal bands.

At the time there weren’t really any punk labels

around here as such. There were certain people

putting out their own records; and there was 4 1

5

who really weren’t doing punk.

They were New Wave. I think Howie Klein

even invented that term after borrowing it

from Godard.

Exactly. We were determined to be a punk label.

What we wanted to do was come up with this

series of 7 inches with 4 bands each. That only

lasted for one record before we started doing

other things, [laughs] But that was the first con-

cept anyway—to just do a series of 7 inch singles

with four bands each on them.

When did you guys first start doing LPs?

Early 1980. The first record was a compilation we

recorded live, called Live at Target Video. That

came out of my frustration with Flipper in the

studio, which I never really thought went very

well. I wanted to put them in front of an audience

and record them live. So we put together this

show at Target and hooked up an eight track there

to record the bands. We got these three other

groups which we thought went well with the

whole concept: Fatrix, Nervous Gender, and a

Ze’ev project called Uns.

What made you switch to doing distribution

as much as you’re doing now from being

more of a strict record label?

That started happening at the end of the eighties

when a lot of American distribution started

falling apart.

With Rough Trade going under?

Not just them. There had been a whole series fail-

ing over the years such as Greenworld, Jem,

Skydisc. One after the other after the other. A

whole chain of them. Faulty of course was a big,

big crash. Year after year it got continually worse

and worse and more and more difficult for us to

get things distributed. I was having a really hard

time making ends meet as a label. We continual-

ly lost money. For some reason I always ended up

spending more on putting something out than I

ended up getting back in. It got to a point where

I couldn’t really continue to do that anymore

because I was running out of money. So I gradu-

ally started moving into wholesale distribution.

That took over more and more of my time as the

years wore on. By 1990 the vast bulk of my ener-

gy was going into being a distributor rather than

being a label.

What have been the best times for you so far

since you started doing distribution?

It continually goes up and down. It climbed graduv

ally for a few years. There were many less distribu-

tors when I first started compared to now. What we

were doing was a little more unique at that point

—

we were able to take our time and expand without

any great stresses. Three years ago we had a big

growth spurt—that helped. Since then its been fair-

ly rocky. It hasn’t really grown any. It’s been pretty

much a struggle just to stay where we are.

If you were asked for pointers by some kids

who wanted to start their own punk rock dis-

tribution company, what kind of advice would

you give them?

Yon’t don’t really have to give people advice at this

point because what people are doing is working

with stuff that they know already. In a lot of cases,

new distributors are evolving out of these mail

order distros. They already have a handle on what

they’re doing. They don’t need my advice because

they’re doing fine already.

To shift gears just a wee bit, what are your

thoughts on the current state of independent

music from your vantage point as an indie dis-

tributor with your historical perspective?

The kinds of forces in the market right now need

to be talked about because this whole thing has

become so big and so widespread, and to a large

degree so very mainstream and so conventional

that it’s really frightening. People really need to

start talking about that. I don’t see whole lot of

discussion about that at all.

Are you referring to business practices within

the indie market?

Not only in terms of business practices—I’m

thinking of the bands. We get so many promos all

the time, heaps and heaps of stuff to check out,

and a lot of it is just... They might as well have

been bar bands back in the seventies. There’s so

little creativity, so little thought other than “Let’s

do a band.” That’s great, as long as it’s fun, that’s

fine. But then to take your little fun get together

with your friends and say “Let’s be a band, lets

put out a CD. We’re gonna be the next big

thing.” That’s taking the same old values that we

were supposed to be rebelling against when we

started this whole thing and just extending it.

That really bothers me.

Yeah, being in a band is seen as a means

towards upward mobility.

Sort of. It’s more like being back in a bar band in

the nineteen seventies. Its like being Eddie

Money playing the Longbranch in Berkeley in

1975. It’s basically pointless—it’s pointless artisti-

cally, it’s pointless politically, it’s pointless socially.

If you’re going to have a band, great, but if you’re

going to go to the trouble of trying to make a

record, try to get distribution and publicity and

expect it to sell like hotcakes because you think

you’re going to be the next Billie Joe or whatever,

I don’t think its such a great idea. Maybe you

ought to think twice about it. There’s this whole

big conflict that isn’t talked about, between being

an artist producing something worthwhile

—

something genuinely new and being a clever little

rehash of something that been done a million

times before. The conflict is between being some-

thing new and trying to sell it, trying to make a

commercial product out of it—because that’s

what a record is when you finish it: A commercial

product. That doesn’t fit well with artistic expres-

sion a lot of the time—in fact it usually doesn’t.

That isn’t talked about very much. The end result

between that and the fact that it’s as easy now in

1997 to put out a CD as it used to be to put out

a demo tape means that everybody’s putting out a
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teve Tupper and Subterranean have been fixtures in the Bay

Area since the late seventies when his label started docu-

menting the early San Francisco punk scene beginning with a

little seven inch compilation featuring among others, the first

recording of the legendary Ripper. Subterranean went on to

make its mark in the eighties by putting out a variety of profoundly influ-

ential industrial, noise and punk artists ranging from Ze’ev and Minimal

Man to Frightwig, Penelope Houston, and the most recent installments

in the Dry Lungs series of compilation records compiled by Controlled

Bleeding’s Paul Lemos. Subterranean’s distinction as an innovative

punk label is matched by its significance as an equally astute, ears-to-

the-ground, eclectic and open-minded DIY distribution company. In the

early nineties, it was one of the first American record companies to

introduce “Japanoise” to the US, beginning with importing now com-

monly referred to groups such as Merzbow, Hijokaidan, Aube, The

Incapacitants and Angels In Heavy Syrup among many others.

Even now, as the company struggles to retain its influence in a cut-

throat indie record market in which there are almost as many dis-

tributors clamoring for spare cash as there are homespun record

labels trying to sign not so interesting bands, Subterranean contin-

ues to distribute crucially important music that most distributors

wouldn’t touch due to their lack of commercial viability. Punk Planet

got a chance to talk to Steve Tupper over a couple of burritos late

last summer. Interview by Joel Schalit



CD instead of a demo tape, resulting in an enor-

mous flood of new releases that hit distributors.

That overloads the market, or so you seem to

be saying.

It’s totally overloaded! The stores are stressed out.

They can’t keep up with it.

That partially accounts for the current glut

where everybody is selling a lot less of every-

thing, compared to the record buying boom of

the early nineties when the market exploded.

I’m not really sure about that because I don’t really

have any reliable numbers. Certain distributors and

certain labels are still selling an awful lot of stuff.

Compared to what they were selling before

the whole grunge thing

Even more to the point, before the whole Green

Day thing.

I just saw the explosion of more traditional

punk bands as being as an extension of the

market growth initiated by grunge, since that

was also initiated by indie labels pushing

punk bands as well.

Some labels aren’t doing as well, its true. I don’t

know whether that’s because of the glut or

because of economic conditions overall.

The music business is not in the greatest

shape right now. Everyone from majors to

indies are hurting. According to a report I read

recently, CD sales tapered off quite a bit in

1997. Cassettes have almost disappeared

entirely, and the sales of 7 inch singles are

almost non-existent. Regardless of that

ridiculous report in The Nation last summer

about how indie labels are outselling majors

by a very high margin and are far more prof-

itable to run then majors. They were basing

those conclusions on some statistics they

caught a year ago which showed that maybe

fifteen to twenty per cent of all record sales in

the US were being made by indies for the first

time since the sixties. That may be true, but it

doesn’t necessarily mean that indies are as

profitable as their market share is large.

That’s incredible if its true.

I’m not so sure it is. There’s been a tremen-

dous consolidation of ownership of indepen-

dent labels.

Well, yeah. It all comes down to how we define an

independent label because a lot of these labels are

not truly independent. The ownership is hidden.

Or they’re partially owned by venture capitalists

or distributed by majors or pseudo indies. It all

depends on how you define what an indie is. I

define it pretty strictly—if you’re distributed by a

major you are a major. Tlie label maybe techni-

cally owned by an individual or a company that

isn’t. The label may be captive to a major distrib-

utor like Rhino, which is distributed by Atlantic.

I therefore consider Rhino to be a major because

they’re totally captive to Atlantic.

Would you say that a smaller indie that goes

through a distributor like the Alternative

Distribution Alliance would also be in the

same position as a label like Rhino since ADA

is a Warner Brothers venture?

These things always get blurred. As the majors try

to extend their influence more and more into the

indie market through these indirect deals, they

still end up having influence. Sometimes not a

whole lot at all, like for instance with ADA. I

don’t think that ADA is able to exercise any kind

of influence with the vast majority of labels that it

distributes. That’s not to say that they wouldn’t

like to have more influence. It’s just that right

now they’re not influential.

But even with a lot of large indie distributors

who offer P and D deals to their labels, most

of their labels have to come to them with

what they want to release to see if they’ll

actually be allowed to do it. They can’t decide

* what they want to release outright because

they ideally have to consult with their distrib-

utor before they can even sign someone.

That makes the distributor by default the real

record company, and their labels essentially

A & R reps who deal directly with the bands.

That’s something that really bothers me—it’s a

current fad.

But a lot of labels don’t have the capital to

put out the stuff that they want to issue.

That’s why they sign such potentially prob-

lematic contracts. Distributors that offer P

and D deals in effect are offering profit shar-

ing agreements in exchange for partial

financing. In order to make sure their invest-

ment pays off, they want to have some say in

how their money is spent.

That’s true. There’s a good side and a bad side to

that. For the label, there’s the advantage that they

get to put out more stuff. They don’t have to has-

sle with distribution. But on the other hand, it

becomes a monopolistic situation. So much power

gets concentrated in so few hands, where a few

distributors—a few people who run a few distrib-

utors—have so much power over so many differ-

ent labels, I don’t think that’s a good thing at all.

These agreements are much more to the advantage

of the distributors than to the labels.

Do you find that these kinds of agreements

hold labels hostage to their distributors as

well as deprive them of their autonomy at the

same time that they provide them with start-

up capital?

It depends on how pushy the distributor is with

their labels. The advantage to the distributor is

that they have control over their labels and their

availability. They can force the entire world to

come to them for their stuff. There’s no going to

the label anymore. You have to go to this one per-

son who’s got their hand on the spigot.

And you have to cut a deal with them every

time. It just becomes very arbitrary and

subjective.

To the world out there who wants to hear what

that label has, there’s that one person with his or

her hand on the spigot saying who can have it and

who can’t, and under what conditions. Not only

that, the primary thing is the money. When you

control the flow of the product, you control the

flow of the money. I can see the advantage to the

label, but it still bugs me because it’s much more

to the advantage of the distributor than to the

advantage of the label. That’s another issue I don’t

see being discussed very much frankly. I wish some

people would start talking about that more. ®



If you’re going to have a band, great,

but if you’re going to go to the trou-

ble of trying to make a record, try to

get distribution and publicity and

expect it to sell like hotcakes

because you think you’re going to be

the next Billie Joe or whatever, I

don’t think its such a great idea.

subterranean
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Adam of Young Pioneers was Kind enough to take my call

at 12:30 at night and chat with me for a while about the

band, and his viewsM the current state of underground

music. Through Adam's deep history in the punk rock

scene- was in thescminal hardcore band Bom Against -

and his commitment to social change through his involvment

in Food Not Bombs among other things, he has developed

an informed and very positive view where a lot of people

would let cynicism and defeatism get the better of them.

Young Pioneersfput out records on Vermiform and most

recently on Lookout and tour regularly, so check them out.

'
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interview by Josh Hooten



What is the symbolism and the purpose behind the uniforms you
wear on stage?

In part, it’s just something to look at. If people are just there for the music,

that doesn’t make any sense because you could just listen to it on your

record player and control the volume and the EQ, and you wouldn’t have

to pay for it and you wouldn’t have to drive anywhere. But if they’re com-
ing to see you, they’re going to want to see something. We’re not KISS, but

it is a little bit more to look at. Honestly, it is really boring to see three or

four or five middle-class white guys in their twenties with a guitar, a bass,

drums and singing that play underground music that is completely deriva-

tive from 40 years of rock and roll. The idea of wearing uniforms is certain-

ly not new, but if you combine it with a few other elements, maybe it can

be a tiny bit different than the morass of every other show. How am I

doing man?

Not too bad so far. How am I doing?

Sweet.

Liar. Punk in the late nineties seems to be much more about fash-

ion and style than it does about content and it seems like you
have always been involved in pretty content-heavy bands which
don’t get nearly as popular these days as bands like the Dead
Kennedys or Crass or even Black Flag did in their day. My ques-
tion is, since you’ve been involved in the scene for a long time,

have you noticed this shift?

My first wish, if I had a wish about contemporary music in general, would
be that it was good to listen to in the first place. Whether or not there’s

content behind it or the people wear silly, flouncy outfits or whatever, I just

think that all the music sucks. If the Dead Kennedys sang about dancing

mine, we’ll do a show together or whatever, but I don’t give a fuck about

their band at all. It’s been that way for 10 or 12 years with some people.

And with those people, it’s about them as people, not about their music.

It’s been a long time since I felt really moved or inspired by any of the

music in the underground; it’s just an easy context in which to do this

stuff. It wouldn’t be a half bad idea ifwe moved along and tried to play this

stuff somewhere else or to someone else. I’m not trying to negate the peo-

ple who are listening to this music, everything is just boring these days

—

wouldn’t you say? And it’s partly my fault. I probably have a significant

contribution to the boredom of the microscene.

How?

I’ve been in bands that are boring. You know what I mean, man.

Well if it has that much to do with sounding good, why bother

putting meaning into your music at all? Why not expend all your
energy trying to sound j*ood?

Two great tastes in one—but not only that. We’ve gotta get real: Young
Pioneers sometimes just does not sound all that good, so there’s gotta be

some kind of redeeming factor there, you know? I’m aware ofmy lack of

ability to sing or whatever, I just have a lot of fun doing it— I really do. I

have a lot of fun singing a song I thought up and putting it together with a

guitar line, so that’s where that all comes from. I don’t see why there’s a

contradiction from your question.

I don’t mean a contradiction...

It’s a perk. It’s definately a perk when a band or a musician is actually say-

ing something. But that direction for a discussion is so introverted and

inward. Don’t take offense.

Honestly, it is really boring to see three or four or five

middle-class white guys in their twenties with a guitar, a

bass, drums and singing that play underground music that

is completely derivative from 40 years of rock and roll.

the night away, I would still really be into the Dead Kennedys because I’m

into that music. There’s no reason, necessarily, to listen to a band that has a

lot of content unless it sounds cool, if you ask me, because otherwise you
could just go read The Nation

, Love and Rage , the National Review or

whatever. If it’s all about heavy duty politics that’s one thing, but if it’s

going to have music, it seems like the music should sound good. There are

a whole bunch of groups that are political but I’ve never bought their

records because I just didn’t like the way it sounds. Then there’s other

groups that have highly offensive political content that I really like because

it sounds good.

Like who?

Like Skrewdriver. They’re probably about as offensive as you can get—

I

can’t think of anybody else. When I was growing up with this kind of

music in the mid-80’s around New York City, belive it or not, it wasn’t

even an issue; you wouldn’t not listen to Skrewdriver because it was politi-

cally offensive or whatever—it was a really weird atmosphere and time.

But if a bad presentation can ruin a band with good politics, can’t

bad politics ruin a band that sound good? Can’t a bad message
override something that sounds good?

Sure, sure. If you have a heavy-duty conscience, it probably should. I’m

just letting you in on a little fact that I have Skrewdriver records. I’m sure

the other guys in the band really, really wish they were here right now to

shut me up. But in any case, I really feel strongly that the music has to be

good for me to care about it. I have friends all over the world that are in

bands and I care about as people and when I’m in their town or they’re in

Not at all.

Or maybe you should take offense, I did say everything is boring these

days. Maybe we should hate each other.

Well why do you continue onward then? Is it your quest to make
things better and more interesting? If you feel that you’re con-

tributing to the problem, maybe you should find something else

to be doing.

Good point.

That’s something I think about all the time for myself. Am I mak-
ing anything better or am I just making it more, you know?

Good point. You know, I don’t think this stuff is making it better. I think

it’s just that we have a past time. If there were ever some bizarre circum-

stance where Young Pioneers garnered the attention of a larger amount of

people, then we could make a difference. Marlon Brando is a famous dude.

[Laughs] When all this stuff went down with the American Indian move-

ment and the Black Panther party and stuff, he went around and showed
his support for them. Sammy Davis Jr. supplied an airdrop from a Cessna

plane during the Seige ofWounded Knee in South Dakota in 1973. Not
only did his celebrity allow him the money to do something like that, but

the fact that that particular celebrity sponsored the act made a difference

too. I’m not laboring under some delusion that Young Pioneers is going to

be as famous or cool as Sammy Davis Jr. or Marlon Brando but you can

make a difference in that sort of direct way with your music. Ultimately,

we should just be having fun with it and it is just a perk that you’re saying
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something, or that your music may be percieved to have some content

beyond the sounds that are coming out of the instruments. The rest of it is

about how you live your life.

It’s always been curious to me how so many people with heavy

political messages who are trying to make a difference or trying

to raise consciousness or whatever choose underground music as

their vehicle because it’s such an insular and small arena to do it

in. If your goal is to raise awareness to as many people as you

can, why would you be in a punk band?

So we agree.

Yeah. Like why not try to get to the level of Sammy Davis Jr.,

where it can make an actual impression when you say or do

something. A band putting out 500 records about the oppression

of somebody is perhaps equal to, say, Sylvester Stallone merely

mentioning something in an interview, because of his visibility.

You know what though, that’s only true to a certain degree. One of the

rereleases of Born Against sold like 8,000 copies or something like that.

That’s not very many really but—and I don’t care how conceited this

sounds—those 8,000 are going to leave more of an impact on music and

people’s thoughts than Trixter, or whoever else sold millions of records

—

anybody who’s currently a buzz clip or whatever. When all is said and

done, like 10 years from now,

are people really going to

remember 3 1 1 or the Toadies?

But you know what, there is a

good chance that a bunch of

those people who bought

those Born Against CDs will

you’re giving up a lot and making sacrifices to live the way you do...

I don’t feel like I’m sacrificing anything. I went to my 10-year high school

reunion a couple of months ago and I was very friendly and cordgial with

everyone and I don’t harbor any ill will towards anybody, but I’m really glad

I’ve lived my life far away from New Jersey here in Richmond, Virginia and

that even when I was living in New Jersey and going to high school, I was

looking at life differently than those people. I just don’t feel like money

makes a difference. It would be really all right if I had, for instance, a Toyota

Corolla that was made in the last 1 0 years so that if I wanted to zip up to

D.C., I wouldn’t have to be thinking up backup plans for when the car

breaks down. But I swear, other than that, I’m not freaking out about the

money—I’m just not. I could definately see things changing if there’s a fam-

ily and kids around, but I don’t feel like there’s an option of going over to

the mainstream approach of aspiring to higher car payments and subdivi-

sions—it’s stifling. It sucks. If I had had any backbone, I would have run

away to New York City when I was 1 3 from the subdivisions in New Jersey

but I didn’t, so I’m living the dream of 1 5-year-old Adam today. I have

power over my own life, it’s cool with me, and you know what? I don’t feel

helpless or unempowered. Even though I’ve got tattoos on my hands and

stuff, I do feel like if I wanted to learn computer programming or go to col-

lege and get a degree, I could go ahead and eat shit and end up in a subdivi-

sion with high car payments and stuff. I don’t feel like I’m part of the people

who are slipping down in the radical gap between the rich and the poor and

so forth. That may be

happening, but I

don’t feel I fit into the

statistics. I feel it

would be possible for

me to get up into
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remember them. Not only

does that stroke your ego, but

they’ll probably remember

something about the content

too. I feel that way because it

happened to me. I have records from the 10th grade that really, really mean

something to me and I have other friends that held onto those little singles

that meant something to them and made them think differently about life.

It is relative to the artistic integrity of the individual whether they make a

difference. If Sylvestor Stallone says something in an interview that may

not mean shit, but Sammy Davis Jr. having supplies dropped at the seige of

Wounded Knee is not just saying something in an interview, it’s a concrete

physical act. We really need to do concrete physical acts and not just talk. I

do Food Not Bombs here in Richmond and I feel really good about that

because we’ve gotten involved in city politics and stuff. It makes me not

feel like an asshole singing Young Pioneers lyrics.

Explain that. Why would you feel like an asshole singing your lyrics?

Well if you were singing lyrics about the struggle in general, but you

weren’t doing anything about it, what the fuck good is that?

that middle-class

lifestyle, technically,

but I’d probably hang

myself with a bed-

sheet if I was trying

to do that. I’m really

not unhappy with this direction. Whatever your job is—you could be a

doctor or a real estate professional or a car salesman or whatever and still

have a good outlook on life and be somebody I’d want to hang out with.

You could also be some devil-may-care punk rocker who I don’t want to be

within a hundred miles of. But there’s something really stifling about the

pursuit of the middle-class lifestyle. I think there are a whole lot of people

below the middle-class who will eventually have that dissappointment of

having to say that it isn’t that great.

I don’t know If it would be better or worse to be below the middle-

class, but I don’t think the middle-class lifestyle, in and of itself,

is something to strive for. I think that if you aspire to it, you’re

going to be let down if you attain it. I don’t think most people are

particularly happy with their lives no matter how much money
they may or may not have.

Well put. I believe you were raised middle-class, just like myself

and just like most people in the scene, but as we get older a lot

of the people who are active in the scene are facing the prospect

of being considered lower-class in the name of doing our art, or

our bands and so forth. I think when people get to this point they

either go onward or they drop out in order to get back to security.

Do you ever envy the comfort of the straight world?

O.K., there are like five questions in there.

And I want an answer for all of them. What I’m getting at is that

People are never happy no matter who or where they are. Everyone is a

complainer. I know I sound like Archie Bunker, but it’s true. I’ll bet that

before the Europeons came to Hawaii in the 1 50(Vs or whenever, I bet

there—in the beautiful, natural* setting—were complianers. I think capital-

ism is a very serious problem now—more now than ever in human history.

But destroying capitalism or slaying the corporate giants will not be the

solution to all of our unhappiness and our problems.

Please tell me that you have an answer to all our unhappiness.

Seven inches ofJewish New Jersey dick right here. How’s that? ®
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Brian Lowit and Shelby Cinca put out records that have been

turning my headfor a while now, so I decided to get the skinny

on one of the best newish labels in Washington D.C. t

years ago Lovitt has put out tvork by Sleepytime Trio,

Monorchid
,
Frodus, The Jerks , and others as well as ,

samebig,. striuigc plansfor thefutiire.

Monorchid

Fro$is

|
The Impossible five

^
The jerks

^



hy start a label in the

many already?

late nineties when there are so

Brian: we wanted to start a label that is honest and independant and is not

afraid of promoting their bands. There are a lot of labels, but most just put

out records and run very few ads and provide no further support in the

form of following up on press and whatnot. I figured that we could offer

something different and new to the punk scene and help out our friends

and their bands in the meantime. There are alot of great indie labels like

Touch Sc Go and Dischord that offer a lot of support to their bands. But it

seems that smaller indie labels don’t do such things; I guess we are a small-

er label with a bigger approach to things—-but that doesn’t mean we have

contracts or anything.

With bands having so many labels out there putting out

stuff do you find you have to appear to offer more than
other labels to keep bands interested in you?

Shelby: I feel that we attempt to offer something somewhat new to the

punk scene. I mean, we take bur label seriously, but we always have a big

aspect of fun to it—kind of like getting a prize at the bottom of a cereal

box. We try and make our releases memorable, fun, and enjoyable. I was

quite influenced by the early era oftSub Pop and Estrus. Those labels

seemed to always have fun and a level of quirkiness with their releases, like

having weird offers and singles clubs. It seemed just kinda neat, so I feel

like we try and offer that same nifty quality to punk/indie today as those

labels did the past.

'

Brian: I feel we have a lot to offer because we are willing to do anything

that a bands wants to do, within reason. We take the label very seriously

and try to make our bands never feel that they are being put off.

Shelby: Yeah, I feel that we communicate with our bands very well and

make sure their records come out on time, not a year later. We don’t

promise more than what we can actually do.

Brian: The good thing is that Shelby and I were influenced by many of the

same things so we are able to agree on things most of the time.

With underground culture and bands and labels being so

established now—anybody can tour, anybody can put out

records, a lot of kids can sort of “make their living” off of

the underground—do you see many people taking a

“careerist” approach to whatever projects they’re involved

in, meaning they make decisions based on how they will

affect sales, or what have you? I don’t mean specifically

bands you’re involved with, just in general...

Shelby: I think people just put out what they enjoy for the most part. I

think the ultimate goal is to make a living off of your dream, whether it’s

putting out records, playing rock n’ roll, or drawing... There’s nothing

wrong with that, it only gets screwy if you’re not true to yourself and you

do things solely to get lots of sales or whatever. For instance, Skin Graff

puts out amazing and irritating music. They don’t care about sales, they’re

just insane and people caught on.

Brian: When we put out a record, of course we want it to sell, but we’re

still going to put out a record ifwe knQw it’ll only break even. We do it

because we love it (lovitt). Eventually, both Shelby and I would love to do

this for a living, because doing a label is a lot better than working six crap-

py jobs, and if we can do this full time, that means we will have more time

to spend on our bands and our projects, meaning that they will be of better

quality. I don’t think we will ever become rich off the label and that’s fine

I



If all the bands you’ve worked with were wrestlers, which
wrestler would they be?

This is the list we came tip;with after consultingwith tile bands:

MONORCHID:
Chris Hamley- George “the Animal" Sreefe

Ch ris Tbomson-j irhmy “Superfly* Snhka

Andy Cone- Brutus Beefcake . .

yTom Allnut- ''Classy” Freddie Blassie

ENGINE DOWN:
Collectively would be Terry funk {he bleeds a lot),

FRODUS:
Shelby Cihca- Kimchee (Kamalas handler)

Jason Hamacher- Potian? {|>art Pony* part Conan)

Nathan Burke- Randy “Macho King” Savage

SLEEPYTIME TRIO:
Jonathan Fuller- Terry Funk
Drew Ringo- “The American Dream* Dusty Rhodes

with us! We just want to be able to put out everything that we are in to and

be able to pay all the bills.

How do you think your bands would critique how you run the

label? What is the good and the bad of lovitt?

Shelby: We do good promotion. We could do even better promotion.

Bands get their records on time and we make sure bands get the right

amount of records for their contributions. The good: Love. The bad: Like

any indie label, money is always a constraint. The more money, the more

promotion, the more stuff.

Brian: I think that we do a lot of good things for the bands that we work

for. As Shelby just said, we try to do a lot of promotion, we also volunteer

to help out with tours and we always get records out when we say that they

are going to come out. Not one project has come out late and we do keep

on top of getting bands copies of their records and we also make sure that

bands see all the reviews that we get in and stuff like that. I think that we

do a pretty good job overall. I think the bad part is that I have been going

to school and living in Greensboro while Shelby has been in the DC area

and on tour a lot with his band Frodus. This has made things confusing at

times and we get backlogged on little things. I am moving up to DC this

May though and will be done with school, so we will be even more orga-

nized than we are and things will be easier.

What part of doing a label makes you want to quit? What
part is the most rewarding?

Brian: Right now I’m going to school and working so it’s hard sometimes

to find enough time to do the label. I get frustrated a lot and think about

quiting but I never would because even though it’s frustrating, I still love

doing it. Doing a label is hard and trying because you spend half of your

time trying to get people to pay you on time which totally sucks. The part

that I love is meeting and working with nice people. There are so many

nice and honest bands and distros and zines that it makes it worthwhile.

Sometimes I will be frustrated and we will get a mailorder from someone

who encloses a note which says something like, “I love your label and what

you are doing,” and it makes it all worthwhile.

Shelby: Exactly.

If you could have put out any five indie records that have
come out in the last five years on any label by any band,
what would they be, and why.

Shelby: Jason Faulkner Miracle Medicine double 7” (Sub Pop)—amazing

4 track; pop, perfect and anthemic. It’s the soundtrack to life itself. Jason

Faulkner plays all the instruments too—he’s a genius.

The Zombies “EP Collection” CD (See For Miles)—unsurpassed melodic

60’s pop with a garagey edge. They are one ofmy favorite bands, I like

them better than the Beatles.

US Maple Sang Phat Editor LP (Skin Graft)—these guys just don’t care

and play totally freaky snagglepuss anti-core. They’re brilliant and push

“music” to the limit.

Superchunk Foolish LP (Merge)—the best record in 1994; very sad, it’s

freakin’ epic.

The Verve Northern Soul LP (Vernon Yard)—This is one the best albums

ever in my opinion, on an indie from NYC. It’s true emo—not contrived,

suburban sadness. The singer is at the end of his rope on this album.

Amazing! Brilliant! Epic!

Brian: I go through a lot of phases as to what I listen to and what my
favorite albums are. There’ve been a lot of great releases in the past five

years but the stuff I listened to the most has been:

Fury 7”—I’m not sure it came out in the last five years, but this 7” fuckin’

rocks and it’s possibly the best thing out ofDC ever.

Jawbreaker 24 Hour Revenge Therapy LP (Tupelo/Communion)—amaz-

ing. That’s simply it.

Bikini Kill Reject AllAmerican LP (Kill Rock Stars)—This is the best stuff

that Bikini Kill ever put out; total rock.

Superchunk Foolish LP (Merge)—Same reasons as Shelby.

Sonic Youth LPs (Sonic Youth Records)—These 2 LPs they put out them-

selves kick my proverbial arse.

Would you put something out that you absolutely loved,

but knew would lose you money and hurt your reputation

as a label?

Brian: Of course, we already plan on it, but our reputation isn’t a real set

one anyway, so we can’t really hurt anything. Lovitt #13 will be A Tribute

to Ric Flair with bands singing songs about The Nature Boy. Bands: please

send demos—we’re not joking at all. This might actually sell well, but if it

doesn’t, we don’t care because it’s the fucking Nature Boy.

Shelby: It’s a release we are both excited about. Brian and I were always

into pro-wrestling—more him than me nowadays... We loved pro-wrestling

in our childhood. Actually one ofmy dreams is to write scripts for pro-

wrestling. Ric Flair has touched many.

Why a tribute record to Rick Flair? why not “Superfly” Snuka
or the “Boogie Woogie Man” Jimmy Valiant? Or the Junkyard

Dog? Or “Wahoo” MacDaniel? Or “The Outlaw” Ron Bass? Or

“Playboy” Buddy Rose? Or Dusty Roads? Or Ricki “the drag-

on” Steamboat? Or Jake “the Snake” Roberts? Or the

“Million Dollar Man” Ted Dibiasi? Or any one of the Von
Erichs? Or The Bushwackers? Or Kamala? Or Kabuki? Or the

Iron Shiek? Or Baron Von Rashke (the claw!)? Or Tito

Santana? Or “The King” Harley Race? Or... yeah, why not any

of them? Did you consider a tribute to any other wrestlers

before you settled on Ric Flair, or was it him ail along?

Brian: Ric Flair is The Nature Boy, 13 times World Champion. Stylin’ and

profilin’. To be the man, you gotta beat the man. Lovitt #13 baby... Ric

Flair beat all those chumps you spoke of. Long live the 4 Horsemen.

If you threw all the bands you’ve worked with into a

wrestling ring and they had to all fight each other in a last-

band-standing duel to the death, which band would win?

Which band would go down first?

Brian: Impossible 3 would probaly go down first. Frodus would probably

be disqualified, as Shelby would have to cheat from preventing Ben Davis



from Sleepytime from piledriving him. In the end I think it would come

down to the men from Monorchid and the men from Sleepytime. It would

be a good match and would end in a bloody draw.

Shelby: I think Ponan from the Jerks would simply freak out and pulverize

everyone—except maybe for Brian. Ponan has aT of chest-hair and

dresses like a wolf at times—a dangerous fellow to reckon with.

Brian: I’m not scared of Ponan by any means. I challenge him right now to

a strap match at the next Starcade. I’ll rip that ‘T’ right off of him!

What’s it like being an indie label in DC with the presence
and power of Dischord Records so well established? Do you
think it helps or hurts smaller labels being in the same city

with Dischord? Does it affect other labels at all?

Brian: I think that being in DC can actually help a small label because

everyone at Dischord and the other local labels are all very helpful to each

other. Dischord has been great to us and has helped us out every time that

we have needed it. Art Monk is another great local label because Eric and

Rich are great about helping other people out

Shelby: The presence of more established labels doesn’t hurt smaller labels

at all. Dischord and Art Monk are very helpful to other local labels and

bands. It’s a very friendly community.

DC has a reputation as being kind of exclusive and sort of

closed off to outsiders. I’ve heard if you’re an out-of-town

Banzai to be hip, more so than people who obsess about highwater pants

and the ‘place to be’. There are a lot of geniune people in DC that do a lot

for the music scene.

Brian: But DC is more exclusive is some ways more than other towns

—

take Greensboro, where I have been the past four years, for instance. It is

easy for an out-of-town band to get a show—if there’s one going on. But I

think this is in part because Greensboro doesn’t have any huge bands like

DC does. People in Greensboro get excited when a good out-of-town band

comes because they don’t have as many bands in the local scene. DC, on

the other hand, is sometimes hard to get a show in because there is already

a large, well-established musical community. I don’t think that DC neces-

sarily has a bad attitude to non-locals, but it’s such a tightly-knit scene that

its easy for out-of-towners to get the wrong impression.

Shelby: There is a good community in DC. However, it seems to be pretty

seperate at the same time—there are many different scenes in DC that nor-

mally don’t always cross-over. Some of the indie bands won’t play with

hardcore bands, and vice versa. But besides genre seperation, DC is pretty

receptive to out-of-town bands. You just have to play the right show to get

exposure to the right people. It is important to play with the right DC
band ifyou want to reach a certain crowd—but it’s pretty much like that

everywhere. DC labels, like most indie labels, seem to just focus on

putting out their friends, which for the most part are from around their

respective area. Lovitt is happy to put out bands from anywhere—includ-

ing Mars—if they’re nice folks. I have a dream ofwanting to put out an

Brian: We do not cam
about boundaries or

state lines orplanetary
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band and you don’t know the right people, or the right peo-
ple don’t like your band, or you can’t get on a bill with pop-
ular local bands then you maybe shouldn’t even try to play

DC when you’re on tour because nobody will go or you won’t
be recieved very well. I’ve never run into this attitude per-

sonally, and i suspect a lot of it is myth, but this percep-

tion must have come from somewhere.

Shelby: I think the exlusivity to DC is pretty much like any scene.Like in

any scene, you have to have your ‘ins’ to play for the ‘hip’ crowd, but ‘hip’

is relative. I personally find people who swear by the movie Buckaroo

Atomic Fireball 7” (they’re from Japan), but we haven’t gotten around to

asking them or anything.

Brian: Yeah, even though DC is a pretty tight community, there are many
scenes within that don’t always cross over or even get along. But for the

most part we are all one big family full of love for each other. Lovitt loves

everyone everywhere. We do not care about boundaries or state lines or

planetary atmospheres as we strongly believe that we can unite all life forms

through rock n’ roll ®

Write Lovitt at: Lovitt PO Box 248 Arlington VA 22210-9998
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thefucking day and

right now? What’s more shock-

reading

ecological or humanistic global

? What is more obscene or shocking than

the fucking paper or turning on

CNN? I cant think ofwhat’s more shocking.

I’m shocking because I’m using real details

and the truth as I view it to make a point?

That makes no sense to me.
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parts writer, performance artist, singer If you look at your career, when you started recording in the late sev-

enties, the political history that’s paralleled your artistic history is one

activist, Lydia Lunch is responsible for
of increasir* conservatism and increasing decline in this country Do

you find it more difficult to be doing what you’re doing now? Do you feel

that its even more neccessary to be communicating the kind of politi-

massively influential body 0 wor W 1C
ca | information through your work now than it was fifteen years ago?creating a

remains unrivalled in American underground music cul-

ture. Between fronting her own bands Teenage Jesus

and The Jerks and Eight Eyed Spy in New York in the late

seventies, singing with Sonic Youth, The Birthday Party,

and Foetus, reading with Exene Cervenka, and countless

others during the course of the eighties and nineties,

and writing books and recording spoken word records,

Lydia Lunch is emblematic of the truly committed,

thoughtful, creative and engaged political artist that

American punk culture at its best produces.

Discographies aside, Lydia’s unflagging commitment and

idealism remains truly remarkable. Punk Planet got a

chance to talk to Lydia on the eve of the release of her

brand new spoken word album Matrikauiantra
,

forth-

coming this winter from Atavistic Records.

I started with the interpersonal, both with my music and my original spo-

ken word. Around ‘83-’84 I got much more social and political in my

speeches. I find it equally as urgent. It’s certainly no easier than it was back

then for me, but its no more difficult either because I’m so stubborn that I

just create my own niche. If it’s Europe that supports me, then I will do spo-

ken word there. I am incredibly grateful that I’ve been able to support myself

as an artist with a moderate lifestyle for the past twenty years. That’s

absolutely shocking. It’s really an amazing success to me that nothing has

been able to stop me. I’ve never applied for grants, I never took any kind of

money like that, knowing that once you do that, you’re than bound to

“them”—the Karen Finley kind of controversy which I’ve refused to face. I’ve

been left alone and uncensored because even though my messages, if taken

correctly, might indeed be very dangerous and a real threat to the political

structure that exists, I don’t make enough money to be seriously considered

dangerous by the government. Therefore I m just a small woman with a big

mouth who they don’t know about and they can continue to, thankfully,

ignore. I find it no more easy, no more difficult, but I find it equally as

urgent and it will always be urgent. Even if we lived in the utopian society

that I set the dictums for and created under my guidelines, there would still

be reason to revolt.

You taught at the San Francisco Art Institute recently, didn’t you. How

did you like teaching?

I loved it. I love brain washing and mass hypnosis—its divine!

How were your students?

They were wonderful. They were all forced out of their shells. The theme of

my class was “creating with a budget based on reality. In other words, drop

your trust-fund spoiled lifestyle and figure out, as I ve had to for the past



don’t make enough money to be seriously considered dangerous by the

government. Therefore, I’m just a small woman with a big mouth who they

don’t know about and they can continue to, thankfully, ignore.

twenty years now how to create without any kind of budget and drop this

fiction bullshit. It was wonderful. I brought in all sorts of people: people

associated with Survival Research Laboratories; Jello Biafra came in; so did

Don Bajema; a lot of San Francisco-based artists that have either been cre-

ating reality-based arts for decades, often having a day job, on the fringes of

every kind of media and medium.

Was that the first time you taught formally?

I’ve been teaching my entire life. But it’s wonderful when a tenth grade

dropout gets to teach at one of the so-called most respected art schools in

the country. Its just such a superb scam. As Biafra said, “Pranks, it’s the last

frontier. Its the only thing left.” That was a great quote out of the class.

So you’re entirely self-taught.

Exactly. I’m completely self-read. I encourage anyone who plans on wasting

ten to fifty grand on a college education to realize first and foremost that

what they might favor at that time to pursue an education in is probably

going to be the last thing that’s ever going to make them money. So either

pursue a technical career or understand that you may learn a lot of cool

things, but they’re probably never going to make you any fucking money.

You’re going to be paying off your student loans for the next twenty years,

remember that.

I know, I’m in graduate school.

I’m sorry to hear that. I hope it serves you well.

I doubt it will.

For instance, I just returned from Slovenia, from Liublijana. The universi-

ties are free there. They’re very tough, but anyone who graduates is a com-

plete fucking genius because they really wanted to learn. They wanted to do

the time and to get an education, which is what European universities offer.

What were you doing in Slovenia?

I was on my European tour promoting my new book Paradoxia: A Predator’s

Diary. Europeans have always understood what I am saying better because

they understand irony and sarcasm—they’re not antagonized by political sar-

casm. They’re equally not antagonized by aggressive females. This country

—

other than in a Don Rickies or a Rodney Dangerfield kind ofway—does not

understand sarcasm and is petrified by aggressive women.

Americans don’t understand the politics of irony. The whole critique of

irony in this country is very strong. Irony is not considered leftist, it’s

thought of as post-modern.

They have no idea. It makes it equally hard when one gives especially polit-

ical speeches like I do. They are so much of a triple threat in the sense that

I don’t always mean exactly what I’m saying—sometimes I mean the exact

opposite. It’s left to the listener to then decode exactly what I’m saying. It’s

not as though I’m offering a dogma or a philosophy, or a fucking solution.

I’m proposing an extremist solution because this country is fucking

extreme—the global situation is extreme. We’ve tried apathy and pacifism,

it has not worked. That leads us to jump to an alterior conclusion which

might not work either but as a suggestion, it’s got to be thrown out there.

I totally agree. It seems to me that in your work a particular kind of

shock therapy is in order.

Who is it shocking to? First of all, I’m dealing with real issues, no matter

whether I’m dealing interpersonally, politically or socially. What’s more

shocking than the fucking day and age we live in right now? What’s more

shocking than ecological or humanistic global abuse? What is more obscene

or shocking than reading the fucking paper or turning on CNN? I can’t

think of what’s more shocking. I’m shocking because I’m using real details

and the truth as I view it to make a point? That makes no sense to me.

But it’s shocking because you’re telling the truth.

And that’s not a popular commodity—it never has been and it never will be.

Nevertheless, in all of your work there’s this consistent theme: that peo-

ple are essentially numb, their senses have been deadened, sensually,
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eople don’t

consumers.

need a lot

morally and aesthetically; they need to be reacquainted with reality in its

most crude forms, as they experience it in their everyday lives.

Absolutely, because we’re so bombarded with images, with stories, with hor-

ror, with the nightmare, with inner city crime, with global pollution of every

sort—I’m using that as a catch phrase—with soundbites, with Hollywood,

that we forget the actual effect that life has on the less fortunate individuals

that don’t have mind and eye candy distractions like TV, like computers, like

the next video game, like the ticket to the next fucking concert, like all of

these candy-coated pieces of flicking shit which are created by a capitalist

conspiracy in order to keep the consumer locked in their house or locked in

and tied to their job in order to make more money to buy more toys. People

don’t get that they are blindsided with bullshit from day one—they are bred

to be fucking consumers. In order to consume you either need a lot of

money—even paying the rent means you need a lot of money—or you need

to be a very clever criminal. And few of us are clever enough criminals.

How do you out-scam the scammers? When the entire country is run by

scheming politicians who have no goal other than to fatten their pockets and

have no concern, not only for the individual but for whole sectors of society,

how do you win with that losing equation that you’re born into? Land of the

free, home of the fucking brave. Feed me another line. All of the cliches that

this country supposedly holds up as its slogans are all completely full of shit.

We can start there, with “The Republic of the Democracy of Hypocrisy.”

This is why America is so arrogant and stupid. They sell this westernized ver-

sion of capitalism to the rest of the world, which unfortunately the rest of the

world does buy. Third World countries are buying it, everyone wants it. But

it’s not to say that Europe especially doesn’t realize how full of shit we are

because they’re really beginning to wake up. Unfortunately, I don’t know

what its going to take for this country to wake up.

A collapse of the entire state infrastructure.

Every day I hear that the stock market plummets, I immediately sing a

prayer to the forces and powers that be. Last year alone the uprise in bil-

lionaires was greater than the uprise in millionaires. That’s a frightening con-

cept because that means the gulf is getting bigger between us and them

—

them being the ones that have the money—money being power, power

being something that without money we are denied.

That’s why leftists concentrate more on acquiring cultural capital then

real capital in order to have some kind of political influence and

power. But it’s a phony kind of capital because it expresses symbolic

political influence in the absence of political power. We can produce

more and more culture, but that’s not necessarily going to change

anything. In fact, the way contemporary capitalism in this country is

organized, you need more culture in order to keep people down

because vou need to keep them satiated.

Exactly. More and more mass produced culture hooks onto a genre and then

reproduces. It’s like Hollywood movies, I mean you’ll get the top five. We 11

get the top five Reservoir Dogs, Natural Born Killers , Pulp Fiction, you can fill

in the other two. And then we’ll get a hundred and fifty impersonators of

the same fucking genre just to keep you renting another video every fucking

night, as if you hadn’t already realized what the point of all this nonsense is.

One thing that really bothers me right now about the supposed uprise in

cultural commodities that you’re speaking about is that not enough people

make short films, not enough people do projects that are one off, everyone

creates the same album over and over again, or the same sound. Where are

the visionaries in any field? VTiere are those that realize that a concept is

good one time only, and then you get another fucking concept. This is what

really bothers me now, the way people like Quentin Tarantino and David

Lynch continue to repeat themselves over and over again. If you have only

one concept, why not perfect it and stop? I just dont understand bands that

stay together for ten or more years.

They do it because they find that there’s a way to make a living play-

ing rock and roll, [snickers]

It’s really not that easy making a living on rock and roll. But if you do do it

for ten years, over and over and over again.... You will have drilled yourself

into the psyche of the mass public in the way that Sonic Youth has done.

They’re the finest purveyors of this type of concept. They re one of the only

people I will excuse for having stayed together this long because live they’re

still a tornado of sound that no one’else has been able to replicate. They are

really unique. They don’t even deserve having their name dragged into this

argument because they do occupy their own genre.
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get that they are blindsided with bullshitfrom day one—they are bred to befucking

In order to consumeyou either need a lot ofmoney—even paying the rent meansyou

ofmoney—or you need to be a very clever criminal.

Unlike other bands and other artists, Sonic Youth have a very long

term view of what they’re doing. The key to that is that they seem to

be continually evolving as individual artists.

By doing many other side projects and doing many other things. Sonic

Youth may be their mainstay, but that’s not the beginning and end of every-

thing they do and in that sense I give them a lot of respect.

But they’re an exception to the rule. That’s the point you’re making.

Completely, they’re in their own universe. A really strange thought struck

me last time I was doing an interview when someone said “It’s so difficult

for an artist to create, there’s no money for them.” I’m like, “Please, stop

right there. My entire fucking twenty year career did not cost as much as The

Red Hot Chili Peppers took to rehearse for their next fucking album. So

please, let’s just stop right there, it has nothing to do with monetary restric-

tions.”

[laughs] I think one of the main reasons why the American indepen-

dent art scene in general—whether it be music, publishing or the visu-

al arts—is so impoverished artistically and politically is because it

equates creativity with affluence.

That’s the cult of celebrity, exactly. The thing is that I’m sure that there’re a

million genius spoken word artists, musicians, groups, filmmakers, photog-

raphers, sculptors, painters in this country that we don’t fucking know about

because they don’t want to play the bullshit game or they haven’t been adopt-

ed as someone’s pet favorite to have repeated articles about them in every

magazine. Of course with most magazines now—that is the above-ground

magazines—it’s really who the corporate parent is that takes out the ad that

allows the interview to be run anyway. Like at all times in every period with

very few exceptions, there are a thousand suffering artistic geniuses in their

living rooms that we have no fucking clue who or what they are and there’s

ten people who get written about in every mass distributed magazine.

Why not tell us about someone we don’t know. We don’t need to know any-

thing more than what we already know about Beck—and countless numbers

of other people.

The main reason that seems to happen is simply economics. Even

with indie zines and college radio you’ll find it very hard to find cover-

age of artists and groups that have nothing to do with the economic

organization that a particular ‘zine or station is linked up with.

Exactly, it’s back to the corporate parent again.

And that corporate parent extends itself all the way down to the

petite-bourgeois economic formations that we associate with indie

culture. It’s just as complicit with the nepotistic equation as their

above ground parents are.

Its a sad time, it really is. More so for other people who are creating in soli-

tude for the appreciation of very few. That is if I’m not in that same boat. I

mean twenty years later, I’m still creating for that handful that’s out there,

which is fine. What keeps me going other than the need to create before I

explode is that I know there is that minority that needs to hear the truth,

that needs to hear my point of view, that needs a voice of reason—ifyou can

call my voice a voice of reason in this day and age! That’s my suggestion to

any artist who’s struggling it out there: You first and foremost have to do it

for yourself; you have to find your voice and do it for yourself. Think back

to many other great writers or painters who were never recognized in their

lifetime, and that maybe, often times, if something is so good, or extreme or

shocking, or so fucking real, it’s not recognized until after its death because

that’s how long it takes for people to catch up with what you’ve done. Those

basic premises are forever and have kept me going; have kept me sane. I’m

not creating for the here and now, I’m creating about the here and now, as

the town crier, as the documentarian, as a journalist, using all these different

formats, in order to leave my mark on history, in the face of how history has

marked me. (§>

If I ever have to read another article about Beck, I’m gonna have a

heart attack.
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GEARHEAD
“I feel like I still have volumes to learn from Hefner, even today.”

interview by Grant Lawrence



O ne can pretty much call it a rare find these days to come across a magazine of such unrivaled quality, cover to cover, as Gearhead

magazine. It seems like heavy praise for a magazine that’s only managed a mere six issues in it’s entire eight year history (and count-

ing), but each issue of Gearhead improves on the already great one before it. They may be slow, but good things come to those that

wait. Besides lookin’ so damn good (full color covers by today’s hottest artists; 100 + black and white offset printed pages of gorgeous graphic

design; a split 7” vinyl single always included free), San Francisco’s Gearhead is all about culture: car culture, hot-rod culture, drag-punk culture,

rock’n’roll culture, punk culture, pop-art culture. Gearhead is a forum where rock music, muscle cars, art, photography, tattoos, and White Trash

lifestyles all come together. Strapped into the driver’s seat to tell his wild story, from the punk ‘burbs of Pittsburgh to the Elks lodges of San Francisco,

is one of the true torch-carriers of rock’n’roll... the guy who really cares... the “Hugh Hefner of Hot-Rods” himself... Editor Michael LaVella.



Ed ‘Big Daddy Roth drew a giant copyright s

MIXTURE

What are Gearhead
1

s words to live by?

“If you have to ask, you can’t afford it.” No,

wait
—

“Mopar or No Car.” No, how ‘bout,

“Support your local brewery!” I have no idea.

Alright then, give us a history of Gearhead.

I was writing for MRR and Thrasher from 1988

to 1991 when I figured that I had probably

learned enough to pull off my own mag. I want-

ed to include a little of everything that I dug, so

cars and punk were to be the main themes. I had

no idea that anyone would ever consider it an

important piece of “pop-culture,” or even a good

document of so called “Kustom Kulture” when I

started out. I just wrote about stuff I liked, got

my friends to write about stuff they liked, and

laid it out to look like a vintage—1963 to rough-

ly 1 970—car mag. The name Gearhead was

stumbled upon at a Didjits show in 1991, the

same night I met Darv 'Xe.Mt.Gearheaeh Features

Editor. I told him what I had in mind and he

said “oh, a magazine for gearheads” and the rest

is history. I originally asked Gas Huffer to do a

flexi, because I loved their version ofThe

Rezillos’ ’’Bad Guy Reaction” and it hadn’t been

released yet. Greg Lowery heard that I was doing

that and suggested a split single with

Supercharger, his band at the time, also doing a

Rezillos tune on the flip. So that’s how the split

single thing started. I love it because it doubles

the chances that the reader will like the record.

Since then we’ve done Clawhammer/Red Aunts,

Fastbacks/Meices, Mono Men/Girl Trouble,

Chrome/Man... Or Astro-man?, and Southern

Culture On The Skids/Untamed Youth. Just wait

till you see the ‘98 line-up....

With a split single in each issue—not to men-

tion the high-quality production of the issue

itself—how much does it cost to turn an

issue of Gearhead around?

A single issue (7,300 copies) costs $17, 300 to

make. That includes the records, the picture

sleeves, the bags, the filmwork, and lastly the

printing itself.

Jesus that’s a lot! I know you have a small

staff, are they volunteer or paid?

Believe it or not, everyone breaks their ass year

after year for nothing... yet. As soon as we turn a

profit, I have an elaborate plan to pay every-

one—writers, photographers, production people,

everybody. That’s my #1 priority, really, to com-

pensate those who have it coming. Right now if

Andrice Arp (design Queen) or Chris Imlay (lay-

out King) quit, I’d probably try and get my old

job at the bowling alley back—I really couldn’t

do it without them. Staff photographer Mike

Bumbeck also works way beyond the call of duty.

Many people don’t know this, but Gearhead

exists through the charity of Frank Kozik [rock

poster artist & Man’s Ruin Records owner], who

let’s us use all his computers and share an office

space (with Man’s Ruin) for free. There’s a guy

we would really be up shit creek without.

Gearhead shares office space with Man’s

Ruin Records? This seems like a bit of a

strange pair-up, like Estrus or Empty I could

see, but Man’s Ruin? Helios Creed? Pass a

bucket!

Well, it’s pretty simple really. Me and Frank

Kozik are friends and he’s the type of person

who likes to share his success with other people.

When he started up Man’s Ruin, I was hired to

do sales. After a while when it was rolling OK, I

went over to Tilt Distribution to get them going

selling Frank’s posters. I guess that’s kind of

what I do best, get people set up. Anyway, that

job sort of ended for me, and I decided to do

Gearhead full time around then. I didn’t have

any money saved up, and really didn’t have any-

where to live either, all my stuff was in storage

and I was staying with friends. Frank said

“Come on home” so I moved my office back

into Man’s Ruin, and have been here ever since.

He then set up my distribution deal with

Mordam, for which I am eternally grateful. If

you think about it, what Gearhead is doing and

what Frank does are very similar. We find images

that we like, tweak ‘em a little, then re-introduce

them into the world. Plus the records he’s

putting out are really all pretty great in their

own way. Sorry to hear that you’re not into

Helios, I think Chrome are easily one of the

most pivotal and important bands of all time.

Judging from the covers of Gearhead, you

obviously have a real appreciation for pop-

culture artists. Who has done your covers

and who do you wish could?

It’s hard not to be a little smug when you’re in

the situation I’m in. Damn near every hip artist

has asked to do a cover for the mag—it’s really

awesome. So far we’ve had Peter Bagge, Coop,

and Kozik. I’d like to have Pizz but I heard that

he was mad at me for using Coop first—a lot of

these artist types have rivalries, which is pretty

easy to understand, as they are all competing for

their share of the already over saturated market.

Obviously, Rob’t Williams would be the ultimate

Gearhead cover artist, if I could ever get up the

nerve to ask him to do it. Art Chantry is a God,

he laid out the sleeve for the Mono Men/Girl

Trouble single that came in #4, but he really

deserves to do a cover. Tom Hazelmyer is also

amazing with graphics. Alan Forbes is great. I

work a lot with Chris Martin, who really

deserves a lot more recognition then he gets.

The in-house art guy at the mag is Theo

Mindell,' you my have noticed his spot illustra-

tions all through #6 and in the last two center-

folds. He is a tattoo artist and is in the same car

club I am, the Scat Pack S.F.—the worlds first
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your ass kid, this is a great idea and eventually someone is gonna try an steal it from you

COMING
AIR

ENGINE
TOP COVER

and only all punk rock Mopar club. I’m going to

start using some lesser known, but really good

artists in the future—keep your eyes peeled. And

no, IVe never turned anyone down, I just had to

put them off because we just don’t come out

often enough to accommodate everyone.

What are your favourite magazines? Where

are you turning for inspiration?

As far as magazines go, obviously Hot Rod and

Car Craft top the list for me, those are the two I

aggressively collect and archive. Beyond that, I

love Playboy from about ‘59 to around ‘66 or so,

just because they had such aggressive marketing,

like the Playboy clubs and all that endless mer-

chandise. I feel like I still have volumes to learn

from Hefner, even today. Someone called me “the

Hugh Hefner of Hot Rods” in print once and I

really took that as a great compliment. As far as

zines go, I studied the classics like Slash and

Search & Destroy closely, but its probably either

the early Forced Exposures or an old Jersey zine

called Flesh & Bones that really got me going. Your

Flesh is still an important magazine, even though

at least 50% of it goes over my head.

What has been your best possible moment in

the years you’ve done Gearhead—one single

second that has made it all worthwhile?

That’s gotta be when Ed “Big Daddy” Roth drew

a giant copyright symbol on the cover of #1 and

said “Cover your ass kid, this is a great idea and

eventually someone is gonna try and steal it from

you”. A somewhat paranoid endorsement, but it

gets me through the dark times.

And what have those dark times been?

On several occasions I’ve had staff turnovers that

I thought I might not be able to recover from.

Sometimes people moved away or whatever, but

I’m a guy that really isn’t very big on change (I

drive a ‘68 Dodge and refuse to have email for

Christsake) so that always upsets me. However,

the old saying “change can be a good thing” cer-

tainly rang true with Gearhead
,
we currently

have the best staff I could ever hope for and are

turning out our best work yet.

Why do you “refuse” to have email? I mean it

can be used as a pretty effective communi-

cation tool—even an old-schooler like you

must admit that!

I think it’s sad that we have to use a computer to

do the mag as it is, I don’t want to be sitting in

front of a monitor anymore than I have to on

any given day. Personally, I’d like to do old

school paste up, Art Chantry-style, but it’s just

not practical. Plus, I’m a people person, I like to

talk to people face to face or, failing that, at least

on the phone. E-mail is so impersonal, it’s just

not my thing.

You’re originally from the Pittsburgh area.

How’d you end up in the Bay Area?

In 1985 when I was 21, my Uncle Bob decided

that me and my cousin Beato were “men” and

needed to take a trip to California. Why he

thought this was a good idea is God’s own mys-

tery, but he did, so we went. We were sent out to

LA for about 2 weeks to stay with our cousin

Butch, doing all the usual tourist stuff by day,

then going to Goldenvoice shows at the Olympic

at night. Anyway, on the last 3 days, we drove up

to Sacramento to visit our Aunt Theresa. For one

all-too-brief afternoon, we drove into San

Francisco. It totally sounds like something out of

a Kerouac book, but when we crossed the Bay

Bridge and I got my first look at the city, I knew

instantly that I would spend the rest of my life

here. Now I cross that bridge everyday, but a lit-

tle bit of that same feeling is still there.

Speaking of family, I also heard your uncle

had a band and ran a label back in the early

1960’s?

Man, you did your homework! Yeah, my

Grandfather and his brothers were all musi-

cians and had a band. They were originally

called The Ambassadors of Jazz, but later

changed their name to The LaVelles. They

used LaVelle instead of LaVella because it

sounded more “showbiz” I’ve been told. My
Grandfather played accordion, my Uncle Mel

played bass, my Uncle Riggy played sax, my

Uncle Bob played drums and my Uncle Louie

sang, played guitar and was the leader, proba-

bly because he was the oldest. In the late 50’s

through the mid 60’s they cut a lot of records

on their on label called Servelle Records

—

total DIY indie baby! They had a pretty

swinging sound, with an Italian twist, kind of

like Louie Prima or Lou Monte. Their big hit

was called “Place In Pennsylvania.” It’s still

played on local radio there and is on every

jukebox in Herminie. They also played polka’s

and waltz’s, which is still the ruling type of

music in Western Pennsylvania. My

Grandfather quit pretty early on to take care

of his business, and was replaced by a guy

named Eddie Falk, who plays on most of the

records. When my Uncle Bob formed his own

quartet, my cousin Butch took over on drums.

These guys were real musicians—they read

music and everything—and could play any-

thing. It’s probably a good thing that most of

them died before I started playing in punk

bands, because I’m sure they would have been

really bummed out by it. My Uncle Riggy,

who was the youngest, is the only one of the

brothers that still plays, but the group is

called The LaVelles (plural) to this day. If

you’re ever staying at a Holiday Inn in the

greater Pittsburgh area, check out the lounge,

they might just be there.
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I want to talk cars for a little while—what’s

the ultimate dream car?

Man, if you asked a thousand different people

that question, I’m sure you would get a thousand

different answers. I’m assuming you just want my

opinion, so here are my five dream cars:

#1) 1968 Dodge Charger, triple black, 426

Hemi, 4-spped, Dana rear end

#2) 1970 Dodge Super Bee, Sublime green w

/

black interior, 440 Six Pack

#3) 1971 Plymouth Barracuda, yellow w/ black

interior, 426 Hemi (natch)

#4) 1961 Chrysler 300G, Silver w/ black interi-

or, 4 1 3 Max Wedge

#3) 1957 Dodge Royal Lancer convertible, any

ol’ color, 392 Hemi

One of the many ironic twists about you, is

that you ain’t the best driver in the world. Tell

us about the worst car wreck you’ve ever

been in and how you could have prevented it.

Man, that’s tricky because they say even if you’re

blindsided, it’s at least partially your fault! How

about a list of the cars I’ve totalled:

#1) 1974 Pontiac Grand Ville (hydroplaned, hit

a pole)

#2) 1969 Dodge Dart (hit by S.F.P.D. cruiser, 5

year lawsuit ensued)

#3) 1963 Ford Fairlane (blown engine—not

really a total)

#4) 1969 Chevy Nova (struck from behind

—

broken subframe)

#5) I can’t really talk about the little wreck I had

with my Charger, as that one hasn’t gone to

court yet...

With your Charger wrecked and “in the shop”

(I’ve never seen this phantom car), what are

you driving right now?

I personally wouldn’t call my Charger a phan-

tom car, I’ve put 13,000 miles on it in the last

18 months! But it does live in the shop a few

months a year, that’s just the way is when you

are attempting a restoration but only have limit-

ed funds—you just can’t do it all at once. We

have an old Ford pick-up that I drive around,

mostly cuz I needed something to haul maga-

zines and thrift store finds around in, and the

price was right. Plus the radio works in it, and

the 8-track player in the Charger died.

What about those thrift store finds. You’re

quite a collector, aren’t you?

The main thing that I collect is bowling relat- *.

ed stuff—ashtrays shaped like pins, bowling

clocks and lamps, all that type of stuff. Florida

is still hot for these items. My sister lives there

and I swear I shop more than I visit when I’m

in down there. Cathy is from Missouri and we

make it out to visit at least once a year, the

Midwest is still pretty good for thrifting. The

greatest thing I own was actually given to me,

it’s a bowling shirt from a team my Uncle Vito

sponsored. He owned LaVella Auto Parts, and

I got the shirt from a guy named “Boozy” so

you can just imagine how great it is and how

much I treasure it—plus it fits! I also collect

“Big Daddy” Roth stuff, mostly the original

60’s models. I have about 3,500 LP’s and

about 10,000 singles, but I don’t consider

myself a record collector, I just pick up stuff I

want up whenever I can find it cheap. I have a

tiki mug collection—but who doesn’t these

days. At least I started it 1 5 years ago and

never paid more that a buck or two for one.

Recently, me and Cathy put our Elvis stuff

together and that took over an entire room in

the house.

You also have a collection of tattoos, don’t

you? I remember the first time I met you

—

after about the third drink, you were showing

me various parts of your body... there’re

three band tattoos aren’t there?

Well, there’s really only two “band tattoos,”

the Misfits and The Necros. The other one

you’re thinking of is a Dodge Super Bee,

which the Didjits used as their main logo after

it appeared on the cover of their Hornet

Pinata LP. I got that because I really want a

Super Bee, our car club had adopted it as its

logo, and yeah, for the Didjits as well, since

they’re the grandfathers of “Drag Punk” and

all. I also have Max from Where The Wild

Things Are because Maurice Sendack drew it

in 1964, the year I was born, plus I always

related to the character. I also have a tattoo of

Swampy, which is the official logo of “Big

Daddy” Don Garlits, the drag racing legend. I

got that not only out of respect for the man,

but because I thought it would be cooler than

a Rat Fink, which by now everyone’s

Grandmother has. Then there’s the famous

Stanley Mouse severed monster hand on an

eightball gearshift—which is just a must-have.

Then there’s the smoking wooden match tat-

too which I got to symbolize all the bridges

that I’ve burned in my life. The most recent

one I got is also the biggest, the Gearhead tat-

too. It has a piston and rod on one side of a

banner or “rocker” as they are sometimes

called, that says GEARHEAD and a sparkplug

firing on the other. The whole thing is held

together by an elaborate flamejob. At the

Mordam convention this year I dared every-

one to get a tattoo of their label or zine too,

but I don’t think we’ll be seeing John Yates

with an ALLIED backpiece anytime soon.

It’s time to wrap things up here Mike. In clos-

ing, what is Gearhead’s master plan for the

future?

Hot Rod Magazine has over one million sub-

scribers, so I don’t see any reason why we could-

n’t too. You know, I’ll be doing Gearhead forever,

it’s kind of like being a parent in that your job is

never really finished. ®

Gearhead, POB 421219, San Francisco CA, 94142. Sample copies are $6.00 each, subscriptions are $20 (US/$30 Canadian) for four

issues. Back issues are available. If ‘strapped’ or strangely hesitant, send a stamp for a free catalog and sticker.
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1. How long have you been doing your zine and what issue

are you on? Jersey Beat's first issue appeared in March, 1982. That

makes the zine one year younger than our youngest staff writer, who’s 16.

The next issue will be #62.

2. How long do you plan on doing it for? As long as they let me.

3. What would cause you to quit? Extreme death. I’d probably have

to take some time off if I went to prison, too, since they don’t let you have

rubber cement or CD players in the slammer.

4. How do you distribute your zine? Extremely inefficiently. Tower

Magazines, Desert Moon, and See Hear all take a bunch. Most of the rest

get doled out through indie distros, mom & pop retailers, direct mail

order, or by me taking one out of my backpack and handing it to someone

at a show. I manage to make next to no profit using all of those methods.

5. Why is your zine called with it’s called? If you check your

World Book Encyclopedia in the chapter on the 1960’s, you’ll find mention

of an obscure British pop group called The Beatles, who were from

Liverpool, England. Liverpool is located on the banks of the Mersey River;

the rock ‘n’ roll music from that area was sometimes referred to as “Mersey

Beat.” And I love puns. “Jersey Beat” actually started as a scene report col-

umn in a fanzine called Discords , from D.C. (no relation to Dischord

Records.) When Discords folded, I expanded a column into a real live zine

of its own - kinda like Pinocchio.

6. In order of importance, what would you rank as the three

main subjects you cover? The three main parts of the zine are com-

mentary, interviews, and reviews. I’d say the three main subjects are Punk,

The music industry and how it interacts with the underground, and Spelling.

7. What’s the hardest part about doing your zine? The most

difficult thing for me is layout, simply because I’m not gifted in that area

and I do it all myself. When I see how good a zine like Punk Planet looks

in comparison to my crummy layouts, I get sick. “Hardest” in terms of

unrewarding physical labor would be mailing the damn thing out— stick-

ing a couple hundred issues into envelopes, addressing them, putting on

postage, and then getting them into the mail.

8. What’s the most rewarding? Overall, the most rewarding thing

has been the people I’ve gotten to know and the friend’s I’ve made. On an

issue to issue basis, just getting the damn thing out and holding a new

issue in my hands is rewarding in a way that someone who’s never tried

self-publishing will never know. And I also take tremendous pride and

pleasure in watching someone I’ve talked into writing for the zine develop

into a good writer.

Worst? A Ween interview I did once. I wasn’t properly prepared, Mickey

was bored, and Aaron was drunk.

12. Quote your favorite thing ever said in the pages of your zine.

“A black leather jacket isn’t a piece of clothing, it’s a way of life.” - Tim Stegall

13. Do you write everything yourself? If so why? If not, how
do you find writers? There is a staff of about a dozen people who work

on Jersey Beat; some are long-time, committed staffers, and there are a few

who just come and go. Sometimes they find me (frequently through the

Internet) and ask to write*for the zine. Some of my best writers were peo-

ple I met because they were fans or readers, with no interest in writing

until I encouraged them to give it a try.

14. How is your zine produced? Does it cost you anything or

do you scam it? Jersey Beat is printed on a web press by a commercial

printer whose workers are all Chinese immigrants. Nobody there speaks

English but they’re really cheap. Basic production costs—printing and

postage—run about $2000 an issue (there are also a lot of miscellaneous

expenses I don’t track). Fortunately, the advertising pays for it all, and I

run things so I always just about break even. I did pay for the zine out of

my own pocket, either entirely or in part, for the first ten years or so, and

I’d do it again if I had to.

15. Handwritten vs. Typewriter vs. Computer? When I started

Jersey Beat in 1982, I had a manual typewriter, a pair of scissors, some

press-on lettering for the headlines, and a jar of paste. Today, it’s almost all

done on my computer and I love it. I still do old-fashioned paper paste-

ups though; I’m not quite sophisticated enough to do 128 pages on Quark

or Pagemaker and send the thing to the printer on a diskette.

16. What other zines inspire you? Jack Rabid’s The Big Takeover is

an endless source of inspiration. I’m also a big fan of Suburban Voice,

Change Zine, and Muddle. And Punk Planet, of course.

17. What is “selling out?” When I don’t have any copies of an issue

left. Seriously, I’ll tell you what it’s not: “Selling out” is not trying to earn a

living doing something you love. It’s when you let commerce—the desire

or opportunity to make a lot of money—influence and change what you

love doing.

18. If you could live off of your zine would you? Since I’ve

resisted all attempts to turn Jersey Beat into a business over the last 15

years, I think it’s safe at this point to say “No.” In fact, I’ve always said that

the secret to my longevity is that I’ve never had to depend on this for my
living.
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9.

Are you doing your zine for the free records? That was at

least par t of my motivation when I started; it’s not anymore. These days, I

really wish I didn’t get quite so many free records. I could open a store with

what comes in the mail in an average month.

19.

If you had a chance to interview someone who you most

likely would never have a chance to talk to, who would it be?

Bob Dylan. Or some government worker at Roswell, New Mexico with

Top-Secret clearance.

10. Was it weird to interview the Yanni, John Tesh, and Kenny
G all in the same issue? Not as weird as seeing them all naked play-

ing Twister backstage at the Grammies.

11. What was the best and worst interview you’ve ever

done? Two stick in my mind as the best: Getting to interview the

Ramones backstage at CBGB’s in 1976, and then sitting next to Patti

Smith and Bryan Ferry for the second set, was an experience I’ll never for-

get (in large part because I was pretty young and new to it all).

Interviewing Jawbox (right after they had signed to Atlantic) was an emo-

tional and professional high, simply because of the enormous respect I have

for them as people and musicians, and for the their honesty and generosity.

20.

Describe your dream interview (who, where, what setting?)

Bad Religion’s Greg Graffin, Milo from the Descendents, Ben Weasel, Ian

MacKaye and I, sitting around a table, drinking coffee (Ian could have

juice if he doesn’t use caffeine), and just talking about music for hours and

hours.

Jersey Beat fanzine - Jim Testa, Editor & Publisher

418 Gregory Avenue

Weehawken, New Jersey

07087
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1. When did your band form?

We all met at the University ofTexas at El Paso. I noticed that

Victor and Alfred were looking for a bass player, so we all tried it

out and it worked out fine.

2. When will it break up?

Sometime after we all have kids or our equipment goes out.

3. What have you released so far?

We’ve released a cassette that is out of print, a five song 7” on BJ’s

Fine Records and an 1 1 song cd titled October 18 on BJ’s Fine

Records. There is also two other cassette compilations that we’re

on that’s on BJ’s.

4. Why do you play the music that you play?

Because it’s actually good music we all agree on it’s good it’s

short and it’s to the point.

5. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever had happen at a show?
Somehow we ended up playing at the Coconut Teazer in

Hollywood, California. We opened up for a Kiss tribute band
called Kiss International. Each of the members of the band were

represented by a country. We made fun of them on stage and

Alfred (drummer) got hit in the head with a bottle.

6. What’s the best show you’ve ever played?

That same one because alfred bled all over the place. We’ve also

had great shows with bands like At the Drive In, Funeral

Oaration, Weston, Propagandhi, and FYP.

7. State your purpose.

To explore America and to break even.

8. Do you mind that your band is always being billed as “ex-

Kool and the Gang?”

Not really, because we actually had a member of Kool and the

Gang (Tyronus Wheatly) play with us.

9. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea

about what you play?

Well if the relative is over fifty, we say “rock and roll.” If the rela-

tive is in their 40’s, “Black Sabbath.” If the relative is in their 30’s,

“The Pixies.” If the relative is in their 20’s (like us) we say “like

Weston on a sunny day.”

10. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who
haven’t heard you?

Well.... if it’s a trendy kid, we say The Foo Fighters. In other

words, depending on what we think they might like just by look-

ing at them, that’s what we say we sound like. If the person is not

trendy, then we’re just honest (what we’d tell a 20 year old.)

11. What bands do you see as your contemporaries?

Locally: Chapter 13, Egon, At the Drive In. Nationally: The Get

Up Kids, Heroines, Siren, Squirtgun, The Chubbies, and Siren

internationally. CafeTe Cuba, Mana, Gorky Park (Russia), and

John Tesh (E.T.)

17.

If you could play on a four band bill, with any bands that

have ever existed, who would you play with, and what order

would they play?

The Police, The Afghan Whigs, Sunny Day Real Estate, and the

Archers of Loaf.

20. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what
would it be?

Iron Maiden’s “The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner” joke.

Probably another David Bowie song or one by The Police—we’re

stuck in the 80’s”

12. What is the antithesis of your band?
Anything that is unmelodic or anything that is too preachy.

13. Outside of music and bands, what influences you?

Alfred: film, the arts, grafitti

Victor: classical literature, bible

Jesus: school, family, Monday Nitro

14. What is “selling out”?

It’s a mixture of not having control over what you want to do
musically no matter what label puts you out.... and having to

change things about your music just to keep people happy.

15. If you could make a living off of your band, would you?

Of course who wouldn’t?

16. Where do you practice?

In a 10x20 warehouse on Interstate 10 (I- 10 Econo Storage).

18. What goals do you have as a band?
To expose our music as much as possible (touring) and to look

forward to another album.

19. What makes for a good show?
Explosions, Emotions, Commotions, and Motion.

Jesus Portillo

BJ’s Fine Records
2125 Trawood Dr.

El Paso, Texas 79935
(915) 594-7324
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R
ight now, the brightest and best hope for free speech in

America is the Tribute to the Female Orgasm—and Dinner at

the Long Pig Cafe, Freedom is a Constant Struggle, A

Reasonable Person’s Guide to Unreasonable Noise, and all the

other fiercely noncommercial radio shows radiating into the

sky from low power unlicensed FM radio stations. Unconventional and inde-

pendent “microbroadcasters” with only a few watts of transmitting power and

a desire to speak up are clambering onto the radio dials in unprecedented

numbers, struggling to carve out a place for the ordinary citizen on the public

airwaves—before media megacorporations buy them all up.

“Next to the Internet, this is probably the most important free

speech issue going on in this country,” says Stephen Dunifer of California’s

Free Radio Berkeley 104.1, who, as the de facto granddaddy of unlicensed

FM broadcasting, parlayed a bitter court battle with the Federal

Communications Commission into a veritable radio revolution. “Who has

access to the airwaves? Who’s going to have a voice? And who’s not?”

Dunifer knows the right questions to ask. Unfortunately, the answers are

pretty ugly.

Getting onto FM radio legally is limited to the few with enough cash to

deal with licensing fees and equipment expenses that can mn into the mil-

lions barring the majority of citizens from any involvement with radio more

meaningful than the occasional call-in show. Let’s face it: Anything with a

$50,000 bare minimum admission fee is tough to qualify as free speech.

“The airwaves have been the exclusive domain of the well-endowed and

corporate interests. And people, individually and collectively, are precluded

from having a voice,” Dunifer explains. “And when you try to cut people’s

voices off, they will naturally try to find some avenue for expression.”

Over the last few years, Free Radio Berkeley has been joined by a

chorus of similar voices from microbroadcasting stations all over the coun-

try. People have become disgusted enough with the current state of

licensed commercial radio to risk substantial Fines and, in some cases, con-

frontations with heavily armed government agents, to wrest control of the

airwaves from corporate interests.

This isn’t pirate radio, Dunifer says. The real pirates are the corpora-

tions, “who have been allowed to steal and fence off the natural resources

of this planet, including the airwaves.”

This is free radio, a dynamic grassroots movement dedicated to

restoring democracy on the radio dial—and every month, more and more

stations crackle to life.

When Dunifer first backpacked his tiny homebuilt FM transmitter

into the hills overlooking Berkeley in 1 993, the microbroadcasting move-

ment was microscopic
—

’’There were just a handful [of broadcasters],” he

remembers. He knew he was by no means the first unlicensed broadcaster

to fire up a transmitter in defiance of the FCC. Black Liberation Radio

107.3, an unlicensed FM station that Dunifer used as a model for his own

Free Radio Berkeley, had been transmitting out of a Springfield, Illinois

housing project for over a decade, soldiering on in defiance of FCC dic-

tates. Dunifer started Free Radio Berkeley not just anticipating a visit from

the authorities, but depending on it.

“We looked at it as a legal challenge from the get go,” he explains. “It

was our intent to challenge the FCC in court.”

It didn’t take long. On May 2, 1993, when the FCC came knocking

at his apartment door7 Dunifer was ready, set to tear government regula-

tions to unconstitutional shreds. With the help of two sympathetic lawyers

working for the Comittee for Democratic Communications, Dunifer

turned what would have been a routine licensing dispute into a dramatic

First Amendment debate.

The heart of the issue is what Dunifer’s lawyers call a “catch 22”: The

FCC shuts down low-power broadcasters for transmitting without a

license, but refuses to issue licenses to anyone broadcasting under 1 00

watts of power. Typically, micro stations broadcast with less than forty

watts. Dunifer couldrrt have obtained a license for his station even if he’d

wanted to, because the FCC refuses to even entertain the idea of licensed

microbroadcasting.

“They’ve stated unequivocally that they’re never going to revisit the

idea of a low power service,” Dunifer says. Such recalcitrance demonstrates

a disregard of the principles this country was founded on, Dunifer thinks,

and for the last five years, he’s been in and out of the 9th District Court,

arguing for the return of the airwaves to the people. A trial is still distant,

but the courts have consistently ruled in Dunifer’s favor, even granting

Free Radio Berkeley temporary immunity from persecution. As the case

trundled onward, Dunifer started spreading the word. His station began

24 hour a day studio broadcasting and garnered considerable national

attention and he started selling transmitter kits, scattering miniature Free

Radio Berkeleys all over the country.

People started buying them by the hundreds.

Now swarms of unlicensed low-power FM stations have descended on

the airwaves throughout America, part of what the Wall StreetJournal

Anything with n
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called a “boom” in low-power broadcasting. Cities from

Atlanta to Albuquerque have all seen micro stations edge

onto the radio dial and over ten thousand would-be micro-

broadcasters bombard the FCC with requests for low-power

transmitter information annually.

“People are very fed up with corporate control of the

media and are growing increasingly aware that they are being

lied to,” Richard Edmondson of Bay Area microstation San

Francisco Liberation Radio 93.7 says. “Our news media have

become so bad that many people now joke about them, and

having a news media this bad creates a terrible void. I think

many people are going into micro radio as a means of getting

vital information out to their communities.”

Edmondson, a former radio journalist, started SFLR

with his partner Jo Swanson shortly after Free Radio Berkeley

went on the air in 1 993 to create an alternative to what he

felt was fundamentally dishonest corporate news reporting.

Independent research into political situations in the Middle

East and Central America convinced him that the mass

media wasn’t giving the public anything even approximating

the whole story.

“Once you become aware of who owns the media and

what their financial interests are, these things get easier and

easier to see through—to the point of becoming strikingly

transparent,” he said. “The question of why certain stories get

reported and others don’t is, for me, as well as others in the

micro radio movement, I think, no longer a mystery.”

SFLR features programs like Edmondson’s own “AIDS

Biowarfare Update,” dedicated to exploring the possibility

that the U.S. government gengineered the AIDS virus two

decades ago, Herb Mintz’s “Radical Departures,” a call-in

show bent on instigating the “transformation of the current

social order,” and Kiilu Nyasha’s staunchly egalitarian

“Freedom is a Constant Struggle.” Such shows would be hard

pressed to survive on commercial radio, but on SFLR, they

thrive.

Free radio isn’t only the domain of non-mainstream

political views. In the world of microbroadcasting, free speech

means exactly that. The airwaves are being stormed by every-

Free Radio Resources on the Internet
A micro-transmitter might only reach a few miles, but a web site can reach the whole world—and

micro broadcasters have flocked to cyberspace to further their cause, using the Internet to com-

municate without fear of reprisal. Broadcasters can find answers to technical questions, obtain legal

advice, and even exchange audio clips of programs, all from the comfort of their own terminals.

“The Internet and micropower broadcasting have a symbiotic relationship," Free Radio Berkeley's

Stephen Dunifer explains. Td rather not do it without the Internet at this point.”

Newsgroups

While alt.radio.pirate is the flagship newsgroup

of the micropower movement, illuminating tech-

nical info might also be found on rec.radio.ama-

teur.antenna, rec.radio.broadcasting, and

altradio.broadcasting. Of course, some main-

stream radio operators may not be as friendly

and helpful as the denizens of alt.radio.pirate, so

be careful what questions you ask.

Frequently Asked Questions

Low Power Transmitting FAQ

www.sasquatch.com/~zane/lowfaq.txt

Basic and thorough facts about microbroad-

casting, including technical information on

interference and frequency selection that new

broadcasters would be well advised to examine.

Also includes some sources for equipment.

FM-10 FAQ

www.paranoia.com/~filipg^LINIVF_FM10!html

The Ramsey FM-10 is the Volkswagen Beetle of

the microradio movement, a very low power no

frills transmitter that many veteran broadcasters

first started out on. Over the years, radio hackers

have devised several easy to build modifications

for the FM-10 to improve stability and range. This

transmitter is by no means a serious cutting edge

piece of equipment, but, especially for the begin-

ner, is still a solid stereo FM transmitter.

Web Sites

Free Radio Berkeley

www.freeradio.org

Though it’s the official home of Free Radio

Berkeley, freeradio.org is more of a nexus for

the radio movement, compiling basic legal

information with an informed peek at the work-

ings and character of the nation’s microbroad-

casters—as well as ordering info for Free Radio

Berkeley’s kits. Not a bad place to start learn-

ing about micro radio.

Direct Action Media Network

www.radio4all.org

A well-maintained collection of links to promi-

nent microstations worldwide, including some

mentioned in this article, as well as the home of

the A-Infos Radio Project. Described by SFLR’s

Richard Edmondson as a “radical Reuters," A-

Infos is a collection of downloadable MPEG
micro-radio audio clips covering alternative

news, music, and more.

Harvest Trust

www.harvest-trust.org/hotlist.htm

Excellent summary of the legalities of micro-

radio with plenty of digitized court documents,

especially for the Free Radio Berkeley case,

with smaller sections on recommended trans-

mitting equipment—they seem to like

Ramsey—and other prominent micro stations.

A few of the links are dead, but the in-depth

legal info more than makes up for slightly slop-

py page maintenance.

The Free Radio Network

www.frn.net

A long-time bulletin board evolved into an

Internet site, the FRN is a respectable reposito-

ry of free radio information. Aside from a contin-

uously updated message board and a live chat

room, FRN boasts a vast collection of links, from

how-to to history, as well as contact information

for a slew of stations worldwide—not to mention

the Comprehensive Pirate Radio Survival Guide,

available for browsing or download. A vital—if a

bit overwhelming—site for the free radio novice.

The FCC

www.fcc.gov

Easy e-mail access to prominent FCC types, as

well as several fact sheets and legal documents

on micro broadcasting. The FCC regularly posts

press releases about stations they’ve shut

down, so broadcasters can monitor who’s still

on the air. The site also includes excerpts from

several pertinent court cases that explain their

objections to microbroadcasting.
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Sometimes they come in pairs. Sometimes

they come backed up by a multi-jurisdictional

task force brandishing heavy artillery. But they

almost always eventually show up, and when

microbroadcasters hear that insistent pounding

on the studio door, they know the show is

over—at least for now.

An FCC raid is a possibility for almost every

micro radio station that has managed to accrue

a considerable listenership.

“You’ve got to have some willingness to face

off with the federal government,” warns Pete

Knocking. .

.

Tridash of Radio Mutiny.

Broadcasters advise having some sort of

contingency plan in place, just in case the

next person who shows up outside isn’t the

pizza guy.

“The running joke for a while was if the FCC

came, we’d say, ‘Pirate radio? I thought I was

doing an internship!”’ said Radio Limbo’s DJ

Racquet.

Before the FCC ever arrives, stations should

familiarize themselves with the legalities of micro-

broadcasting and look into contacting a lawyer.

“If we actually had good legal representation

at the time of the bust, we might not have

closed down,” said Radio Free Allston’s Steve

Provizer. “Get that legal advice right at the

beginning, if you can.”

While legal fees can often be as expensive

as FCC fines, microbroadcasters may be able to

win pro bono representation.

“It’s very much a First Amendment

issue,” says Mutiny’s Tridash, “so maybe you

can get someone to represent you free on

principle.”

Operators may wish to contact their local

ACLU or an equally progressively-minded legal

one from, “anarchists to religious people to average folks broadcasting city

council meetings and high school football games,” says Dunifer. Whatever

they’re transmitting—alternative viewpoints, alternative news, and even

alternative music that won’t ever make it into MTV’s Buzz Bin—is not con-

sidered appealing enough to warrant a place on corporate radio.

Many microbroadcasters blame corporate radio’s artistic timidity on

its consuming need to turn a profit—which demands seizing the largest

market share, which demands appealing to the largest possible chunk of

listeners, which demands the blandest, least creative programming possible.

Eclectic micro Radio Limbo, which segues seamlessly from Stereolab

to Servotron to the Shitbirds, often over the course of a single hour, was

founded six months ago as an antidote to pallid commercial music radio.

“You get the highest ratings by being the stupidest,” says Limbo’s

founder, the Engineer. “Big stations don’t want to make people think.”

“Music gets suppressed for a reason,” explains SFLR’s Edmonson. “I

think perhaps there has been a tendency amongst the more ‘politically

sophisticated’ members of the movement to put down such people. This I

strongly oppose, however, because cultural censorship is just as much of a

problem as news censorship. It’s so hard to find music on the radio that

says anything meaningful.”

Even relatively agenda-free broadcasters like Tampa’s Party Pirate

102.1, spinning an aggressive selection of rock and alternative, Minneapolis’

The Beat Radio 97.7, beaming out eminently listenable dance music, and

Cincinatti’s Free Radio 105.5, favoring a Top 40 Christian rock format, are

still striking a blow for free speech, Edmonson thinks.

“Every station is really, really different, but if one thing unifies all free

radio, it’s the idea that when the people who put this country together in

the first place made the First Amendment, they weren’t just talking about

the right to stand on the corner and yell. They were talking about the idea

that ordinary citizens have the right to be part of public debate,” says Pete

Tridash of Philadelphia’s Radio Mutiny 91.3. “I support everyone’s, even

fascists’, right to free speech. With that basic attitude, almost anyone can

get along on the political questions.”

• • •

“The only way I ever learned about music was dating skateboarders,”

says Christina Conformist. “It shouldn’t have to be like that.”

Christina is one of about a dozen college students who pooled their

finances and technical knowledge to put Radio Conformist on the air to

combat cultural ennui in what one local zine called “a fucking shithole of a

hippie town.” For a few hours each day, DJs file into an otherwise innocu-

ous dorm room and drench their campus with, depending on the day,

ambient techno, indie rock, pop punk, and, occasionally, just a smidgen of

radical politics.

“We have a general set of rules,” said DJ Mundo, currently running

Conformist from two black boxes he keeps under his bed. “Nothing that

gets airplay on a real radio station and nothing that’s on MTV 24-7.”

Mundo’s rules could be the unofficial code of a movement deter-

mined to support anything not played on a “real” radio station—a move-

ment founded on disgust with the present state of radio.

“Everybody I’ve ever talked to about this—rich, poor, black, white,

conservative, liberal, anarchist, fascist, whatever—everyone always says,

‘Yeah, radio sucks,”’ said Radio Mutiny’s Tridash. “I‘ve never run into some-

one who said, ‘Oh, but I like it the way it is.’ Make it radio that’s really dif-

ferent and you’ll have more support than you know what to do with.”

That enthusiastic support for micro radio is what most microbroad-

casters believe licensed stations are really afraid of—not technical concerns

like interference. Big stations don’t want listeners to pass over their multi-

million dollar megawatt signal in favor of a much more engaging microra-

dio station that cost far less. The National Association of Broadcasters, a

formidable corporate radio lobby, urged its members to report any and all

microstations they encounter, whether or not those stations are causing

trouble. Many microbroadcasters believe this search and destroy edict is a

sign that corporate America is getting desperate.

“They would never admit that a microbroadcaster would be a com-

petitive problem,” says The Beat Radio’s Alan Freed, who’s currently in

court with the FCC. “They complain that it’s a technical problem.”

The FCC said microbroadcasters are a “serious threat to public safe-

ty.” Spurious emissions from radio stations can, unbeknownst to the opera-

tor, jam vital aircraft-to-tower communications or dispatcher-to-police-

unit transmissions, and disrupt ordinary commercial broadcasts. The FCC

did shut down a cluster of microstations whose signals rendered airport

communications in West Palm Beach and Miami almost unintelligible.

“There’s always going to be some idiot who does something irrespon-

sible,” Dunifer said. “We can’t be Yesponsible for that. If people use a prop

er set up and equipment, interference is not really an issue.”

Free Radio Berkeley and other microbroadcasting equippers offer a



organization before they even order their

equipment. Be warned, however, that getting a

lawyer isn’t quite as easy as getting a trans-

mitter.

“When the shit hit the fan, it was not easy to

get lawyers who knew this area of the law to

step forward,” Provizer says. “The ACLU is trying

to help, but is understaffed. And the lawyers

who know us won't defend us, as they’re on the

‘other side.’”

Still, a committed lawyer may well be the

most valuable part of a station—a shiny new

FM stereo transmitter does very little to

advance free speech when it’s languishing in an

evidence locker somewhere.

When the unmarked vans roll up, make sure

your legal representation is on the way, and

control your conversations with agents. “Do not

speak to them unless you have a lawyer there,”

warns a legal pamphlet prepared by Free Radio

Berkeley’s attorneys.

Agents don’t need a warrant to search the

premises for radio equipment if they have prob-

able cause that an illegal act is being commit-

ted, and, in at least one case, the commission

has issued additional fines for “failure to permit

inspection.” Light prison sentences are an as-

yet-unexplored punishment.

“I think if we’re busted, everybody’s going

to play dumb and say, ‘we’re just a bunch of

kids who didn’t know what we were doing,”

said Conformist’s Chad Nasty. But misrepre-

senting personal knowledge of FCC regula-

tions is a separate crime. Again, silence is the

best defense.

In general, delving into the depths of com-

munications law is best left to qualified legal

professionals. If and when that knock on the

door finally comes, broadcasters should be

polite, careful of what they say, and above all,

prepared. Keep your lawyer on speed dial, just

like the pizza guy. $3

variety of signal filters and limiters that clamp down on any possible

interference.

“They tear at the same old lines over and over again, about chaos of

the airwaves and planes falling out of the sky,” Freed said. “They’re way

overblown—it’s a scare tactic.”

The basis for the FCC regulations is the Communications Act of

1934, drafted in radio’s prehistory. Even the most recent commission

action on microbroadcasting, which was to ban almost any transmitter

under 100 watts, was passed in 1978. Twenty years later, the regulations

are ridiculous, microbroadcasters say. The only FM transmitters legal

under current law have a broadcast range of a few hundred feet
—

“virtually

nothing,” says Dunifer—but since digital technology and microchips have

supplanted vacuum tubes and transistors, microstations are every bit as sta-

ble and clean as licensed multimillion dollar transmitters.

“There is no legitimate technical reason for the way the laws are

written,” says Limbo’s Engineer, an actual engineer well acquainted with

the intricacies of electronic devices. “The only reason is to protect the

radio industry.”

Microbroadcasters like Radio Limbo are at a disadvantage, however,

because the government doesn’t shut down stations just for causing inter-

ference—it shuts down stations for possessing only the potential to cause

interference, regardless of actual infractions. A single call from a licensed

station can send the FCC swooping down on even the most technically

clean, but still unlicensed, microstation.

“The FCC is a complaint driven agency,” explains Freed. “If no one

had complained about us, we’d still be on the air.”

The FCC originally Fined microbroadcasters $10,000 per observed

instance of unlicensed broadcast, with occasional additional penalties. Free

Radio Berkeley’s Stephen Dunifer met them head on in court, however,

and five years after the first Notice of Apparent Liability, Dunifer’s station

is broadcasting 24 hours a day and the FCC is filing briefs defending the

constitutionality of its regulations. Financial penalties seem to have little

real effect on broadcasters who, as Radio Mutiny’s Pete Tridash said, “have

nothing to lose.”

“They’re like, ‘Fine me $10,000? Good luck!”’ he said.

So the FCC changed their tactics. Instead of going after the broad-

casters, they target the broadcast equipment itself.

“The commission simply wants to get people off the air,” says Freed.

“They’re still looking for the secret recipe, the eleven herbs and spices for

shutting down ‘pirate’ broadcasts. They want something that’s pretty air-
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tight. So what they did was arrest the equipment.”

Last November, the FCC seized The Beat’s transmitter, and Freed went

into court to rescue his station. Other broadcasters have also had their equip-

ment confiscated, most recently in several raids in Florida. Without any hard-

ware, stations have to scramble for alternative methods of broadcasting.

“If you get taken off the air,” explains Freed, “its harder to get back on.”

Some stations, fearful of an FCC visit, have retreated underground, sure

that secrecy is the best security, and that the less noise they make, the less

complaints they’ll provoke.

“It only takes one time for somebody to get pissed off,” says

Conformist’s DJ Chad Nasty, whose station relies on word of mouth advertis-

ing to prevent the wrong people from picking up transmissions.

“Right now I don’t feel like advertising the radio too much,”

Conformist’s Mundo confides. “Maybe if we get it out of my room.”

In the best tradition of civil disobedience, however, microbroadcasters

who have already been outed by the FCC are exhorting clandestine stations to

make themselves known and to put up a fight against federal policy.

“If you avoid getting caught, you avoid getting listeners,” says Limbo’s

Engineer. “You can transmit sporadically from a moving car for an hour at a

time and not tell anyone when you’re going to be on, and that’s great, except

no one will listen to it.”

The same technological advances that spawned modern microbroadcast-

ing have also refined transmitter hunting techniques. Since radio stations, by

necessity, emit a constant signal, they aren’t very hard to track down. One

FCC agent boasted that any station going on the air could be located “in mil-

liseconds.” In the face of such intimidating claims, large numbers of micro-

broadcasters are turning to community relations as their best defense.

Publicity is being touted as something operators must embrace if they plan to

effect meaningful change.

“Our biggest security is being open with the public,” Dunifer said. “The

more publicity and the more people that become aware of this makes it all the

stronger, and makes it much more difficult for the FCC to deal with it.”

Publicity, however, is precisely why Tampa microbroadcaster Doug Brewer

feels his home was raided by a contingent of machine gun toting federal agents

so large that the government set up a buffet table in his front yard. Agents
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So you’re consumed with righteous

indignation and ready to go charging onto

the battlefield that is the FM radio spec-

trum? Be advised, then, that starting a

micro-radio station is very far removed from

starting a zine or a band. It’s expensive, dif-

ficult, and currently liable to net any opera-

tors unlucky or incompetent enough to run

afoul of the FCC a daunting fine.

“There are three things you need,” says

Radio Limbo’s DJ Gotta Have A Schtick.

“The bravery, the skill, and the money.”

The bravery is a personal issue—is there

a vital enough need for a station in your

community to warrant defying federal law?

Or do you have a less lofty agenda?

“If you’re not committed to doing some-

thing useful, don’t turn that sucker on,” says

The Beat’s Alan Freed. “We don’t need more

blowhards on the air doing their own thing

for the hell of it.”

Assembled FM broadcast paraphernalia

cannot be sold in the U.S., though kits,

ostensibly for “educational purposes,” are

permissible under law. But just because you

used to put together a lot of model airplanes

and you know how to program your VCR,

does not mean you can automatically get

something resembling a radio station out of

a pile of chips and capacitors.

If you can’t solder, learn before you go

any farther, or enlist the services of a tech-

nically competent friend. Most microradio

kits will take several hours for even a quali-

fied builder to cobble together, much less a
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novice.

“There’s a lot of people who would like to

have a pirate radio station, but they don’t

understand electronics,” says Limbo’s

Engineer. “Find some disaffected HAM oper-

ator who’s willing to turn to the dark side.”

Micro-stations also demand a substantial

investment, both in time and money. Those

two little black boxes under the bed have a

funny way of taking over your life. Financially,

while micro-stations certainly cost less than

the millions of dollars an established station

goes for, they aren’t dirt cheap, either.

“It’s not like $25, some scotch tape and

string,” Pete Tridash of Philadelphia’s Radio

Mutiny warns. “It’ll probably end up around

$1200-1500.”

Finally, micro-radio is less a hobby than a

life-style. Even if the federal marshals never

show up, the DJs scurrying around with milk

crates full of records are liable to make just as

much of a mess.

“If you run a pirate radio station, you

become a janitor,” says the Engineer.

Whoever owns the station has to cope

with the broad spectrum of stress inherent in

any project involving more than a handful of

people.

“Make sure you’re a nice person and you

have a lot of time, because if you’re not a

nice person, it won’t work,” says

Conformist's Mundo. “I'm serious.”

Studio Equipment

Good studio equipment is essential to a micro-

station. Broadcasting programs from a battered

personal cassette player might be technically fea-

sible, but why go to the trouble of funding and

building a working station only to pump indistinct

fuzz through it? Basic mixers that will allow smooth

transitions between songs are available from

stores like Radio Shack for as low as $20 or $30

and serviceable microphones generally sell for

under $100. Conventional home stereo compo-

nents work perfectly well and can usually be chan-

neled directly into the mixer
—

"boombox” type

models will need some creative cord-and-adaptor

wrangling but can be made to work without too

much fuss.

Transmitter

Thanks to technical innovations and a few

cabals of renegade radio engineers working within

the micropower movement, there is a wide variety

of FM transmitter kits on the market, from the

barely-legal milliwatt-level Ramsey Transmitters to

more robust—and decidedly illegal—kits from Free

Radio Berkeley or Panaxis. Keep in mind that not

all transmitters use Phase Lock Loop (PLL) tech-

nology, which prevents a signal from drifting up

and down the radio spectrum. For anyone wanting

to run a serious station, PLL is a must.

Amplifier

“You need an amp if you’re being zesty,” says

Mundo—not to mention if you wish to send a sig-

nal more than 200 feet from your transmitter.

Amplifiers need a certain amount of incoming sig-

nal from a transmitter to work correctly, specified

by the manufacturer. There are amplifiers available

that will boost a very low power transmitter like an

FM-10 to around 1/2 a watt, amplifiers that will

boost a 172 watt signal to anything from a 6 to a

20 watt signal, and so on. Coverage varies based

on a number of factors like type of antenna, type

of terrain, and so on, but generally, a watt signal

will travel a mile, with distance-to-signal-strength

ratio dropping off as wattage increases. A 20-watt

station will go quite far, but it won’t go for 20

miles. Most micro stations hover between 10 and

40 watts.

Filters rnd Limiters

“Absolutely imperative,” states Free Radio

Berkeley’s web site—without a filter, stations will

spew all sorts of interference over the airwaves,

not only attracting irate FCC agents but embar-

rassing the movement, adding ammunition to the

arguments that microstations are unsafe and irre-

sponsible and potentially endangering public safe-

ty. Any responsible FM equipper will sell filters and

dummy loads, devices that absorbs RF energy so

broadcasters can tune and check their station

without actually sending out a signal. Limiters

shave off any dangerous peaks and dips in a sta-

tion’s signal, preventing unexpected audio spikes

and overmodulation that can cause interference,

as well as a sloppy-sounding signal.

Antennr

Some operators tend to skimp on antennas,

depending on their amp and transmitter for brute

force to get on the air, but a good antenna can

dramatically increase your station’s signal

strength. Plans for antennas abound on the net,

but some prefer tried and tested factory designs,

available from standard FM suppliers. “It’s a lot

easier to get a kit antenna than to build your own,”

says Conformist’s Mundo. However, some anten-

nas must be customized to a station’s individual

frequency, to maximize efficiency, so don’t think

just any old thing will work.

Power Supplies

FM equipment runs on DC, not AC, and should

never be plugged directly into a wall—while

adapters are available, AC power injects an annoy-

ing hum into the station’s signal. Instead, use a

specially designed DC power supply.

Sources

Free Radio Berkeley

Transmitters, amps, filters, antennas—all the

fundamentals and a few choice extras, as well as

several “On-Air Quick!" packages demanding less

technical expertise than the usual kits.

1442 A Walnut St., #406

Berkeley, CA 94709

(510) 464-3041

- http://www.freeradio.org

frbspd@crl.com

L.D. Brewer's Broadcaster’s Candy Store

Tasty selection of transmitters, amps, and

everything necessary to get a station running. Also

offers a 20 or 40 watt “Plug and Play” package for

$650.

POB 16456

Tampa, FL 33687

813-960-8023

http://www.ldbrewer.com

ldbrewer@flanet.com

Panaxis Productions/Pan-Com

One of the oldest suppliers of FM broadcast

equipment.

PO Box 130

Paradise, CA 95967-0130

(530) 534-0417

http://www.panaxis.com

sales@panaxis.com

£

Progressive Concepts

Transmitters of various makes and models,

amps, filters, studio accessories, and more. Offers

a free catalog.

P.0. Box 586,

Streamwood, IL 60107, U.S.A.

(630) 736-9822

http://homel.gte.net/dgagl/PROGRESSIVE/

pconcepts@compuserve.com

Ramsey Electronics

Home of the venerable FM-10 as well as an

assortment of higher power transmitters, ampli-

fiers, and kits, as well as a selection of non-radio

goodies.

793 Canning Parkway

Victor, New York 14564

(800) 446-2295

http://www.ramseyelectronics.com/
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munched on donuts as they systematically stripped Brewers home of “any-

thing that looked like a radio,” including a digital clock.

“They just had a field day in here,” Brewer says. “I've heard of them

taking equipment from other people before, but I’ve never heard of them

using a SWAT team.”

According to Brewer, the FCC began organizing their November 19

raid a month before—the day a front page Wall Street Journal article her-

alded him as a colorful anti-authoritarian insouciantly eluding vindictive

and easily thwarted government agents.

“They tried to make an example out of me because of the level of

press I was receiving,” Brewer said. “Publicity for pirate radio is a good

thing, but watch your level of exposure. If you get national exposure, you

can expect to be harassed.”

Though broadcasters admit that the media has so far been a sympa-

j* thetic ally, they complain that what they see as a serious free speech issue is

88 trivialized by a romanticized bad-boy characterization of the movement in

the national press.

“The media mostly report micro radio as a novelty, without going

into much detail about the free speech issues involved,” said SFLR’s

Edmondson.

“Were seen as the little 13 year old kicking up dust and throwing a

tantrum, and you just kind of pat him on the head and say, ‘Ok, you’re

angry,”’ says Radio Limbo’s DJ Gotta Have A Schtick.

The recent action in Tampa, if anything, has won Brewer even more

publicity, and while his broadcasting equipment may be tied up in court,

he plans to reincarnate his station on the Internet.

“I‘m not going to just roll over and die,” he says. “That’s what they

want me to do. They want to put me totally out of business, lock me up

and throw away the key, but that’s not going to happen.”

SFLR’s Edmondson worries that the armed raid in Tampa might be

just the beginning in a newer, higher stakes round of sparring between the

government and the microbroadcasters. Currently, microbroadcasters are

punished with fines of tens of thousands of dollars and equipment seizure.

Edmondson wonders if they will soon face jail time or worse.

“People should brace themselves for the possibility of hundreds of

Tampas in cities across the country,” he says. “I‘m not trying to be alarmist

or pessimistic, but people should realize that that is a possibility and start

planning now to combat it.”

Radio Mutiny’s Tridash is one step ahead of him. One of the main

topics at the East Coast microradio convention Tridash is organizing for

April 3-5 in Philadelphia is how to forge the clots of isolated broadcasters

around the country into a coherent force capable of standing up for itself.

“A lot of stations have talked about the need to formulate a coordi-

nated political response because of all the harassment from the FCC late-

ly,” he says. “We’ll just get together and talk about how micro radio can

emerge as a movement.”

Radio Mutiny has already begun canvassing for microradio on the

East Coast the same way Dunifer does on the West Coast, initiating a call-

in campaign called Zap The FCC, wherein microradio supporters leave

their opinions on the commission’s answering machines—the number to

call is 1-888-CALL-FCC. This spring, Mutiny is going on tour, spreading

the micropower gospel via presentations and workshops and helping any

interested parties to start their own stations. To arrange a stop over or get

convention details, call the station at 215-472-4903.

“We realized really early on that while the issues that are going on in

court are really great, the way we’re going to win this thing is by rallying

public support and getting the laws changed around,” Tridash explains.

Like Tridash, Steve Provizer, the Massachusetts microradio operator of

Radio Free Allston 106.1, feels that the real victory for micro radio

depends on convincing the public that micro radio is worth preserving.

“I believe this needs to become a broad-based grassroots issue,” he

says. “A lot of education has to take place and a lot of harnessing of the

widespread but unfocused feeling that ‘something is wrong’ in the media is

necessary. Sloganeering just isn’t going to cut it.”

The alternative is, simply, no alternative. Everyday, more and more

independent media outlets are subsumed by giant corporations, consolidat-

ing the power to express oneself into a very limited number of hands.

“Just like there tend to be fewer and fewer different banks, fewer and

fewer different stores, there tend to be fewer and fewer radio stations,” says

Radio Limbo DJ Penny Rimbaud. “If the government believed in free

speech, they would be promoting stations like this.”

Instead, the government prosecutes stations like Radio Limbo and

Radio Free Allston and Free Radio Berkeley for providing community ori-

ented radio open to all. Broadcasters hope to get stations on the air faster

than the FCC can shut them down, and by sheer numbers force some

kind of resolution.

“It keeps growing every day,” says Brewer. “Hopefully, it’ll break their

back. They just won’t have enough agents.”

Microcasters acknowledge the need for some regulation, but point to

countries like Jtaly and Canada where low power FM broadcasting licenses

are available for an affordable fee. Micro stations can fit comfortably in the

niches between the gargantuan stations already broadcasting, and fill nich-

es the gargantuan stations are ignoring, they say.

“If they would just let microstations use up the rest of the airwaves,

what’s the problem?” asks Radio Conformist DJ N10CT. “Nobody in the

whole world is being harmed by this.” ®
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on Carey is out of work and

we are all poorer for it.

The fall of the Teamster’s

president halted the

momentum of a revitalized

American labor movement

and dampened the hopes of

many on the left who count-

ed New Labor among the

coalition of causes

capable of smash-

* ing the corporate/

right stranglehold on the body politic. One man

does not make a movement. Even Carey admits

that, saying the reform of the Teamsters and the

larger picture of organizing here “does not

depend on one man or woman.” The struggle

Always with the hope ofmeeting the sea theyjourneyed without bread, without

sticks, without bowls, biting the golden lemon ofthe bitter ideal.

—Stephane Mallarme

Like good music, which goes beyond itself,

beyond its material existence as a simple

sequence of tones to touch something

larger, more universal, the individual

battles of labor resonate together

to transcend their localized bodies of

struggle, producing a significance greater

than the sum oftheir collective parts.

soldiers on but without Carey who, with the

UPS strike, pushed the fight for worker’s rights

into the national spotlight and gave people

something lost long ago in the sedimented fossil

of mainstream political discourse: hope.

The obligatory symbols of “corruption” and

“the mob” long associated with unions (and per-

petuated by the national press) become today

the truisms that shed light on Carey’s downfall.

“The history of Ajnerican labor is full of heroic

deeds and devilish pacts, hazardous deals and

double standards,” an editorial in The Nation

reads. “A history that accommodates the rise and

fall of Ron Carey almost too well.” The symbols

at work here (the devils, the deals) become the

stars in a constellation of received meanings and

half-notions conspiring to explain the misfor-

tunes of Carey by faithfully charting what was

always already in the stars. From Internet chat-

rooms to the New York Times
,
the idea that the

Teamsters and other unions are under fire for

corruption is not only old news, it is patently

essential in the conception of what unions are.

Not everyone believes in astrology.

Rejecting the heavenly pronouncements of the

national press, writer Alexander Cockburn gives

us the symbol of human hysteria befitting of the

situation—the witch hunt:

“We’re over the edge of an old-fashion

witch hunt, and people should understand the

stakes and what the battle is about. The witch

hunt is against organized labor. Its prime target



is Teamster president Ron Carey. Beyond Carey,

targets include Richard Trumka, secretary-trea-

surer of the AFL-CIO, and John Sweeney. Also

under assault is Arthur Coia of the Laborer’s

Union. Beyond the labor chieftains, the target is

any progressive leaders and radical organizers in

the entire union movement.”

On November 17, 1997, Judge Kenneth

Conboy disqualified Carey from running for re-

election for the presidency of the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, citing that Carey

knew of schemes to fund his campaign with

money from employers (which is illegal in union

elections). Teamsters for a Democratic Union,

one of the driving forces behind the labor

reform movement, became the target of an FBI

and Senate probe. Also targeted are Richard

Trumka and John Sweeney for illegally con-

tributing to the Carey campaign. The hysteria is

real. The hunt goes on, as it implicates seeming-

ly every organization of the leftist flavor into

Carey’s web of criminality: the New Party,

Democratic Socialists of America, Citizen

Action, the National Democratic Committee,

and even the California Lobby for Individual

Freedom and Equality, a public group advocat-

ing the use of medicinal marijuana for AIDS

patients (as a footnote apropos to this absurdity,

Gail Zappa, wife of Frank Zappa, is also targeted

for probing). The forces that shut the Teamsters

down were powerful and sobering. But it would

be self-deluding to think it is simply the conse-

quence of dealing with an organization with a

dubious historical lineage. This is what happens

when a movement which questions the funda-

mental inequalities of the distribution of wealth

begins to show signs of strength.

The UPS strike in August was such a sign,

bold and galvanizing. For 16 days, 185,000

strikers, with the full backing of the Teamsters

and the AFL-CIO, shut down a national indus-

try, inspired the Left, and convinced America

that their cause was just. A fair wage. Job securi-

ty. Health benefits.That’s what the UPS workers

fought for in their contract negotiations; it read

like the template of what everyone wants in a

job—any job. But beyond the contract, the

UPS strike challenged a global economic logic

that fundamentally sees the worker—blue collar

and white, first world or third—as wholly

expendable. The national dissolution of full

time work and its replacement by temporary,

part time jobs with less pay and little or no ben-

efits reflects the global trend of corporations

trying to increase profitability at the expense of

workers. For 16 days, UPS workers exercised

their right to withhold their labor power in

protest against the draconian logic of a compa-

ny who cared more about the profit motive

than their workers. UPS lost $50 millions dol-

lars each striking day. They caved in on

Monday, August 18. In a decade of political

compromises, Carey made none. In an age of

diminished expectations, the Teamsters

promised and proved that the march of corpora-

tions can be stopped. And if it can be halted

but for a brief moment, it can be done again.

That is what organized labor is counting on

and what companies like UPS and their hired

hands in Congress fear. This fear comes from the

knowledge that the UPS strike is not just an

anomaly in the American workplace. Since

1 996, strike statistics, while still low, rose for the

first time in years. What the numbers only par-

tially tell you is that the rise comes from years of

work by labor leaders and activists who toiled to

revitalize and repoliticize the workplace.

Carey is one. He started working at UPS

in 1958 and joined the Teamsters local 804 in

New York. Eventually, he was elected president

of the local and began challenging UPS man-

agement to improve wages and working condi-

tions. This infuriated the National Teamster

leadership, who at the time conspired to give

companies absolute control over the workplace

in exchange for kickbacks. Carey took them

head on, calling for strikes and walkouts with-

out the consent of the Teamsters national head-

quarters. In 1991, Carey became the first demo-

cratically elected Teamsters president in history,

and proceeded to clean house, endearing him-

self to reformers and making many “old-school”

Teamsters furious.

AFL-CIO president John Sweeney is also

an ally. His agenda to revive the American labor

movement has been met with enthusiasm and

interest. He has dramatically stepped up organiz-

ing, especially among women and people of

color. He’s mobilized the AFL-CIO’s political

wing, becoming a force inside the Beltway. With

secretary-treasurer Trumka and executive vice-

president Linda-Chavez Thompson, Sweeney

created Union Summer, a program attracting top

college minds into the labor movement; and

Union Cities, the centerpiece of his organizing

strategies, designed to re-energize the country’s

600 central labor councils, the umbrella organi-

zations for local unions. More than any other

national leader in the U.S. (with the possible

exception of Rev. Jesse Jackson), Sweeney’s broad

appeal for action based on class-based politics

has made organized labor one of the vital centers

of the American Left today.

He is not alone. Around the country people

are organizing themselves to better negotiate

their future; strawberry pickers in Northern

California, textile workers in New York City,

part-time college teachers in Chicago. And they

are not alone. As if it were digging its own grave,

the process of globalization has the unintended

effect of connecting people across the world in a

network of shared struggles against the global

economy. In Workers In A Lean World, Kim

- Moody writes:

But the pressures of lean production,

neoliberal austerity, and international compe-

tition bore down on more and more sectors of

the working classes in more and more nations.

The mass strikes of 1994-7 did not come out

of nowhere. In most countries where these

occurred there was already a pre-history of

resistance in specific workplaces. Strikes in

France’s public-sector industries, such as Air

k
- France, France Telecom, the national railroad

and Paris transit began in 1992 or 1993.

[Spain] saw a long string of strike in impor-

tant industries as well as earlier mass strikes in

1993-1994. Italy had seen strikes called by

unofficial Cobas among public-sector workers.

In the U.S. strikes returned in both the public

and private sectors in the early 1990’s.

The struggles are just beginning. The pros-

ecution of Ron Carey in the States and the

harassment and murder of labor leaders and

organizers in Mexico, South Korea and other

parts of the world signal a backlash that is slowly

gaining momentum. Yet despite this, and despite

signs that in Carey’s wake the AFL-CIO, the

Teamsters for a Democratic Union, and others

in organized labor have begun to dig in to

weather the storm, people continue to organize

themselves. Workers are fighting Capital and the

state to actively determine the course of their

lives. These economic and political struggles, in

turn, have a transformative power.

Like good music, which goes beyond itself,

beyond its material existence as a simple

sequence of tones to touch something larger,

more universal, the individual battles of labor

resonate together to transcend their localized

bodies of struggle, producing a significance

greater than the sum of their collective parts. As

important as the creation of jobs, organized

labor has managed to create new possibilities for

a politics of the future, inspiring new masses to

join the good fight. They sing the songs of hope

and renewal—and people are listening. ®
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Robbie Conal, 1985

Punk is no different. Look at our supposed open minded scene where

many bands and zines are bringing up social and political issues—who are

we really reaching? Or better yet, who are we communicating to that does-

n’t already agree with us? There is no dialogue being created when every-

body is in agreement—check out any straight edge show for proof of this.

Sometimes you have to work harder to get your message across—some-

times you have to take it to the streets.

They won’t give you sticker paper to run through the self-serve copiers at

Copy Cop and they’re the only place in town that has it. I’ve taken to stick-

ering, as the frigid weather is forbidding me from getting much postering

done. I’d like to run the stickers and then get them up tonight, but the guy

behind the counter tells me he has to run that stock through a special copi-

er that’s built to handle it—a copier he won’t let me operate. He’s getting a

little impatient with my obvious reluctance to hand over my originals.

Tonight’s image is of male and female icons (like you see on restroom

doors) standing side by side with the tag line “Is my cock big enough?”

right above their heads. I’ve been putting this image up for a couple of

weeks now. It’s my favorite so far, and it’s getting some pretty good cover-

age—it’s everywhere!

The guy’s right in thinking that I’m reluctant to hand over the originals.

I’m nervous that this guy may have seen ‘em, become offended and call

somebody. But fuck it— I hand it over. The guy looks it over for a few sec-

onds, then says, “Oh yeah, I’ve seen these around. Did you make this?”

Cautiously I tell him I did.

He looks it over again, pondering it for a few more seconds. “What does it

mean?” he asks me in a tone that fully lets me know my explanation will

decide whether he runs my stickers or runs me out of the store.

I decide there’s nothing I can do but tell the man my point and hope that

he agrees enough to—at the very least—not get me in trouble. Besides, the

door’s only 20 feet to my left in case I feel the need to make a break for it.

“Well, jock assholes, no matter how over-confident they may appear to be,

and no matter how macho they may project themselves as, will always be

vulnerable when it comes to wondering if they have a small dick and if it’s

enough to please a woman,” I explain. “I like to think of these pricks in

bed with a woman and after they’ve had sex, he has to lean over and ask

this inane question—a question that is a metaphor for the sum of all his

fears. If he just had a big dick he could accomplish anything in the world,

but he’ll never know if it’s big enough.” I looked up for the first time since

my explanation began. The guy was looking at me with a smile and told

me that every time some macho asshole did something particularly boister-

ous or fratboy-esque, like peel out in their cars when leaving a parking lot,

or yelling remarks at women out ofwindows, he and his friends would

I
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DID SHE RISK HER
LIFE FOR GOVERNMENTS
THAT ENSLAVE WOMEN?

police brutality, homeless

Postering has been

employed—to great suc-

cess—in raising awareness

of and creating dialogues

about issues as diverse as

sexism* racism, AIDS,

ness, crooked politicians

and almost any other soci-

THE GUERRILLA GIRLS, 1991
etal ill you can think of.

GRAN FURY, 1990

always say “wow, that guy must have a really big dick.” He went on, “In

fact this one asshole almost ran me over in his Camaro this morning when

I was riding my bike to work and yelled ‘get out of the street faggot!’ at

me.” He turned around, made me 3 dozen

sheets of stickers, took one for himself, and let

me have the rest for free.

When I make my posters and stickers, I do it

to create subtle distractions for people to pon-

der the meaning and purpose of life. I like the

idea of people seeing my stuff and then hav-

ing to spend a decent portion of their day try-

ing to figure out what it was all about. The

best was when I’d get really good coverage,

‘cause then you knew that just about the time

they’d put one ofmy images out of their

minds, they’d see another one and that would

start them thinking about it all over again.

Organizations like The Guerrilla Girls,

Gran Fury, the Fireworks Graphics

Collective, and Fierce Pussy, as well as indi-

viduals like Robbie Conal and innumerable

individual artists, activists, and antagonists

aim much higher and hit much harder in

their quest to get across very concrete ideas

about political and social issues. Postering

has been employed—to great success—in

raising awareness of and creating dialogues

about issues as diverse as sexism, racism,

AIDS, police brutality, homelessness,

crooked politicians and almost any other societal ill you can think of.

The range of issues covered is limited only by the willingness and fervor

of individuals to get out there and get the word on the street, the walls,

sides of buildings, mailboxes, lamp posts everywhere.

It’s easier to cause a stir than you may think. Gran Fury

member Loring McAlpin explains: “You need to seize

authority. The way we started was with Xerox machines.

If you’re angry enough and have a Xerox machine and

five or six friends who feel the same way, you’d be sur-

prised how far you can go.”

Robbie Conal is a perfect example of seeing how far you

can get. A Los Angeles based painter, Conal decided one

day in 1985 to take his art to the streets in the form of

vicious caricatures of politicians and other people of note

like Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Oliver North, Ed

Meese, Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker, Jesse Helms. The

posters were simple, yet effective. A grey, exceptionally

unflattering portrait ofsomeone would be accompanied

by a tag line or word. The simplicity of the text, juxta-

posed with the distorted portrait made for the perfect

guerrilla art: instantly readable, yet surprisingly biting.

Conal started with one black-and-white poster and drove

around L.A. in the middle of the night with a friend

putting it up. Slowly, things grew from there. First it was

just getting more people around L.A. to help put up

posters locally. That grew into recruiting friends in other

cities, and those friends recruiting people all over the

country—culminating in as many as 10,000 of the same

poster being put up in a single night in 1 8 cities all over

the country.

Conal offers his own story as words of encouragement:

“Start small, design something modest that you can actu-

ally get done. Maybe the next one will be bigger and save
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But it doesn’t always take a strong political message to get noticed or stir up

the masses. Take into account the wildly popular invasion of the ubiquitous

“Andre The Giant Has A Posse” stickers. Started by a crafty Rhode Island

School of 6esign student several years ago, Andre has spread all over the

globe—to date more than 400,000 stickers have been distributed. Andre

proves that a good idea and provocative image will spread itself like a virus.

The tools to spread your virus can be bought at any hardware store. You’ll

need wheat paste, also known as wallpaper paste, and a brush. Plus, of

course, you’ll need your posters which, for me, take the form of very simple

black and white photocopies. Any way you want to get your message onto

paper—xerox, offset, silkscreen, Sharpie—will do. What’s important is that

it’s on there.

I’ve been joined at the bus stop by a middle aged

woman and her two teenage children, one boy and

one girl. My back is to them and I’m almost asleep

standing up when I hear them laughing and telling

their mother to come over and “read this funny

thing.” The mother reads the poster and says,

“Well that’s just stupid. You have to work! How are

you going to survive if you don’t work? Whoever

put that there must have rocks in their head.”

I still have glue in my hair, my hands are raw from a

night of postering in the cold with no gloves, and I’m so

fucking tired. But right now—thanks to that woman

—

I wouldn’t want to be doing anything else. ®

Hanging a poster is equally simple: you choose your target, cover enough

of the surface with paste to fit your poster, slap the sucker down and cover

the poster with more glue to keep up for the ages (some ofmy posters were

still readable a year later). One important thing to keep in mind is how
your posters will be seen, since that’s the whole point of doing this in the

first place. Letter-sized posters and small stickers work great in locations

with high foot traffic, or in cities with widely used public transportation

(nothing beats having your message driven around the city on a bus or a

train—it’s a captive audience that’s constantly being renewed), but won’t

work in areas where cars are the main way people get around because they

will be too small, and people will be going by too quickly to see little stuff.

For such areas you’ll have to make bigger posters that can be seen and deci-

phered from a distance.

Robbie Conal, 1988

the world.” How far can you go? How far can you imagine?

Another group of socially minded activists, The Guerrilla Girls, also started

in 1985, but on the East Coast. Made up of an undetermined number of

art world feminists who were fed up with the sexism and racism—among

other faults—prevalent, but largely unrecognized in the galleries, museums

and attitude ofNew Yorks art circles set out to raise awareness—guerrilla

style! Since their inception, the Guerrilla Girls have produced some 70

posters as well as other printed materials, and staged actions to shed light

on the ills of their own scene.

The toughest part of fly-postering is coming up with a good idea, an artful

presentation and the nerve to take a few risks in the name of your art, your

politics, your love of dada, your need for attention—some of the above or

all of the above. Hell, ifAndre the Giant can span the globe because one

clever art student in Rhode Island came up with an intriguing image and

some guerrilla, anything is possible.

I’m standing at the bus stop early in the morning, practically dozing off

and not sure how I’m going to make it through a full

day of work after staying out late postering. I’m lean-

ing against the same poll that a few days earlier I had

pasted a poster to. It’s still up while I wait for the

bus. It’s of an iconic businessman and is captioned,

“I work, therefore I am” and smaller underneath, “an

etfil, lying bastard who perpetuates the hideous,

greedy machine of big business that runs the con-

sumer frenzy of exploitation and death.”

Many poor
and a bettor life. If Bush had a real policy for public

education, who would fight his wars?

By keeping their identities and their membership numbers secret—they

refuse to be seen in public without gorilla masks—the Guerrilla Girls man-

aged to turn themselves into art world folk heroes. Referring to themselves

as “feminist counterparts to the mostly male tradition of anonymous do-

gooders like Robin Hood, Batman and the Lone Ranger,” the Guerrilla

Girls have employed fly postering and stickering since their beginnings to

make their point.
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or five years I’d been singing, writing lyrics and

basing my life around my band Echonochrist and in

August of 1993, it ended. For five years I had been

screaming out all the pain I felt in my life and all my

rage at the injustice I perceived in the world. With the

band, I found a release and within the punk scene I

found a community of like-minded people from which

have come friendships that will last a lifetime. I also had

an enormous amount of fun, excitement and adven-

tures. With the band, I had a vehicle of expression which

I hoped I could use to influence people. I felt that punk had the power

to inspire people to create change in their personal lives and the world.

But I felt I was talking too much and doing too little. Being in a

punk band felt safe, easy and unchallenging. Creativity and self expres-

sion are great, but I felt my efforts should not end there. I was still filled

with anger but I wanted a new, more constructive outlet for my rage. I

decided I should try to find some line of work where I could make

enough money to survive, hopefully help people less fortunate than

myself
,
and not have to compromise my beliefs along the way.

I wound up getting an internship, through San Francisco State, at

a drop-in center for homeless youth called Larkin Street Youth Center.

After working there part-time for a year, I got a position as a Street

Outreach Worker in the youth program at Central City Hospitality House.

I would work there, mostly full time, from October of 1994 until May of

1997. It was an experience that would leave an indelible impression on

my life.

At CCHH, I worked in the drop-in center where we provided meals,

clothes, supplies, counseling, job training, education, referrals and a

safe, multicultural place for homeless people under 21 to hang out. We

could provide people with a bed in a shelter or a group home. We also

had various support groups for Latinos, women and substance users as

well as groups on health and HIV prevention. We tried to assess where

people were at, what they wanted, what they needed and then we tried

to help them get it. We tried to give people choices and alternatives to

life on the streets without forcing them to do anything against their will. I

tried to counsel people by listening to their situations and then offering

the appropriate services; I tried to help people on the streets survive.

At night, me and my partner would walk the streets of the

Tenderloin, the Mission and the Haight looking for homeless youth.

We would pass out condoms, bleach and needle exchange referrals

to help prevent the spread of HIV. We’d also just talk to the kids, get

to know them and let them know what services were available to

them. If they didn’t want deal with going into an agency, we’d try to

bring the services to them. Often people just wanted somebody they

could talk to about things who was not out to fuck them over. We’d

listen to their stories and do what we could for them. Sometimes

that meant calling people on their shit and letting them know when

we felt they were fucking up. If we saw them all sick and strung out,

we let them know it.

In the years I did this, I grew tremendously as a person. I was

forced to deal with situations I’d never found myself in before. I had to

try to help my clients deal with a barrage of complex problems that I

had never had to face. I bared witness to countless painful and desper-

ate situations. I had to try to counsel people who had just been raped;

who had just found out they were HIV positive; who were caught in abu-

sive relationships or the vicious cycle of heroin addiction.

Our clients were as diverse as America and a big part of the job

was making sure that this diverse group of kids all got along with each

other well enough to share the same space. They were gay, straight,

bisexual and transgendered. They were white, black, Latino, Asian and

native American. They were documented and undocumented. They were

from poor, working class, middle class and even affluent backgrounds.

They were literate and illiterate. They spoke Spanish, English, and

Tagalog. They were monolingual and bilingual. They were recreational

users, addicts, alcoholics, clean and sober twelve-steppers and teeto-

talers. They were crusty squatters and gangbangers; hoodlums'and

geeks; pimps and prostitutes; urban and rural. From every state in the

nation and every country in North America. Some were just on the

streets by choice, but most were there because they had no where else

to go. Many left home to escape abuse or were kicked out. Some had

been on the streets for days and others for years. Most of the clients I

saw for an extended length of time had no support system other than

the streets, and nowhere else to be except for jail. I’d say most of our

clients had been abused by their families of origin, emotionally, physi-

cally and/or sexually. Many had a really low opinion of themselves.

Some had no families and had been raised in group homes, foster

homes, and various other institutions. Poverty was at the root of some

situations, but certainly not all were from indigent backgrounds. Many

of the kids I got to know there were incredibly inspirational people.

Many were eloquent writers, artists and storytellers. Some drove me

crazy with there self destructive, erratic and violent behaviors. Some left

me feeling profoundly sad, angry and frustrated. Others impressed me

beyond my wildest hopes. A few I grew to seriously dislike but many I

grew to care for deeply. The stories of the kids I grew to know at CCHH
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are rich and varied. I spent more time with my clients than I did with

my friends. I fear my words can not do their stories justice.

One client was 13 when I met her. She was strung out on heroin,

as a result of being on the street, and having sex with older men to sur-

vive. Your body can be your only resource when you are young and

homeless. In exchange for sex, people will give you a place to stay,

money and dope. She was really depressed and high all the time. She

said she didn’t care if she lived or died. Her family had done things to

her to make the streets a better place to be than home, and had told

her she was fat, stupid and worthless. After various stints behind bars,

she is now in her third drug treatment program. She wants to get clean,

is doing well and is almost finished with the program.

One client, a gay hustler from the bible belt, did not fare so well in

treatment—he hung himself. He’d been on the streets for years after his

parents kicked him out because they could not deal with his sexuality.

He went to San Francisco hoping to find acceptance and a better life.

A client from El Salvador came to the USA to make money to send

home to his family. Since his illegal status prevented him from getting a

legitimate job, he wound up selling crack. On the streets of San

Francisco, he found police brutality
,
violence and gangs—the exact

type of thing he’d hoped to escape. He got busted too many times and

was deported. He called once saying he was on his way back.

A client from rural Mexico was able to get a green card. He had to

live in our group home for over a year, but now he has a job he likes

and his own studio apartment. He was in great spirits the last time we

spoke. He came here with nothing.

A young squatter from the Midwest was an aspiring artist when I

met her on Market street. She wound up squatting in SF, with her abu-

sive boyfriend for too long and got hooked on dope. She quit that even-

tually but now has a crack habit and is selling herself on Capp street.

The abusive boyfriend has been replaced with a brutal pimp. Last time I

saw her, she was seven months pregnant. She had wanted an abortion

but was so high she kept missing the appointments we made for her. I

wonder where she is now.

Another client spent years on the street. Now she works as an out-

reach worker and is going to college as well. She decided she was sick

of her situation and luckily there were some resources in place to help

her find a job and start school.

One client, a young white kind from suburban LA, was hustling,

fighting, robbing and shooting speed on Polk street when I met him.

Now, over three years later and despite the efforts of various agencies

that provide services to homeless youth and despite the fact that he

wanted to change his situation, he is doing the exact same thing in the

exact same spot.

A punk from Oregon who was a long time client overcame his trou-

bles with alcohol, violence, and the law. He now has a job repairing

bicycles and advocates for homeless youth.

At times the work really got to me. I felt useless; I felt like an arro-

gant fool for thinking I could help anyone do anything. Sometimes I felt

my faults and hypocrisies, and those of the agency I worked for, meant

that I shouldn’t even make the effort. Fortunately, I realized that if you

wait to achieve personal perfection before trying to act, you’ll simply die

without changing a thing.

Doing this work made me face a lot of my own issues. It was hard

for me to be around strung out people all the time because it reminded

me of my alcoholic father, who killed himself when I was fourteen

—

something I’ll never fully come to terms with. It also reminded me of all

my friends who were using heroin—they would lie about it through

pinned pupils right to my face, just like the kids at work. Often I was

forced to try and help people I found morally reprehensible, such as a

nazi skinhead that used to come in. It was often hard to maintain a

professional, objective demeanor. But I did.

I was moved profoundly by the ability of the kids I worked with to

survive despite the odds. I worked hard to offer them choices, alterna-

tives, and answers to their problems, but in the end it was obviously

their efforts that made the difference. They were survivors: intelligent,

resourceful, and strong. Many endured hardships that my privileged

middle-class ass could never fathom. I saw many forge a better life for

themselves even after all the suffering they’d been through—
I
probably

would have given up had I been in their place. They made changes that

amazed me, and they taught me as much about life as my years

screaming for a punk band ever did.

My clients weren’t all that different than me, they just came from

different circumstances and most lacked a solid support system. The

longer I worked at CCHH, the closer I grew to my clients and co-workers,

and the harder it was to contemplate leaving. At first I’d only planned

working a year, then quitting to travel. As time wore on however, I became

more invested in the work. I began to feel like I was doing something

worthwhile with my time, and to quit after just one year seemed like a

cop-out. Despite my frustration at realizing how little you can do for peo-

ple sometimes, especially within the anti-human capitalist paradigm, I

really felt like I made some impact. I knew I was helping folks out, even if

it was just by giving them an avocado sandwich or talking to them.

Eventually the responsibilities, pressure, and the frustration of work-

ing for a perpetually understaffed, under-funded agency led to burn-out. I

felt tired, depressed, and cynical, which made it tough to do a good job.

Also, I saw how the clients often got fucked over by the bureaucracy of

the system that was supposed to help them. I never fully agreed with all

of the philosophies and policies of the agency, and felt we could have

been doing a lot more for our clients. Plus, I had ideological problems

with the administration. I resigned in May of 1997. My last days there

were marked by kind farewells from clients and co-workers.

I left knowing more about the world and more about myself. I left

knowing that clearly there is a lot of room in this world to make a positive

difference, to help people out, and to subvert the dominant system, or to

create change within it. The means are out there, to be found or created.

Personally, I’ll never let the utopian nature of my ideals and desires hold

me back. We’re all going to die, it’s how you live that matters. ®
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From the emaciated little

guy who used to be in (set

phasers to "name-drop")

PROPAGANDHI and
wrote/sang jems like

"Anchorless",

"Showdown", "Gifts" and,

as you know, "Ska Sucks"-

comes 12 new songs of

poetry-positive revolution-

ary melancholia!

Jawbreaker meet the

Smoking Popes at an

Audre Lorde book-signing!

The Weakerthans
"Fallow" CD/LP

CD's are $12.00 U.8. funds in USA/ overseas. CD's are $13.00 Canadian

funds in Canada. LP's are $10.00 U.S. funds in USA/ overseas. LP's are

$11.00 Canadian funds in Canada. Manitoba residents add 7%.. We also
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Need

Slaves

lifjflwo amazing bands from Santa
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.

P.A.R.N.S.' tagteam male-female
vocals are a bit like the Bay
Area's Jack Acid and Half
Empty. Political Silence defies
comparison. Split CD J7.SO ppd
from! Bad Monkey Records
473 .North Street , Oakland* CA
94609. (Send for free catalog)
Bistro j Sots ft Subterranean
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Political
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I’M COLD, SCARED AND COVERED IN GLUE.
It’s 1:00 a.m. and I’m still a twenty minute bike ride home from the finan-

cial district where I’ve been postering for the last two hours. I’ve got no

posters left and about as much wallpaper paste on my pants, hands, and

bike as I do in the gallon bucket on my bike rack. Every siren turns my
head, every cabby makes me prickly with fear. Cabbies in Boston get $50

for every “vandal” they report to The Vandal Squad, a special division of

the Boston Police Department that was set up specifically to fight the graf-

fiti artists in this city. Rumor was they cruised around all night in

unmarked Nissan Pathfinders with tinted windows so as to roll up on graf-

fiti writers unsuspected or so graffiti writers wouldn’t think anybody was

inside the automobiles and start doing their business only to be tapped on

the shoulder and taken away.

So yeah, you gotta be careful.

But tonight, as I seem to every night, I made it home without incident. I’m

sure I was spotted several times but there’s something much less offending,

apparently, with a kid pasting posters to a wall than a kid with a spray can

painting his name on it. In fact, I don’t doubt that I could probably have

walked around in the middle of the day and done most of this stuff, but

why risk it? Mark Pauline, in his pre-Survival Research Laboratories days,

used to do his postering and billboard modifications in broad daylight by

simply wearing a white jumpsuit with a logo on it and pretending he was

just doing his job. It’s amazing what you can get away with if you look the

part and talk a good game. I always wanted to try that approach but never

had the guts—or the white jumpsuit.

Perhaps the most famous antecedent of fly-postering, guerilla art, or what-

ever you want to call it would be Martin Luther nailing his ninety-five the-

ses to the door of that church in Wittenberg. It’s easy to imagine that the

basic motivation behind illegally posting a public declaration could go

back to the dawn of civilization and be found in any community where the

accepted modes of expressing controversial opinions is not accessible to the

masses. In a society where the means of information dissemination are

tightly controlled, regulated and overpriced, those with a message and a

burning need to communicate it will find a way. “In many cities, there are

volunteer snipers who go out into the night with a sheaf of posters and a

bucket of wheat paste. These are not vandals. This is not the lunatic fringe.

This is evidence that participatory democracy is alive and, if not well, recu-

perating,” say Karrie Jacobs and Steven Heller in the introduction to their

book Angry Graphics.

Choosing to express one’s message to the masses is easy. Actually getting

that message to the masses is something else completely. With the price of

advertising on billboards, the sides of busses, or in train stations being out

of reach for most people, and the art world being a scene in which, even if

you do make it, you’re communicating to a very limited audience who

probably aren’t even the people you were really trying to reach in the first

place, the common person is left with very few outlets for trying to com-

municate with the public. Robbie Conal, the guerilla artist responsible for

the massively successful national campaign of Reagan/Bush-era posters

states his realization of this quandary thus: “Once I realized I was making

art about public issues, I understood that I wasn’t going to reach the public

by showing my work in a commercial art gallery or museum. Art galleries

are now fancy stores where you can purchase hipness and hang it like a tro-

phy on your own wall.”



Sleeper

By Link Smith

It was the second and final

night of my stay in Baltimore. I

had been staying with an old

r—friend of mine. Since I was going

be in the city anyway and

cdjsince she was my only friend in

‘the area and had a car at her

[disposal, it seemed only logical

that I spend some time with her.

We conducted ourselves

with the utmost cordiality. I took

her out to dinner, asked all the

appropriate questions: how her

family in Kentucky was doing,

what she planned to do once

college was over with... I atten-

tively listened to her story about

how she was help up in the park,

discussed the death of her father

when she was seventeen years

old. In turn, she gave me rides to

wherever I wanted to go in her

old, beat-up Fiat, allowed me to

bum cigarettes and permitted

me to partake in what little was

in the refrigerator.

Her apartment was your typ-

ical hole-in-the-wall that one

pays $600 for in any over-popu-

lated urban area. She had a little

room filled with little more than a

futon and a bookshelf. Since



there was no couch for me to

sleep on, I shared the futon with

her. Certainly there is nothing
wrong with sharing a futon with a
friend. It was, in fact, our friend-

ship that determined the manner
in which we went about sleeping.

Both of us respectively took
turns changing into our sleeping
clothes in the cramped and nar-

row bathroom, away from the
other’s view. If I may, allow me to

point out that these particular

sleeping clothes were deliberate-

ly coordinated to state the atti-

tude one has towards such an
undertaking. It is a given that
when one is sharing a bed with

someone with whom one has
never had sex, a certain degree
of the body will be covered by an
article of clothing... Certianly

more of the body is covered than
when one is sleeping by oneself
or with someone who whom one
is having sex. Usually the legs

and upper torso are covered.

The green sweatpants and
t-shirt that she wore attested to
this fact. Her green sweatpants
and t-shirt conveyed everything
one would want to know about
her feelings and intentions con-
cerning the matter of sharing a
futon with someone with whom
she had never had sex. They
were the same green sweatpants
and t-shirt that she wore the pre-

vious night when we shared the
same futon and did not have sex.

All was understood. We said

good night to each other and fell

asleep facing the walls.

But around five in the morn-

ing, I heard a name being whis-

pered. “Brandon...” she said into

the nape of my neck, my back

nestled into her chest and belly

and her arm around my waste.

She caressed my face with her

other hand. “You shaved off Mr.-

Redbeard.” The only time I ever

really had a beard was years ago. g
Some young birdy with whom I

(

was having sex at the time shaved E
it off. In turn, I got to shave her

thing—it was a magic evening.

Anyway, during the one and only

time when I had a beard, I do not

recall it ever being red—my hair is

black. And my name is not

Brandon, it’s Larson.®
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10 SONGS OF POGO PUNK
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How To Do An Interview
By Jim Testa

It’s odd—few things matter as much to a good fanzine

as the interviews, and yet the process of doing an inter-

view is almost always taken for granted. Most people

think it’s asking questions and writing down the answers;

but believe me, there is a LOT more to interviewing than

that. (I should know; as a zine editor and freelance writer,

I’ve been interviewing punk bands since there were punk

bands, going back to the Ramones at CBGB in the late

70’s). Over the years, I've been asked tons of DIY-type

questions—about printing and scanners and how to get

ads—but no one has ever asked me how to do an inter-

view. And yet, that’s probably the one aspect of doing a

zine that I know best. So here are some thoughts on the

art of the interview.

Okay, so you have a band picked out that you want to

interview. Don’t think of an interview as one person asking

questions and another person (or several people, if you’re

talking to a band) providing the answers. A good interview

should be a conversation, with give and take, asides,

comments, jokes, and all the other things that make day-

to-day conversations interesting.

Although your goal is to engage your subject in a lively

conversation, you’re still going to need some questions to

ask. For me, there’s nothing more boring than an inter-

view with nothing but a lot of stock, generic questions:

“What are your influences?” “Where did the name of your

band come from?” “Do you skate?” Duh. You might as

well ask what their favorite color is. Sure, you can work

some of those questions in somewhere along the line, but

you’ll also want to think of some things to talk about that

will make your interview more engrossing, informative, and

readable than the interviews this same band has done in

Zine X, Y and Z.

The first thing you need to do before an interview is to

ask yourself some questions: Why am I doing this inter-

view? What do I want to find out about this band/per-

former? What is it about this band/performer that makes

them interesting or unique? Why do I like (or dislike) their

music? The answers to those questions will help you frame

your interview.

For instance, I recently helped someone prepare for

an interview with the Promise Ring. Now, what did I

know about this band? Well, I knew they’re from

Milwaukee. And having watched every rerun of Laverne

& Shirley
, I also knew that Milwaukee is the beer-making

capital of the country. So I thought it would be fun to

ask if the breweries in Milwaukee influenced the scene

there: Did more kids go straightedge as a kind of rebel-

lion against their hometown, or did everyone there grow

up drunk? For the record, that question didn’t really

work; the band didn’t have much to say on the topic.

Having seen the Promise Ring perform, I also knew that

while they were more-or-less in the “emo” category, they

were—unlike most “emo” bands—four of the happiest

people you’ll ever see on stage. So that inspired some

questions: Why do you smile so much when you’re per-

forming? What do you think of “emo” bands that are

sulking and surly on stage? THAT question paid off big-

time— it got the guys in the band yammering about what

they liked and didn’t like about other bands they’d

played with, and what they bring to their performances,

and resulted in an excellent conversation.

So that’s how I prepare for an interview: I brainstorm

a while and come up with what I hope will be some

unique and interesting questions, with at least a few that

the person or people I’m interviewing haven’t already

been asked a million times. Naturally, the more famous

(or at least, the more-often-interviewed) your subject is,

the harder this gets. The brand-new teenage punk band

down the block will be grateful for anything you ask them;

I



but just an exercise, try to come up with a list of original

questions for Ian MacKaye or Greg Graffin—something

they’ve never been asked before. Not easy, is it?

Surprisingly, other interviews with the same person

or band can be an excellent source of good questions. As

a rule, I don't like to read record reviews of something I

am going to review myself, for fear that they will influence

me. But interviews are different. For one thing, by reading

other interviews your subject has done in the past, you

can avoid asking the same questions. More importantly,

an answer—and especially a half-answer—in another

interview will inspire a question of your own.

Of course, with any interview, you will also have a list

of questions that you “have” to ask, in order to provide

some basic information about the subject. That’s where

your generic “influences” and “how did you form the band”

queries come in. (Hint: If you can get that information from

a press kit or bio, or even an interview in another zine, you

can avoid wasting time with boring, repetitive questions.

You get press kits and bios from record labels or, in some

cases, independent publicists, if the band uses one. Of

course, in the case of totally DIY bands, that isn’t an

option, but it’s good to keep in mind.)

Once I have all my questions, I try to arrange them in

the form of an outline, so that one question naturally

leads to the next one. That way, the interview will feel

more like a conversation to everyone.

Interviews happen in several different ways: In per-

son, over the phone, and by mail or email. If you’re

doing the interview in person, or even over the phone,

the next most important thing to remember is LISTEN.

Don’t fixate on your questions, and don’t be thinking of

the next question you want to ask; listen to the answers.

That’s because—-just like in a real conversation—a good

answer will sometimes suggest another question, very

often a much better and more interesting c

the one that’s written down in your notes.

luestion than

Mail or email interviews happen when you don’t have

first-hand access to the band or person you want to inter-

view. I don’t like mail interviews, but I’ve done them

—r
~
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the luxury of following up a reply with another question,

it’s even more important that you come up with really

good questions. Don’t worry about making the questions

too wordy or complex—you can always rewrite them to

make them simpler when you transcribe the interview

before you publish it.

One more thing: Don’t be afraid to ask hard ques-

tions. I’m not saying that you should come off like

Stuttering John on the Howard Stern Show and be rude,

embarrassing, or insulting—but that doesn't mean you

should limit yourself to easy, puffball questions.

Once you've done the interview, the REALLY hard part

starts: transcribing your interview tape, editing and arrang-

ing the questions and answers so they make sense, and

writing an introduction. You need to decide if you want to

present the interview in the Question & Answer format

(usually called Q&A, which is the way most fanzine inter-

views are done) or as an essay (like most interviews in

professional magazines in Rolling Stone and Spin.)

If you’re doing a Q&A style interview, I can’t recom-

mend too strongly that you write a strong introduction.

Let’s face it, at least some (and in the case of interviews

with newer bands, practically ALL) of your readers will

have no idea whom you’re writing about. It’s your job to

tell them. I HATE interviews that jump right into the Q&A

without any sort of lead-in, so you have no idea who is

being interviewed, where the interview was done, or why

you would want to read about them. A good introduction

does just that: it introduces your subject and ideally—if

you’re a good enough writer—grabs your readers by the

throat and makes them want to read the interview.

So get out there and start having good conversations

that result in great interviews! If you’ve got more ques-

tions about any of this (or want to check out my zine,

Jersey Beat) feel free to drop me a line: Jim Testa, 418

Gregory Avenue, Weehawken NJ 07087 (issues are $2

postpaid) or email jim@jerseybeat.com. You can also

check out the Jersey Beat web site at http://www.jersey-

beat.com. ®
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NUMERICAL
7G Brothers -S/T, CD Uninspired generic punk

rock, completely devoid of any redeeming value, right

down to the one-sided photocopied ho-hum D 1Y
cover. The recording is flat, the vocals are irksome, the

music is bland and the lyrics are worse then laughable.

The name of the record label says it all. (SM)

Disposable Records/7G, 69 River St., Coopersville,

Ml 49404

9 Shocks Terror - Earth, Wind, & The Sheik

Throwing Fire, 7” I laughed my ass off for 10 min-

utes when I saw the title of this one. The only thing

that matches this band’s sense of humor, is the angry

energy they kick out on this platter. You would be

pissed too if you lived in a town on the lake shore of

the polluted Lake Erie. You can’t even swim in that

shit. Fast songs and razor blade distorted guitars make

the music all good. Featuring 3 members from the H-

IOOs and it sounds even better. (SY)

River On Fire P0 BOX 771296, Lakewood, OH 44107

The 78 RPM’S SA» 7” Maybe you’ve noticed that

I like to pick on the ska-punks, well this time I’m going

to have to break from that. The 78 RPM’s play some

pretty good third-wave ska, and manage to do the whole

thing while maintaining a distinctive sound in a genre

overpopulated with copy-cats. I’m not absolutely cer-

tain, but the picture sure looks like Skankin’ Pickle’s

Lynette continuing to provide some of the best guitar-

work in ska-punk, and she supplies half the vocals. I

would imagine that any fan of Dill’s or Asian Man’s

releases will enjoy this one as well, (harlo)

Dill P0 Box 347388, San Francisco, CA 94134

90 Day Men-lf You Can Bake A Cake, You

Can Build A Bomb, 7” I’m terribly embarrassed

to admit this, but this is the first time I’ve ever heard

the 90 Day Men. That’s probably not that surprising

to you, since they’re not really that well known, but the

90 Day Men are friends of mine. I’ve just managed to

miss every one of their shows and haven’t had a chance

to hear their 7”—until it showed up in this issue’s

review shipment. And what have I been missing? A
whole lot. This is an incredible release. Breathtaking at

some points, totally jarring at others. Loud & syn-

chopated, dischordian and beautiful. I can only imag-

ine how good this must be live. (DS)

Actionboy P0 Box 14471 Chicago IL 60614-0061

THE LETTER A
AFI - Shut Your Mouth and Open Your Eyes,

CD Raging melodic guitars and screaming rock’n’roll

vocals from these Berkeley boys. This release falls

somewhere in between metallic hardcore and punk.

Lots of great melodic guitar interplay, which I imagine

doesn’t happen live, since they only list one guitarist.

30 plus minutes of non-stop melodic hardcore make

this a winner. (MH)

Nitro Records 7071 Warner Ave Suite F-736

Huntington Beach CA 92647

Agoraphobic Nosebleed - S/T, 7” It took me

awhile to figure out what the right speed for this

record was. In the end I chose 45 rpm. I suspect it

might be 33 and 1/3, but at 45 rpm I could stand the

silly drum machine they use. This band keeps putting

out the same record over and over again. 12 songs to a

7
” is usually great with me, but Agoraphobic

Nosebleed just uses it as an excuse to make their songs

short and stupid (SY)

Clean Plate Records, P0 Box B 709; Hampshire

College; Amherst, MA 01002

Ambush > Lach !, Double LP This isn’t really a

double LP because the third side is completely blank

and entitled Silence. What’s the point of that? The

packaging is an elaborate full color gatefold quite

reminiscent of the first ABC Diabolo record. I had the

assumption that Ambush featured members ofABC
Diabolo while I listened to it. I have convinced myself

that no one from ABC Diabolo is in Ambush. Ambush

is a band that probably is heavily into the ABC Diabolo

sound, but they just don’t get it right. The sound

quality and impact of the record isn’t there. It appears

they might of spent more money on the elaborate cov-

ers for the album, then they did on recording it. (SY)

Maximum Voice Production, Fuchsklamm 20, 07548

GERA, Germany

American Steel, S/T, LP Like a tough (read:

crusty) Rancid. Has all the same elements but with a

more street feel to it. This also means, of course, that

they couldn’t resist the (now) requisite ska song. I

_used_ to like ska. I now _hate_ ska. Fuck all who like it,

and fuck rancid and their goddamn "timebomb" pussy

jock music for causing other people to like it, there-

fore causing me to have to here it. [I’d be remiss if I

didn’t reiterate this: the American Steel album is pret-

ty good, and worth buying if you like Rancid but dis-

like their recent pop crap. Just tape the album and

skip the ska B.S. (GG)

New Disorder Records 445 14th St. S.F., CA 94103

Aphrodisiacs - Blood on fire, 7” Total punk, not

overproduced (like a lot of Chaos stuff these days). Has

a great street punk sound that seems older than 1997- 4

songs, with out of tune leads and everything. (NW)

Laid Off P0 Box 2954 Petaluma, CA 94953-2994

Apocalypse Hoboken - VML live, 7” 7 -songs

from Chicago’s Fireside Bowl recorded in April I99^-

As with many of the VMLive recordings, the sound

quality on this is not fantastic. U always find it fun to

hear a live recording of a band, as long as the sound

quality is at least decent, which this is. However, I

probably won’t listen to it more than once or twice.

Probably for fans only. (MH)

VML Records P0 Box 183 Franklin Park IL 60131-

0183

Arma Contra Arma - Let No One Deceive

You, 7” Hardcore with Spanish lyrics. English trans-

lations of songs about exploitation, nationalism, capi-

talism, justice and more. Interesting listen and will

listen again. (DV)

Lengua Armada Discos 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago, IL

60608

Astream - Jumps, Giggles, and Shouts, CD
Ok, I got pretty excited when I saw the band photo on

the cover; nine times out of ten, and upright bass

equals cool, and 1 was expecting a nice groovin’ bass.

But when I threw this Swedish quartet in, I got a bit of

surprise, albeit a pleasant one. Astream definitely

plays a poppy punk sound. If they were from the

States, they’d probably be from California, and they’d

probably be putting this CD out on Fat Wreck Cords.

Their cover of "Suspicious Minds’’ is great, and any

former heavy metal rocker like me can’t help but get a

little misty during "Rob Halford, Eddie the Monster,

and Me”, (harlo)

Bad Taste Records, Stora Sodergatan 38, 222 23

lund, Sweden

At The Drive In - El Gran Orgo, CD Yes. These

guys are good. Kind of a Braid-style, screaming,

poppy, emo sound. The drumming on "Fahrenheit”

and "Picket Fence Cartel” are definitely rocking.

Really good. It was way too short though, only 7 tracks

left me wanting a lot more. Now I’m going to have to

Start hunting for more stuff from them, (harlo)

Off Time Records, P0 Box 220763, El Paso, TX,

79913

Bane-Free to Think Free to Be, 7” Bane cer-

tainly is free to think and free to be. I find it odd that

they’ve decided to excercise that freedom by sounding

like every other straightedge youth-crew band on the

face of the planet. (DS)

Life Records 214 A Mountain St E. #14 Worchester

MA 01606

The Bar Feeders - Scotto el Blotto, LP First

we have some label discrepancies here. The original

label name is either crossed out or stickered over with

the new one, except inside, where they let one slip

through. I wonder what the problem was? Who cares.

Anyway, the music here has cool distorted vox and a

fast, breakneck pace. I can dig this. Definitely punk,

and that is a compliment in these pages. Part of me

(and it’s not my better half...) wants me to call this a

cross between "Whitey the man” era Gaunt and

Crimpshrine only faster, but I don’t know why. It

doesn’t really make sense and might not even fit. Oh

well. Regardless, this is above average. (GG)

Dill records PO Box 347388 S.F., CA 94134-7388

Battlecry - “Eastside Skinhead Pride” 7”

Well this is a definite oi record, lots of references to

skinhead pride, complete with stupid lyrics like
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"nationalist skinheads cleaning up the streets, beating

the scum with steelies on our fee ” Lots of talk of

being a real American patriot. Another song, "Boot

Party” talks of beating people up (having fun) with

steel docs and making people a bloody mess. Dumb,

dumb, dumb! Very questionable. (NW)

Punkcore PO Box 916 Middle Island, NY 11953

Blackjack - S/T, CD Heavy. Heavy shit from Estrus.

Really, this will throw you for a loop. Sub-pop could

have released this eight years ago. Twenty one songs of

angst/gruff mayhem. "Don’t get in the Way”. "Negative

Image , and "Hate Generation.”, give you a test of what

I mean. Maybe a harsher Humpers. (EA)

Estrus PO Box 2125 Bellingham, WA 98227

Blackout Fighter Pilot - Lepidoptera +2, 7”

Instrumental grooving indie-rock stuff with super hip 7”

cover. The music kind of reminds me of MoAM if they

didn’t have any surf influence. Very enjoyable. (MH)

Espo Records PO Box 63 Allston MA 02134

Boxcar Satan/Chapstick - split, 7” Boxcar

Satan play a blues/punk/garage mix, with the slide gui-

tar and harmonica sounding a lot cooler than the

throaty vocals. A decent song. Chapstick throw down a

garage-y tune of demented punk rock. The guitars

buzz and the bass burbles, the whole thing sounds kind

of fuzzy and I really don’t like it much. The cover is

nice, though. (SM)

Speed Records, 719 W. Hollywood, San Antonio, TX

78212

Bootleg Bill - Recorded while nobody was
looking, CD Just what the world needs—another

sleaze rocker putting out a lo-fi recording full of

brainless redneckism. The CD cover has a grid of pic-

tures of a woman holding her breasts in various posi-

tions, the back cover has a pictures of a naked woman
puking, and the inside has a picture of Bootleg Bill

standing in front of^a rebel flag. If you’re still not

convinced, the chorus to "Welcome to Florida" goes:

"Shoot them on sight if they ain’t white.” The first

song on the CD is called "I’m going to kill someone”

—

allow me to suggest, Mr. Bill, that the first person you

kill be yourself. (SM)

R0. Box 540364, Lake Worth, FL 33454-0364

Bright Eyes - A Collection of Songs Written

and Recorded 1995-1997, CD Holy smokes! It’s

not often that I totally dig a new band I’ve never heard

of upon first listen. But this CD is radness all around.

If you’re into the likes of LOVE AS LAUGHTER, SEN-

TRIDOH, or even THE SECRET STARS, then you’d

be shakin’ booty to BRIGHT EYES in no time. It’s

sometimes sloppy, a tad fugged up, but mucho mucho

sappy. I can be found bustin’ a move to "The Invisible

Gardener”, "Falling Out of Love At This Volume”, and

"Driving Fast Through A Big City At Night”. For those

heartfelt November days when you wish you were at the

train station instead of at work. (PK)

Saddle Creek, 7640 Fairfax Ave., Lincoln NE, 68505

The Burdens - Working Class Joke, LP I guess

they call this street rock/punk. Sounds like the Sex Pistols

being overproduced by Ted Templeton to me. 15 hits

(maybe in England ca. 1979 ) on this disc. I love American

bands that sing with the English accent. I think GMM is

targeting the MTV generation on this one. (NW)

GMM Records P0 Box 15234 Atlanta GA 30333

Bureau of the Glorious - S/T, CD Beautiful

female vocals. The music is emo-style but perhaps a little

more rock, not unlike something you might hear on the

radio. Great packaging and overall work put into this

release. One thing you have to give Sunney Sindicut is

that they do not put out a bad sounding record ever.

This is no exception, this is a very clean loud recording

that does the band every bit ofjustice they deserve.

Sounds like your cup of tea, then apply. (EA)

Sunney Sindicut 915 L Street #c-166 Sacremento,

CA 95814

Burn It Down - S/T, CDEP My guess is this band is

a bunch of teenage tough guys who want to sound like

Deadguy but secretly listen to rap and can’t play well

enough to sound that heavy anyway. Your basic four

songs of bellowing hardcore. Maybe next time. (SM)

Uprising Records, RO. Box 490, Laguna Beach, CA

92652

Burn the Priest/Zed - split 7” btp play kind of

like grind/death stuff, but it’s pretty fucking heavy

metal also. These guys have a noisy, raw production.

Zed sound like my turn table needs a new needle. They

recorded this too loud and there’s a lot of bleed.

Other than that they have a real heavy sound. (NW)

Goatboy Records PO Box 42098 Philadelphia, PA

19101

Burn Witch Burn - The Red Hell of Jupiter,

7” I wondered when someone was going to start

forming themselves in the guitar-shaped mold of Man

or Astroman?. That’s not to say that Burn Witch

Burn mimics MoA, but there is a hint of them there,

particularly on the title track, and in the sampling on

the b-side. From there, Burn Witch Burn starts to

build on those foundations, and throws some lyrics in

for good measure. Plus they get bonus points for

including one of those big-hole-to-small-hole 45

converters. Yay. (harlo)

Jackpot Records, PO Box 4249 Richmond, VA

23220

Buzzcrusher - 7” Good punk HG, generic in a good

way. These Texans even dp "State Control” by

Discharge. Beer drinkin’, working class HC punk that I

can deal with — loud guitars and lots of bad "tats.” (NW)

Ruff-nite 3249 Rover St. Philadelphia, PA 19134

THE LETTER c
C4AM95 III - Home Taping is Recording

Music, CD 25 tracks, mostly instrumental.

Contents include a mixture of mid/late 8o’s metal

sounds with lots of digital equipment. At times they

seemed to be a cross between early industrial sounds

with cheesy metal licks. Was kind of annoying to listen

to. (DV)

Frenetic Records, P0 Box 640434 San Francisco, CA

94164-0434

Capitalist Casualties - Dope and war, 7” These

Northern GA thrash masters are back with a blistering

new one. One of the most under rated HG/thrash bands

out there today. 9 new songs and a new drummer as well.

These boys seem to have moved closer to the way they

sounded almost IO years ago. A great record worthy of

your attention. Fast, fast stuff. (NW)

Slap a Ham Records PO Box 420843 S.F. CA 94142

Cap N Jazz-Analphabetapolothology, 2xCD
Considering that this is a complete discography of one

of Chicago’s most under-rated, and surprisingly

influential bands, I thought I’d quote from my review

of one of their 7
”

I wrote back in Punk Planet #2: "For

me, Cap’n Jazz was always that local band that I never

actually got to see play, and more importantly, never

really wanted to. This 7” changes all that! This is won-

derful. It’s really chill and exciting all at the same

time.” It all still holds true. This is two CD’s of beau-

tifully playful music that was "emo” before the term

became its own joke. History promises to be very good

to Gap N Jazz. Be glad. (DS)

Jade Tree 2310 Kennwynn Rd. Wilmington DE 19810

Chapstik - Captain, 7” Kill Rock Star like band.

OK listen, but wished that there was more info about

them. No cover, no insert, no lyrics. . .oh well. (DV)

? ? ?

Chixdiggit! - Chupacabras, 7” Perhaps the

reigning kings of Canadian power-pop, Chixdiggit are

now throwing their stuff south of the border on

Honest Don’s. The songs are fun, and soon had me

singing along. "Chupacabras” is good, head-bobbing

3-chord pop-punk. They slow it up a bit on the b-

side. Do not pass up any opportunity to check out

their live show, they were so funny with their between

song banter that I can’t believe my pants were still dry

at the end of the night, (harlo)

Honest Don’s Hardly Used Recordings, P0 Box

192027, ’San Francisco, CA 94119-2027

Clairmel - Fairweather Fan, LP Emotional

poppy music with poetic lyrics. Pretty music, but the

vocals were annoying sometimes. Lyrics were well writ-

ten as the songs were too. Overall, I liked it. (DV)

No Idea, P0 Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-0436
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Companion Trio, 7” Hey, it’s a jazz record. And

it’s good. The first song starts of with the drums pop-

ping and bumping happily while a saxophone blares

determinedly; then a strange, low horn enters the mix

and an electric guitar approaches and squirms around

awhile. The whole thing builds and cuts off suddenly,

leaving you back with the original drums and sax. Very

cool. The second song is a smoother number, with the

drums staying fairly muted and the sax carrying the

song through as the electric guitar plays something

more akin to a bassline. Very nice. (SM)

Mass Particles, 1843 Irviing Street N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20010

The Cootees - Let’s Play House! CD Do I do

the positive first? Or do I do the negative? Decisions,

decisions. OK, after flipping my mom thirty -three

times, it came up heads or positive. This is really

decent pop punk, as it should be when you consider

the fact that two of the members come from MxPx.

They vary the speed throughout the record from mid

tempo to pretty high speed. Nothing earth shattering

in regards to the lyrics, but still all in all, a pretty

rockin record. Now we’ll discuss the tails side. This

record is out on Tooth & Nails. They used to be a

Christian indy record label, but have dropped the first

word and now are just an indy record label. I person-

ally don’t give two hoots one way or the other about

their legacy, but I do care about what they used to

charge, CD wise, for their releases. If I recall correctly,

their stuff used to cost something like 14 or 15 bucks a

hit in the stores, or too damn much for a punk

record! So before you buy, be sure to check out the

price. (TOM)

Tooth and Nail Record P0 Box 12698 Seattle, WA
98111

The Countdowns - Right on Sound CD
Hmmm, isn’t this record label somehow associated

with Sub Pop? Not positive, but who cares, they’re the

label that introduced me to the Lord High Fixers and

now The Countdowns! Dirty, lowdown, pond scum

sniffing rock n roll is what this record is about This

baby rocks from beginning to end, and even tosses in a

little organ on a some of the songs.

Scooch Pooch Records 323 Broadway E. #405

Seattle, WA 98102

The Countdowns - Love Her $o, 7” When I

saw the Seventies-era playmate on the cover, and the

Countdown’s impression of Bo Diddley’s famous

scooter riding "Have Guitar, Will Travel” picture on

the back cover, I was ready to rock. The Countdowns

don’t disappoint with their hard, but Fifties reminis-

cent, flavor of garage rock. The A-Side will inspire

fans of the Devil Dogs and New Bomb Turks tp take

notice. The B-side is more of the same, but with

some excellent rockabilly style vocals. You can bet I’ll

be looking for more, (harlo)

Scooch Pooch Records, 323 Broadway E. #405,

Seattle, WA 98102

Cowslingers - West Virginia Dog Track

B00gie
;
CD Songs about track racing, loose woman

and enough rockabilly/country to make Sun records

return from the grave. This isn’t a joke album but a

fun-loving trip to the do tracks. Pop this in the player

next party and within the half hour your whole gang

will be on th$ir way to the nearest track. (EA)

Shake It 4136 Florida Ave. Cincinnati, OH 45223

The Creeps - Come Get Some, 7” Nothing ter-

ribly special here. Snotty punk rock with relatively stu-

pid lyrics on side I and political lyrics on side 2. Poor

production values don’t enhance the listening experi-

ence. They are probably okay live, and they do have

addresses included in their 7 for ARA and Copwatch,

but overall they did nothing for me. Blue vinyl. (MH)

Retribution Records P0 Box 3506 Columbus OH

43210

Crunch - Bubba Bubba Bubba!, LP Wow. An

Italian punk band that sounds like a cross between

Schlong and some straight edge hardcore band,

though I think it is safe to say that they are not straight

edgers themselves. Worth a listen, and perhaps a pur-

chase, if you dig the hardcore scene. (MD)

Clean Plate Records, P0 box 0709, Hampshire col-

lege, Amherst, MA 01002

Cursive-Such Blinding Stars for Starving

Eyes, CD I pray to the gods above that 1998 brings

no new quiet/loud/start/stop "emo” type bands to my

stereo. This sound is played out, and while Cursive

may be bringing some interesting guitar noodling to

the table, it certainly ain’t enough to eat. (DS)

Crank; no address given

THE LETTER D
Dead Moon - Hard Wired in Ljubljana, CD
Reading great reviews of this CD all over the place I

was real excited this one came in. Live stuff that

sounds straight out of Woodstock. I don’t get it, very

Neil Young. Twenty songs that made me want to go

buy a lighter and raise it right here in my family room.

Someone please explain this to me. (EA)

Empty P0 Box 12034 Seattle, WA 98102

Demons - Electrocute, 7” Man, Sweden has

some gosh darn rip roaring rock’n’roll bands these

days. Case in point: the friggin’ Hellacopters. One of

the best albums in years bore their name a couple years

ago, and their double 7
” is a smoker as well. The Shake

Appeal 10” was also worthy of note. These guys are also

from Sweden, and while not as good or important as

the Hellacopters, (or Shake Appeal for that matter)

they’re still credible garage RnR. Worth checking out if

you dig the genre even a little bit. (GG)

Ruff-Nite Records 3249 Rore St. Phil. PA 19434

Dianogah - As Seen From Above, LP

Instrumental indie rock recorded by Steve Albini. Good

background music while wallowing in self pity. (MD)

Action Boy Records, PO Box 14471, Chicago, IL,

60614

Disaffect - Home Of The Slave, 7” What can

be said about a band who puts File Under ClichE on

the back of their cover and begins their name with dis?

Oh yes, they fall into the dis-core category. Crusty

punk with the male-female vocal duo singing songs

with subject matter that has been covered a million

times by a million different bands. Not essential, but

not worth ignoring. (SY)

MaximumVoiceProduction, Postfach 26, 04251,

Leipzig, Germany

Discocks - Punk and Proud, LP I

looooooooooooove reviewing Japanese street types!

Fun, fun, fun! Lemme drop some Discocks knowledge

on you: "A story of a young punx working with heavy

hangover.” This is from the explanation of the song

"Pogo and work." This is a straight ahead oi affair, and

the lead singer has a hilarious Klingon snarl to his

delivery. All vox in Japanese, except for the occasional

"skins and punks” or the like. Fun stuff at the very

least, and pretty competent oi for aficionados. (GG)

Knock Out Records Postfach 100716 46527

Dinslaken Germany

Discount - Half Fiction, CD Wow! To say that

Discount sounds like a female vocal version ofJ

Church would not only be true but an easy and unfair

review. I got to catch this band at an early show at the

Fireside Bowl a couple of months back and I in a

trance. The hooks, sweet melodies and story lyrics

suck you in. This is as great as their debut LP, and did

what few are doing these days — putting out consistent

great records and maintaining it all on smaller labels.

1 would hate to see Discount go to the likes of Lookout

or something, it would spoil their honesty in some

way. It just looks so innocent. This is what pop style

is all about. (EA)

KAT PO Box 460692 Escondido, CA 92046

Divide And Conquer - Cop Corpse Bonfire,

7” Divide and Conquer are melodic punk that is

catchy too. Features members of Oi Polloi and

Blownapart Bastards exhibiting energetic song writing

with important lyrics regarding the American system.

The packaging has all the lyrics and well written

abstracts of the Leonard Peltier and Mumia Abu-Jamal

cases. Did I mention the creativity put into this

recording? OK, maybe the glockenspiel on the sec-

ond track makes the song a little too much an anthem.

Send that $3 away and it will be well worth it. (SY)

Ginger Liberation, 17583 Founders Hall, 5800 W.

Friendly Ave., Greensboro, NC 27410

The Doosies, 7” More of that mid-tempo punk-

influenced pop stuff. This band does it pretty well, but

don’t offer anything that makes them really stand out.

Decent. (SM)

Espo Records, R0. Box 63, Allston, MA 02134

Sarah Dougher-sA 7” Two understated solo

songs. Sarah’s got a great voice—it’s strong and she

doesn’t buy into trying to pretty it up. She shoots for

notes and hits 'em with guts and gusto. As a song-

writer, however, Sarah doesn’t offer much to write

about. (DS)

K Records PO Box 7159 Olympia WA 98507

Driver Eleven / Nooner - split, 7” Two songs

from each band. Driver Eleven is from CA and have

that whiny indie rock vocal thing going on, and while

the music is poppy it has a hyperactivity and creativity

that is refreshing. Nooner are from PA and have more

of a pop punk sound (ala Sicko) with some nice guitar

work and cool sing along lyrics. Decent. (MH)

F.O.E. PO Box 4 Bethlehem PA 18016

The Ducky Boys - No Gettin’ Out CD I was

supposed to see these guys not all that long ago on a

visit to Boston, but missed em by one band. They are

quite the rage, from what I hear, but considering some

of the other great bands from that area, I wouldn’t be

quite so gah gah based on this record. No question

they play good street punk. No question that there’s a

few songs that will provide good sing-along material at

shows. Yet the point remains that it is simply good.

Would I buy it? Probably! Wbuld it hog time on my

ever crowded music list? Probably not. (TOM)

GMM Records PO Box 15234 Atlanta, GA 30333

The Dynomites - When The Stupid Get

Stupider, CD Punk rock perfectionists with snotty

vocals. Musically, the whole thing sounds like some-

thing that should be on Fat Wreck Chords, but isn t

because it is too sloppy. That’s fine with me. The
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melodies, the back up vocals, and the single string gui-

tar lines all work really well together. $5 PPD to the

address below. (SY)

Sellout Records #3, 1025 Forest Ave. Deerfield IL,

60015

the letter E
Electric Frankenstein - Fractured, CD i don’t

need to tell you about these guys, you already know

them. I can tell you that their first single was their

best and then they went a huge spree of releasing the

same dozen songs on a dozen different formats in a

dozen different places. They are arrogant, charge high

prices to be on compilations and have a real jerk for a

manager who will screw over in town bands. This is all

form person experience and they can call me on this if

they want. A popular band, many of you like their

attitude of getting fucked up and playing encores to

crowds who aren’t asking for it. Pay attention, you will

see them trying to get bigger. On this disc you get six

songs including a cover of "Your Emotions’’ by the

Dead Kennedys. Wait another few months and you

will find these six songs on another LP with a few songs

added. (EA)

204 Birch Street Boonton, NJ 07005

Empathy - Of Innocence, 7” I never really got

into them but they kinda sound like a mixture of

Falling Forward and Endpoint. Thought out lyrics,

melodic guitars that are not exactly poppy. 3 songs on

red vinyl. I liked this 7 ”• (DV)

Element, 6142 N Compton Unit A Indianapolis, IN

46220

Empire State Games-s/t 7” One of those hard

pop bands that’s so popular nowadays. Why is it that

when hardcore kids play pop music it’s okay, but oth-

erwise all the kiddies poo-poo it? (DS)

Old Skoot PO Box 401286 Redford Ml 48240

Endeavor - Constructive Semantics, CD I saw

these guys like 3 years ago in some basement in

Milwaukee, and honestly didn’t remember what they

sounded like. But this CD is rad. Musically it takes

the aspects of hardcore that I like and throws them all

into one; groove parts and emotion driven sing-

alongs, while still being heavy throughout. If that was

it, than the band would only be okay, but they also

possess the main and important aspect needed in

hardcore these days, and that’s political subjects.

Important issues that people can actually learn from

not that "fuck the man” or "burn the flag” type shit,

rather subjects dealing with CIA drug running and

corporate slave labor shops. Great release. (EF)

Trustkill Records 23 Farm Edge Lane. Tinton Falls NJ

07724

Ethel Meserve-The Milton Establishment,

CD Wow. After listening to a whole slew of quiet/loud

imitators, it’s nice to hear a band that’s definitely

coming from that lineage but does it so well and moves

far beyond the obvious cliches. Truly a treat to listen

too. (DS)

Tree Records P0 Box 578582 Chicago IL 60657

Ethyline - Dry Me Out, 7” Something about this

band leaves a bad taste in my mouth. They are melod-

ic rock with punk influences, but they seem overpro-

duced and extremely "safe” to me. Nothing terribly

punk about it. I’m sure you’ll be seeing more from

this band in the future. Clear vinyl. (MH)

Fluid Recordings 8127 Melrose Ave 2nd Floor Los

Angeles CA 90046

Eyesores - Call the Cops, 7” Pretty bad generic

punk recorded in 1994- The production sucks unless

yer into garage rock. The artwork and packaging also

blows chunks. Too many fuckin’ bands putting out bad

records. (NW)

Eunuch Records 16306 Elmont Ave. Cerritas CA

90703

the letter F
Facade Burned Black - Who Will Save The

Unwanted, 7” An essay on the insert talks about

what hardcore should mean to "the kids”, as something

to challenge us, cause a growing, relating and remem-

bering band between us, and lastly make us move for-

ward, It didn't go into to much depth so I’m not sure

to what level this is supposed to apply beyond art and

music. Hmmm, Musically it reminds me of a muddy

version of Groundwork with screamy vocals, pretty

standard packaging. I can’t tell but it seems like the

lyrics are political, "I can’t shut my eyes from the mis-

takes of my past, They come back. My hands are bleed-

ing from the mistakes of my past... of my past

tense”. (EF)

Rhetoric Records P0 Box 82 Madison, Wl 53701

Th© Foils — LP, CD Garage rock to the X-treme. I

would say since the fire that Estrus has put out a ton of

great releases and I for one and very happy. With the

fall of Sympathy and Crypt being quite during the

Matador era there is a resurgence of great rock and/or

roll being showcased. The Fells have a garage mix with

maybe even a late seventies new wave feel thrown in.

Twelve short songs and much like the new Drags LP

you learn this one and love it real quick. Note to all

up incoming bands, take a lesson and release albums

that are short and have no filler, it will guarantee bet-

ter reviews. (EA)

Estrus PO Box 2125 Bellingham, WA 98227

Follow Fashion Monkeys - S/T, 7” I guess these

folks broke up in
'

87 , back in the day type shit, you

know, the heyday of hardcore. This thing was produced

by Ian Mackaye and sounds kinda like Scream, they were

from Virginia and had the DC emo-core thing going

on. Two of the guys from this band live in my home

town of Chicago. Welcome to the windy city.(EF)

Foe Records, PO Box 4 Bethlehem, PA 18016

The Force - I Don’t Like You Either, CD Well

executed hardcore punk from these California punkers.

Solid as shit guitars and bubbly "east bay” style bass,

with intelligent lyrics about politics, friendship, and

hypocrisy of the American family. Excellent! (MH)

Spider Club Music P0 Box 11124 Whittier CA

90603-0124

Four Fifty Six - S/T, 7” This untitled 7” consists

of three untitled songs which consist of melodic gui-

tars and drums. The said songs are mostly wordless

and slightly rockin’. I would say that this 7
” is best

suited for playing on rainy days, though it is probably

more suiting at hip scenester parties where fashionable

people are talking about hip scenester parties. (MD)

Action Boy, P0 box 14471, Chicago, IL, 60614

Franklin - Building in A and E, CD Hoover-

esque (remember the split single) going here. I pulled

this one out for myself because this emo style held a

time in my life that was fun and I hoped that Franklin

could bring it back. A lot of slow parts and build ups,

but a rather mellow album altogether not as angst

filled as I hoped though it has its tracks, "Asshole

Machine” is an instant hit. I understand progression,

but I liked the original formula better of

intense/slow/intense/intense, now it has become

slow/slow/slow/slow/intense/slow/slow. The intense

parts are what makes it good. (EA)

File Thirteen 2302 Philadelphia, PA 19103

Free Kitten-Sentimental Education, CD More

space pop from everyone’s favorite Sonic Youth project

band. This is the best Free Kitten work to date, manag-

ing to be both more experemental and more accessible

at the same time. The standout track on this disk, how-

ever, isn’t by Free Kitten at all, but by hip-hop buzz DJ

of the moment, DJ Spooky. He remixes Free Kitten,

creating a sonic landscape that’s unsurpassed by any of

the songs on this record. Boo Yah!! (DS)

Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State #418 Olympia WA
98501

Frosted/Gomez - split, 7” Frosted play poppy,

melodic punk rock, reminding me of the Fastbacks,

especially since they have a female singer. Their song

borders on goofy but winds up just being fun. Gomez

play punk rock that speeds right along— nothing

groundbreaking, but manages to avoid sounding trite

or unoriginal. And the nice pink marbled vinyl and

full-color cover are a swell touch. (SM)

Scooch Pooch Records, 323 Broadway E. #405,

Seattle, WA 98102

THE LETTER-G
Germ Attack - Micro Killer, LP German melodic

punk, sounds like the Marshes. (Although they’re kind

of obscure, [I think] so sorry if you don’t know them)

One thing that I’ve noticed in doing reviews over the

years is that foreign bands love to show real goofy pic-

tures in their inserts. Either band shots with stupid

"Who farted?" looks on their faces or retarded studio

shots. One of them in this has a guy with a pencil in

his nose. Another has three guys around a micro-

phone, a scene that reminds me of the documentary

on Milli Vanilli that shows the guys who actually sang

on the records. [As a aside, I strongly urge you to see

that Milli Vanilli show. It’s on VHl and is great. I’m

serious.] (GG)

Wolverine Records Benrather Sclobufer 63 40593

Dussledorf Germ.

The Get Up Kids - Four Minute Mile, CD I had

heard a lot about these guys before I actually heard

them. I heard that they were really, really good from a

lot of people. So I kind of expected the reality to fall a

little short of the hype. But now I think that my friends

didn’t hype them enough. I’ve listened to this record at

least a dozen times, and I can’t find a track that I don’t

like, and I’d tell you my favorite songs, but I would end

up writing the whole track list down. For those who

don’t know them, their sound is a poppy, emo-y, rock

and roll; but don’t be too quick to draw the comparison

to Lifetime. I love it, you will to. (harlo)

In the States: Doghouse America Records, P0 Box

8946, Toledo, OH 43623

In Europe: Green Hell Records, Achtermannstr. 29,

48143 Munster, Deutchland

The Great Detroit Riverboat Race-sA 7”

Ouch. Girl -lead roots rockers that are a lot closer

to Pearl Jam than they probably think. (DS)

Element 23144 Cleveland Dearborn Ml 48124

Punk

Planet
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Groovie Ghoulies - Magic 8-Ball, 7” A cover

of "Magic 8-Ball” by the now defunct Cub and "Magic

8 -Ball” by the super poppy Head plus a song at the

end, which is really just the Head cover minus the

words. If you like the Groovie Ghoulies then you will

undoubtedly enjoy this
*J

(MD)

What Else? Records, PO box 3411 Dayton, OH,

45401

THE LETTER H
Haberdasher - Songs on Love nos 48602-

48608, CD These songs could easily put somebody

into a trance with their repetitious drum beats and

melodic guitars. The songs average about five minutes

apiece. Try not to become hypnotized. (MD)

Reptilian Records, 403 S. Broadway, Baltimore, MD
21231

The Hellacopters - Payin’ the Dues, CD Who

says that 8o’s metal is dead? Well, maybe that’s not an

entirely accurate comparison, but its not entirely inac-

curate either. You can hear all of the toms that their

drummer has and know that he has to have one of

those huge kits, probably with chain cymbal-stands.

All the cheese aside, I kinda like this one. Rock and

Roll, Baby! If I was ten years younger, I’d probably

have a Hellacopters back-patch on my jean jacket.

Something about all of the guitars searing makes me

happy inside, at least there is no glass-shattering heavy

metal screams, (harlo)

White Jazz Records, Box 2140, 103 14 Stockholm,

Sweden

Hellnation - At War With Emo, 5” These

Kentucky crusties have been around for years and have

loads of releases out. This is by far my favorite yet

(besides the split with Sink). 8 songs that’ll rip you a

new butthole. They even do a S.O.D. Cover. Gool

shit. (NW)

Slap a Ham Records

High Circle - Sell Out, LP More foreign punk,

and more "who farted?” pictures on the insert, (never

fails) Umm . .
.
Jawbreakery stuff without good song-

writing. Decent power poppy stuff I suppose. I’m

going to do something different at this point. I don’t

get enough opportunities in reviews to recommend

really rip roarin’ stuff, so lemme toss in a few things

here. Definitely get the Silverkings 7”. great garage

rawk. Also great is the new Sugarshack LP on Estrus.

Rips completely. I’ll try to weave more in elsewhere,

but these were a little taste. (GG)

Break Even Point vallebona, 28 00168 Rome, Italy

Horace Pinker - Live @ Fireside Bowl

4/26/96, 7” V.M.L. does a great job of capturing

the energy that bands possess at their shows. That said,

if you are a Horace Pinker fan already and want to

relive the experience of their live show in the comfort

of your own home, then this record is for you. (MD)

V.M.L., P0 box 183, Franklin park, IL, 60131-0183

Hot Water Music-Forever and Counting, CD
Fairly interesting double-vocal action going on on this

otherwise run-of-the-mill emo release. Special review

bonus—neck-beard count: 3 out of 4. (DS)

Doghouse P0 Box 8946 Toledo OH 43623

The Huguenots - SyT, 7” Noisy emo/hardcore.

Not too screamy vocals with poetry like lyrics. Pretty

good. (DV)

Push Pull Records, PO Box 471 Allston, MA 02134

Human Beans / The Bar Feeders - split, 7”

Human Beans play snotty lo-fi punk and are probably

more fun live than on record. That’s not to say this is

bad, cuz it ain’t. It’s just nothing special. The Bar

Feeders, however, rip it up with a sound that is like the

Dead Kennedys mixed with newer East Bay punk. Still

kind of lo-fi, but lotsa fun. Grey-purple vinyl. (MH)

Probe Records P0 Box 5068 Pleasanton CA

94566

THE LETTER I
The Idiot Parade - What’s For Dinner?, 7”

Someday I’m going to start a vinyl recycling service for

records like this. I’ll have them shipped straight from

the pressing plant to my giant vinyl-melting machine,

and Punk Planet reviewers will put my name at the top

of their annual top five lists for saving them from having

to hear records by bands like "The Idiot Parade.” I’m

pretty sure this record was recorded on a boom box.

Eight lo-fi songs of uninspired punk rawk puke make up

this record. The cover is nothing but a folded flyer, and

it comes with two ugly paper stickers. Ugh. (SM)

Eunich Records, 16306 Elmont Ave., Cerritos, CA

90703

The Independents - Stalker, CD It looks like

Evil Presley and the rest of the boys are keeping at

their horror-ska, even if it isn’t evident on the first

few tracks. The Elvis inspired vocal style brings Glen

Danzig to mind, and seems to force a Misfits compari-

son, even if it is undeserved. The vocals, and the sub-

ject matter of the lyrics, is where the Misfits ties end,

especially on the third or fourth track, when you begin

to see why the Independents have long been the only

living example of "Horror Ska”. Although they do mix

it up a lot on this CD, from ska, to rock, to Country,

(harlo)

Elevator Music, PO Box 1502, New Haven, CT,

06505

Injoy / Spazzboy - Clash of the Titans, 7”

Injoy play melodic pop punk. The music is pretty

cool, mixing in both punk, pop and ska, but unfortu-

nately is underproduced. The vocals are weak only

because it sounds like they weren’t terribly into

singing. This is probably because this is their first

effort. I’ll be looking forward to more by them.

Spazzboy also play melodic punk, and have a more

polished sound than Injoy. Decent stuff from both

bands, though nothing essential. Clear vinyl. (MH)

ISR PO Box 145 Northville Ml 48167

Insist/Chances Are - split, 7” Both bands

sound just like the legions of Pennywise clones—speedy
punk/hardcore with semi-melodic vocals, predictable

song structures, blah blah blah. It’s harder to tell these

bands apart because they cover a song by each other on

this record. It isn’t that this is a bad record, really .. it

just isn’t good. (SM)

Humble Merchandise, 7512 Amigo Ave., Reseda, CA

91335

THE LETTER J
Jobby Krust / Viktors Hofnarren, Split LP

Jobby Krust’s name says it all. Northern Ireland crust

with male and female see-saw vocals. I enjoy their

song-writing and the speed of it all. Not to mention,

the vocals are great and the recording puts to shame

most bands with the same sound. Viktors Hofnarren

remind me a lot in sound of Henry Garfield’s S.O.A.

Their lyrics spend time on political alienation and are

sung in German, French, and English. Their record-

ing is good and they too have the dual vocal thing

going. It seems to be a standard. I’m not sure who dis-

tributes this label in the United States. If you manage

to get a copy of it, it is worth the listen. (SY)

MaximumVoice Production, Postfach 26, 04256

Leipzig, Germany

John Q Public - Want to See You Die, 7” Fast,

sloppy punk rock. IO song 7 with no lyric sheet. (DV)

Middle Man Records, 4007 E 4th St. Dayton, OH

45403

John Q Public/Product Four-getting

nOWhere. ..fast! - Split, 7” John Q, Public plays

almost danceable-but still "head bop-able” type punk

rock with unintelligible vocals and lots of scream type

things. Product Four is pretty much in the same realm

but they are cleaner, somewhat slower, and add some

ska to their act. (MD)

Middle Man Records 4007 E 4th St., Dayton, OH

45403

Johnny Too Bad & The Strikeouts - Stereo

E.P., 7” Two-Tone style ska from Connecticut.

Sometimes it comes off as a little bland, but the musi-

cianship is tight and the vocals are good. Special props

go out to the subjects of the b-side song, "St. Paul

St.”, home of my friends in the Baltimore Bombers

Scooter Club. The EP. is pretty good, but it pales in

comparison to The Strikeouts live set, but if you don’t

have the opportunity to throw your money at them in

person, maybe you can throw it at this 7 ”• (harlo)

Sike Records, P0 Box 1054, Holyoke, MA 01041-

2104

THE LETTER K
Karp/Rye—Split CD A re-release of the Karp/Rye

split 12” as well as Rye’s first 7
” and some live Karp

songs. It’s not new stuff, but it’s still really, really

good. If you don’t have the split, it’s absolutely worth

picking up for those songs alone. (DS)

Troubleman 16 Willow St. Bayonne, NJ 07002

Kill Your Idols, 12 Inch EP Here is a good idea. If

your band spends time playing riffs ripped off from

early 8o’s hardcore bands, do not list these bands as

your influences inside the record you release. What is

the point of doing a Minor Threat cover, note for note?

Even when NOFX did a Minor Threat cover, it was

worth listening to because they changed it up. I better

not mention the terrible heavy metal solos on this

album or you will completely shun it. Oh well. (SY)

None Of The Above Music, PO Box 654, Farmington,

NY 11738

King Sour-lnstrumentally Retarded, CD if

you like crazy off-kilter rocknroll, then get this CD.

The drums and guitar are totally nutzoid and all over

the place. It has a real nervous and edgy feel to it—

kinda like the tense part of the movie where everyone’s

got shifty eyes and you don’t know what’s going on. If

you dig bands like SLINT or SHELLAC than you

might be into this. They even have a song called

"Math Rock, My Ass” so there. (PK)

Morphius, PO Box 13474, Baltimore MD, 21203-

3474 http://www.morphius.com

Kite Eating Tree, 7” Hmmm, not bad, not bad.

Toe-tapping hardcore which is both tense and dance-

worthy. There are some bursts of sappy (heh, don’t
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know if these Guys will appreciate that adjective or

not) guitar and then crazypounding drums that make

me yearn so bad for the days of LYNG. *sigh* I always

appreciate bands who understand the beauty of high

end guitar. But I do wonder if these kids love the

Peanuts gang as much as I do. Hee. (PK)

Kite Eating Tree, 301 Lexington Ave., Buffalo NY,

14222

THE LETTER L
Land of the Wee Beasties-Wild Dogs Will

Kill You, CD At first I loved this and now I like it less

and less, which is strange, 'cause normally stuff like

this—lush, slow, beautiful with occasional moments of

craziness. I guess the more I hear it the more I can’t tell

it apart from everything else that sounds like this. (DS)

Sunny Sindicut Records 915 L St. #C166
Sacramento CA 95814

Lanyard - Realms, 7” I couldn’t find the lyric

sheet when I picked up this record. That was because

there was no lyric sheet. The lack of the lyric sheet fell

in line with the lack of vocals. Musically this is jazzy

and rockin’ at the same time. The song on the B side

has a rad breakdown part in it. A pleasantly surprising

release. (EF)

One Percent records, P0 Box 141048 MPLS, MN
55414

Th© Last Crim©, S/T CD It starts out kind of slow

and builds up dynamically. I can’t even write about the

Last Grime while listening to them because I am so

drawn to the music, that I forget how to write. The

band features ex 1.6 Band, but it’s in a league of its

own. When the guitars build up, playing really fast

while the music stays mid-tempo, you can’t beat that

sound. With all the Gibson guitar drenched music that

is out there, these sounds will make you worship the

Fender maker. Sorry, that’s the guitar player in me

talking. Spoken lyrics, exclaimed lyrics, this recording

reminds me of Slint at times, yet not as long winded.

Pretty sure that this is a CD only release, but this

would sound extra good on vinyl, (hint) (SY)

The Omega, PO BOX 558, Village Station, NYC 10014

Latex Generation - Whatever Happened to PJ

Soles, 7” Decent melodic stuff that I’d group with the

typical Social stuff, like Dr. Strange et al. Good. (GG)

Onefoot Records

Les Shadocks - Mystery On The Moon, 7”

Surf rock that seems best suited as a soundtrack for

some sci fi space horror flick, or perhaps background

music at a swanky cocktail party. These four songs are

both catchy and interesting. Do you like the instru-

mental surf rock? Then give this record a whirl

around your turntable. (MD)

V & V Production, GmbH, Langrutiweg 20, CH-6330

CHAM

Less Than Jake - Muppets, 7” jeesh, Less Than

Jake must be in some kind of contest to put out more

records that any other ska-punk band, and another

contest to put out as many covers as they can. This

latest from these Floridians feature two long overdue

covers of Muppets standards, "The Rainbow

Connection’’, and "Movin Right Along”, although I

prefer the originals. Although I usually don’t covet my

LTJ records, this one is good for the campiness, if lit-

tle else, (harlo)

Liquid Meat Records, P0 Box 460692, Escondido,

CA 92046

Less Than Jake - One-Hundred-Millionth

Record!, LP Ska/punk from Gainesville. This is

just a collection of their 7 ”s. This 12” includes Smoke

Spot 7 ”. Unglued 7 \ Pez Kings 7 » and Better Glass of

Losers 7 • (DV)

No Idea, P0 Box 14636 Gainesville, FL 32604-4636

The Lillingtons / Nothing Cool - Split LP This

didn’t come out on Lookout records, but it sure could

have. I think that musical sounds were clearly

described in that sentence. The insert is quite

whimpy, for an LP record the insert is a small booklet

the size of a hand, poor show. Standard relationship

issues covered here for both parties, but I will give

Nothing Cool props for making the wise decision of

double bass. (EF)

Clearview 2157 Pueblo Drive, Garland TX 75040

The Lillingtons - Shit Out Of Luck, LP if you

can’t get enough of the Ramones, the Queers, or any

of the bands that sound just like them, then, by all

means, buy this record, (the added bonus is the

record artwork) (MD)

Skull Duggery Label, 77 Scituate Ave., Scituate, MA
02066

Long Hind Legs-Charmed I’m Sure, 7” Wow.

I haven’t been blessed with hearing LHL before, so I

can’t base this review on anything but this 7”- It’s

unfortunate, because the two songs on this 7 are both

really different from each other. The A-side, "Return

to Me” is Joy Division-like mood music that I really

like a lot. The B-side "Charmed I’m Sure” is a much

more rote low-fi no-waver with organ and spoken

vocals. A side good, B side boring. (DS)

Punk in my Vitamins PO Box 2283 Olympia WA
98507

Los Crudos - Canciones Para Liberar

Nuestras Fronteras, LP Finally, a full length out

by Chicago’s very own Los Crudos. If you haven’t heard

of them, they’re one of the best politically conscious

hardcore/punk bands around. Fast and loud with

screaming vocals. Songs in Spanish with English trans-

lations that deal with social issues. Packaging is great

See them if you have not and go buy it already!!! (DV)

Lengua Armada Discos 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago,

IL 60608

Lost Goat - October Golem 7” Sometimes AT

bands they rule, sometimes they don’t, for the most

part though, they always evoke a reaction of some sort.

This is no exception. From the headstone on the cover

to the female led band, playing some dark, really dark

music, this record is pure evil! (TOM)

Alternative Tentacles P0 Box 419092 San Francisco,

CA 94141-9092

Lower Class Brats - Punks, Skins, Herberts,

and Hooligans, LP This is basic punk rock with

beer spilling sing-alongs. The cover looks

oi/punk/skinhead, and that’s exactly what you get,

more of that "fuck the man cause he makes us work

and doesn’t like the way we look” shit, nuff said. (EF)

Punkcore Records PO Box 916 Middle Island NY

11953

Lustre King - Money Shot, 7” Who knows what

these guys are trying to do. Pretty bizarre stuff that

seems to go nowhere. Almost seems to be trying for

early Unsane. 5 songs that prove nothing! (NW)

Actionboy PO Box 14471 Chicago, IL 60614

THE LETTERM
Machine That Flashes - Resensitized 7”

This was not at all what I expected, based solely on the

name. Interesting lyrics, surrounded by music in the

vein of MITB, without the fast parts. Not something

that I would listen to everyday, but something that I

certainly would listen to for a change of pace. (TOM)

V Records PO Box 42098 Philadelphia, PA 19101

Machine That Flashes - Luciferin, LP Heavy-

noisy-chaotic and very distorted fuzz makes for a

strange and enjoyable listen. Sometimes things start

off very mellow and then work into the heaviness, but

there is always a bit of melody. I like this. Take one

part Sabbath and one part Unsane and I think you got

these guys. IO rockin’ signs. (NW)

Simple Fucking Concepts 1828 Ranstead St.

Philadelphia, PA 19103

The Make*Up-Free Arthur Lee, 7” The

Make*Up lend their talents to trying to get Arthur Lee

of the R&B band Love freed from prison for firing

into an occupied apartment above his. As problematic

as anything The Make*Up does, this 7” offers up more

falsetto, more neo-soul by white people, and more

complicated and convoluted politics. As always, I want

more. (DS)

K Records PO Box 7159 Olympia WA 98507

Man Without Plan - Commence Primary

Ignition, 7” A song about calling Animal Control

to take care of a wounded squirrel? OK, I give up.

From now on teen punk bands can start writing wimpy

songs about bad relationships again, because this other

subject matter is just not winning me over. The two

other silly songs and the weak Joe Jackson cover does

not help me find any redemption in this record. (SY)

A Punk Kid..., P0 Box 254, Rye, NY 10580

Mantooth - Paybacks are Hell! CDEP Thanks

to the Baltimore Fire Department? Wonder what the

hell that’s all about! Also wonder what the record is all

about as well. Hardcore influenced metal, metal influ-

enced hardcore, who knows. They mention something

about the Devil-Core movement in So. Maryland in

their note, which I’m sure explains something to

someone, somewhere. Just not me! (TOM)
Smokescreen Records 80 N. Prospect Ave.

Baltimore, MD 21228

The Mants - The Mant from U.N.C.L.E.,

2X7”? This is some excellent Rock and Roll, garage

style, from the Mants. Really cool, very raw, but not

in an un -finished way with some cool sci-fi samples.

Mine came with a bonus 7 inch included with two extra

tracks, but I don’t know if that’s a limited edition

thing or they all come as a double 7 • Still worth your

money either way. (harlo)

Lance Rock Records, 1223 College Dr., Nanaimo,

BC, Canada, V9R 5Z5

MDC - VML Live, 7” As usual, the sound sucks ass.

So does this idea. It’s amazing to me that after all the

bad reviews VML Live stuff gets, they still put it out.

(Actually, I love that they still put them out. Good for

them for sticking to their guns and doing what they

think is right. But it’ still a dumb idea.) It is difficult

for me to review stuff that I can barely hear. Suitable

for diehard fans only.(GG)

VML Records
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Me First - Awful Friendly, CD Not to be con-

fused with Fat Wreck Chords 'superstars’ "Me First and

the Gimmie Gimmies,” this all female band plays

danceable punk rock ’n’ roll. Worth a listen. (MD)

Broken Rekids, PO box 460402, SF, CA 94146

Melt Banana! ,
7” Very very bizarre sounding

Japanese HC with fucked up sounding female vox. Very

weird stuff, comparable to Romantic Gorilla (vocally).

Musically this is all over the place. Fast and tight. (NW)

Slap a Ham Records

Melting Process - s/t, LP This band is from

Germany and lyrics are written/sung in corresponding

language. Songs are droney artcore sounding. The

more I listened to it the more I enjoyed it. For all those

that are into taking chances with buying records, give

this one a shot. Packaging is simplistically bad-ass. (EF)

Fucking Kill Goldenbuhlstr. 6 78048 villingen

The Meteors - Bastard Sons of Rock n Roll

Devil, LP OK rockabilly from a European 3 piece.

They do the style pretty well. The band photos show

the guys drenched in blood playing live. I’m sure they

rock live but I’m not familiar with this style. (NW)

Hellraiser Rees Postfach 100 716, 46527 Dinslaken,

Germany

MK-Ultra - Melt, 7” Fast, brutal and out of con-

trol! Another release from thee awesome, tight,

straight edge band from Illinois. Lyrics were thought

out and has a small explanation after most of the

songs. The packaging even looks great on this puppy.

IO new songs and one Void cover. They even have a

song about Tony Victory, its called, "Bring me the

head of Tony Victory”! (DV)

Lengua Armada Discos, 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago,

IL 60188-0902

Month of Birthdays-these things that we
do are not good for the self, CD Exquisite,

mature girl-lead rock from England. This is the

standout of the issue for me, not being easily stuck

into a certain genre; it’s not emo, it’s not math rock,

it’s not indie, but it’s a little bit of all of them, plus a

lot of something else entirely. This doesn’t seem like

it’s going to be easy to find, but it’s definitely worth

seeking out. Passionate without being cliche, beautiful

without being forced. (DS)

Subjugation PO Box 191 Darlington DL3 8YN

England

The Motards - Saturday Night Special Ed,

CD Drunken madness ensues over your radio. Too

bad this band called it quits, known for their live

drunken long sets that only fans could love and endure.

Saturday Night is much better than their first LP,

"Rock Kids.” The production, thanks to Mr. Kerr, has

the sound that the Motards deserve; crunchy, muddy,

but loud. Their first LP had some great songs, but the

production was weak. Gotta love this one. So raise

your beer, have a toast, and say good-bye to another

band from the lone-star state. (EA)

Empty Records P0 Box 12034 Seattle, WA 98102

THE LETTER:N
The Nash - The Last Cigarette, CD It’s rock, kids;

Alterna-rock. And it’s not bad. It’s clean, fresh and pretty

tasty, whatever that means to you. Nothing really catchy,

but not irritating, either—and it manages to barely avoid

venturing into the realm of wimpiness. Decent. (SM)

Malafama Records, RO. Box 409 (07080) Palma

The Neckbones - Souls on Fire, CD i really

like the idea of Fat Possum Records (Epitaph’s sub-

sidiary that puts out roots music), but this was the first

album on the label that I heard, and I still like the

idea, but now I like the music too. I feel a little

apprehensive saying that The Neckbones sound like a

cross between punk and country, because I’m afraid

that it might scare people off that would like them.

The reality is that they are just a rock band, playing

bluesy garage rock. I don’t know if its they type of gui-

tars they use, or just the way they play them, that makes

me think of country. But don’t just read the word

"country” and toss it aside, I’m sure that if you give

them a chance, you’ll dig it. (harlo)

Fat Possum PO Box 1923, Oxford MS, 38655-1923

Nine Shocks Terror/Devoid of Faith - split,

7” Total thrash from 9 Shocks, featuring ex HlOOs

members. Real sick stuff— old school metal heads who

have latched onto the hardcore party train would be

well served by searchin’ this crap out. DOF come

through with solid tracks of what you expect from them

— intelligent Albany style HG. (GG)

Gloom Records PO Box 14253 Albany, NY 12212

Ninety Pound Wuss - Where Meager Die of

Self Interest CD This record takes some getting

used to, but it’s well worth the wait! It’s hardcore, it’s

emo, it’s punk, it’s Man, there is just so much stuff

going on here, it’s mind numbing. Add to the schizo

sound, pace changes that change about as rapidly as the

weather here in Chicago, and it’s pure mayhem. I’m

not sure how they pull this all off, but they do! (TOM)

Tooth and Nail PO Box 12698 Seattle, WA 98111

Ninja Attack/The Crash - split, 7” Both bands

are fairly fast and play noisy pop punk. And that’s

about it. (MD)

Suburban Legend Records 7 Woodbrook Cir.,

Wilmington, Delaware, 19810

No Use For A Name - The NRA Years, CD I

have never been that impressed by this power punk

band, and this album is no exception. However, if you

are into the "mosh pit” thing and inciting violence,

then perhaps this is your cup o’ tea. (MD)

Golf c/o PHD Unit 15, Bushell Business Estate,

Hithercroft, Wallingford, 0X0N 0X10 9DD

NOFX - All Of Me, 7” This is exactly why we love

NOFX. I never tire of their sound. The "Fuck the

Kids” 7 inch scared me a little, but this time they’re

back to their excellent, humorous, pop-punk. On
this one they do a rocking good cover of the big

band standard, "All of Me”, which also appears on

the latest Fat sampler. The B-Side, "The

Desperation’s Gone” is fun too, with a little wacka-

wacka guitar intro. Super-cool mint green marble

vinyl! (harlo)

Fat Wreck Chords

THE LETTER O
Oblivion/Apocalypse Hoboken - split, 7” Are

you into the punk rock? This 7
” contains four songs

to get you pumped up for that riot down the street..

Don’t forget your metal spike accessories and malt

liquor. (MD)

Harmless 1437 W. Hood, Chicago, IL, 60660

Ovarian Trolley-Ciao Meow, CD Two ladies and

one boy make up Ovarian Trolley and rock out they

do. I had never heard of this band before but I hafta

say, the CD really grows on you. Kind of reminds me

of the intensity of, say, SCRAWL or RUBY FALLS

(two women-powered bands whom I dig mucho). My

favorite songs on this full-lengther are "Sad Cinema

Man” and "Green Man”. The latter being a complete-

ly mesmerizing song which I had to play about five

times over before I got my fill. Definitely worth

checking out. (PK)

Candy-Ass, P0 Box 42382, Portland OR, 97242

Oxymoron - The Pack is Back CD And so they

are! This is the second CD by this street punk band

from Germany and it rocks mightily. With few excep-

tions, there’s no questioning where they stand on mat-

ters they describe in their songs. For instance, I’m

pretty sure they are in contempt of the police, who

pick on the poor, of the city masters who fill the open

lands with the concrete they pour, and maybe so far as

questioning those who go off to war, only to die by the

score. There was however an exception or two.

Specifically, what are they talking about in their song

Weirdoz Go Home? That aside, this was the best

record I got this issue. The songs are filled with

anthems to sing, drink, and dance to, which is what

this stuff is all about now, isn’t it? (TOM)

"Knock Out Records Postfach 10 07 16, 46527

Dinslaken Germany

Oxymoron/Braindance - split, 7” Man,

Oxymoron rock pretty hard and do a good job with the

oi/streetpunk thing. Melodic, with decent production

makes me want to track down more stuff by them. Oi

the way it should sound. 2 unreleased songs from

1995, "Anti" and "Idols are Out.” Braindance on the

other hand are half as good as the 'morons. Street

punk stuff going nowhere. (NW)

Knockout Records PO Box 100716 Dinslaken

Germany

Painted Thin - Still They Die of Heartbreak,

THE LETTER P
CD I was trying to figure out what this reminded me

of musically, and upon looking through the layout, I

found that they hail from Winnipeg and propaghandi

jumped to mind. I also heard that the ex-bass player

from Propaghandi sings for this band (sure sounds like

it). Lyrically they do similar subjects as aforemen-

tioned band, and there’s definitely nothing wrong with

politically informative lyrics. The lyrics are not as fact

filled (more generalized, but I think its still important

to support these (political) bands rather than the

"satan rules” or "fuck shit up” or "Straight Edge, love

it or leave it” stuff which finds its way around hardcore

as the norm. (EF)

Endearing Records Po Box 69009 Winnipeg

Manitoba Canada R3P 2G9

Park-Mood Ring 7” This 7
” shows some promise

that Park will one day rise above being a Promise Ring

cover band. They aren’t there yet, but with some more

work they could do it. Go for broke! (DS)

Sam the Cat Records no address

The Pinkerton Thugs, LP Melodic, midpaced HG
punk that seems pretty political. The cover is nice, and

done by Sue Coe. (Who rules) The only thing I don’t

dig on this are most of the vocals. The music reminds
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me of older Final Conflict. Fans of Anti Flag, etc. take

notice. (NW)

VML Records

Porcelain Boys - Away Awhile, CD Three piece

pop-punk band from Minneapolis. Some songs re-

released from previous 7 ”s, a song from Lookout’s

Can of Pork Comp and a few new ones. A few songs

were decent, 'a few reminded me of Tilt and a few

seemed to be nothing out of the ordinary. (DV)

Pop Kid, 16 Raleigh Ln. Wayne, NJ 07470

The Power Pellets - Into the Bright

Sunlight, CD Another pop-punk band that sounds

like a cross of other pop punk bands but from Hawaii.

Songs about girls, poppy distorted guitars, snotty

singer, etc... (DV)

Hawaiian Express Records, PO Box 777 Byron CA

94514

Pridebowl / Adhesive - No Better, No Worse,

Split CD Two poppy bands from Europe. The

Pridebowl half didn’t do much for me. But the Adhesive

side got my attention enough for me to give this a posi-

tive review rather than the standard yawn style one that

was gonna come out earlier in the CD. So check out this

European Release if you run across it. (EF)

Bad Taste Records Stora Sodergatan 38, S-222, 23

Lund, Sweden

The Prostitutes - Can’t Teach Kids

Responsibility, LP Oooh...this is good shit. Totally

rip roaring drunk street action. Love every second of

it. Great crap! Not nearly as catchy as their first single

(which owned my turntable for months) but still rips

absolutely and unequivocally. More pissed than their

earlier outing. Great. (GG)

Pelado Records

Pry—High Wire Act, CD Pry plays really synchopat-

ed metal but without the hair and more muscles. Way

too produced for my taste—the production is so shiny

you just know the band was flexing at their relection in

the studio. (DS)

Some 405 W. 14Th St. No. 3 NYC NY 10014

THE LETTER R
The Randumbs - It’s About Time!, CD Snotty

4 -chord politically incorrect punk rock. Excellent

buzzsaw punk rock with occasionally stupid lyrics, but

not so bad that I’ll need to ban them from the scene.

Lots of fun, especially if you’ve drunk too many Oly’s

and feel the need to stumble around the house smash-

ing into walls. (MH)

GMM Records P0 Box 15234 Atlanta GA 30333

The Rebels - Digging up the Dom EP 7”ep it

features members of the Angelic Upstarts, Red Alert,

and Red London! If you don’t believe me, just look at

the cover, anywhere on the cover. Anyway, this record

is drawn from a demo these guys did in nineteen and

seventy-seven. The previously mentioned participants

in this band were about fifteen at the time and proba-

bly had no clue as to their future place in punk rock

trivia tests. The record itself is remarkably good, con-

sidering the timeframe of the recording and what they

probably recorded on. A definite must for lovers of

77 style punk. (TGM)

Knock Out Records Postfach 10 07 16 46527

Dinslaken, Germany

The Rebels - City of Fear 7” So what happens to a

band after nearly twenty years, personal successes of some

of the individuals in other BIG bands, and a little change

in the personnel? You get this, a decent 77^ punk rock

record that is decidedly different from their other 7”.

How different? The music is somewhat darker here, the

sound a little more muddled, and the vocals don’t quite

stand out as well. A well played, though not equally com-

pelling effort from these punk rock legends. (TOM)

Knock Out Records Postfach 10 07 16 46527

Dinslaken, Germany

The Replikants-This is our Message, CD
Fuck bullshit like Atari Teenage Riot. You want really

penetrating electro-noise core, go straight to this CD.

Tape loops, background hiss, feedback, you name it,

it’s on here. Oddly, this is compulsively listenable,

even as it repulses. Ear-splitting fun! (DS)

5RC P0 Box 1190 Olympia WA 98507-1190

The Retodz - S/T 7”ep Man, have these guys

changed their sound since the last time I heard them!

They used to be a hardcore band, but based on this

record, I’d say they’re now officially a garage band. It

took a couple of listens for me to get into the spirit of

the new Retodz, but you know what, I kind of like it.

Their sound has a touch of surf, a pinch of rockabilly,

and a smitten of rock, all rolled around their garage

sound. The last song on this 4 song effort, which is

called Fleetwood Crack, takes more than a few rifs

from the Fleetwood of the Mac variety, but hey, I’m

not paying the royalties! (TOM)

Eerie Records 2408 Peach St. Erie, PA

Reversal of Man/Enemy Soil - split, 7” ROM
play some really good chaotic-emo-HC with screechy

vox and discordant guitars, making for a great listen.

Cool blast beats every once in a while also. Enemy Soil

have been around for a while doing the crustcore/power

shit stuff pretty well. I’m not their biggest fan — but if

you like tight, tuned down, double bass stuff, then this is

a must. I guess the reason I have a hard time digging

them is cuz their sound is always changing. (NW)

Fist Held High Records P0 Box 2652 Madison, Wl

53701

Rigid - One Boy’s Tragic Story, 7” Here’s a

three-song fix of some mo’ melodic hardcore for ya.

Half-singing/half-screaming vocals which makes for an

interesting juxtaposition. Lots of harmonizing and

pretty parts which break out into full-on attacks. For

those who can dig both the chuggy guitar stylin’ and

hush-hush quiet bits. Not bad but doesn’t move any

mountains for this ol’ crab. (PK)

Mindwalk, 1707 Pine St., Philadelphia PA, 19103

Roadside Monument / Frodus - Split EP, CD
Roadside Monument is somewhere between Seam-style

indie-rock and Helmet. A decent combination that

makes for enjoyable listening. Frodus is screaming

rock that at times reminds me of the Jesus Lizard.

They’ve got a decent groove going, nice interplay

between guitars, and gutteral vocals which are almost

impossible to understand. (MH)

Tooth & Nail P0 Box 12698 Seattle WA 98111

The Ruby Dare - Lurk Late and Strike

Straight, CD This band used to be called The

Shivers and had a song released on Lovitt. DC indie

rocky stuff. Type a band that sounds good recorded

and should be interesting to see live. IO songs to shake

your hips to! (DV)

Secret Police, P0 Box 2804 Kensington, MD 20891

Rusty James - S/T, 7” An emo band from

Germany. Catchy. Acoustic guitars that lead into

poppy punk stuff that rocks. Worth a checking out cuz

Love has branched to the states! (DV)

Love USA, PO Box 274 Newport, Rl 02840

THE LETTER S
Saints - Howling, CD This answers a lot of ques-

tions, Chris Bailey is the only original member left

and it shows. Triple XXX/Amsterdamned re-released

the two brilliant Saints LPs form 1977 and I was won-

dering how they finally got the rights to release those

golden gems. Here it is, "put out my new material.”

Stay away, this is horrible and might even be worse

than what the radios are playing. Acoustic/noise mak-

ers/junk fill the sound grooves etches on this disc. I

am sure someone would like this but I command you

to but the most important "I’m Stranded” and

"Eternally Yours” first. (EA)

XXX/Amsterdamned PO Box 862558 LA CA 90086

Samiam/Garlic Frog Diet - Ping Pong Gods,

split CD/EP Two live radio tracks from Samiam and

two studio tracks from Garlic Frog Diet. Both bands

are of the same realm and caliber. Melodic power

punk? You bet. (MD)

Pakalolo Records-no address given

Art Paul Schlosser-Be My Valentine, CD My

favorite part of this CD is the fact that Art Paul himself

has scrawled in bail-point pen on both the back and

front cover "For Promotional Use ONLY! Not for

Resale!” as if I’d honestly stoop so low as to walk into a

record store with this horrible stoner-plays-accoustic-

guitar-and-mutters-to-himself record and try to get

money for it. This sukka’s going straight in the trash.

(DS)

APS 523 W. Wilson St. Apt 203 Madison Wl 53703

Screwmatics, 7” I picture the members of this

band sporting a Billy Idol-esque snarl while they play.

This is attitude rock if there ever was such a thing (and

I’m not sure there was because I just made that up).

Anyway, this record has the driving punk force behind

it, but it’s all about rock guitars, rock beats, rock

vocals ... you get the idea. Nice cover, too. (SM)

Scooch Pooch Records, 323 Broadway E. #405,

Seattle, WA 98102

Serpico/Walleye-Split 7” Serpico serves up a

pretty catchy pop hardcore number. Nice harmonies.

Walleye serves up "the last song walleye recorded” and

it’s nothing to write home about. A Food Not Bombs

benefit record. (DS)

Element 6142A N. Compton Indianapolis IN 46220

Shake Ray Turbine-the sauce of solution,

CD Wow, this is a really strange record! At first it seems

like it’s going to be a really terrible experimental noise

thing, then it seems like it’s going to be a really stan-

dard rock record, and finally it ends up being a pretty

good record with a nice mix of both elements. (DS)

File 13 P0 Box 2302 Philadelphia PA 19103

Shock Treatment -S/T, CDEP Melodic old school

punk rock, thick with power chords and gravel-smooth

vocals. Emphasize the "rock” half of this band’s punk

rock formula—they do some guitar solos and some

pretty rock-specific song structuring. Decent. (SM)

D-Generate Records, 5 Lichfield Court, Jerrard Drive,

Sutton Coldfield, West Mids. B75 7TW
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Showdown 76 - “words that sting...”, CD
This thing is called words that sting, but there is no

lyric sheet to base the truth of that statement on, I

guess we have to trust you on that one. Melodic Rock

mixed with poppy punk type thing going on through-

out this CD. Songs are catchy, so if your into that type

of stuff, you’ll dig it. (EF)

Hour Glass Records Po Box, 223, 440-10816

Macleod Trails S. Calgary Alberta Canada T2J 5N8

Shower With Goats - One Sided, 7” Sounds

incredibly similar to Face to Face. (GG)

Spring Man Records 10366 Avenida Ln. Cupertino,

CA 95014

Shower with Goats - Oh a Go, 7” Sounds like a

crossbred Face to Face-Schleprock bastard child X-

Files style. (GG)

Evilash records 6909 Sunrise Terrace Coral Gables,

FL 33133

Sicko - You Are Not the Boss of Me!, CD
More fantastic pop punk from Sicko. I like this better

than their last couple of LPs, though it doesn’t have

the hooks of their first. If you like any pop punk, then

you have to like Sicko. They know how to write songs

with serious hooks. Music to jump around and act like

a geek to. (MH)

Empty Records PO Box 12034 Seattle WA 98102

Sidekick Kato - I Think I’m in Love CD
Someone better take my temperature, I must be sick! I

kind of like this! Emo, punk, and other oddities tossed

into a big mixing bowl. Half the time I don’t have the

slightest clue what they’re playing and I’m not sure I

want to, but it all seems to come together for the most

part. I could have done without the improv or whatev-

er the hell you call it in Venus is Calm, they could have

also left out another one or two that kind of left me

sleepy, but on whole, this baby was fun!

Johanns Face Records PO Box 479-164 Chicago, IL

60647

Six and Violence - Petty Staycheck, LP

Stupid NYHC pranksterism. They’re pretty silly; dumb

actually. I first became acquainted with this band years

ago on the SFT Rees comp. That song, "I Wanna Kick

God’s Ass” is represented here also. It still sucks. I find

it hard to believe that any band could keep this kind of

moron act alive. I guess when your friends pat you on

the back a lot, stuff makes more sense. I’m glad I’m not

in their shoes, cuz when they realize what a mistake this

thing is, it’s gonna be ugly. (GG)

SFT Records PO Box 564571 College Point, NY

11356 4571

Slackjaw - Buoyancy Vs. Gravity, CD Another

fine full length from Slackjaw. Emo/Indie, kind of

like a slower version ofJimmy Eat World at times. Soft

voices, poetic lyrics and at times with really pretty mid-

tempo music. Even comes with a story in the insert

and a Slackjaw magnet. I like this. (DV)

Figurehead; P0 Box 9294 Portland, OR 97207

Sleater-Kinney/Cipher in the Snow-Free to

Fight #1 split 7” A great project—a 7’ series that

picks up where the Free to Fight comp and tour from a

few years back left off—self defense and empowerment

from women. This 7
” serves up some spoken word

about violence- and women, but it also serves up the

first post-Dig Me Out Sleater-Kinney recording—and

it’s a fucking doozy. SK picks up right where Dig Me

Out left off. Cipher in the Snow dish up more of their

insane opera-core. You know you’re picking this up

for Sleater-Kinney, but read though the booklet & lis-

ten to the spoken word—it’s important stuff. My only

complaint is that this is probably one of the ugliest

records I’ve ever seen in my life. A project like this

doesn’t deserve to look like shit. (DS)

Candy Ass PO Box 42382 Portland OR 97242

Sleepytime Trio-Memory-Minus, CD \\e heard

a lot about this band, but haven’t had a chance to hear

them until right now. To be perfectly frank. I’m not

sure what all the fuss is about. Only marginally more

interesting than the legion of quiet/loud bands that are

already out there, Sleepytime certianly isn’t doing any-

thing new. One day, I want to be surprised. (DS)

Lovitt P0 Box 248 Arlington VA 22210-9998

Slow Gherkin - Death of a Salesman, 7”

This 7” is at least two years old, so I don’t know what

the deal is, But Santa Cruz’s Slow Gherkin play some

a-ok Fishbone-esque ska. Their sound is more horn-

driven than most Californian punk-ska, and might

bring The Pacers to mind. The standout track is "Salsa

III’, in Spanish (with a Spanish-English dictionary in

the liner notes). Not too shabby, (harlo)

Bad Monkey Records, 473 North St., Oakland, CA

94609

Soonest Mended - Scales of

Correspondence, CD This one had some variety.

Some pop punk songs that sounded a little like

Samiam, some jazzy soul stuff and some annoying rock

songs, arg. (DV)

Fulfilled. Records, 976 W. Foothill Blvd. Suite 254.

Claremont, CA 91711

Space Case - High Noon, CD A competent

pop-punk band that combines the melodies of older

Green Day with some of their own brand of foot tap-

pin’ power pop and melodic vocals. Nothing ground-

breaking, but quality pop nevertheless—although I

could do without some of those guitar solos. (SM)

Park Deli Records, RO. Box 1395, Santa Rosa, CA

95402

Springhill - S/T, 7” The best I can describe these

songs with their almost indie rock sounding compo-

nents, which develop into almost punk rock beats and

then twist into slower "alternative” rock based material

is well, variable. They combine several modes of rock

into their songs, but, for some reason, they still just

remind me of Third Eye Blind. (MD)

Love USA, P0 box 274, Newport, Rl, 02840

The Sputnik Disaster - S/T 7” These guys must

be part of the burgeoning Spaz-core movement taking

over the basements of unknowing Bostonians. What

are the indicators? It’s very low fi, like it was recorded

on your boom, with the band in Boston and you in

Philadelphia. The song summaries, including being

too tall for the Fat Day basement. The inclusion of

stupid little book entitled "The Truth About

Chowder”. The clear vinyl. And, of course, the music

itself. This is absolutely a bi-product of too much flu-

oride in their water system. So what are you waiting

for, buy a dozen or two of these already! (TOM)

Heliotrope Records No Address

The Stella Brass-Figure Eigths and Heart

Shapes, 7” The follow up to one of the best 7 ”s of

1997 ain’t too shabby either. While lacking a song that

moves me as much as "collect” off of their Sketches of

Places We’ve Slept 7”. this 7
” ain’t nothing to frown

about. Retaining the hauntingly lush sound of theif

first 7 ”. this release finds the Stella Brass turning the

volume up a bit more one one track and slowing it

down even further on the other. Absolutely in a class

with The Promise Ring and The Get Up Kids, while

managing to sound completely original (and more

mature). The only thing holding the Stella Brass back

is their lack of really good production. Whatever label

comes along and snaps The Stella Brass up is going to

be very happy they did. (DS)

Cutvert Records 369 E. 900 S. #266 Salt Lake City

UT 84111

Stink - Splitting Nothing Up Three Ways, CD
This reminds me a lot of Husker Du (and there is noth-

ing wrong with that) but with weaker vocals on occasion.

Some excellent songwriting here, though making the last

track on your CD last half an hour, repeating the same

"thing, was funny about the first IOOO times a band did

it. Now, it’s just annoying. (MH)

Allied Recordings P0 Box 450683 San Francisco

CA 94146

Street Troopers - Take the Battle to the

Streets, LP The bio says they started out as a drunk

joke, then sold 2000 demos. (Seems unlikely to me.)

They music is very oi/streetpunk oriented. The pro-

duction sucks ass, seems way too thin. Looking at the

cover, I’d feel this is a questionable skinhead record,

but the lyrics seem OK. Lots of "oi oi oi’s” and

‘'-'working class” this and that, unity, etc. (NW)

Knockout Records Postfach 100716,46526

Dinslaken

Stubborn All Stars - Back with a new batch,

CD Maybe you thought that the members of

Skinnerbox, The Slackers, and various other guest

performers (ranging from the cats from Rancid to the

Bosstones’ Dicky Barret, among others) weren’t going

to strike gold again on the heels of their incredible

debut, "Open Season”, but you were wrong. The

Stubborn All-Stars remind you of all of the reasons

why the original ska is great, and make you reconsider

your thinking that all of the ska-punkers ruined it.

Excellent vocals and toasting from King Django, com-

bined with constantly impressive sax from Dave

Hillyard lay the foundation for one of the best ska

releases in recent memory. Grooving to this one defi-

nitely makes you cooler than most. Phenomenal, old-

school sound, (harlo)

Co-Release Stubborn Records Triple Crown Records.

Super Hi-Five - Strength Control Action, CD
Reminded me kind of a mix between Lifetime and

Down By Law. Thought it was decent. (DV)

Creep Records, Suite 220 252 E. Market St. West

Chester, PA 19381

Supernova - live @ the Lava Room!, 10” if

you have ever seen Supernova play live, then you know

how much their energy and enthusiasm adds to their

already fun, catchy, pop-punk music. The witty ban-

ter, the chiding of the audience, the hackneyed

remarks, all the things that are left off of the studio

albums, make Supernova one of the most entertaining

live bands around. This record captures most of the

live experience and is a must for fans as well as a great

introduction for those who have not yet been intro-

duced to this wacky band. (MD)

What Else? Records, P0 box 3411, Dayton, OH,

45401

Swindle / The Finders - split 7” I like the

Finders side better, it has political subjects (always a

plus). Even though I find the subjects oversimplistic,

it’s still important for the medium of political discus-
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sion to progress in hopes of a search for a higher

understanding. The Swindle side is weird, I guess its

not that weird, but instead its standard. Standard punk

sound and subjects all in one nice package. Southern

California punkish sounding stuff in all. (EF)

Slow Gun Records 4760 Blue Mountain Dr. Yorba

Linda CA 92887

THE LETTER 1
Teen Idols - s/t, CD I have an older 7 inch of

theirs, which I like, so I was looking forward to their

debut CD. Now, I’m not so sure that I should have

been. Don’t get me wrong, I like it ok, but since I got

their single, I’ve heard scores of other bands with a

similar sound. Let’s just say its no surprise that Ben

Weasel produced it. Despite the familiarity with their

brand of pop-punk, there are some definite gems on

this one, "I’m Not the One”, is easily a standout track,

along with "Anybody Else”. Queers and Screeching

Weasel fans will dig it. (harlo)

Honest Don's Hardly Used Recordings

Texas Criffer and Plow United - Also

Appearing AsO 7” Very reminiscent of Fifteen with

a Southern twitch to it. They are kind of band that

relies on the rock sound but lives the punk ethic, so

you can understand the Fifteen comparison. (SY)

F.O.E. PO BOX 4, Bethlehem, PA 18016

Tomorrows Gone - S/T, 7” The revival of old

school sxe is here to stay. There seems to be a lot of

bands doing the ’86 - '89 sound these days, but this

band does it real bad-ass like, lots o’ finger-pointing

sing-along parts, also a rad Dag Nasty cover. Thumbs

up for Vegas Hardcore. (EF)

Element Records 6142A N. Compton Indianapolis IN

46220

The Trouble - Crime and Punishment, 7”

The trouble with this thing was that it came out on

vinyl. The proof is in the lyrics, "Another weekend on

the town, another Saturday night, another riot,

another fight, Beer by the riverside, we always get shit

from the cops, they really got it in for us...” Another

band I could have gone without hearing. Same old

thing, no different, click. (EF)

GMM records Po Box 15234 Atlanta GA 30333

The Truents - Manhattan Express, 7” A great

many years ago I saw Helmet headline a NYHC show-

case of sorts. It featured a few bands, all from the 5

boroughs. Anyways, at the end of the show Page

Hamilton (of Helmet) thanked the other bands and

said "they prove my theory that all the good bands

come from NY.” For a while I may have believed him.

Hey, I was young, and we all know the youth are naive.

Regardless, hindsight is always 20/20, and a little bit

of age and a lot of money spent on records has proved

one thing conclusively: NYC bands fucking suck so

much ass it should be friggin’ illegal, Name one good

current HC band from NY. You can’t. Name a decent

garage band. Morning Shakes are passable, and the

Stallions are OK. And Sgt. 6 Assault/Dummies were

decent, but they were really from PA anyway. And they

since broke up. (Cuz they were too good for NY...)

How about street punk? Most that play in NY are from

NJ, and those that are from NY (Casualties) fucking

blow absolutely. I know some people like Choking

Victim for ska punk, but ska sucks and they were ass-

holes anyway. Which brings us, circuitously, to the

Truents, another mediocre-at-best street band from

NY. Totally boring. Why it got put out I’ll never know.

I guess GMM has money to burn or something. (GG)

GMM Records P0 Box 15234 Atlanta GA 30333

Tungwood - S/T, 7” Bass driven rock like. This

didn’t appeal to me too much. (DV)

Starcrossed Records, P0 Box 146374 Chicago, IL

60614

Twelve Hour Turn - S/T, 7” Emo/ Hardcore band

from Jacksonville, FL. Melodic sounding screaming

hardcore. Some songs fast some slow. Nice packaging

and it comes with a sticker. 3 songs on this one and its

worth checking out. (DV)

3057 Kilne Rd. Jacksonville, FL 32246

THE LETTERTJ.
Up Front - Movement, CD it’s that NYC
HARDCORE sound—the yelled vocals, the loud gui-

tars, the speedy drums, the crowd moshes, kids jump

off the stage, blah blah blah. Up Front is described in

a catalog insert as "the underdogs of the late 80 s sXe

movement.” I’m pretty sure this band sounds now the

way they did then, but to tell you the truth, I thought

people stopped playing music like this in, well, the late

8o’s. (SM)

IJT Records, R0. Box 20300, Tompkins Square

Station, New York, NY 10009

URBN DK - VML Live, 7” I can’t ell what the

fuck’s going on here. I don’t know this band, and the

live production does not sound like it’s from the

soundboard. All’s I know is the vox sound like Sheer

Terror. Not too great of production. (NW)

VML Records P0 Box 183 Franklin Park, IL 60131

US Chaos - S/T, 7” I nteresting reissue of 1984

oi/street punk. It’s pro-death penalty, but that

doesn’t bother me. Hell, it was a different time

back then. Iron Cross sang about beating up

queers, nobody even had a clue what vegan meant,

and emo wasn’t even invented yet. (I guess it wasn’t

that bad a time after all ) So their

political/social stance should not offend. What

should offend is that this is pretty lame stuff, not

intense at all. If you want good oi/street shit from

the period search out the Iron Cross bootleg that’s

floatin’ around. Original version of "Crucified,” so

the fucker smokes. (GG)

Punk Core Records P0 Box 916 Middle Island, NY

11953

Use To Abuse - 5 Song, 7” This record is com-

pletely fuckin’ honest. 5 tunes with a subtle Bo Diddley

guitar beat laced with 1977 snotty vocals in the Jake

Burns Stiff Little Fingers style. Toe tapping and com-

pletely full of style. The background vocals are cool

too. The music is really simple with no tricks used.

When it comes to rocking out, it hits the nail right on

the head. (SY)

Cold Sweat, M. Maier, Danziger Freiheit 5, 93057

Regensburg Germany

THE LETTER V
V. Card - There’s You..., CD This is angstful boy-

poppunk. Doesn’t do much for me personally but then

again, my capacity for this sort of music is very small.

Kinda reminds me ofJAWBREAKER which, in turn,

reminds me of a whole bunch of people and places.

JAWBREAKER were better tho’. I didn’t get the little

"Failure to Pay Child Support" joke on the CD sleeve.

Call me a tightwad but it just wasn’t funny. (PK)

Allied, P0 Box 460683, San Francisco CA, 94146-

0883

The Van Pelt - S/T, CD The first song reminds me

of Moss Icon, which is different than their older stuff

which is very Superchunk-ish. If you’ve never heard

those bands before, start with them. If you have than

compare and make your own critique. If you are a Van

Pelt fan already, than this will do you no wrong. (EF)

Art Monk Po Box 6332, Falls Church VA 22040

THE LETTERIW
The Wernt - Wreckin Temples, LP In a very

Nietzschan (I probably spelled it wrong, sue me) title,

these ex GBH/English Dog folk come out with pretty

hard, working class punk rock quite reminiscent of

Total Chaos and the like, that is of course until they

lapse into Green Jello (y) like silliness, with weird

vocals and crap. At those points it reminds of bad

metal. Hey, it makes sense — old school British oi

types wear leather and so do cheeseball metalheads.

Notice the relationship? (GG)

Chocolate Roberts Records P0 Box 465

Peterborough England PE38HJ

THE LETTERY
You And I - Saturdays Cab Ride Home, LP

Old skool emo. I never thought I would miss it, until

the new poppy wimp Jimmy Eat World stuff came out.

Never fear, You And I has the good sound. Heav^

melodic guitar with the burst of the upset vocalist.

There are times when this music reminds me of Native

Nod, but that is a cool thing. I am not into this sound

as much as I once was, but this record is still enjoyable

for me. (SY)

Spiritfall, 215 Hancock Avenue, Bridgewater, NJ

08807

VARIOUS ARTISTS
V/A - Converge/Coalesce Split 7” Most of the

time you can tell new school hardcore records from punk

records by the quality of the cover. This is no exception.

Nice glossy, fuzzy cover. The record itself is pressed on

real pretty aqua blue vinyl. Oh yah, and the music! Each

band contributes one song to the effort. Coalesce pre-

sents a chaotic, disjointed, almost noise HC song, with

raging, growling vocals. Personally, I like a little more

structure to my music, so it didn’t quite make it with me.

The Converge side is much more palatable, with slow to

mid tempo new school HC. (TOM)

Life 214 Mountain Street #14 Worceter, MA 01606

V/A - Dancin’ Mood, CD Ok, so a new ska com-

pilation comes out every week, and they usually are

less than stellar, so you’ve stopped paying attention.

Well wake up! This one actually lives up to the title

and put me in a dancing mood. The focus is on the

traditional ska revivalists in East Coast scene. It fea-

tures excellent unreleased tracks from The Slackers,

Dave Hillyard and the Rocksteady 7. and The Insteps,

plus standouts from The Stubborn All-Stars,

Mephiskapheles, and Skinnerbox. At least three

quarters of this compilation is of the very highest

quality, when was the last time you were able to say

that about any comp? (harlo)

Triple Crown Records, 331 West 57th St. #472,

New York, NY 10019
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V/A - Definitely Not The Majors, CD I really

don’t know what the differences between these metal

bands and the major labelers are. Most of the material

is glossed up production wise. Add some generic

dropped D tuned guitars and staple metal groans and

we got a dozen bastard sons of Pantera and Biohazard.

I will give hardcore credit to Sons of Abraham,

Earthmover, and Gehenna because they kick ass and

stand up in creativity and sound over everyone else on

this compilation. Any of those three bands deserved to

do the split with the great Napalm Death, more so

then Coalesce. (SY)

Bush League Records, PO BOX 10165, New

Brunswick, NJ 08906-9998

V/A - Fiesta Comes Alive, LP This festival has

become as traditional and ritually followed as a

Grateful Dead tour., so Chris has decided to put out a

record/GD that gives the listener a sample of every

band that has ever played at this thing (except for 5).

Most recordings sound great, right off the sound

board. The stand outs are Grossed Out, No

Comment, Capitalist, MITB, and Cop Out. Cool

comp with great packaging and liner notes. (NW)

Slap a Ham Records

V/A - Flaming Burnout, CD This compilation

should sell itself, a benefit for the Estrus Warehouse

Fire. Instead of telling you how great this comp is I

will just list the bands and tell you that you get a lot of

unreleased tracks so don’t miss out on this one. Here

it goes, Cheater slicks, The Cowslingers, The

Criminals, Crown Royals, Delta 72, Electric

Frankenstein, Fleshtones, Gas money, hi Fives,

Insomniacs, Lord High fixers, Madame X, Makers,

Man or Astro Man, Mono Men, Mortals, Nomads,

Peechees, Phantom Rats, Quadrajets, Satan’s Pilgrims,

Servotron, Southern Culture on the Skids, Space

Cookie, Splash Four, Statics, Sugar Shack,

Supercharger, Teengenerate, Woggles. Get this hot as

fire disc. (EA)

Man’s Ruin 610 22nd Street #302 San Francisco,

CA 94107

V/A - For the Dead in Space, CD This is a

tribute CD: "Interpretations of the work of Tom

Rapp and Pearls Before Swine." I have no idea who he

is or what that band sounded like, but the liner notes

do say something about "underground folk-rock.”

Bands on this CD: Tono-Bungay, Flying Saucer

Attack, Metronome, Fit & Limo, Carl Edwards,

Townies, Masaki Batoh, Alchenysts, Damon and

Naomi, Bevis Frond, Kitchen Cynics, Tower

Recordings, Shy Camp, Tom Rapp, Half Calf with

Plexorjet, and Shy Camp. (SM)

Magic Eye R0. Box 6165, Baltimore, MD 21231

V/A - The Great Soap Opera CD Speaking

from the Pulpit, Take I. There’s just way, way too

many comps coming out anymore. It’s gotten to the

point that it is almost mind numbing for me. Most

of em aren’t worth their weight in CD materials, as

they bring too many songs that have already been

put to press on other endeavors, or present too

many mediocre bands that no one has ever heard

of. To remedy this somewhat, I have pretty much

limited myself to purchasing comps of long lost old

groups and benefit comps. This comp pretty much

falls into the category of too many mediocre bands.

It’s mostly pop punk bands, with a few well known

ska bands, and a rockabilly thingy. Out of the twen-

ty-seven songs, three stand out in my little mind.

They were The Fairlanes’ Not GoodJEnough,

Belvedere’s Broken Pedestal, and The Parasites’ I

Don’t Believe You. So while I may have broken a

few bands’ pedestals, believe me, this is not good

enough. (TOM)

Wormhole Records/Atomic Tomato P0 Box 1482 King

City, CA

V/A - Knock Out In The 2nd Round, CD A

24 band international compilation of Oi, Punk, and

Ska. Most of the stuff is pretty good, and I really like

the punk tunes. Stand out tracks are delivered by the

Meteors, Special Duties, Red Flag 77 - and Crack.

There is too much Oi on here, more then fifty percent

at least on the disc. Way too little Ska and not enough

punk rock. (SY)

Knock Out Rec. Postfach 100 716, 46527 Dinslaken

Germany

V/A - Nothin Beats a Royal Flush, CD Rock

and Roll with some pop mixed in an all Canadian

extravaganza. MAOW, Huevos Rancheros, Von

Zippers, Stinkies, Chixdiggit and the Spaceshits

being the more known bands on this disc. Real pow-

erful rock and roll with 18 bands. Like most comps

there is good and bad and new songs and old. I

don’t feel this comp has anything to offer. Should

have put an exclusive track or two by some of the

heavy hitters. (EA)

Roto-Flex PO Box 64252 Calgary AB Canada T2K 6J1

V/A - The Ourselves Compilation, CD As of

this moment, I think Endeavor is one of the best

bands playing out of New Jersey since Rorschach. So

any compilation that will bring to my ears 4 live songs

from Endeavor that hit hard, I am going to dig it. A
compilation of 7 Bands on this one. All the material is

recorded live, but sounds as good as most of the band s

studio recordings. Hardcore heaviness, some bands

you can pigeonhole in the metal category. Other bands

featured are Coercion, Coalesce, Converge, Fall

Silent, Disembodied, and Still I Rise. You can’t beat

the price. (SY)

The Omega, PO Box 558, Village Station, NYC

10014

V/A - Physical Fatness: Fat Music Vol. Ill,

CD Another sampler from Fat, featuring 17 bands and

18 songs (Snuff gets to do two). Some of this stuff is

already on other albums, but I think there are a couple

of new and/or demo cuts from bands. An excellent

label sampler for less than 4 bucks, even if you already

have a lot of these tunes. (MH)

Fat P0 Box 193690 San Francisco CA 94119

V/A - Put Those Cookies Back, CD As with all

comps...some songs are better than others. All I can say is

that if you like some of these bands: Link 80, Chumpslap,

John Q Public, Archie & the Pukes, et cetera, then you

will enjoy this sometimes punk, sometimes ska, sometimes

punk ska, collection of bands. (MD)

Middle Man 4007 E 4th St. Dayton, OH 45403

V/A, Ramencore Vol. 1 - CD Mykee offers 73

minutes of songs he’s recorded in his S.F. Bay area

studio. Bands include Wet-Nap, Link-80, American

Steel, Accustomed to Nothing, The Sellouts,

Curbside, Mykee Hates Life, Oppressed Logic,

United Blood, White Trash Debutantes, Seven-X,

Soda Pop Fuck You, and Alien Spy. Most of the

bands fall in either the basic punk rock or the ska-

core categories, but there are a couple poppy bands,

and even an oi! band. None of the bands really

caught my attention, but at least the compilation has

a purpose. (SM)

Burnt Ramen PO. Box 22022, Oakland, CA

V/A - Rockin’ in a Tard Place, CD The subtitle

of this is "a compilation of underground pop”, but

this CD contains both punk and pop punk, with the

best known band on here probably being the

Frampton Brothers. Anyway, with the exception of a

couple of clunkers, this is an excellent comp of

unknown bands. Styles of the 13 bands on here run

mostly along the lines of mid-period 7 Seconds and

All, though other songs remind me of the Vindictives

or Screeching Weasel. It’s a steal for only 5 bucks,

too! (MH)

Pop-tard 44 Kinder Ave Charleroi PA 15022

V/A - Speed Freaks 3: Worldwide Power

Surge, 7” I am glad someone has some brains in

South Haven, MI. Amidst a town best known for its

crazy tourist seasons and volleyball tournaments,

someone has the skill to put together this hardcore

compilation. It’s an impressive collection of six bands

from around the world. Great under-glossed produc-

tion from the noise of Sweden’s Abuse, Brazil’s Rot,

Mrtva’ Budoucnost form the Czech Republic,

Suppression from the USA, Japan’s Senseless

Apocalypse, and Canada’s Global Holocaust. All

bands put forth equally strong tracks to make this a

premium compilation. (SY)

Knot PO Box 501, South Haven, Ml 49090-0501

V/A - Three For The Price Of One, 7” Six ever

so danceable songs by The Wankin’ Teens (who have

since broken up), The Groovie Ghoulies (whose two

songs are quite possibly the best two songs I have heard

by them), and the Receivers (ex-Struggle Buggies, ex-

member of Redemption 87). These bands are of

somewhat different genres, rockabilly, to super poppy,

to power pop respectively, but manage to mesh togeth-

er very nicely on this record. Definitely worth a bit of

your hard earned cash. (MD)

Sellout Records 468 Magellan Ave, SF, CA 94116

V/A - Vida-Life, 7” Amazing 7” comp, amazing

packaging. A benefit comp, put out by Lenga

Armada for Project Vida, a HIV/AIDS prevention

group in Chicago. Lots of good hardcore bands:

Charles Bronson, Palatka, Locust, Dangermouse,

Short Hate Temper, Eucharist, MK-Ultra,

IN/Humanity, and Q-Factor. There’s an insert that

goes in depth with Project Vida and it also comes

with free condoms! (DV)

Lengua Armada Discos, 2340 W. 24th ST. Chicago,

IL 60608
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Thouqhrs of Ionesco "anA rhiN tIiere was motion" Ip/cd

TRANSMEqETTi/QuixOTE spin 7"

as well as:

Jihad "new testament" 7"

"old testament" CD
Quixote " a force" 7"

"s/t" CD
Wallside/Shag Van Club Ip

Gondolier 7"

Jaks "damn bloodsucker " 7"

7": 3.50, A, 5, 6

Ip: 7, 9, 12. 13

cd: 8, 10, 12,14

= us, can/mex, oversea airmail, japan/

australia/malaysia

no checks, mo's to "joel wick*

send $1 or 2 stamps for catalog of

tons of stuff we distribute

email: makotorec@hotmail.com

also for 1998:

full lengths by wallside, quixote. thoughts of

ionesco/quixote 7", as well as gyga, trocar,

bluetip ...and more.

"?CC©ydl»l0^, yo \pc?/ e?0'\p~2>, v$£oo,m *\/\oo’? 05H

mailorder and distro.
carrying many things for many people, more stuff

in every day. check out someof the stuff we have:

Thoughts of Ionesco “and then there was motion ” Ip/cd $7/$8

30 Second Motion picture Ip (ex-shotmaker/okara) $7

Sleepytime Trio Ip S6

Acrid/Left for Dead buzzsaw shaped LP $8

Van Pelt “Sultan of Sentiment” Ip/cd $7/$9

V. Reverse 10” $6

Empire State Games 7
” (awesome michigan band) $3

Hot Water Music/Tomorrow 11" $7

This Robot Kills 7" S3

Braid/Pohgoh split 7" S3

Quixote “s/t" CD S8

Thoughts of lonesco/Cromwell new split 7” $3

Coalesce “give them rope" Lp/cd $8/$l 1

Arstrong's secret Nine Ip S6
' Jihad “new testament" 7” S3.50

The Van Pelt new ep on Art Monk 7VCDep $3/$5

Limited Option. ..10" and zine S7

Trocar new 7" on Littleman reoerds $3

Ttauri “ending deconstruction "Ip $

7

Swing Kids discography CD S8

Hot Wa ter Music “ifinding . .

.

” Ip/cd S7/S9

Hot Water Music “fuel for the.." Ip/cd $7/$9

Rye Coalition “heee saw duh kaet" Ip/cd $7/$9

We carry tons more, so send two stamps (US), $1 overseas and

get our latest catalog, all prices are postpaid in the US, if you live

in Can/Mex please add $1 per 7", SI.50 per cd, $2 per 10" or Ip.

Surface overseas please add $1.75 per 7'\ $2.50 per cd, $3.00 per 1 0'/Ip.

Overseas airmail: S2.oo per 7", $4 per cd, and $5 per 10’Zlp.

Japan/Australia/Asia: $3 per 7", $5 per cd, and $6 per 10"/Ip.

unfortunately, we don't take checks, pleasemake m.o.'s out to “Joel

Wick", send concealed cash, thanx.

We carry labels like No Idea, Grand Theft Autumn, GSL. SpectraSonic sound, Donut

Friends, Gem Blandsten, Caulfield, Second Nature, Edison. Action Boy, Lovitt. Art

Monk Construction, Littleman, Longbow, Half Mast, File 13. and a whole lot more...

we are reliable and will carry your stuff! send samples with wholesale rates, stores:

email or call and we ll get you a wholesale list, thank you. we sincerely appreciate it..

/Mi

rv\0b(.o\< r̂ec(3V\<=>\r*\(*\\cc=>rv\/ ^-f«S’,r
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engineered demolition fit dismantling

IllinoisChicago

P.O. Box 146374, Chicago IL. 60614-6374

Chcck/Money Order to Jason Bufirmester

$3 USA, $4 Canada, $5 Eurojte, $6 Asia

Now distributedby Erudition, Choice, Victory & Rotz!

NO! Records:

Zero4 OMEGA MAN 8 song CD EP - brutally insane sXe

hardcore from Tampa, Florida. Ex-Scrog.

Zero3 FIFTEEN "Allegro" 14 song live CD - recorded

at 924 Gilman Street at their last show ever.

Zero2 SCROG "The Sacred Masses" 2 song 7" - heavy

sludgy hardcore. Blend of Bloodlet & the Melvins.

Upcoming shit:

-a new CANDY SNATCHERS 7"

- 2x7" comp with exclusive tracks from CAVITY,

OMEGA MAN and a few others.

Iffl
POB 14088
BERKELEY, CA

94712

Write or email for more info.

Stomp or IRC gets a catalog.

Fancy ad huh?

7
" = $3 ppd USA/S5 elsewhere

CD EP = $4 ppd USA/$6 elsewhere

CD = $9 ppd USA/$1 1 elsewhere

Cash or Check/Money Order to: NO Records

www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/alley/1627/index.html

Your Mother, Ringwurm, and

Hickey full length cds $8ppd. All mail order purchas-

es from Probe records are money-back gaurenteed.

The Probe one Is your business or work auctioning off outdated computers for

practically nothing’’ Selling off your old computer’’ I’d like a good scanner and printer so I

can get lav out done with out leaving the house or borrowing equipment (I've had the

same Mac Classic for six years now ) IBM or Mac doesn't

94566
PR«ERECORDS

Jhecks to:

Aaron Muentz
=>.0. Box 5068
leasanton, Ca,

PROBE RECORDS
Okay, a couple ads back I lied and said that sex didn’t

sell. Then about four times as many people ordered the

Whopper Breath - Mental Pygmies split 7” with the

naked girl on the cover than bought the Better Than Your

Hand 7”. So here’s another ad to hopefully pick things up

for BETTER THAN YOUR HAND.

“Another winner for Probe Records. This

band smokes! Totally blazing thrash with

great, screaming, pissed off female vocals.

Six songs that are sure to please you if you

like it fast and loud.” - Motion Sickness #5

“This 7in. is fast and actually is quite good.

The singers vocals are good, the band keeps

a fast rhythm pumping. You might want to

check this out! I was quite surprised!” -

Going Nowhere #3

“Fast, kick ass punk rock... Female vocals

that kick ass. Pick one up! Now! Grade: A-”

-Suburban Voice

The female vocals are nice and you can feel

the aggression that makes punk = punk. No

wimpy stuff here. Probably too hard for

most folks.” Punk Planet #20

“This pretty much rules.” Ten Things #17

“These girls rock!... If you like punk girls

and the music, this will float your boat.”

A.D.D. #3

MRR gave it a good review too, but I can’t find that

issue. Not one bad review yet. I admit the cover is kind

of boring. However, with every purchase from Probe

records you can get a naked photo of Tracy. Just use your

DIY sessibilities and paste that photo on to the regular

boring BTYH cover.
Naked Photo you

Regular Boring Cover can paste on yourself
- (naked male optional).



The Countdown

B
ast column left off while I was in

Holland on a punk rock club tour.

It was pretty amazing. I met the guy

who booked my tour, Hans Beekmans, at

the Chicago Underground Film Festival.

He sets up film shows in Holland and has

booked Richard Kern, Charles Gatewood

and Mike Kuchar with their films, as well

as hundreds of American underground

films. Hans works out of the music club

Paard in The Hague (30 minutes outside of

Amsterdam) as their film booker and he

also does a monthly Film series called

Popifilm in Rotterdam. He’s always looking

for new films to program so contact him at

popifilm@luna.nl or send your film to

Hans Beekmans, c/o Paard, Prinsegracht

12, P.O. Box 10430, 2501 HK, Den Haag,

The Netherlands.

Paard has a big stage downstairs for

shows, then a cafe/bar on the second floor,

and above that is a full movie theater, with

comfortable seats and everything. I’ve

never seen anything like it! All the clubs I

went to in Holland were set up for film,

and they all got support from the govern-

ment. It is such a contrast to America,

where if you make underground films, or

any art/music/film for that matter, you’re

treated as a lazy freeloader.

When I arrived in Holland, Hans was

right in the middle of an underground Film

festival at Ifis club, so I got to see some

films I kept missing in the U.S.

The First was Jon Moritsuigu’s Terminal

USA which was made for a series on PBS

but was then censored because it was so

outrageous. As I watched the Film, I could-

n’t believe that Jon actually made this Film

for television. It’s about this completely

wacked-out Japanese family. The mom is a

pizza-boy-seducing junkie, the dad is

preparing for doomsday while trying to kill

off his terminally ill father-in-law to get a

better settlement against the company that

poisoned him, the daughter is a sex-crazed

cheerleader, one son (played by Jon himself)

is a drugged out punk who spends all his

time with his fashion victim, scheming, over

the top girlfriend (played brilliantly by his

real wife, Amy Davis) and the other son

(also played by Jon) is a repressed straight A

student with a hidden collection of gay

porn. Throw in a gaggle of satanic cheer-

leaders, Jap-hating skinheads, a slimy lawyer

and a Fidgety coke dealer named Fag Toast

and you have one hell of a ride. Throughout

the Film, you just keep getting bombarded

with one weird thing after another until you

have fully submitted to the strange universe

of Moritsuigu. Out of all of his films, I like

Terminal USA the best— it’s strange and arty

and freaky, but you can also follow the story

which is pretty layered and interesting.

I also got to see Scott Peterson’s Out of

the Loop , a documentary about the Chicago

music scene. It features great interviews with

Steve Albini, Veruca Salt, Jesus Lizard,

Welsey Willis and other local celebs. All the

music is so different, the Film feels like an

overall representation of Chicago rock more

than a cohesive investigation into a certain

scene. To me, the most interesting part was

when the Film focused on Veruca Salt, who I

never really noticed before. The girls them-

selves were really smart and it was fascinat-

ing to hear the other bands comment on

their rocket to success. The only thing that

annoyed me about the Film is the director’s

quest to get an interview with Billy Corgan

of the Smashing Pumpkins. I missed the

beginning, so maybe it’s set up better, but

there’s this whole “Roger and Me” thing of

trying to interview Billy that he doesn’t real-

ly need. But there were some really funny

moments too, like Steve Albini’s story of

how someone posted fliers after Jerry

Garcia’s death for a “Jerry Support Hotline”

with Albini’s phone number.

The best thing about touring Holland

was going to Club Vera in Gronginen, a

small college town in the north. It was so

weird to walk into a club half way around

the world and feel right at home. All the

bands on the Mary Jane soundtrack have

played at Vera and my screening went really

well; it was my favorite audience after

Austin, TX. If you’re ever in Holland and get

to Gronginen, go to Vera, it just rocks! Also

check out the cool local video store, Sleaze,

and say hi to owner Peter. He’s a total sup-

porter of the underground Film scene. (PS I

have to mention this here—in Rotterdam I

got to meet Alex Cox who directed one of

my favorite all time films, Repo Man\ If

you’ve never seen it, it’s the ultimate cult

punk Film. Go now. Put down this magazine.

You must see Repo Man\)

After my Holland tour, I flew to the

Stockholm Film Festival. Talk about a

change of pace! In Holland I took the train

to the clubs by myself but in Stockholm

they had a car service that took you every-

where and each festival guest had a person-

al host to help you get around and arrange

everything you needed! The festival took

you out for five-star meals every night! But

the best part was some amazing movies

that I got to see.

Last column I wrote about Fistful of
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Flies as one of the best girl movies I’ve

ever seen. Well, this must be my lucky

season, ‘cuz I also got to see Under the

Skin , an amazing film by English lady

Carine Adler. The film is about Iris, a 19

year old girl whose mother dies. Her

“perfect” pregnant, happily married sis-

ter, Rose, has all the “right” reactions.

But Iris just kind of freaks out and goes

on a fucking spree. She quits her job,

breaks up with her boyfriend, moves into

a skid row hotel and picks up strange

men, much to the horror of her friends.

But the sex isn’t exploitive, and even

though the sex scenes are hot, there’s no

sexual nudity. Having sex doesn’t make

Iris tragic, like in so many films directed

by men (like Kids ,
Chasing Amy). It’s just

a particular time in her life where she’s

turning her pain inward, hurting herself

by sleeping with guys who don’t care

about her at all. I know so many girls

who go through this—including

myself— it was great to see it up on the

screen, without being judgmental and

moralistic. Incredibly powerful.

Another film with a cool girl was

Lawn Dogs ,
made by Australian John

Duigan who also did Flirting and The

Year My Voice Broke ,
(the first two films

of Shine's Noah Taylor). Lawn Dogs

takes place in an upscale suburb in

Kentucky. Devon, a 10 year old subur-

ban girl befriends the totally foxy Trent

who mows her lawn. But he’s way older

and considered trailer trash by the

neighborhood. At first the girl really

bugged me—she looks like a Barbie

doll—but throughout the film she had

such a bad attitude that I was totally

won over. She pursues Trent with a

tenacity that is a little frightening and

their relationship is fraught with sexual

tension but it never crosses the line into

gross. And it was so interesting to watch

this studly, tough guy slowly reveal him-

self around the little girl. You can see

that Devon will be a punk when she gets

older—her eyes light up when she talks

about stealing chickens to kill them for

dinner, or the way she kicks the shit out

of Trent’s broken lawn mower once he

discovers that some rich boys put sugar

in the tank because they thought he

killed their dog. The film brings up a lot

of issues about class that don’t often get

discussed in any kind of media unless

it’s to overly fetishize the “white trash

aesthetic.” The end of the film turns

into sort of fantastic fairy tale and I

totally loved it.

I saw two films that were about

making porn films, and both were pretty

good. Viva Erotica was about this Hong

Kong movie director whose last two films

have flopped, so he agrees to direct a

porn film for the money, starring the

mobster/producer’s spoiled girlfriend.

The story was interesting— I could never

second guess what would happen, and

the characters were very real. It was sym-

pathetic, but not sappy (although there is

one scene in the film that is total cheese).

It’s kind of like Living in Oblivion on a

porno set in Hong Kong. The other film,

Orgazmoy was totally hysterical. It was

written and directed by Trey Parker, who

also stars in the film. Parker directed

Troma’s Cannibal! The Musical! and is

one of the co-creators of South Parky the

by Sarah Jacobson
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disgustingly funny animated series on

Comedy Central. In Orgazmo
, a Mormon

guy from Utah comes to LA. and gets

involved with the raunchy porno industry

while trying to preach the word of God.

He becomes a surprise hit as “Orgazmo,” a

porno super hero, but he has to keep it a

secret from his straight-laced Mormon

girlfriend. Things really get strange when

greedy business types force him to make

the move from porn superstar to actual

Super Hero! I haven’t laughed so hard in

months, it was totally goofy and silly and

funny. The spoofing on the porn industry

was right on and, surprisingly, the women

were just as funny as the men. I never felt

grossed out the way that porn can some-

times do when it deals with women. In

fact, I don’t even think there’s any nudity

at all in the film, everything’s implied.

There’s lots of porn star cameos in the

film, but I didn’t recognize anyone except

for Ron Jeremy. I never thought a film

about the porn industry could be so...

cute!

And while we’re in the Troma uni-

verse (president Lloyd Kaufman has a

cameo in Orgazmo), I also got to see the

latest Troma film, Killer Condom. Talk

about bizarre. The catalog says it best: “A

gang of penis-eating condoms are rav-

aging around New York. A tough cop

takes up the chase in order to prevent

New York’s male population from losing

their manhood!” Not only that, but the

whole film is in German, even the street

signs! An especially surreal moment is

when this Presidential candidate is mak-

ing his speech in German. I was totally

surprised by this movie, because deep

down it’s a tender love story about the

grizzled cop and the nice young (hunky)

prostitute boy who melts his heart and

they find true love. Yes, the premise is

silly and sounds pretty stupid, but the

subtext on the discrimination of fags and

undesirables is powerful and sharp and

the film is really well put together. And

it’s always fun to see guys freak out over

their dicks.

There’s a big cult film scene in

Stockholm (captured by local Swedish

film magazine Defunkt) as well as lots o’

punk rock. I got to see the Dwarves’ first

show in Sweden while I was there and it

was pretty packed.

Next was four days in Wales, but I

didn’t see any great films there, just a lot

of beer and boys!

The last stop was Germany. Even

though the Exground festival in

Wiesbaden has a pretty good reputation

for showcasing underground work and

even though lots of other people have had

really good times there, I was pretty mis-

erable. I felt better when I talked to a lot

of touring bands later and they told me

they were pretty miserable in Germany,

too. My misery only meant that I got to

see even more films, and there were two

in particular that were really great.

Director Jarmo Lampela is one of the

first Finnish directors to make a hit film,

Freakin’ Beautiful World. In Finland, the

“successful” films are usually imported

from other countries. His film was defi-

nitely cool. It’s the story of these two

young teenage boys, Ippe and Papu. Ippe

is kind of a runt, but he’s open and hon-

est and sweet. Papu is totally gorgeous,

but can be really hard and cruel—his

only real human connection is to Ippe.

The boys were conned into dealing drugs

for Kalle, an evil mobster guy. To pay

him off, they agree to smuggle drugs over

from Stockholm. More than being a

thriller about a drug deal, the film fol-

lows the two boys in their day to day

life— I really liked that structure so much

better. There’s more of a focus on how

the boys make another world for them-

selves in the midst of having no stability.

It doesn’t glamorize the drug life. Things

get interesting when Mia, a young girl

who’s dabbled with heroin and prostitu-

tion, befriends Ippe and suddenly his

friendship with Papu takes a different

turn. There’s sort of a rave influence on

this Film, but it was a background style

more than a fashion victim-type showcase

of “Wow! Look, it’s rave culture!” The

three kids were amazing actors, conveying

complex emotions without saying any-

thing at all. Variety called this “the

Finnish Trainspotting,” maybe because

there’s no preaching about drug use, but I

thought it was different because you real-

ly got to know the characters, especially

Mia. Often in drug movies, girls are just

accessories or plot turns, but Mia was

such a cool character—totally tough but

also vulnerable— I completely related to

her. And she never gets humiliated just to

titillate the audience which was totally

refreshing. In fact, all of the characters

are treated with respect; even the kids’

messed up parents come off as real peo-

ple. Freakin Beautiful World definitely

lived up to the hype. I hope it gets over

here to the U.S.

The other film I saw that I really

liked was Little Shot ofHappiness , by

Todd Verow who did the supercreeepy

Frisk and shot a lot of Jon Moritsuigu’s

films (including Terminal USA). Little

Shot ofHappiness is the First in Ve row’s

“Addiction Trilogy,” with the second

installment, Shucking the Curve ,
being

edited right now. LSOH looked like it

was shot on video and then transferred to

Film, I guess this is why Todd can knock

his films out so fast. It’s a great technique

‘cuz the whole film is done in hand-held

verite style. There’s no real plot, the film

just follows Frances (Bonnie Dickerson)

as she leads a double life, going to work

and then dressing up all sexy-like, drink-

ing ‘til she passes out or fucks something

up and then trying to get out of the mess

she made. The film is very real time, but

also strange and surreal, like it’s all hap-

pening under water. I’m curious to see

how the next two installments turn out.

Will Todd Verow become Fassbinder Jr?

I’m out of room here, but if you want

to read more about my European tour,

both indieWIRE (www.indiewire.com)

and Girlyhead (www.girlyhead.com) web-

sites are publishing my journals from my
trip so you can read all about the gossipy

stuff, too! ®

More info:

Club Vera: Oosterstraat 44, 9711
NV Groningen, The Netherlands, tel:

31 50-3128776, fax: 31 50-

3143313, email: vera@noord.bart.nl

Jon Moritsuigu: P.O. Box 210535,

SF, CA 94121-0535

Scott Petersen: phone: (773)

929-6912, email:

raindog@tezcat.com

Killer Condom: Troma, 733 Ninth

Ave, NY, NY 10019, www.troma.com

Freakin’ Beautiful World:

Lasihelmi Filmi Oy, P.O. Box 19, FIN-

00511 Helsinki, Finland

email: info.lhf@sci.fi,

web: www.sairaankaunis.sci.fi,

A
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2 F«et tail

Foot for yoy
I talk

sort o! man listens to the Fantastics?

The Debut 7” by these Power punk Rockas

here in the Chicago suburbs. Kinda FAT sty le,

with their ow n twist Recomended for those

who haven't turned hardcore

These kids are coming from Boulder. CO. They'

|j|Jj|Jj
^ play Snotty Pop punk that makes The Nobodys

* and Vindictives Smile. Their new 7” is coming

Sinister Label, P.o. Box

Smt, soon on Sinister.

;e Park, IL 60526

T r a l u m ;

$ e » e n 0 a y s ft w a k e

The 0 e but IP / C 0 ft u alia hie N o w

Also : Sweel Tasting Champagne J" and Klondike Revolution ?

ALSO AVAILABLE

Broken Hearts Are Blue
The Truth About Love LP/CD
The debut from this quartet featuring
FORMIR MEMBERS OF

Current and Ordanation of Aaron.

Christie Front Drive
LP/CD
The swansong from CFD.
They graced us with another record
BEFORE MOVING ON. LUCKY, LUCKY US.

Plus: Giants Choir, Opium
Toylor, Mineral, Sideshow and
more!

Send a stomp for a catalog.

Prices: US/Can/World
LPS $7/8/9

CDs $10/11/12
7
M
S $3/4/5

Distributed by: Lumberjack

CAULFIELD
POB 84323 LINCOLN NE 68501

HTTP: / /WWW .OCTON.COM/8KRNZE



Revolver*Get

Hip*Rhetoric*

1
000

Flowers*Subterranean*Surefire*Choke

Rotz»Nall»|Sitfe^ii^k«Cargo

U.S.*Soda

Jerk*

Victory

*Carrottop

r
INCLUDE ^

PHONE# OR eMAIL
WIALL ORDERS!

Reservation Records
P.O. Box 7374 Athens. GA 30604

ph/fax 706*369*7235
chief 1 0@ix.netcom.com

Second

A Study in Mumpishness CD
Fun, surfabilly punk from Hawaii

There's Hope in No Tomorrow CD
Emo-pop from Riverview, Florida

$9 ppd. each in the U.S.

$ 1 2 ppd. each elsewhere

Buy both for $16 ppd. (U.S.)

$22 for both outside the U.S.

Still available:
THE INVALIDS "Wiseguys" CD
GRAPEFRUIT "Dorkabfily..." CD

and more.

Send a stamp or two IRCS for a

full catalog of CDs, zines, records, etc.

STORES AND DISTROS:
Get Second Guess stuff direct from

1000 Flowers, Rotz, Rhetoric, Revolver,

Skull Duggery, 1000 Leafs (in Canada)
and others.

PO Box 9382 - Reno - NV - 89507
E-mail: bobc@scs. unredu

AVAILABLE TITLES
NEW STUFF

OUT
"SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY WRONG SONGS"

1 2-Song CD $10

ITCH HOUSE
THE COIN HAS TWO FACES

4-Song 7" EP $3.50
OTHER STUFF

MONTH OF SUNDAYS
DO YOU BURY YOURSELF AGAIN?

9-Song LP $6

MONTH OF SUNDAYS
SCHOOL'S OUT

3-Song 7" EP $3.50 [white vinyl]

UNION
JUSTICE FOR THE WORKING MAN
3-Song 7" EP $3.50

Coming soon: Louisville Compilation CD
featuring Elliott, Wino, Eleven-Eleven, Out,

The Pennies and many more.

NOISE
POLLUTION

All prices are postage paid in the U.S. (Outsfde add $2 per item). Make all cash, checks and money orders payable to:

NOISE POLLUTION PO BOX 72189 LOUISVILLE, KY 40272 www.vyin.net/NOISE/POLLUTION.html



CD 206-008/Manner Farm:

Oppression & Compassion

A smooth blend of

melodic punk and
Canadian Politics in the

vein of Propagandhi.

check out our other hits on compact disc

Ferd Mert: All This And Morons

206 Records: The Unpunk Album

PUNK ROCK: Volume 1

White Trash Debutantes: It‘s Raw But You live For It
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Postage is included(non U.S. add money for postage)Cash or Money order payable to Asian Man Records

Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. For a complete catalog full of Ska and punk titles, send a self addressed

Stamped envelope to Asian Man Records. Thanks a lot for supporting the label and the bands!

95050*5555 web site:www.csianmanrecords.com e-maihbrucelee@pQcbell.net
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Zines zines zines

zines zines zines

zines zines zines.

Just 'cause a

reviewer doesn’t like

‘em doesn’t mean

they’re not good.

This issue’s

127 Days to Live

This is an odd, hard to follow zine that is all over

tha place, exactly why it is fresh and well

received in this post-Macintosh era of zines. I

strongly urge to send a Canadian or American

dollar and order this zine. The last page or two

give a fake Nirvana anthology that the author

posted on the web. The responses he got back

are pretty darn funny. (EA)

Ryan Bigge 11623 90th Ave. Delta, BC V4C 3H5

Amusing Yourself to Death #8

It is a guide to zines with lots of reviews, and zine news. I amused myself

right to the point of orgasm. (BC)

SASE P.O. Box 91934, Santa Barbara, CA 93190-1934

Animal Trap #1

Wow this is thick. So this dude Nicolas likes to train hop and draw pictures

and tell some stories. It is all very nice and aren’t you glad we live in a coun-

try where he can do this. The only thing is that maybe put more than one pic-

ture on a page and save some damn trees my son. (BC)

$2.00 Nicolas 379 40th St. Oakland, CA 94609

reviewers:

(BC) Brain Czarnik

(FR) Faiz Razi

(JC) Jim Conell

(JS) Jason Schuers

(JVS) Jack Saturn

(PK) Patti Kim

(SM) Scott MacDonald

(EA) Eric Action

(DS) Dan Sinker

&

A Mile In My Shoes #2

A personal zine from a self-described "neurotic

dirty Midwest vegan straight edge kid." Lots of

stuff like "Yet another crush on yet another

unobtainable boy" and the kind of ridiculous dis-

aster-filled road trips that stop being fun when

you get older. (JC)

No price; Raphie, PO Box 4681, Troy, MI 48099;

Raphie@juno.com

Agree to Disagree

#4

A big newsprint zine

of the letters/

columns/interviews

/reviews genre. It

has a pretty lively

letters section

(“We’re actually

almost exactly alike

except I don’t have a

sweating problem,

I’m older, and you’re

twice as fucked up

as I am.”) and tons

of columns ("stupid

generalizations suck

but hypocrisy is a

mighty fine Twinkies

treat to get you off

your diet of self

righteousness.’’)

Interviews are with

UK Subs, Anti-Flag,

and Another Joe.

This zine is another

winner. Plus they

gave PP#19 a killer

good review, but that wouldn’t affect my judge-

ment of course... (JC)

The Assassin and the Whiner #7

Sixteen pages fills the newest installment of one of my favorite artist/comic girl

right now. This issue was so sad, Her kitty Kerwin died and several of the last

comics revolve around this theme. Having pets myself I know what they can

mean. I actually cried the story was so sad of her cat dying in her arms. Send

for this and any back issues cause it is a great personal-comic-zine. (EA)

$1 PO Box 481051 Los Angeles, CA 90048

At Last #2

Fairly routine review/opinion zine with a nice twist of

thoughtfulness in a couple of articles about sexism

and feminism. David needs to work a lot on quality

control, but when he figures out how to weed out the

really boring stuff his zine will commence rocking.

He’s a good writer when the ol’ collar loosens up a

little. A mixed bag, at this stage. (JS)

$1; David Price, 219 Arrowhead Dr. #7, Mukwonago, WI,

53149

Beans and Franks #11

Forty pages went quick in the newest issue of Beans

and Franks. Of course you get some biking stuff,

some personal stuff and a whole lotta thoughts.

Short review, but you should have already been read-

ing Beans and Franks anyways. C’mon hipster get

on it. (EA)

3 stamps Beans and Franks PO Box 1851 Pensacola, FL

32589

Children of Caine #2

Finding a handful of positive reviews of some pop-

punk bands amongst the 100+ pages of this

death/doom/evil metal magazine was curious enough,

but the lengthy review section of horror and fetish

videos (written from the mindset of a hormonal thir-

teen-year-old) gave this reader a bemused shock.

Badly scanned photos of snowy Sweden and long-

haired devil devotees abound here, and the layout

does little more than bore in its bareness. (JVS)

$4; Bill, P.O. Box 9400, Waterbury, CT 06724; http://slaughter.net/coc/coc.htm

$2 ppd.; PO Box 56057, 1st Ave. PO, Vancouver, BC V5L

5E2, Canada; a2d@hotmail.com

Amusing Yourself to Death #7

“A monthly guide to surfing the papernet.” That

pretty much sums it up. A monthly helping of

zine reviews & news. I have to admit though,

only 58 zines reviewed doesn’t make for a very

comprehensive guide, especially for $2.00. (DS)

$2; PO Box 91934 Santa Barbara CA 93190-1934

Counter Productive #1

I now understand that I read zines for two reasons. One: I am an information

gatherer who is always trying to learn something new. Two: I like my emo-

tions to be triggered by reading other people’s thoughts, dreams and experi-

ences. Counter Productive gets a thumbs up because it exposed me to fur-

ther information on topics such,as abortion rights, stealing, the pros and cons

of beekeeping, and illegalism (breaking the law and not caring). As far as the

emotional element, well, I’d say that needs some more work. (JS)

$.50; 1102 Pleasant St. #866, Worcestor, MA, 01602



Dilemma #5

This is a skinny zine that looks kind of artsy and had me a bit worried till I

started reading it. It turned out to be funny in a wry, biting kind of way — for

instance it is full of brand names, and every one of them, from Starbucks to

Spice Girls, has a little “tm" next to it. There’s an “ad” for "Professional

Scenesters for Hire” (“Have you ever felt uncomfortable at a show? Felt like

you didn’t know anyone? Or that you didn’t know the RIGHT people? We CAN

HELP!”), advice to the lovelorn (“...you should always have a X on your hands,

because sXe boys are immediately attracted to girls with X’s on their hands”),

and, well, you get the picture. Fun, in a twisted way, which of course is the

best way. (JC)

No price; 28441 Shrike Drive, Laguna Niguel, CA 92667

Draw Or Die #3

This is some messed up artwork. Kinda like looking through that metal kids

notebook in high school. I liked it, but I didn’t have to pay that high-ass

$5.00 cover charge. (BC)

$5.00 Urban Folk Art 335 Court St. #16 Brooklyn, NY. 11231

Dwgsht Zine #10

Every time I pick up a copy of Dwgsht, I’m more

and more impressed. The thing that really sets

Dwgsht apart from many of the other political

zines out there is its focus on political history as a

background for the present, instead of just focus-

ing on the present. This issue is no different,

offering in-depth, well-researched articles about

Cesar Chavez, a history of the first amendment,

Emma Goldman, East Timor, and much much

more. Always worth picking up. (DS)

$2.50; PO Box 28 Durham, NC 27702

Fly Pink Hair #2

A very opinionated zine that is mostly about girlie

stuff. A short interview with The Muffs and rants

about fashion punks. Lots of talk about Hanson and

The Spice Girls. Not what I want in a zine, but

maybe it’s just light reading for the punks that are

so concerned on what other punks are wearing. (BC)

Trade/$1.00 + two stamps to Stefan Riot 104 Bee Brook Rd.

Washington, CT. 06794

F.O.E. # 38

Yr. Basic newsprint zine- nothin’ to write home

about. Reviews, shows, decent columns, etc.,

etc., etc. Spends a few pages ripping on the

mallpunks @ the Warped Tour (like that horse

hasn’t been beaten enough). A few bonus points

go to F.O.E. for supporting their local scene by

tossing in some free flyers/posters for PA bands and their releases. A good

effort, just nothing too earth shakin’. Could be better if it were more relevant

to punkrok issues (see DwgshtZine). (FR)

Free P.O. Box 4 Bethlehem, PA 18016

Go Metric #8

This is turning into a great little half pager. The best part of this zine comes

on page two where the author gives the reasons why you should and will like

Huey Lewis, I won’t spoil it because then you wouldn’t order the zine. Also

you get a rather obvious run down on Winona Ryder’s filmography and its

faults. The second best part it the inside centerfold (done by none other than

Punk Planet’s own Josh Hooten). You see this zine here reveres and instead

of looking like a pop-punk lover your zine will read issue three of Stern maga-

zine a HC zine indeed. There are laughs here I guarantee it. (EA)

32 cents. $1 outside US Go Metric PO Box 250878 NY NY 10025

Gordon Yamamoto and the King of the Geeks #1

So this comic comes from Gene Yang, and he tells us the story of

Gordon Yamamoto. Gordon likes to put things up his nose and in doing

this changes the way he feels towards a nerd at his school. That is

about all that is going on here. (BC)

$2.95 Humble Comics 2550 Shattuck Ave. Box #113 Berkeley, CA. 94704

Got a Lot to Say #3

Weird. This bizarre little zine has poems and stories, all cut and pasted

with weird graphics and comics throughout. The stories, when they

make sense, are demented. This is just weird. (SM)

Adam MacArthur, 715 Howard St., Northborough, MA 01532 stamps?

Gotthat? #6

The question mark is there on the cover, but it is appropriate since I’m

not sure if I got the title right. The zine itself is full of stories on all sorts

of topics: hanging out in Hong Kong, a summer job in Ohio parking cars

(“On the fourth of July he arranged it so that all the red cars went to

one lot, the whites to another...”), and going to school in NYC. There

are a good number of show reviews, and even they are really stories.

The next to last page ends with “...this zine will

never stand the test of time. It's more meant

to kill it.” The last page ends with “Just have

fun and try not to waste any time, because

before you know it it’ll be gone.” Anyhow I

loved it in spite of (or because of?) the inadver-

tent mixed message. (JC)

$1; Joe Andien, 25 Union Square West, C2-8FB, New

York, NY 10003; ja311@is7.nyu.edu

Great God Pan #10

Wow! Thick mother fucker here that has almost

too much to offer. The Misfits, Bigfoot, the

Process Church, lots of non-fiction, rants, raves

and reviews. This is a full page, glossy style,

ad-filled almost Flipside size zine that delivers

more than I can digest before these reviews are

due. I really suggest this one if you want to

spend a couple hours reading in bed. It is well

written, and I guarantee that you will learn

something form this zine. (EA)

$3 PO Box 491 Hermosa Beach CA 90254-0491

Gullible #12

Chris has one of those amazing printed scrawls

that is so friendly to read. (I’m not gonna say

the C-word). I liked almost everything he wrote

in here because it was funny and light-hearted.

Gullible also has submissions from other

zinesters of the perzine variety and I enjoyed a lot of that batch. A nice

collection with only a couple of clunkers. Get rid of the reviews and

dumb school essay reprint and you’re in business. (JS)

$1; Chris Terry, PO Box 4909, Richmond, VA, 23220

Have A Good Laugh #29

This Oi zine proves the point that even English can be a foreign lan-

guage. Cut-and-paste reviews and coverage of bands Hard Skin,

External Menace, and Bladder Bladder Bladder, as well as some slang-

filled political commentary. A long story about the editor’s old CB hobby

was quite a hoot. Some of the comments made within border on vari-

ous “-isms,” but perhaps some intended sarcasm is lost over the dialect

barrier.. (JVS)

Trev, 57 Briardene, Burnopfield, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE16 6LJ, ENGLAND
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Hodgepodge #2

Perpetuating a recent trend of graphically-sound newsprint zines with

somewhat incompetent editorializing, this 56-page offering dazzles more

through pictures than with words. The interviews with Ink & Dagger,

Monster X, By The Grace Of God and Antidote are slightly deeper than

most, but the lengthy zine intro pieces by the editors (the only items

not related to music, besides an article about religion) don’t offer much

to level out the standard music coverage, sadly, the zine doesn’t live up

to the hope instilled by its beautiful cover (based around a photo of

Stonehenge). (JVS)

$2; Mike Schade, 432 Red Jacket Quad, SUNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14261

Hot Rod Suicide #1

The introduction’s promise of “a document of (Andrew’s) mind," ended

up falling short on the follow-through, but in these pages are some true

insights c/o Scott Beibin (Bloodlink Records). Andrew’s interview

showed Scott to be a person who constantly questions his record label

activities in light of some of his conflicting political ideals. Scott offers

as many questions as answers, and the interview is truly the highlight of

the issue. Also included are some words

about Richmond from Tim Barry of Avail, a

criticism of a local band’s elitism, and many

music reviews (which, although well-inten-

tioned, constituted too much of the page

count). The layout suffers from badly-

placed backgrounds, causing the reader

much eye strain. (JVS)

$2; Andrew Need, P.O. Box 4909, Richmond, VA 23220

Ice 9 #5

Guess what—it’s another one of those

newsprint music zines. This one has inter-

views with Das Klown, Saint James Infirmary,

Haulin Ass, D-Cons and A.F.I., as well as the

obligatory reviews and ads. Ice 9 is also a

mailorder and there are several pages of cat-

alog in this zine, as well as a story about a

“white trash reservation.” (SM)

P.O. Box 6737, Fullerton, CA 92834 $1?

Immeasurable Differences #10

Well, just when you thought barryland could-

n’t get any better, he ups himself an extra

couple of notches. Chambanaland’s consis-

tently beauteous zine is back and more

enormous than last time. Tasteful cut-n’-

paste layout stuffed with articles on

Obsessive- Compulsive Disorders (and

places in central Illinois to get help), road

trip diaries, freight train-hopping travel packs, and well thought out and

researched reasons to be politically active, aware and just an all around

better person. Includes How to Make A Camera Out of a Cardboard

Box, the lowdown on Xerox vs. Kodak for all you zine-makin kinkopunks

out there as well as intelligent fiction and much more! Great to have on

yr. Person whenever you have a few moments to read something useful.

No price, but toss in a few bucks to make things cheaper for barry's

great zine. (FR)

505 South Lynn St. Urbana, IL 61801

Innocence Regained #1

Rich, well thought out articles, on Urban Guerrilla tactics, Objectification,

Racism, Veganism, and Graffiti without once being preachy make this

first issue from an unnamed Chicago kid (?) a tasty read. Includes snip-

pets from comic strips, a rather interestingly militant article by Rod

Coronado on corporate vandalism and sailing the seas with eco-pirate-hero,

Paul Watson, and a great comic strip called “the Story of Beef!" that would

make my mother cringe. Sometimes feels like he’s preaching to the convert-

ed, but hey, it’s the first issue. Not one single interview with a band (a plus!)

and plenty of Graffiti pics that prove that punkrok isn’t only about music, but

can make its voice heard through art (if you don’t think graffiti is a legit

art/punk form of expression, then maybe you should try painting a wall

instead of yr. Hair). Definitely not a fanzine, but a great zine from cover to

cover. Hopefully, if enough people support I.R., he can get some color pics for

the graffiti shots. Comes with a 7” too. Beauteous work! (FR)

Price?, P.O. Box 13274 Chicago, IL 60613

Inside Out #15

A lot of zines are a struggle to get through; this one kept me reading till the

end, and it’s pretty big. It bills itself a "hardcore fanzine” and contains tons

of really good interviews with bands like Bloodlet, Man Is the Bastard,

Avulsion, Brutal Truth, and more. There seems to be a theme to it all but I'm

too dense to put my finger on it. There’s a bit of straightedge stuff, lots of

pictures of grafitti, reviews of course, and this kind of lurking appreciation of

metal. The interviews were a lot deeper and more interesting than most. A

couple of amusing bits from a Charles Bronson inter-

view: “...this guy named Leech who the night before

got drunk in the desert and passed out on this huge

cactus and cut himself all over the place” and “If

anyone can write me and explain why crushes wear

those mud flaps on their asses I’ll send ’em a free T-

shirt." Ascension: “These hardcore kids need to face

up to it that they’re really metal heads, hiding behind

their Earth Crisis T-shirt.” (JC)

$3 ppd.; Finn McKenty, PO Box 770372, Lakewood, OH
44107

The Jokes on You #7

This is a great zine for animal lovers. It is loaded up

with interesting tid-bits about lots of animals. The Bat

is explained in a nice article. And Jennie looks at

some Australian creatures. Even the Dung Beetle is

talked about. There is also a page about the

ChupaCabra. This is a good way to get close to some

animals with out having to smell their poo-poo. (BC)

Trade or $1.00 Jennie P.O. Box 14088 Berkeley, CA. 94712

Joy of Slavery

As a means to end his job at Xerox “with a bang,”

Jesse created and scammed something that you

don’t often see in the punk world—a full-color photo-

copied zine. The standard cut-and-paste layout

takes on a new dimension with the inclusion of the

color dynamic. Especially during a lengthy story

about getting sick, the editor shows he has a true writing talent.

Unfortunately, Jesse spends his time obsessing about “mullets” (his term for

“rednecks”) and it is hard to swallow some of his remarks (for example, refer-

ring to midgets as “short little fuckers.”). Absent the moronic comments, and

with more of Jesse’s first-person writing, this could be pretty impressive.

Jesse says this will be the

only issue. (JVS)

$1; Jesse, P.O. Box 6, Richmond, VA 23218-0006

Just In Time For Nothing #1

Brian originally planned to put out a book of short stories but, because of a

lack of finances and publishing experience, he settled with this literary zine.

The first issue is comprised of a story called “A Glimpse Into My Future” which

deals with family, friends, and young love. Brian’s writing is very narrative and

he tends to use a lot of honest dialogue to tell us about his characters. I look



forward to reading more of his touching stories. They make me laugh, they

make me cry... (JS)

$2; Brian Molloy, 14 Beasley St., West Orange, NJ, 07052

Jr. Skeptic #3

Thoughts on coming-of-age/growing up based around ideas/ideals of punk

rock, coupled with music reviews and band interviews— standard zine fare,

basically. Does the zine world need another one of these, and on newsprint,

at that? Not really. Game Face is interviewed, along with a ska band called

the Swing Kidz (not the San Diego band, mind you). Avail’s Tim Barry has a

lighthearted and thoughtful chat with the editors. Marlton, NJ, gets a scene

report. A tasteful fanzine (emphasis on “fan"). (JVS)

$1; 204-B Hillcrest Ave., Collingswood, NJ 08108

K Composite #6

Now here’s an interesting one. Like the quote from Rolling Stone says on the

cover of this pub, it really is "the journal of everyday life in Louisville”. Funny

interviews with Jason Noble from THE RACHELS and RODAN, Joey Yates of

THE LOVED, Hilary Cate Newton (what a *rad* little girl photo!), EJ Kellerman,

and Matt Loeser. Also, a tip o’ the hat to Abe Lincoln, and some kooky art-

work pour vous. Shwank. (PK)

$2; K Composite, PO Box 43551, Louisville KY,

40253www.iglou.com/planet/

Life Is Suffering #1

There’s something incredibly tragic about this

zine. The guy’s a thief, a heroin addict, and writes

about the death of a friend of his (at 23) and

sets it all up completely matter-of-factly, with no

real feeling that anything is going to change. I

hope, for Steve’s sake, that it does. (DS)

$1; PO Box 170 White Plains NY 10603-0170

Limousine #4

Small but well done half page zine. Garage girl

style here for sure: interview with the a Trashwomen

(now Bobbyteen), article on Jayne Mansfield and

juvenile delinquent film round up. Thrown in are

interviews with Kristen Hersch and Exene. Quality

over quantity, with a computer layout. Personally I

miss the glue stick approach. (EA)

$2 Limousine PO Box 14715 San Luis Obispo, CA 93406-4715

Make It So #1

Vishal’s first issue is loosely themed around topics

of dancing. Vishal’s sentences are loosely strung

together. The contributions from the editor’s

friends (including an article on "feminine sham-

poo’’ that was quite funny) are all coherent, but

the editor’s own thoughts seem jumbled and

incomplete. There is a lot to be said for proofediting. A tense Regulator Watts

interview and a lengthy talk with a narcoleptic woman are here, as well as an

interesting interview(!) with The Monorchid (which is the highlight). (JVS)

$1 and two stamps; Vishal, Box 4469, 222 Church St., Middletown, CT 06459

Micromag #7

Can’t get enough of Micromag, whether it be the layout, the interviews or the

rather fine selection of material to cover. They speak to my tastes and it is

about time. This one is for Estrus fans, you get some drinking tips and some

pinball and all the bowling alley fashion sense that Dave C. and the crew leave

out of the' Estrus Quarterly. Interviews with the likes of the Hi Fives, Fur, and

Yo La Tengo top my charts. The lay out is beautiful: suggestion if you do a zine

get this and see how layout can be successful, creative and easy to read. (EA)

$2 PO Box 442337 Lawrence KS 66044

Motion Sickness #5

The subtitle states that Motion Sickness is “Just Another Maximum

Rock’N’Roll Clone” They are right and that is their own fault. Much like

Punk Planet did, MS should brake out of that mold and take some

chances in both format and layout. Above average writing and inter-

views. You get the Quincy Punks, Thrall, Jen Angel, Blanks 77, Gaza

Strippers and Naked Aggression. Credit for doing it, but I would love to

see this one blossom into more. (EA)

Motion Sickness PO Box 24277 St. Louis, MO 63130

Narcolepsy #4

Your basic cut and paste hack job, but it does have some interesting

crap, most notably the reprinted Kiss facts. Also included are stuff on

the Ziggens, Tommy Bolin, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, reviews and clip-

pings. (SM)

P.O. Box 18624, Anaheim Hills, CA 92817 $1

Ornery Boy #8

8 pages of rants by a guy that hates Canadians, women, nature, old

people, and pretty much everything else but himself. (DS)

<f50; PO Box 19933 Cincinnati, OH 45219-0933

Outpunk #7 «

This issue of Outpunk shocked me. I wasn't shocked to see that this

was the last Outpunk ever. I could have predicted that for a while now. I

wasn’t shocked by Matt’s biting, searing introduction (“Andrew Cunana,

the only hero gay people have produced so far this decade"). I wasn’t

shocked by the 14 pages on Queers in Hip Hop. I was shocked by the

fact that this, the last issue of Outpunk, is only the seventh issue of the

Noises From the Garage #6

Took awhile for this one to come out, but it fails to disappoint. One of

the few zines to do the rock’n’roll thing. Its mostly interviews with a few

rants. This guy does nice interviews though

that are generally researches ahead of time

(another words he didn’t pick up the bands

newest record and read a song lyric and bring it

up and went from there). Considering how

drunk and disorganized most of these bands

are, I am surprised that this thing ever gets put

together. Guitar Wolf, Gotohells, Bantam

Rooster, Jeff Magnum and the Loudmouths plus

more grace these pages. (EA)

NFTG 8811 Rue River Apt. 3A Indianapolis IN 46226

NoseBleed #16

This zine comes from Ireland, and it has a nice

sense of humor. In it you will find out how to

start your own white power band, the A-Z of

cannibalism and loads more. There is even

some porn related stuff. (BC)

$1.00 Der Bunker 55 Fontenoy St. Phibsboro, Dublin

7 Ireland

Oculus Magazine #6.4

This newsprint music zine has something going

for it that the scads of others following this for-

mat usually don’t: Good writing. Instead of regu-

lar Q&A interviews, all bands in the mag are pro-

filed. Included is Tortoise, Future Bible Heroes,

Scanner, Christian Marclay, Sunday Puncher,

Dash Rip Rock, Wang Ping and Tristan Psionic.

The design is good, too; even managing good layouts in the review sec-

tions. Nice. (SM)

P.O. Box 148, Hoboken, NJ 07030 six issues: $5
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zine. Matt’s moved on, but his zine & label called Outpunk will live on.

In seven short issues—in 5 short years—he was able to make real, con-

crete change in the punk scene. How many of you can say the same?

Outpunk is dead. Long live Outpunk. (DS)

$2; PO Box 170501 San Francisco CA 94117

Pear Shaped #2

Oh, this is good. This is really, really good. Here’s a feminist zine put

out by two rad ladies in faraway places: Mia Ellis in Oakland and Meg

Dickens in England. Both who seem to be supercool. The bulk of this

issue is made up of one right-on essay by a woman named April Taylor.

It primarily deals with fatness in relation to dancers—she is a dancer

herself—but touches upon many issues which are relevant to everybody.

Megan’s piece on rape is totally on the ball too. And there’s also a

lovely homage to Frida Kahlo. This zine will make you think, as opposed

to the usual reaction—CRINGE. I give this two Patti Kim thumbs up.

Why can’t ALL zines be this rad?? (PK)

$2? (at least); Mia Ellis, 645 62nd St., Oakland CA, 94609

Plexiform #3 - Fall 1997

An interesting personal zine, with all the

usual perzine stuff. Lots of short bits on

topics like growing up (“I just miss being

one hundred percent positive that punk rock

could solve anything and that my life would

be amazing once I got out of here...”), fun

times, and serious personal stuff. Personal

zines don’t appeal to everyone, but if you

like them or are new to zines, this is a good

one to check out. (JC)

$1 ppd.; Clare Pepper, RR#1, Pembroke, ON K8A

6W2, Canada; pepper@renc.igs.net;

www.geocities.com/SoHo/Studios/ 1391/

Plot #12

I wish I kept the e-mail I received from the

publishers of this German based zine. They

were upset that I stated that their zine was

typical large format and had what looked

like typical interviews/reviews/etc. Well, the

little German language that I know still has

yet to change my opinion. They also went

on to say that they wouldn’t send their zines

to get reviewed in the United States

because that isn’t were their target audi-

ence was etc. (I am paraphrasing here

folks.) The fine folks at Plot were upset

though that someone else sent it in to be

reviewed and that I gave it a bad review.

People complain if don’t review a zine, if you give it a bad review so I

guess that I will have to only print good reviews or non-descript reviews

in the future. Okay, nice slick paper with sharp photographs. E-mail em

at prawda@music.ch for more information on all German language

based zine. (EA)

The Potato of Injustice #1

Okay, here’s the problem: how many more interviews are going to have

to sound like this before people wise up and stop reading zines alto-

gether:

Q: So, like, urn, what bands have you toured with?

A: Well, so and so are kool and so and so are great guys and blah blah

blah.

Q: Kool.

With fabulous bands like Avail and Anti-Flag touted on the cover, you’d think

that questions more suiting the situation would be in call for. For example,

how can someone interview Anti-Flag without talking politics? (i.e. the pur-

pose of the fookin’ band!)

Ex (from a different interview):

Q: Anyone involved in social/ political groups?

A: Well, so and so is involved with CXA work (? Sic.)

Q: Next question..

Call me a dummy, but if you don’t know what CXA is, ASK! I'd like to know!

Long and the short: the literary equivalent of going down on someone with a

mouthful of ice cubes: promises to be great, but just leaves you feeling cold

and funny. Fair for a first zine, tho. (FR)

Price? Robert Bell, 123 CR 320 Berryville, AR 72616

Princeton Arts Review Vol. 2 #1

At what point did “fanzine” become synonymous with “arts journal”? What’s

next? Middle-school newspapers being sent in for review? Give me cut &

paste over this collection of poncey fiction & poetry any day. (DS)

$6; 9 Judson Road Worcester, MA 01605-1217

Punker Fucker #1

Unbelievable. Here’s a couple of the tastier quotes:

“My mom gives my poetry to a shrink cuz she’s a

bitch and doesn’t understand me and my poetry and

the shrink says it’s a phase but punk isn’t a phase

dumb ass fucker." Or how about, “It made me so

mad when I went to Goldfinger last week and every-

one in line was just another wanna-be poser pretend-

ing to know what ska is all about." Someone is trying

to fuck with me, right? I mean, this has to be a joke,

right? Just what the world needs, zines done by 10

year olds who fancy corporate rock. (JS)

$1; 763 N.25th St., Philadelphia, PA, 19130

Punker Fucker #2

This zine is a mystery— either it is the epitome of

teenage angst, or it is one large-scale hoax, staged

by three individuals who are fully aware of their

actions. The former seems more likely, however, and

these pages, which read like so many notes between

the editors written during class, are incomprehensi-

ble and spontaneous enough to amaze the reader

with their totally sarcastic and hypocritical tone.

Every page contains diatribes against the editor’s

parents (who must be killed, they say), promotion of

“anarchy,” and pleas for mail (accompanied by the

editor’s address at the end of every piece of writing,

no less). Punker Fucker is the work of three very

confused and lonely teenagers, trying to assert their

independence from authority, misdirected and failing. Speck, Amie, Luke— I

hate to agree with the “parental" viewpoint, but it really IS just a phase. (JVS)

100 Newlin Drive, Downingtown, PA 19335

A Punk Kid Walks into a Bar #9

Nooooo! Not another painful story about Oral Surgery. I really mean it once

again a winced and almost cried from a tale from the edge of the Dentist

chair. Lots of personal stones that are very interesting about 80 percent of

the time. You know if he can make the Dentist interesting, its gotta be good.

I almost lost it though when this fool had the nerve and brilliance to waste a

full page on “Mr. Sparkle” form the Simpsons. That made me laugh all night,

thank you. Oh homer. (EA)

#1 PO Box 254 Rye, NY 10580



Rebel Route #1

Issue one is a success. This is one well read zine. Consisting of almost all

interviews with some music reviews as well I thought I was in for a dry read.

Here it is in a quick rundown; the pros are incredible interviews/stories on the

Monks (one of best stories to know), Grandmaster Flash, Lost Scenes: my

own East Lansing, Ml and the reviews are done in a very interesting round

table format, little to no ads. Cons: Nine best albums of all time thing has

been done and done better, but its okay and the layout is rather bland. I

would definitely suggest this high-potential zine form an educated and inter-

esting set of writers. (EA)

PO Box 1740 Dearborn, MI 48120 http://ic.net/-joke/route.htm

Scenery #6

A legal-sized tome where every page is a painting, done in abstract style. It is

rare to find a zine where the layout and appearance mean as much as the

words, but one can find just that in these pages. Mike offers up scenes from

his life, be it observing angry mothers on the bus or losing a friend to mar-

riage. A number of pages are devoted to the sincere thoughts of some

Florida bands concerning why they play their music, and an ex-postal employ-

ee tells all about his former workplace. It is obvi-

ous throughout the 26 pages that there are no

computers involved in this publication— just a

pen, some scissors, and something to stick it all

down. Amazing. (JVS)

$1; Mike, P.O. Box 14223, Gainesville, FL 32604

Shakeface #2

This is a well written zine full of the same old stuff like

band interviews (Koan and The Articles) and reviews

and all that. There are some reader poll results that

are interesting. The comics are very funny. The “Tickle

me Emo” is a blast along with making fun of indie

rockers. Don’t forget to make fon of Ska kids though.

They deserve it to ya’ know! (BC)

Trades or 3 stamps Shakeface Media Empire 1 5 W. McMillan

Ave. Apt#2 Cincinnati, OH. 45219

Shorts #1

Shorts is simply a comics anthology. There are

some pretty good comics in here, some have lots

of words to go along with the nice pictures and

some have no words. There are all kinds in here.

I couldn’t read all of them ‘cause I am sick and I

can’t see goddammit. But that isn’t stopping you

from reading them now is it? (BC)

$3.50 Dash Comics P.O. Box 2814, Beaumont, TX 77704

A Slight Divergence of Philosophy #1

A fairly standard political punk zine with articles

about the war on drugs, American lies, and an interview with Avail. However,

the essay on the inside back cover about how neo-Nazi’s aren’t real Nazi’s is

really problematic, as it comes dangerously close to legitimizing the Nazi party

in Germany in the ‘30s. Like I said, I don’t think this is the author’s intention,

but it makes your skin crawl in parts! (DS)

$1; PO Box 1235 Greenwood, MS 38935-1235

Sliver #2

Thick, slick and attractive is what this (maga)zine is. A full-color glossy cover

wraps itself around 96 pages of quality crap, all designed well and full of good

content. Covered inside is Limp Bizkit, Machine Head, Snapcase, Kiss it

Goodbye, Man Will Surrender, Ink and Dagger, Botch, tatooist Paul Booth,

Handsome, Tribal Disco Noise, and the Foundation Forum ‘97. Two of the

interviews are actually profiles of the band—not just Q&A, which is refreshing

and shows that a lot of work was put into the zine. The one criticism I have is

that it is full of small annoying grammar errors—if you’re gonna shell out

the bucks and invest the time to do a high-quality zine, you should at

least enlist a friend to proofread it before it goes to the printers. Aside

from that, a wonderful magazine. (SM)

27 Commercial St., Glouchester, MA 01930 $3

Social Deviate #3

David writes about the appeal of Kiss when you are a youngster (and for

some of us, your whole damn life!) and life in jail. There is another inter-

view with an Irish boxer named Charlie Donahue that is interesting, and

lots more. So if your stuck in Kentucky (like Dave is) or anywhere for

that matter this is a good read. (BC)

$1.00 or 3 stamps David Farmer 10220 Shoal Creek CT. Louisville, KY 40291

The Social Loaf #3 „

A thin zine dedicated to “twisted sisters”—women who defy social

norms and make a mark for themselves. Inside are Kathy Acker, Sue

Coe, Diamanda Glass, Valerie Solanas, Mae West and the lesbian

avengers. Lots of stuff in here is just reprinted from somewhere else,

and most of it is pretty messy, but the zine has character. (SM)

Quynbi, 402 N. 10th St. #A, Columbia, MO 65201 $1

Spank #22

You do not get to number 22 without either

being rich or good. The folks at Spank fail to

disappoint. A very large full page zine filled

with everything you are used to seeing in a zine

and they may be its only real fault. Great inter-

views with the Mr. T Experience and the

Loudmouths. What impressed me with both of

these interviews is the obvious passion for the

bands being interviewed. Too often zines will

interview who is available. The result in Spank

are interviews that are exciting and contain

questions and answers that a fan wants to

read. Big thumbs up! (EA)

$3 Spank 1004 Rose Ave. Des Moines LA 50315-3000

Spontaneously Combustible #6

A mostly typewritten zine of personal stories by

the editor. The writing style is coherent and

well-worded, but unfortunately the stories are

uninteresting and lack any kind of climax.

Stories of being stoned, quitting a job, and an

experience with a religious man on the bus all

are told with wit but little charm. Zine reviews

and rants are included, as well. (JVS)

$1 or trade; Kevin Joy, P.O. Box 284, Eastpoint, MI

48021

Spongey Monkey #6

This issue took a dive. I really liked this zine the last couple of issues its

just this one is almost 90% reviews, not very good ones at that (kind of

like this one). Not much of the usual ranting and raving that Spongey

Monkey was good at before. Interviews with both the PeeChees (who

get enough interviews already) and the Chubbies (who don’t get m/any)

didn’t do much in any department. Hey 5/6 issues isn’t a bad record

though, they make the playoffs anyway. (EA)

416 Jeff Davis St. Waveland, MS 39576-3226 www.datasync.com/-spongey
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Stomp It Up #2

First off, keep in mind that Ted is only thirteen. With that, Stomp is a

pretty decent read. Record reviews, zine reviews, blah, blah, blah, with

some okay writing. Layout needs some help in this cut and paster.

Keep an eye on this one tho: if Ted keeps at this long enough, he might

have a fine read on his hands somewhere down the road after life has

beaten him around like the rest of us prematurely jaded weenies. (FR)

Slppd. PO box 474 Gladwyne, PA 19035

Stovepipe #10

Oh dear, this earnest pub has definitely fallen into the wrong hands as I

am, erm, a tad adverse to that which we call “the litzine”. But there are

some alright pieces here. I like the poems by Kate Teegarden and Gwen

Curry okay. There’s about 13 contributors in total so at least the variety

of voices makes this somewhat more tolerable than the rest. If you can

dig it, get it. (PK)

$2 or trade; Troy Teegarden, PO Box 1076, Georgetown KY, 40324

Subversion #5

For a 56-page zine, Subversion really doesn’t offer as much as it could.

The font size could be smaller, and with

reviews (shows, zines, records and micro-

brews) taking up over half of the total, one

really questions the cover price. The

remaining minority of pages consists of

essays by the editor on various topics (pro-

choice, school, work, etc.). The editor also

reprints his ego-fueling letter to PP concern-

ing his previous issue’s review, in which he

destroys all of his credibility. A well-written

but overall disappointing read. (JVS)

$2; P.O. Box 320141, San Francisco, CA 94132

Thirty-One #1

SXE zine that could stand some more

pages. Eric is very strong in his convictions,

but doesn’t think of himself as the uber-

enforcer of the X (thankyou!) One criticism

tho: instead of putting out a really skinny

zine that spreads itself too thin, more time

would give you more pages and more sub-

stance. I’m hungry and I want something to

chew on! (FR)

Free for trade, Eric fortune, PO box 55603 Hayward,

CA 94545

Torpedo Dialogues #2

Newsprint zines are a dime a dozen, but tor-

pedo dialogues exhibits a sense of purpose

that is lacking from most mass-produced publications. By focusing on

their own local scene, the editors not only give the zine a more unique

and personal flavor (not spiced by odes to rock gods on other coasts),

but also make the reader jealous of the thriving wealth of activity hap-

pening in the greater D.C. communities. Interviews and overviews of

The Better Automatic, the Warmers, and Kim Coletta (deSoto Records)

show true curiosity on the part of the editors, and the music reviews of

these and many other bands actually convey feelings, rather than being

bland page-filler. The layout is well done, although some of the photos

and graphics could stand to be better reproduced. (JVS)

$2; P.O. Box 2200, Annapolis, MD 21404

Toxic Flyer Fanzine #24

Well, Billy is still doing it up strong. A #24 is something to be proud of

in this day of the one issue is all zine world. Billy is one of the best at

what he does. And what he does is put out a damn fine zine. Interviews with

Gen-O-Cide, Damnation, and loads of reviews. There is even a live review for

a Cheap Trick show. How cool is that! A good chuck of this issue are Billy’s

pictures of some cool bands. Check this zine out! (BC)

$3.00 Billy Whitfield P.O. Box 39158 Baltimore, MD. 21212

View #4

They will start calling this zine Modern Illusion with the next issue. But for

now, it is View. Well View is a group effort zine that is mostly interviews, and

this time around they talk to Telegraph, Fudge Gun, Meal Ticket, Social Scare,

and The Thuggs to name a few. There are also some good columns and a

plea for us to have more fun at shows. I am all for that. (BC)

View Zine P.O. Box 530722, Livonia, MI. 48153-0722

Ventilate #3

A short but well-done zine from England. I guess I shouldn’t be surprised that

they write so much better English than we do, since they invented it, but

still... There’s a long fiction piece (at least I think it’s fiction), an essay about

growing up (“thank fuck I didn’t turn out like that...”), and interviews with

Burning Defeat (Italy) and Abhinda (Sweden). Interview questions include

topics like “...with Italy having rejoined the ERM and

also having to cut public spending to reduce the gov-

ernment deficit in order to meet the convergence cri-

teria for the SEC, what is [your] opinion on all of

this?” It got a long and thoughtful response.

Europeans are scary sometimes. (JC)

$1 ppd.; do Tom Craven, 50 Hollingbury Rise, Brighton, E.

Sussex BN 1 7HJ,England

Why Not #3

It’s tough to summarize this; most of it is a long

philosophical essay in the form of a discussion with

someone who might be a therapist or something. If

you’re going through a period of thinking deeply

about important things, like Truth and Beauty and

Religion, you might find this interesting. I’ve been

mostly interested in shallow things lately, so it kind of

went by me. (JC)

Free, send stamps; Jemuel Joseph Gardner, 39275 Sutter

Drive, Fremont, CA 94538

Woundig #3

This zine is so cool. It’s totally reader-friendly—some-

thing so many hand-scrawled, poorly photocopied

zines aren’t. It’s also illustrated throughout, which is

a good thing in general, but also a handy tool for

keeping people’s attention on what they’re supposed

to be reading. The zine is divided into sections: Ways

people can be wounded, how people entertained

themselves, the food section, and everything else.

It’s got tips for successful parties, silly games, recipes (including tips on pre-

venting farts), the good stuff about garlic and how to not smell like it, how to

set a table, how to use chopsticks, and a comic strip. Bravo. (SM)

Kristy Shmisty, 104 Union Street, Nelson, B.C., V1L 4A2, Canada $1.50

Your Future #3

How’s this for openers... “Being social sucks. I've given people a chance. And

I was played for a sucker. Not,anymore.” and “I even came home and lis-

tened to Morbid Angel I was feeling so shitty.” After that wonderful four-page

rant that I identified 1000% with, there’s a long road trip story, a bunch of

one-liners about bands (“S.O.P- the little crusty guy rules, the big crusty guy

scares me and must go. that’s all I have to say.”), more amusing rants, an

interview with Kilara, and other stuff. Worth sending for, I’d say. (JC)

$1 ppd.; PO Box 21811, Roanoke, VA 24018



Write for Punk Planet

v: '
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Make Money.

Interviews

$20-60
Articles

$30-80
Fiction, DIY Etc.

$15-30

Hey everyone, Punk Planet wants you to become a writer for us. We want you so

badly, we're willing to pay for it. Yep, you read that correctly. PUNK PLANET PAYS.

What does that mean for you? Two things. One, it means that you’re going to have

a higher-caliber publication bleeding out onto your sweaty palms. It also means that

if you’ve got the stuff, you could be making some dough. So what do you need to

do? First off, send us some writing samples, as well as a list of the type of thing you’d

be interested in writing about—what types of bands you’d like to interview, subjects

of articles you’d like to write, that sort of stuff. Include your name & phone number
t

and if we think you’ve got what it takes, we’ll let you know!

Mail your samples to us at: Punk Planet attn: writing samples P0 Box 464 Chicago IL 60690



.^footing) pioneers/von pelt split,-7"

wrinobc^s of punk compilation rrl/pir disk. Ip

wrnaction patrol "on patrol" dkrngrnphy rrl

7moximillian colby discography cd

I
>o box 5431 Richmond, VA 23220 fax (804)2/0-6356 7"s $3 • cds $8 • abc Ip $10 • s.a.s.e for catalog

IMPORTED FROM JAPAN

Electric Summer joins the Soda Jerk Family

NEW ELECTRIC SUMMER CD "SHOCK", PRODUCED BY BILL STEVENSON

send cash, check or money order

for $8, ($9 CAN, $10 WORLD

)

„ SEY
»o Turning Baer

cd&vfnyf

MARILYN’S VITAMINS

in These Shoes
Squeegee 6U1T out nowl

Stranded’

5KMUCKUCHUCKLI

OUT OF HAND
Canadian Gothic

OUT OF HAND

Marilyn’S Vitamins "Squeegee Girl" 4 song 7"

Jersey "No Turning Back” 12” LP (from Workshop Records)

CZD “On The Red Screen" 5 song 7" (co-release w/ Front Rock)

Check out the website at

http://rawenergy.passport.casa "jssrjRTEizr*
innn irllnU 11 1 Toronto, ON Canada
* till uirim M5J 1E6

DISTRO BY PAGE, VERY, COM-FOUR, CHOKE, GET HIP & REVELATON.



Ovarian Trolley

“Ciao Meow” LP/CD

CDS $10 IPS $8

F2F T”S $4 7 "S $3

Double LP $10

Tshirts $10 (CAIogo)

Hooded Sweatshirts $25

slickers+buttons $1 OR

free with orders over $16

checks to Candyass

US funds only please!

add some $ for overseas!

FreeTo Fight Seven Inch #1

Sleater-Kinney “Big Big

Lights” and Cypher in the

Snow “Blame the Victim”

in 1998:

The Christal Methodists “Satanic Ritual Abuse"

The Electricians (the new Team Dresch OS)

POIlox 881782
San Francisco, CA 94188

We’ve got these: Mercurochrome 7”, Hazel “Airiana” EP/CD, Heavy Johnson “Put Your

Weight On It” LP/CO, Cypher in the Snow “Blow Away The Glitter Diamonds Stolen From

the Crown” CD, The Vegas Beat “S/r LP/CD. Hazel/Ovarian Trolley Split 7” stamp for catalog!

CANDY-ASS

SHI I ATS IT UP

RECORDS

Killer of Friendships CD

Walk Like a man 7

ALSO OUT:

• Sicko CD
(you are not the boss of me)

• Dead Moon CD
(Hardwired in Ljubljana)

• Motards CD
(Saturday Night Special Ed.)

New band from Sean Croghan (Ex Crackerbash)enpi
t'ORD

www.empty-records.comP0 Box 12034 Sea, Wa 98102



Punk in the Past Tense
by Jim Testa

Kiss This: punk in the
PRESENT TENSE

Gina Arnold

St. Martin’s Press

Y
ou might want to write this

down: Punk died in March,

1996. At least, that’s when

Gina Arnold—a freelance

writer who works out of

Berkeley—says it did. It was

then that Arnold “suddenly

became aware that punk

rock—heretofore the ruling

concept of my whole per-

sona—was now a meaningless philosophy.”

And so, in KISS THIS: Punk In The

Present Tense
,
Arnold chronicles the death of

punk. Sort of. Actually, what this book does

is cobble together a series of magazine

pieces that previously appeared in alternative

weeklies and Option magazine and connect

them with a half-baked theory about the

demise of punk.

The problems starts almost before the

book does: Arnold never bothers to explain

what she means by “punk.” Early in the

book, it seems as if she's writing about a

musical genre, one epitomized by the Sex

Pistols’ Never Mind The Bollocks. “Is it noise

or music or genuine art?” she asks. Later,

she broadens that definition to encompass a

sub-culture composed of record labels,

bands, and fans, and argues that the

“inevitable” co-option of that sub-culture by

the mainstream is what doomed punk.

“Everyone sells out,” she argues, even as

she’s interviewing people who have stead-

fastly refused to do just that.

Part of Arnold’s selling-out argument cen-

ters on product endorsements—she devotes an

entire chapter to the way Skoal chewing tobacco

and Budweiser promote themselves with rock

music—but the example she cites is a cheesy

bar band that plays frathouses. Her biggest

indictment against punk? Its collusion with the

rampant popularity of snowboarding, a sport she

tried once and didn’t like. (Oddly, she never

mentions skateboarding, an activity with much

deeper and older ties to punk than snowboard-

ing... but then, Arnold has probably never been

on a skateboard.) “Punk used to be made by

seedy, unhealthy, pale-skinned antijock types,

expressly for people like themselves,” she

writes—apparently never having seen Youth of

Today or any of the buffed, all-too-athletic hard-

core bands of the Eighties. “Now it's the

province of beefy, healthy jock types—the very

same types who ruined punk rock to begin with

when they first invaded the mosh pits.” Well,

that might be true for Face To Face and their ilk;

but you have to wonder if Arnold has ever seen

Anti Rag, Pansy Division, Fugazi, the Queers, or

the Promise Ring. “Beefy, healthy jock types?” I

don’t think so.

But that’s only the beginning: KISS

THIS teems with contradictions and factual

errors, inexcusable in a book that’s ostensi-

bly mapping “the history of her generation,”

as we’re told on the jacket blurb from rock

pundit Greil Marcus. Arnold refers to Rancid

as “straightedge,” screws up the words

behind the acronym H.O.R.D.E., and says

that ALL recorded for SST (they were on

Cruz)... She even blows the name of Green
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Day’s label (it’s Reprise, not Warner

Brothers.) And she includes Screeching

Weasel in a laundry list of indie-label

bands wooed and signed to major labels

in the wake of the Offspring’s success.

That last mistake is a lulu, because

Arnold actually called Fat Wreck Chords and

asked to speak with Ben Weasel for the

book. Ben—in typical Ben Weasel style

—

said he would only do the interview if Arnold

agreed to do a piece on his band in her

East Bay Express column, and she told him

to piss off. The interesting thing here is that

Gina Arnold clearly knew Screeching Weasel

was signed to Fat; so either she threw in

the major label signing reference out of

spite (in dear disregard of the facts) or this

East Bay-based rock journalist actually

thinks Fat Wreck Chords is a major label.

Either way, it doesn’t say much for her grasp

of the truth.

That’s nothing new, though; Arnold’s

first book, ROUTE 666: On The Road To

Nirvana
,
was roundly criticized for its slack

fact-checking (my favorite blunder was the

repeated misspelling of the dB’s name in

the chapter on Hoboken—it’s only three

letters long and she still got it wrong).

Arnold’s style—which largely consists

of gushy first-person observations, whiny

rhetoric, and invented words—can be mad-

dening by itself, but there’s no excuse for

all of the run-on sentences, misspellings,

and tortured grammar (“there’s the Pistols,”

she writes early on, apparently having slept

through the English class about matching

plural nouns and verbs.)

In all fairness, parts of KISS THIS do

work. Her profile of Brett Gurewitz serves

up a rewarding behind-the-scenes look at

Epitaph, and there’s a well-rounded

account of 924 Gilman Street's campaign

to keep the Pyramid Brewery out of its

un-gentrified Berkeley neighborhood. And

when Arnold writes about a band that she

loves—the chapter on the Ramones

springs to mind—she can summon up an

enthusiasm and a soul-baring honesty

that most rock critics would be embar-

rassed to reveal.

But for all that, no one is ever going to

confuse Gina Arnold with a reporter. There’s

an almost arrogant lack of precision to her

writing—a self-righteous refusal to tighten up

her sentences, check her facts, or try to pre-

sent at least two sides to any story. Her

“definitive” chapter on rap is little more than

a rewrite of an interview with Ice T, whose

views on music, race, and commerce are

allowed to stand on their own, without rebut-

tal from any other point of view. Her chapter

on Czech punk was obviously sandwiched

into the book so Arnold could rehash her

junket to Prague and brag about the night

she got to hang out with the Fastbacks and

Eddie Vedder.

Bottom line, the problem with KISS

THIS is the problem with all of Gina

Arnold’s writing: She's completely incapable

of seeing the world through anyone’s eyes

but her own. She looks for punk in all the

wrong places: backstage at Lollapalooza, in

an arena in Finland, at a sold-out show at

the 2,500 seat Warfield Theater in San

Francisco—and wonders why it feels so

empty and commercialized. If punk lives

—

and the fanzine you’re holding seems like

pretty good proof that it does—you won't

find it there, but in basements and garages

and American Legion halls; in the pages of

DIY fanzines, not the East Bay Express and

Spin. And punk is reborn every day in the

^hearts and minds of all those kids who go

to their first basement show or pick up their

first Minor Threat 7-inch and feel their lives

change. It’s like my pal Tim Steagal once

said: A black leather jacket isn’t a piece of

clothing, it’s a way of life.

And what’s most galling is that Gina

Arnold knows all that—she admits it in the

last chapter of the book. She acknowl-

edges that the fraternity she’s opted to

join—the one that watches bands from

the VIP seats at Winterland, that writes

about, but never attends, shows at places

like 924 Gilman—may not have anything

to do with punk, but that punk is still hap-

pening all around her. “Sometimes I con-

template actually going to one of these

shows, but then my better judgment stops

me,” she writes. “Like Ice T, I’ve seen it,

smelled it. I know its every nuance and

note. It’s inconceivable to think that one

of these bands will actually change my

life. But that's not to say it won't change

someone else’s.”

It’s an all-too-typical Gina Arnoldism: If

Gina doesn’t get the same thrill from punk that

she used to, then punk is dead. But punk’s

not dead, it’s just that part of Gina Arnold that

was once open-minded and unjaded enough

to embrace punk that’s died. Like so many

other things, she even got the title of her book

wrong; she should have called it NSS THIS:

Punk In The Past Tense. ®
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BOOK REVIEWS
Temporarily Yours

by Leah Ryan

Best of Temp Slave!
Edited by Jeff Kelly

Garrett County Press

I

got on a Greyhound bus in Iowa City,

headed for Chicago, at 1 AM on

November 15th, a Saturday. I packed

my bag under duress, in the middle of

an argument with a certain special

(goddamn) someone. By the time we

reached the bus station, in something

of a hurry, having reconciled somewhat

in recent moments, I had no idea what

I had packed. My companion, also my

adversary and the source of the amnesia, suc-

cinctly listed all the items I’d thrown into my bag

at the height of my agitation. It’s nice to know I

can pack a bag without using my brain at all; it

turned out to be all the right stuff.

Snow, and lots of it, was the prediction

throughout the Midwest. The 1 AM bus was jam-

packed, and something of a freak show. I sat

next to a guy who was traveling from San

Francisco to Toledo. Technically, though, he’d just

moved from San Antonio. He’d moved down

there to be with this woman, and well.... it didn’t

work out. Apparently he’d met this woman on a

cross-country Greyhound bus. He was listening to

country music on his portable CD player.

Blizzard conditions set in about an hour

into the trip. Unwashed but well-fed blonde

dead-head types snored loudly, often clearing

their throats in a special liquid-gravel way that

seems to be particular to heavy pot smokers.

A woman sitting near the very crabby driver

talked to him absolutely non-stop while the

bus crawled along in the snow. Out the win-

dow, I looked past my lovelorn seatmate and

saw nothing but white. I didn’t sleep much.

This was only the first leg of the trip. More

snow was predicted in and around Chicago that

day. My final destination was a bar called O’Cayz-

Corral in Madison, Wisconsin. In Chicago, I slept

a few hours and then headed out with my fear-

less friend Ed in his 1985 Chevy Caprice Classic.

Now it was not only snow, but sleet, rain, wind.

The obvious question is, why? Why should

a broke and earless graduate student with too

much work to do embark on a Midwestern road

trip in the middle of a winter storm? To attend

the release party for Best of Temp Slave!, of

course. I can honestly say that there aren't

many other reasons I’d do such a thing.

Temp Slave! has been among my favorite

zines for years. It’s right up there with Bust
,

Dishwasher
,
and R2D2 Is An Indie Rocker. I

loved Temp Slave! before I ever submitted any-

thing to it; in fact, before I ever temped. The

specifics aren’t important; Temp Slave! always

appealed to me as an American worker.

Anyone who has worked thankless dead-end

shit jobs for assholes will enjoy Temp Slave!. It

does not apologize for it’s unflinching look at

labor in the United States. As Studs Terkel says

on the back of the book, “Temp is a

euphemism for day laborer. George and Lennie

are no longer merely ranch hands.” What Temp

Slave

!

lacks in theoretical bullshit, it more than

makes up for in funny, down-to-earth, gritty, yet

intelligent and well-crafted essays about life as

a temp, which any American worker on the low

end of the totem pole should appreciate.

“Zine Book,” like “Zine Community,” or

“Jumbo Shrimp,” is something of an oxymoron.

Some of you may have read my column several

issues back about a panel discussion I attend-

ed in Chicago. Several zine publishers who had

recently landed major book deals were on hand

to whine about their problems. Oh joy. Not only

were their attitudes odious, but the quality of

much of the writing was less than great. Ironic,

since we were being reminded every six min-

utes that these people were trained profession-

als—don’t try this at home, kids.

What does it mean to be a “professional”

writer, or any kind of artist in this country, really? I

think most people would agree that the acquisi-

tion of money and fame is at least somewhat

arbitrary. Great people get famous; other great

people stay obscure; lame-ass no-talents get

famous too. So what makes a professional? A

Random House deal? I shrink from the word

“professional” when referring to my playwriting

because I don’t make a living at it, but how many

people do you know that make a living as a play-

wright? Will I become a “professional” when I’m

six feet under? Will my zine, Violation Fez

,

be an

“amateur” publication until it gets picked up by

Random House and becomes “professional”?

Can cats laugh? If they can, my cat Fez will laugh

at that. When the words “professional” and

“zine” get anywhere near each other, I start to

smell an oxymoron.

Temp Slave! #9 was reviewed in the lat-

est Factsheet Five
;
the review said that the

issue contained work from a number of “well

known” writers. Yours truly, Leah Ryan, was on

that list, right between Debbie Goad and Pete

Dishwasher. What does it mean to be “well

known” in the “zine community”? Argh. It was

a nice review, actually. I was at once flattered

and amused.

Interestingly, all three of us are featured in

Best of Temp Slave!. The editor himself is also

a major contributor to the book, which might

be annoying if he wasn’t such a good writer,

but I never tire of his well-crafted, highly

detailed rants. Pete Sickman-Garner (Hey

Mister comics) and Alice Gail Carter co-

designed Best of Temp Slave!. The design is

beautiful, easy on the eyes, but not too slick.
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The comics and other artwork are simple,

funny, and full of attitude—perfectly in the

spirit of Temp Slave!

Best of Temp Slave! manages to walk

that fine, wobbly line; to wrestle the “zine

book” oxymoron with a lot of style. It has

the substantial presence of a book, but

somehow it still looks and feels like Temp

Slave!. In essence, somehow, it still feels

like a zine.

An important element to that feeling

—

and one missing from almost all other “zine

books” is that Jeff Kelly, alias KEFFO, decided

to go with an independent publisher. Before he

was approached by Garrett County Press, he

gave some thought to self-publishing. There

were also some possibilities for hooking up

with a major publisher on the project. Jeff says

that one of the reasons he decided to go with

GCP is that, “I figured I would learn more.” He

also felt that a major publisher would be very

likely to sabotage the book. He went on to tell

a harrowing story about being approached by

Hollywood TV people about doing a Temp

Slave! sitcom. Can you see it? Just like

Friends except with acne and alcoholism; peo-

ple with IQs over 50, cramped apartments, bill

collectors, real gay people, cigarettes and

cockroaches. The outcome? Keep dreaming,

folks. No, there will be no Temp Slave! sitcom.

(There is, however, a Temp Slave! musical in

the works in Madison. We heard a few sample

songs at the party. As Jeff says, “Move over,

Rent." With lines like “I’ll never write my

novel/Show me where to grovel,” this thing is

hysterical, I hope it takes off.)

Perhaps the most obvious advantage of

independent publishing is creative control. Jeff

decided who would be in Best of Temp Slave!,

who would design it, and how it would be dis-

tributed. Distribution is a crucial question with

a book like this one. “We’re doing a combina-

tion of alternative kinds of distribution and

more mainstream distribution, because we

want to reach more people with it,
” Jeff says.

In addition to being handled by Left Bank and

Tower, the book will be sold in smaller zine

stores like Quimby’s in Chicago. But, he says,

“We’re really pushing mail order."

An interesting question is raised here

in regard to who will buy the book. It’s my

guess that more general, personal zines

which are graced (or cursed) with a big

book deal will run into some problems

here. What friendly average Barnes &

Noble shopper, innocent to the zine world,

will pick up a book called "Jamming

Paperclips Up My Nose: Selections from

‘My Life In Suburbia’ zine by Cute

Pseudonym” in the cult section just for the

hell of it? I have a theory about memoirs

in general; most people don’t have the

emotional maturity or the writing skill to

pull them off and they usually suck. The

only time I like them is if a) they’re just

exquisitely written; b) they’re about some-

thing that really fascinates me; or c)

they’re handwritten and Xeroxed and cost

me a buck (or better yet, a copy of my

own zine) and come in the mail. I don’t

just go to the Barnes and Noble and spend

real money on a memoir. Much as I love

zines, I wouldn’t buy a “zine book”—it

defeats the purpose. What’s different

about the Best of Temp Slave!, you ask? In

my case, it falls into the second category.

The subject interests me. Also in its favor;

the quality of the writing is usually excel-

lent, and the topic has pretty broad appeal

(after all Manpower Inc. Is the nation’s

largest employer).

Jeff puts it well: “I have a very missionary

attitude about what I’m doing. I’m into creating

a larger and larger readership. I don’t want to

confine myself to the zine scene or a political

scene. I want to reach people. I distributed my

zine through Desert Moon [distribution], and I

haven’t made much money off of it, but it’s

turned people on.... all different kinds of peo-

ple.” He went on to say that he doesn't expect

people who do zines to buy this book. “For bet-

ter or worse, it gives you more legitimacy.

Personally, I don’t really give a shit. But I want-

ed something that would last into the future. A

lot of zines are just passed around and lost.

This book is going to be in libraries. There are

going to be people using it as a reference.”

I asked G.K. Darby, publisher of Best

of Temp Slave!’ about why he started his

publishing company, and I got this

response: “...the name, ‘Garrett County

Press’ loosely translates into, “Rupert

Murdoch is a voluptuous shit head.” G.K.

approached Jeff initially as a Temp Slave!

fan. “There’s so much self-righteous-

Victorian activism out there—activism with-

out style or humor, stuff that makes me

want to puke into my drink. I like the old-

time activists who do things with style,

humor and real emotion... people like Studs

Terkel. Temp Slave!, for me, has real fucking

style.” He goes on to say: “I’m very young

and very inexperienced with book publishing

and if Jeff hadn’t been there at every stage,

this book would’ve never been released,

period. Jeff has put a lot into this book and

it really says a lot about Jeff that he would

trust an undergraduate from Wisconsin to

publish it.” Or, as Jeff said at the party, beer

in hand, standing next to G.K., “As you can

see, he’s a young guy, and I’m an old guy.”

These two are a good team. No egotistical

posturing; they’re always ready to pat each

other on the back.

Like the zine, the book made me laugh

one minute and gasp in outrage the next. I

think it’s a given that Best of Temp Slave!

will reach some different people. The Temp

Slave! experience, however, is the same as it

ever was. Fortunately. <§>

Best of Temp Slave! is $12.00 first class

,

or $10.00 book rate. Make checks out to Garrett

County Press. Send orders to: Garrett County

Press
,
PO Box 896, Madison, Wl 53701
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BOOK REVIEWS

Compiling History
by Eric Action

Various: a guide to US
INDEPENDENT LABEL
COMPILATION ALBUMS

1976-1996
Andrew J. Macduffie

SELF PUBLISHED 1997

VARIOUS
A GUIDE TO

U.S. INDEPENDENT LABEL COMPILATION ALBUMS
1976-1996

PUNK - HARDCORE - NEW WAVE

ANDREW J. MACDUFFIE

he title may say it all, but there

is more to this book then one

would think. This reference

guide lists, in alphabetical

order, nearly 400 full-length

compilations put out in the

United States from 1976 to

1996. The common thread to

all of these records is that they

deal with Punk, Hardcore or

New Wave in some way. Each entry not only

has the title, year, and label but gives each

band and the song title. Included, you also

get a short paragraph on each compilation.

Andrew gives light to how important the

comp was, its region and sometimes throws

in his opinion.

The book has a brilliant index which

lists over 3000 bands. So if you look up

a band, it will direct you to the compila-

tions they are on. For example, a band

like JFA has ten entries and the Horny

Mormons has four.

Of course, a project like this can

never be complete in its first printing, I

found at least one major compilation

missing (MRR’s They Don't Get Paid...

comp with Screeching Weasel, Jawbox,

etc.), but the beauty of Various is how it

finds really obscure comps—McDuffie

even somehow found the small one-sided

comp that I put out two years ago and

gives it quite a fair review. The oldest

record included is the Live at the Rat with

the Real Kids and DMZ and goes right up

to 1996 with the flood of comps by every

little label out there. A few major label

records sneak their way in, especially in

the 70’s and early 80’s when the majors

played a role in punk rock.

This is an essential guide to anyone

who collects records or is looking for

information on bands that they want

more of. Collecting compilations for over

fifteen years, McDuffie put a lot of love

into this book— I can't even think about

the hours this had to have taken to

make! We in the zine world often give a

lot of slack to compilations but McDuffie

reminded me of the great compilations

that got me into punk so many years

ago. Remember The Decline of Western

Civilization ,
Repo Man

,
Let Them Eat

Jellybeans, Blasting Concept, or more

recently, the Thing that Ate Floyd,

Eastern Front, Killed By Death comps or

the Kill Rock Stars records? These com-

pilations not only got thousands into

punk rock, but introduced already sea-

soned punks to other bands. Buying a

compilation like Blasting Concept to get

Black Flag made you discover the

Minutemen or the Meat Puppets.

I am only surprised that it took this

long for someone to realize the impor-

tance of the punk compilation and its

role in the scene. You will be impressed

by the easy-to-use and informative lay-

out this book has. Various is a DIY book

that has no company behind it, so sup-

port a punk rocker who is willing to put

up his hard time and energy, as well as

money for a much needed project. ®

$14/USA $16/World; Andrew McDuffie PO Box

146 Brockport, NY 14420.
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don't waste your time with boring

and expensive punk jewelry from

hot topic or something— gutter's

got spiked, studded and bondage

bracelets and collars

(bondage belts too)
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THE ENKINDELS
5

WHO HERE WANTS TO FIGHT?

v*^j 4-song CD $6.00

BOY SETS FIRE
THE DAY THE SUN WENT OUT

1 2-song 1 2” $8.00
1 2-song CD $9.00

%)

Elliott t-shirt $1 1 .00

INK & DAGGER
DRIVE THIS SEVEN INCH WOODEN STAKE
THROUGH MY PHILADELPHIA HEART

1 0-song CD $9.00
4-song 7” $3.50

Don’t miss Initial’s Krazy Fest in Louisville over Memorial Day Weekend,

May 29, 30, and 31, 1998. For more information visit www.initialrecords.com.

INITIALRECORDS POBOX 17131 LOUISVILLE KY 40217 + TEL 502.589.1003 FAX 502.589.1007 + Send $1 for our 48-page catalog with over 1000 items, $2 outside US7T~
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J THE LAST CRIME
1
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1 EX 1 .6 BAND / A FOUR SONG CD / $7 POSTAGE PAID

THE OMEGA • PO BOX 558 • VILLAGE STATION • NEW YORK CITY 10014

ALSO: OURSELVES/ 1 A LIVE CD COMP WITH ENDEAVOR. CONVERGE. DISEMBODIED, COALESCE FALL SILENT i TWO OTHER BANDS. $6 PPO

EVERYTHING TO IAN RICHER • SOON: RAINER MARIA/ DOB TILTON SPLIT SEVEN INCH 8 OURSELVES / 2 • THANK YOU.



Sun 2/15 ATHENS, GA
Tue 2/17 CARRBORO, NC
Wed 2/18 RICHMOND, VA

Thu 2/19 WASHINGTON, DC
Fri 2/20 NEW YORK, NY

„

Sat 2/21 PRINCETON, NJ

Sun 2/22 NORTHAMPTON, MA
Tue 2/24 CAMBRIDGE, MA
Wed 2/25 PHILADELPHIA, PA

Fri 2/27 CLEVELAND, OH
Sat 2/28 DETROIT, Ml

Sun 3/1 CHICAGO, IL

Tue 3/3 ST. LOUIS, MO
Wed 3/4 MEMPHIS, TN
Thu 3/5 NASHVILLE. TN
‘appearing with The Delta 72

GO'

40 Watt Club*

Cat's Cradle*

James Madison University’

Black Cat*

Mercury Lounge*

Terrace Club*

Iron Horse Music Hall

Middle East

LaSalle University

Grog Shop
Magic Stick

Fireside Bowl

The Side Door

Map Room
Exit Inn

Fri 2/13 CORONA, CA Showcase Theater

Sat 2/14 SAN DIEGO, CA Soma Side Stage

Sun 2/15 MESA.AZ Nile Theater

Tue 2/17 AUSTIN,TX Emo's

Wed 2/18 HOUSTON,TX Zelda's @ Fitzgerald's

Thu 2/19 NEW ORLEANS,LA Jimmy's

Fri 2/20 ST.PETERSBURG.FL The Refuge

Sat 2/21 FT. LAUDERDALE, FL Squeeze

Sun 2/22 VERO BEACH,FL Women's Center

Mon 2/23 GAINESVILLE, FL Covered Dish

Tue 2/24 ATLANTA, GA Somber Reptile

Wed 2/25 MURFREESBORO,NC The Boro

Thu 2/26 KNOXVILLE,TN Mercury Theater

Fri 2/27 CHAPEL HILL, NC Lizard & Snake

Sat 2/28 RICHMOND, VA Twisters

Tue 3/03 CAMBRIDGE,MA Middle East

Mon 3/09 CLEVELAND,OH Euclid Tavern

Fri 3/13 CHICAGO.IL Fireside Bowl

Sat 3/14 GREEN BAY.WI Concert Cafe

Sun 3/15 MINNEAPOLIS,MN 7th Street Entry

Wed 3/25 PORTLAND,OR Stage 4 Theater

S'

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~adysart lovitt aval new



All issues before PP15 are all black & white. Covers of PP 15-21 are

2-3 color. All issues after 2 1 have full color covers. Confused yet?

PP4 1 don't know where we got copies of of this, but when we moved the office, we found

a stack of 'em lying around. Interviews with Epitaph records, Allied records, and a punk liv-

ing with AIDS. Article on problems at the ABC No RIO. Ugly as hell. This is as old school as

you can get 80 pgs.

PP5 interviews with Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, and the Queers. An article on the MC5. Plus

everything else you expect and some stuff you don't! 80 pgs.

PP7 the one year anniversary issue. Interviews with Man or Astroman, Kerosene 454, &

Rudy Vanderlans. An article on the NEA & an article on Pirate Video. Columns, reviews, &

more more more!! 96 pgs

PP8 interviews with Red Aunts, Aus Rotten, Fabric, and The Smears. The controversial arti-

cle on Punk Publishing. Plus comics, columns, DIY, and much much much more. 104 pgs.

PPIO Interviews with Weston, Chisel, and Braid. An article on Spoken Word and

another on Bob Dole. DIY files on how to buy a guitar. Plus fiction, columns, reviews,

and everything else you love! Also, it looks really really good. 1 1 2 pgs

PP11 Interviews with Texas is the Reason, Naked Aggression, John Cougar

Concentration Camp, and Christie Front Drive. Article on Community based money. Part

2 of the how to buy a guitar DIY file. Plus fiction, columns, and everything else you love

love love! 104 pgs

PP12 Interviews with Cub, Squirtgun, and Aaron Cometbus. Articles on UFOs, Punk

Film, and The Telecommunications Act. DIY on how to get ready for a tour. Plus fiction,

columns, and everything else you love love love! 104 pgs

PP13 Interviews with Adrian Tomine, Lifetime, Jon Moritsugu, and Sinkhole. An

incredible article about voting in the US. DIY on how to change car oil. Plus fiction,

columns, and everything else you want like you want me! 1 1 2 pgs

PPM Interviews with Research's V. Vale, Delta 72, Promise Ring, The StTike, and

Factsheet 5's R. Seth Friedman. Fascinating article about punk & multinational capitalism.

DIY on buying a van. Reciepes reviews, columns and all that other stuff you love! 1 20pgs

PP15 Some people are calling this the "political" issue, which totally discounts all

the other political articles we've printed. However, this issue does have politics in

spades, as it features 20 pages (in three color!) on the Democratic & Republican con-

ventions. It also has interviews with Sarah Dyer from Action Girl Comics, Rhythm

Collision, Chamberlain, and cheesecake as well as DIY, columns, and all that other stuff

you can't get enough of! 120 pgs

PP16 Interviews with Sarah Jacobson (who as a result of this interview now writes

our underground film review section). Damnation AD, The Dismemberment Plan, and

Pat West of Change Zine. A fantastic article on Culture Jamming, as well as an article

about the 1996-97 NBA season (yowza is right). The DIY files is a massive article

about distributing your zine. Plus, the PP staff picks the best releases of 1996. Guess

what? There's all the other stuff you like about PP in here! 1 20 pgs

PPI7 If you don't already have this issue, you should. This issue features "All Punk

Cons" the best critique of modern punk ever put to paper; before you go screaming

about 'sellouts', make sure you've read the article. Interviews with The Descendents,

Dan O'Mahoney, Snapcase, Rye Coalition, and Poin. An article on living with the pos-

sibility of breast cancer. DIY on scanning, and of course much much much more. 136

pgs.

PP19 PP1 9 explores the link between punk rock and heroin with 4 articles dedicated

to discussing the drug's appeako the punk community and the repercussions of that

appeal. This ain't no simple "just say no" critique either: we know why you do H. But

we also know why you need to stop. In addition to all that fun, there's interviews with

The Softies, Troubleman Unlimited, Dillinger 4, Lookout Records and more. Articles on

the battle between Alternative Tentacles and the Philadephia PD, The Who's Emma

Collective, and more. There is so much in this issue we can't even list it all. 1 68 pgs.

PP20 Everything you've ever wanted to know about Black Flag but were afraid to ask.

Almost all the members of BF finally speak about being in the band, being out of the

band, and all points in between'. In addition, we've got interviews with Citizen Fish,

Elliot Smith, Sweetbelly Freakdown, Jejune, Mordam Records, & Lumberjack

Distribution. Articles on the McLibel trial, the Southern Baptists' boycott of Disney, and

the rebirth of the American labor movement at Action '97 in Detroit. You know there's

more in here. You know you want it. You know we love you Ice. 1 60 pgs.

PP21 The Make-Up grace the beautiful purple cover of this, our last spot-color cover.

The color gamut may be limited, but the scope of stuff covered in this issue sure ain't. In

addition to the gospel according to The Make-Up, there are interviews with Los Crudos,

Tsunami, Karate, Gameface, Joan of Arc & Slowdime Records. There's also an incredible

article called "Youth Quake" that exposes America's undeclared war on kids. That's not

the only article though, there's a bio of author Nicole Ptmter, an article about the union-

ization efforts of strippers at the Lusty Lady strip club, and one man's story about escap-

ing from jail. Plus a ton of other stuff—it's our longest issue ever! ! ! 1 76pgs.

PP22 Our first issue with a full-color cover! Writer Annalee Newitz went to Washington

DC to cover the creepy Christian men's movement, The Promise Keepers, at their nation-

al rally. But this isn't simple reporting—Annalee donned baseball cap, long sleeves,

lowered her voice, bound her breasts and took part as a man. Plus interviews with Ray

& Porcell of Shelter/YotJth of Today, Punk legend Exene Cervenka, Gern Blandsten

Record's Charles Maggio, Ovarian Trolley, & Burning Airlines, as well as author Stewart

Home. Pansy Division graces PP's pages with an exclusive diary of their current US tour.

And as if all that wasn't enough, PP gets into the ring with Incredibly Strange Wrestling,

the most exciting thing to happen to punk rock since the guitar. Plus we've crammed

everything else you expect in an issue and more! 1 68 pgs.

back issues are available for $2.00 each

Punk Planet PO Box 464

Chicago IL 60690
some issues may sell out. list alternates when ordering.

When ordering from out of the US or Canada, please add $2 to each issue ordered.



DIVOT
10. Brass Knuckles For Tough Guys

“noise man kills him” CD-Interactive

9. Sweep The Leg Johnny
“4 9 21 30” CD/LP

8. Lustre King

“money shot' 12” ep

7. My Lai
“
3.16.68”

7"

6. Sweep The Leg Johnny s/t 7”

5. Sweater Weather s/t 7”

4. A Minor Forest / Gainer split 7”

3. V/A - Ground Rule Double CD
“a compilation" featuring orwell, dianogah,

gainer, promise ring, braid, shellac, blue meanies,
mineral, gila bend, and 16 more

2. Braid

“frankie welfare boy age five" CD

9$
Prices: US / Canada / World

LPs $7/ $8/ $9

CDs $8/ $9/ $10
7”s $3/ $4/ $5

12”ep $6/ $7/ $8

po box 14061 Chicago, il 60614-0061
fax 773.384.0248 divotrec@aol.com

CHOKE
UNDERESTIMATED
‘"ISOLATION “S/7” 7”

‘‘‘CORNERSTONE ‘‘BEATING THE MASSES” 'll”

***V/A “ALL SYSTEMS GO”(Bane, Rain On The Parade

Reinforce, Reach The Sky) 7”

DIVOT RECORDS
‘‘‘BRAID “FRANKIE WELFARE BOY” 2xLP / CD

DYSLEXIC / BACKWARDS
‘‘‘NAKED RAYGUN “LAST OF THE DEMOHICANS” CD

***V/A “SKA SPELLED BACKWARDS” CD
(Telegraph, Mad Butchers, Chickenpox, Skinner BoxNYC, Liberato

***MAD BUTCHERS “LUCKY” 10”

‘‘‘SLAPSTICK “CROOKED” 7” & “SUPERHERO” 7”

WRECKAGE/ CHOKE
‘‘‘MILHOUSE “OBSCENITY IN THE MILK” LP

EXIT / CHOKE
‘‘‘SONS OF ABRAHAM “TERMITES IN HIS SMILE” LP

JUMP START
***V/A “MIDNIGHT RADIO” CD (Cherry Poppin Daddies,

Suspect Bill, Stubborn All Stars, Skavoovie, +++)
‘**2000 FLUSHES “PLEASE FLUSHES, DON’T” CD

ROCCO
‘‘‘APOCALYPSE HOBOKEN “NOW’S” CD/10”

DISTRIBUTION
PO BOX 4694 CHICAGO 60680 * 773 395 0809PH 395 0942FXI



“Interpretation is the revenge of the intellect upon art”
-Susan Sontag

LOOKOUT!RECORDS
The Donnas “American Teenage AVAIL “Live at the Bottom Of The

Rock ‘N’ Roll Machine” Ik191 LP/CD Hill in San Francisco” Ik192 CD
Crimpshrine “Duct Tape Soup”

Ik57 LP/(& now on) CD!

Servotron- “Entertainment Program

For Humans (Second Variety)” Ip/cd

ROTATOMEN

%

%™
The Potatomen “Iceland”

Ikl 88 LP/CD

i

LOOKOUT ReCORDS PO BOX 1 1374 BeRKeLeY Ca 94712 www.lookoutpecords.com


